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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.



ABSTRACT

This compilation summarizes significant enforcement actions that have been
resolved during the period (January - June 1996) and Includes copies of Orders
and Notices of Violation sent by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to
individuals with respect to these enforcement actions. It is anticipated that
the information in this publication will be widely disseminated to managers
and employees engaged in activities licensed by the NRC. The Commission
believes this information may be useful to licensees in making employment
decisions.
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ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS: SIGNIFICANT ACTIONS RESOLVED
INDIVIDUAL ACTIONS

January - June 1996

INTRODUCTION

This issue and Part of NUREG-0940 is being published to inform all Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) licensees about significant enforcement actions
taken against individuals for the first half of 1996. Enforcement actions are
issued in accordance with the NRC's Enforcement Policy, published as
NUREG-1600, "General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement
Actions."

In promulgating the regulations concerning deliberate misconduct by unlicensed
persons (55 FR 40664, August 15, 1991), the Commission directed that a list of
all persons who are currently the subject of an order restricting their
employment in licensed activities be made available with copies of the Orders.
These enforcement actions will be included for each person as long as the
actions remain effective. The Commission believes this information may be
useful to licensees in making employment decisions.

The NRC publishes significant enforcement actions involving reactor and
materials licensees as Parts II and III of NUREG-0940, respectively.
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SUMMARIES

ORDERS

Nash Babcock IA 95-058

An Order was issued December 1, 1995 prohibiting the individual and the
companies (Five Star Products, Inc., Construction Products Research,
Inc.,) from providing products and services asserted to meet 10 CFR Part
50, Appendix B, or Part 21 requirements until certain provisions
specified in the Order are satisfied. The Order was based on Mr.
Babcock's and the above companies' refusal to permit NRC inspection of
CPR's test facility and the provision of inaccurate and incomplete
information to the NRC in violation of 10 CFR 50.5(a)(2). Following the
issuance of the Order, the companies and the individual and the NRC
staff entered, a settlement agreement that essentially implemented the
Order.

James Bauer, M.D. IA 94-011

An Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC Licensed Activities (Effective
Immediately) was issued May 10, 1994. The Order prohibited the above
individual from being involved in NRC-licensed activities for a period
of five years and required him to notify the NRC of any involvement for
a period of two years thereafter. The Order was based on (1) the
individual's performance of activities with a strontium-90 source that
were not authorized by the license, (2) failure to provide complete and
accurate information to NRC inspectors, and (3) failure to cause a
radiation survey to be performed as required by 10 CFR 20.201, which led
to a significant misadministration to a patient, as well as unnecessary
radiation exposure to numerous members of the general public. The
individual requested a hearing on May 26, 1994, and a settlement
agreement was signed November 13, 1995. The settlement reduces to three
years the prohibition on the individual's involvement in NRC-licensed
activities.

Paul A. Bauman IA 94-020

An Order Requiring Notification to NRC Prior to Involvement in NRC-
Licensed Activities (Effective Immediately) was Issued August 26, 1994
to the above individual. The action was based on the failure to train
and certify personnel, creation of false records, and providing false
information to the NRC. The Order requires for a period of three years
that the individual provide notice to the NRC of his acceptance of each
employment offer 1n NRC-Hcensed activities.

Michael J. Berna IA 94-032

An Order Prohibiting Involvement 1n NRC-L1censed Activities (Effective
Immediately) was Issued November 15, 1994 to the above Individual. The
Order was based on Inspection and Investigation findings which concluded
that the Individual deliberately violated 10 CFR 30.10 by falling to
perform field audits of radiographers, created false audit records, and
requested others to create false records. The Order removes the
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individual from NRC-Iicensed activities for a period of three years. In
addition, the individual is to notify the NRC the first time that he
engages in licensed activities following the prohibition period.

Jerome E. Bodian, M.D. . IA 94-023

A Confirmatory Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities
(Effective Immediately) was issued September 8, 1994 to the above
individual. The action was based on an inspection and investigation
which concluded that the individual deliberately violated 10 CFR 35.53
by failing to measure the activity of radiopharmaceuticals prior to
medical use and 10 CFR 30.10 by deliberately providing inaccurate
information to the NRC. The Order prohibits the individual from

•engaging in NRC-licensed activities for a period of five years. In
addition,^ the individual shall provide notice to NRC the first time
following the prohibition that he engages in NRC-licensed activities.

Eugene Bolton IA 96-009

An Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities (Effective
Immediately) was issued February 23, 1996 to the above individual. The
Order was based on an investigation which concluded that the above
individual violated the fitness for duty requirements by submitting a
surrogate urine sample and by admittedly submitting surrogate urine
samples successfully on previous occasions. The Order prohibits the
individual from seeking unescorted access to facilities licensed by the
NRC for a period of five years from March 9, 1993, the date that the

. individual's unescorted access was terminated by the licensee.

JohnW. Boomer IA 94-015

An Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities (Effective
Immediately) was issued July 14, 1994 to the above individual. The
Order was based on investigation findings which concluded that the
individual deliberately violated 10 CFR 35.70(e) and 10 CFR 30.10 while
he was President of Chesapeake Imaging Center, Chesapeake, West
Virginia, by falling to conduct weekly surveys for removable -
contamination. The Order, prohibits the Individual from engaging in NRC-
licensed activities for a period of three years. In addition, for that
•same period he shall provide a copy of the Order to any prospective
employer engaged in NRC-licensed activities, provide notice to NRC the
first time following the prohibition that he engages in NRC-licensed

, activities, and cease activities 1f he is currently involved in NRC-
licensed activities.

Steven Cody IA 95-029

An Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities and
Requiring Certain Notification to NRC (Effective Immediately) was issued
August 7, 1995 to the above Individual. The Order was based on an
Inspection and an Investigation which concluded that the Individual had
deliberately violated 10 CFR 34.44 by falling to supervise
radiographer's assistants on multiple occasions between October 1992 and
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April 1993. The Order removed the individual from engaging in NRC-
licensed activities for a period of one year. In addition, the Order
requires the individual to notify, for a period of three years after the
one-year prohibition, the NRC within 20 days of becoming involved in
NRC-licensed activities.

Richard J. Gardecki IA 93-001

An Order Prohibiting Involvement in Certain NRC-Licensed Activities was
Issued May 4, 1993 to the above individual. The Order was based on the
deliberate submittal of false information to former employers to obtain
employment in licensed activities and to NRC Investigators. The Order
prohibits the individual, for a period of five years, from being named
on an NRC license as a Radiation Safety Officer or supervising licensed
activities for an NRC licensee or an Agreement State licensee while
conducting activities within NRC jurisdiction. It also requires for the
same period notice by copy of the Order to prospective employers engaged
in licensed activities and notice to the NRC on acceptance of employment
in licensed activities.

Maria Hoi11ngsworth IA 95-028

An Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities was issued
August 3, 1995 to the above Individual. The Order prohibits the
Individual from becoming Involved in NRC-licensed activities for a
period of one year. The order was issued because: (1) the.Individual
knew she should no longer use gauges containing NRC-11censed material
because the company's NRC license had expired, but she did so anyway;
and (2) the Individual also made a false statement to an NRC Inspector
by indicating that she had not used the gauges. The order also
requires, for a period of one year after the one year prohibition, that
the individual notify the NRC within 20 days of becoming involved in
NRC-licensed activities.

William Kimbley IA 95-016
Ms. Joan Kimbley IA 95-015

A Confirmatory Order was Issued June 12, 1995 based on an Investigation
which concluded that Midwest Testing, Inc., through Its president,
deliberately violated NRC requirements by: (1) allowing operators to use
moisture density gauges without personnel monitoring devices, (2) not
performing leak tests of two moisture density gauges, (3) not requesting
a license amendment to name a new Radiation Protection Officer, (4)
storing licensed material at an unauthorized location, and (5) allowing
moisture density gauges to be used with an expired license. The
Investigation also concluded that the licensee's General
Manager/Treasurer (the wife of the licensee's president) was involved in
the deliberate violations noted in Items (1), (2), and (5) above. The
Order prohibits both the president and the General Manager/Treasurer, as
well as Midwest Testing, Inc. and any successor entity, from applying to
the NRC for a license and from engaging 1n, or controlling, any NRC-
licensed activity for a period of five years.
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Larry S. Ladner IA 94-019

An Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities (Effective
Immediately) was issued August 26, 1994 to the above individual. The
action was based on the individual's failure to supervise radiographer's
assistants performing licensed activities, falsifying a large number of
quarterly personnel audits and providing false information to NRC
officials. The Order prohibits the individual from engaging in NRC-
licensed activities for a period of three years and for a two year
period after the prohibition has expired, requires him to provide notice
to the NRC when he will be involved in NRC-licensed activities.

Donald C. McDonald, Jr. . IA 96-018

An Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities (Effective
Immediately) was issued March 27, 1996 to the above individual. The
action was based on the individual providing incomplete and inaccurate
information on forms he filed for unescorted access authorization at an
NRC-licensed facility. The Order prohibits the individual from engaging
in NRC licensed activities, and obtaining unescorted access to protected
and vital areas of facilities licensed by the NRC,. for a period of three
years from the date of the Order.

Daniel J. McCool . IA 94-017

An Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities (Effective
Immediately) was issued August 26, 1994 to the above individual. The
action was based on an investigation which determined that the above
individual deliberately conspired with other AMSPEC officials to deceive
the Commission and provided false testimony, under oath, to NRC
officials. In addition the individual failed to train and certify
employees in radiation safety as required by the AMSPEC license. The
Order prohibits the individual from engaging in NRC licensed activities
for a period of five years, and for a period of five years after the
prohibition to notify the NRC when he will be involved in NRC-licensed
activities.

Stephen Mignotte IA 94-014

A Notice of Violation and Order Prohibiting Involvement in 10 CFR Part
55 Licensed Activities (Effective Immediately) was issued June 28, 1994
to the above individual. The actions are based on the individual
performing licensed duties while under the influence of illegal drugs
and submitting a false urine sample under the reactor licensee's
fitness-for-duty program. The Order prohibits the individual from
serving as licensed reactor operator for a period of three years from
the date of the Order, and for the same period of time, requires that he
notify prospective employers involved in NRC-11censed activities of the
existence of the Order.

Sean G. Miller IA 94-008

An Order Prohibiting Involvement 1n NRC-L1censed Activities (Effective
Immediately) was issued April 21, 1994 to the above individual. The
Order was based on an action taken by the Individual during and
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following a rod mispositioning event at Dresden on September 18, 1992,
while he was employed as the Qualified Nuclear Engineer at the Dresden
Nuclear Station. The Individual's actions included an attempt to
conceal the occurrence of the event. The Order prohibits the individual
for three years from the date of the Order from engaging in activities
licensed by the NRC. After the three year prohibition the individual
shall provide notice to the NRC of acceptance of any employment 1n NRC-
licensed activity for an additional two year period.

Gary Minnick IA 95-061

An Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities was Issued
December 22, 1995 to the above individual. The action was based on the
individual providing Incomplete and/or inaccurate information on forms
he filed for employment and unescorted access authorization with NRC
licensees. The Order prohibits the individual from involvement in NRC-
licensed activities, including obtaining access at a licensed facility,
for a period of one year from the date of the Order.

Richard E. Odegard IA 94-018

An Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities (Effective
Immediately) was issued August 26, 1994 to the above individual. The
action was based on the individual providing false testimony to the NRC,
and deliberately failing to. train and certify employees in radiation
safety as required by the license conditions. The Order prohibits the
Individual from engaging in NRC-licensed activities for a period of five
years and after the prohibition has expired requires him to provide
notice to the NRC of acceptance of any employment in NRC-licensed
activity for an additional five year period.

Hartsell S. Phillips IA 94-001

An Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities (Effective
Immediately) was Issued March 10, 1994 to the above individual. The
action was based on the individual's deliberate false statements to NRC
officials and deliberate violations Involving: (1) administration of
excessive radiopharmaceutical dosages, (2) failure to provide training
to nuclear medicine technologists, (3) failure to perform daily
constancy checks of the licensee's dose calibrator, (4) failure to
perform the required dally and weekly contamination radiation surveys,
and (5) failure to maintain accurate and complete records required by
NRC. The Order prohibits the Individual from engaging in NRC-11censed
activities for an NRC licensee or an Agreement State that is subject to
NRC jurisdiction. The Individual requested a Hearing on March 30, 1994.
A settlement was signed September 19, 1995 with the agreement that the
Individual would refrain from Involvement in NRC-11censed activities for
a period of five years from the date of the Order and, for a period of
five years after the prohibition, will notify NRC of becoming involved
in NRC-Hcensed activities.

Douglas D. Preston IA 94-004

An Order Prohibiting Involvement 1n NRC-L1censed Activities (Effective
Immediately) was issued April 5, 1994 to the above individual. The
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action was based on the individual's falsification of information on his
application for unescorted access to the licensee's Duane Arnold Energy
Center. When interviewed by the investigators, the individual admitted
that he had falsified his criminal history and indicated he would do so
again. The Order prohibits the individual from involvement in licensed
activities for a period of five years.

Forrest L. Roudebush IA 95-013

An Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities and
Requiring Certain Notification to NRC was issued March 3, 1995 to the
above individual. The action was based on investigations that found
that the individual was responsible for deliberate violations of NRC
requirements, including providing inaccurate information to NRC
inspectors and investigators, and that he was untruthful in his
testimony before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board. The Order
prohibits the individual from becoming involved in licensed activities
for a period of five years from the date that the NRC staff issued an
immediately effective Order suspending the license of the company
(October 17, 1991). After the five year prohibition the individual
shall provide notice to the NRC of acceptance of any employment in NRC-
licensed activity for an additional five year period.

Guillermo Velasquez, M.D. IA 94-013

A Confirmatory Order was issued June 3, 1994 to the above individual.
The action was based on the individual's deliberate use of a Sr-90 eye
applicator after his license had expired and providing false information
to the NRC. The Order prohibits the individual's participation in
licensed activities for a period of three years and requires the
individual to notify the NRC the first time he engages in licensed
activities after the prohibition period has ended.

David Tang Wee IA 94-006

An Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities (Effective
Immediately) was issued April 21, 1994 to the above individual. The
Order was based on an action taken by the individual during and
following a rod mispositioning event at Dresden on September 18, 1992,
while he was employed as the Station Control Room Engineer at the
Dresden Nuclear Station. The individual's actions included an attempt
to conceal the occurrence of the event. The Order prohibits the
individual for three years from the date of the Order from engaging in
activities licensed by the NRC. After the three year prohibition the
individual shall provide notice to the NRC of acceptance of any
employment in NRC-licensed activity for an additional two year period.

Rex Allen Werts IA 94-035

An Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities and
Unescorted Access (Effective Immediately) was issued December 12, 1994
to the above Individual. The action was based on an Investigation that
concluded that the above individual had deliberately falsified his
identity to gain employment and unescorted access to the Brunswick
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facility. The Order prohibits the individual from engaging in NRC-
licensed activities and from gaining unescorted access to protected and
vital areas of NRC-licensed facilities for a period of three years.
After the three year prohibition the individual shall provide notice to
the NRC of any employment in NRC-licensed activity for an additional
five year period.

Larry D. Wicks IA 94-024

An Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities (Effective
Immediately) was issued September 27, 1994 to the above individual. The
action was based on inspections and investigations which concluded that
the individual deliberately violated NRC requirements as to submitting a
dosimeter for evaluation, evaluating an employee's radiation exposure,
providing calibrated ratemeters, and by providing false information to
the NRC. The Order removed the individual from NRC-licensed activities
for a period of five years. In addition, the Order requires the
individual to provide notice to the NRC the first time following the
prohibition that the individual engages in NRC-licensed activities. The
individual requested a hearing on October 14, 1994. In a settlement
approved on November 16, 1995, the individual agreed to withdraw from
the hearing proceeding.

Dr. Hung Yu IA 95-037

A Relaxation of Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities
(Effective Immediately) was issued March 7, 1996. Based on statements
of Mr. Hu at the enforcement conference which was held January 17, 1996,
the NRC staff concluded that he now (1) understands the unacceptability
of his actions, (2) realizes the importance of providing the NRC
complete and accurate information, (3) recognizes that his attitude was
inappropriate, and (4) appreciates the need to comply with NRC
requirements.

Marc W. Zuverink IA 95-022

An Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities and
Requiring Certain Notification to NRC was issued June 27, 1995 to the
above individual. The action was based on an investigation which
determined that the individual stole tritium from the licensee's
facility and transferred it to members of the public. The Order
prohibits the individual from engaging in NRC-licensed activities for a
period of ten years and requires that he provide notice to NRC for an
additional five year period if he becomes involved in NRC-licensed
activities.

Notices of Violation

Samuel L. Brooks IA 96-030

A Notice of Violation was issued June 12, 1996 based on a violation
involving deliberate incorrect entries in licensee dose administration
records. Specifically, records made by the individual indicated that
two dosages of sodium iodide 1-131, which were administered on September
6 and November 7, 1994, were exactly as prescribed by the authorized
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users. However, it was subsequently determined that the administered
dosages were actually approximately 30 to 40 percent greater than
indicated on the dose administration record.

Hark D. Diehl IA 96-031

A Notice of Violation was issued June 14, 1996, based on a violation
involving a confirmed positive test for marijuana. Florida Power and
Light Company (FP&L), Mr. Diehl's employer, informed the NRC that,
effective May 7, 1996, FP&L no longer had a need to maintain Mr. Diehl's
operator license because of the positive test for marijuana resulting
from a urine sample submitted on April 29, 1996. This caused Mr.
Diehl's license to expire.

Bryan Eccleston IA 96-032

A Notice of Violation was issued June 17, 1996, based on a violation
involving a confirmed positive test for cocaine. Consolidated Edison
Company (ConEd) informed the NRC that, effective May 16, 1996, ConEd no
longer had a need to maintain Mr. Eccleston's operator's license because
of the positive tests for cocaine resulting from urine samples submitted
on April 16 and 19, 1996. This caused Mr. Eccleston's license to
expire.

Michael S. Lawrence IA 96-002

A Notice of Violation was issued February 2, 1996, based on a violation
involving a confirmed positive test for marijuana. Northern States
Power Company (NSP) informed the NRC that, effective January 8, 1996,
NSP no longer had a need to maintain Mr. Lawrence's operator's licensee
because of the positive tests for marijuana on November 6 and December
14, 1995. This caused Mr. Lawrence's license to expire.

Arthur C. Lennon IA 96-010

A Notice of Violation was issued February 29, 1996, based on a violation
involving a confirmed positive test for marijuana. Commonwealth Edison
Company (ComEd) informed the NRC that, effective February 9, 1996, the
individual's operating license no longer was effective because of the
positive test for marijuana on January 19, 1996.

Frank A. Warriner IA 96-015

A Notice of Violation was issued March 7, 1996, based on deliberate
discrimination against a contract employee because Mr. Warriner had
declined to hire a contract technician who had engaged in protected
activities at another NRC-licensed facility. As a result of his action,
Arizona Public Service Company Immediately suspended and subsequently
terminated Mr. Warriner.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20JM-0001

December 1, 1995

IA 95-058

Five Star Products, Inc.
Construction Products Research, Inc.

ATTN: Mr. H. Nash Babcock,
401-534 Still son Road
Fa1rf1eld, Connecticut 06430

SUBJECT: ORDER

Dear Mr. Babcock:

This refers to the limited Inspection conducted on August 18 and 19, 1992, of
the Five Star Products, Incorporated (Five Star) facilities 1n Fairfield,
Connecticut. A copy of the Inspection report 1s Included as Enclosure 1 to
this letter. This letter also addresses the NRC Office of Investigations (01)
Case 1-92-037R, which has been completed. A copy of the 01 Report synopsis 1s
Included as Enclosure 2 to this letter. *

Enclosure 3 Is an Order being Issued to Five Star, Construction Products
Research, Inc. (CPR), and H. Nash Babcock based on the results of the
Inspection and Investigation. The Order prohibits Five Star, CPR, or H. Nash
Babcock from selling products or providing associated services to meet the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B and 10 CFR Part 21. Further, the
Order provides that 1f Five Star, CPR or H. Nash Babcock desires to resume
providing basic components and associated services to the nuclear Industry
that meet those requirements, then Five Star, CPR and H. Nash Babcock must
comply with certain provisions of the Order.

A written response 1s not required to the Order. However, you may respond as
provided 1n the Order. If Five Star, CPR or H. Nash Babcock desires to resume
providing basic components and associated services to the nuclear Industry for
use 1n safety-related applications, Five Star, CPR, and H. Nash Babcock must
respond to the Order, as well as comply with the other requirements stated in
the Order.

This Order 1s effective in 20 days unless a hearing 1s requested.

Pursuant to Section 223 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, any
person who willfully violates, attempts to violate, or conspires to violate,
any provision of this Order once 1t 1s effective shall be subject to criminal
prosecution as set forth 1n that section.

The NRC 1s continuing to review various actions by Five Star and CPR and
Issuance of this Order does not preclude the NRC from taking further action in
the future based on the outcome of those reviews. '
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Five Star Products, Inc.

Questions concerning this Order should be addressed to James Lieberman,
Director, Office of Enforcement, who can be reached at (301) 415-2741.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

Sincerely,

ames L. Milhoan
eputy Executive Director
or Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
Regional Operations and Research

Enclosures: As Stated
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of )

FIVE STAR PRODUCTS, INC. )
and ) IA 95-058

CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS RESEARCH )
Fa1rf1eld, Connecticut )
and )

H. NASH BABCOCK )

ORDER

I .

Five Star Products, Inc. (FSP), 1s a company located 1n Fa1rf1eld,

Connecticut, and was formerly known as U.S. Grout Corporation. FSP

manufactures and sells grout and concrete products to the nuclear Industry and

has done so for about 20 years. Through a holding company, Mr. Babcock owns^

FSP and several related businesses, Including Construction Products Research,

Inc. (CPR), which performs laboratory tests of FSP products. Mr. Babcock 1s

Vice-president of FSP and President of CPR.

II

FSP submitted its grout and concrete products to CPR for testing. Following

the tests, CPR Issued certifications that 1t tested FSP products in

conformance with certain specifications of the American Society for Testing

and Materials. FSP subsequently utilized those certifications as the basis

for certifying that Its products satisfied Appendix B and customer Purchase

Order (PO) requirements. At various times since 1980, FSP has advertised and

represented to NRC licensees that U s products are manufactured in accordance

with the requirements of Appendix B. It has supplied products pursuant to

purchase orders requiring FSP to meet the requirements of Appendix B, and 10
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CFR Part 21. Licensees who have purchased material from FSP under FSP's

certification of quality have used the grout and concrete in safety-related

applications and as basic components.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or Commission) issued 10 CFR Part 21

(Part 21) to implement Section 206 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974.

Part 21 imposes, inter alia, evaluation and reporting requirements on

directors and responsible officers of firms which supply basic components of

any facility or activity which is licensed or otherwise regulated pursuant to

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, or the Energy Reorganization Act of

1974. Basic components are structures, systems, or parts in which a defect or

failure to comply with applicable requirements could create a substantial

safety hazard. 10 CFR 21.3(a). Part 21 is implemented in conjunction with

Appendix B, which contains the quality assurance (QA) criteria applicable to

design, fabrication, construction, and testing of safety-related structures,

systems, and components in commercial nuclear power plants. Together, these

requirements are intended to assure the safety of safety-related components,

materials, and services for nuclear power plants.

Section 206 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 requires directors and

responsible officers of firms constructing, owning, operating or supplying the

basic components of a facility or activity licensed or regulated by the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as amended, who obtain Information regarding defects in

those basic components, or failures of basic components, or of the facility to

comply with NRC requirements, to notify the NRC of those defects and failures

to comply. Section 206(d) authorizes the Commission to conduct Inspections
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and other enforcement activities necessary to insure compliance with that

section. 10 CFR 21.41 and 21.51 implement Section 206(d).

Ill

The NRC conducts inspections of vendors who supply safety-related components

pursuant to Appendix B and who supply basic components pursuant to Part 21.

On August 18, 1992, the NRC began an unannounced inspection of FSP, and of its

laboratory contractor, CPR, to determine the extent to which FSP supplied

basic components to NRC licensees, the adequacy of FSP's QA Program, the

adequacy of CPR's testing of FSP products, and the adequacy of FSP products.
c.

Shortly after the inspection began, Mr. Babcock met with the inspection team

and questioned the NRC's authority to conduct the inspection. Mr. Babcock was

presented with two identical letters from the NRC staff, dated August 13,

1992, each addressed separately to FSP and CPR. The letters outlined the

NRC's inspection authority under 10 CFR Part 21, Section 161o of the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as amended (AEA), and Section 206(d) of the Energy

Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended (ERA). Despite this, Mr. Babcock

continued to question the NRC's authority and, throughout the Inspection,

denied the Inspectors access to inspect CPR's testing laboratory, which was

located in the basement of FSP's Fairfield, Connecticut, headquarters, and

access to Inspect CPR's laboratory records.

During the Inspection of August 18 and 19, 1992, the Inspection team reviewed

NRC power reactor licensee POs submitted to Five Star 1n order to determine
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the scope of FSP's nuclear involvement. The team was provided with POs for

the period 1988 to 1992. Those POs demonstrate that at least seven NRC

reactor licensees and one licensee contractor had issued POs to FSP for

safety-related grout and concrete mix products, and had specified compliance

with Appendix B and Part 21.

The inspection team reviewed copies of several NRC licensee audit reports of

FSP and CPR. These reports documented that NRC licensee requests to audit

CPR's test laboratory and records were consistently denied by FSP. Further,

several NRC licensee audit reports found that FSP's QA program was not

acceptable and did not meet certain requirements of Appendix B.

The NRC inspection team"requested copies of all audits performed by FSP of CPR

to determine CPR's compliance with the quality assurance criteria of Appendix

B and Part 21. Only one FSP audit of CPR was performed, by the FSP'QA

Manager, and it was provided to the NRC Inspection team by the FSP QA Manager.

The July 31, 1992 audit report concluded that CPR's June 10, 1992 QA program

was satisfactory. The format and most of the language of this report were

identical to a report of an audit conducted by Toledo Edison, an NRC Part 50

reactor licensee,- of FSP's QA program 1n February 1991. The FSP'QA Manager

later admitted that he had not 1n fact conducted an audit of CPR, and that he

had used the Toledo Edison audit report to fabricate the July 31, 1992 audit

report of CPR.

On August 19, 1992, the second day of the Inspection, Mr. Babcock told the

inspectors to leave at the end of that day and not return until after Labor
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Day. At 4:45 p.m. that day, Mr. Babcock was presented with another letter

from the NRC staff which was witnessed by members of the Inspection team and

Mr. Henry Allen of FSP. This letter reiterated the legal authority of the NRC

to conduct the Inspection, and notified Mr. Babcock that continued refusals to

permit Inspection of FSP or CPR would be treated as a violation of 10 CFR

21.41, could result in enforcement action, and could be subject to treatment

as a criminal violation in accordance with Sections 161o and 223 of the AEA.

Notwithstanding this second letter, Mr. Babcock continued to deny the NRC

inspectors access to the CPR laboratory and to records of the CPR laboratory.

The Inspectors left the site at 5:00 pm as Mr. Babcock had requested.

The Inspection team also requested copies of QA manuals for both FSP and CPR

which would provide the basis to support FSP's certifications to licensees

that its products were manufactured under an Appendix B Quality Assurance (QA)

program. Copies of these documents were not furnished by FSP due to

Mr. Babcock1s suspension of further Inspection activities.

As a result of FSP's and Mr. Babcock's curtailing the Inspection, the

Inspection team was unable to review the Implementation of FSP's QA Program

against licensee POs or to inspect CPR's testing of FSP's grout and concrete

mix products, and thus was unable to determine whether those products were

produced, tested and provided 1n compliance with Appendix B and Part 21.

Therefore,, the NRC staff could not determine whether there was reasonable

assurance that those FSP grout and concrete mix products were acceptable for

use in safety-related applications in nuclear power plants.
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Shortly thereafter, the NRC obtained a federal criminal search warrant, which

was executed on September 1, 1992. Certain document's and testimonial evidence

were taken.

Additionally, the NRC Office of Investigations conducted an investigation of

the allegations leading to and the events surrounding the inspection. (01

Case No. 1-92-037). During the course of the 01 investigation, Mr. Babcock

instructed his attorney to forward to the NRC a letter dated February 18,

1994, which Nr. Babcock had composed and signed. The attorney forwarded the

letter, in which Mr. Babcock stated: "We did not'deny the NRC inspectors

access to the laboratory in August 1992. Mr. JohnS. Ma, a civil engineer on

the NRC inspection team, was escorted to the lab where he conducted an

inspection of the test laboratory." As indicated above, and as known'to

Mr. Babcock, no NRC inspectors were allowed in the laboratory at any time

during the August 1992 inspection and, therefore, the statement concerning

Mr. Ma's access to and inspection of the CPR laboratory is deliberately false.

The letter was material because it provided incorrect information to the NRC

on a matter that was under investigation. ' •' *• *'

IV

Based on the fact's discussed above, the NRC concludes that the following

violations of NRC requirements occurred:

A. 10 CFR 50.5, "Deliberate misconduct" prohibits any contractor (including

a supplier or consultant); subcontractor, or any employee of a
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contractor or subcontractor who knowingly provides to any licensee,

contractor, or subcontractor, components, equipment, materials, or other

goods or services, that relate to a licensee's activities subject to

this part, from deliberately submitting to the NRC, a licensee, or a

licensee's contractor or subcontractor, information that the person

submitting the information knows to be incomplete or inaccurate in some

respect material to the NRC.

Contrary to the above, the Quality Assurance Manager of Five Star

Products, and Five Star Products through its Quality Assurance Manager,

prepared an audit report for Five Star Products of the Construction

Products Research QA Program, dated July 31, 1992, without conducting an

audit of Construction Products Research, and provided that audit report

to NRC Inspectors during an Inspection of Five Star Products on

August 18-19, 1992, knowing that no such audit had been conducted. This

audit report was material to the NRC because it was capable of

influencing its determination of whether the Construction Products

Research QA Program complied with Appendix B, and 10 CFR Part 21

requirements.

B. Contrary to 10 CFR 50.5, Mr, H. Nash Babcock, the Vice President of Five

Star Products, Inc. and the President of Construction Products Research,

prepared and caused to be sent to the NRC a letter, 1n which Mr. Babcock

stated that one NRC Inspector had been allowed to and did In fact

inspect the laboratory test facility of Construction Products Research

on August 19, 1992. In fact, as Mr. Babcock knew, no NRC inspector was
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permitted to inspect the laboratory facilities of Construction Products

Research during the August 18-19, 1992 inspection. The letter was

material to the NRC because it provided information directly related to

a matter under investigation by the NRC, specifically, whether Mr.

Babcock had deliberately denied NRC Inspectors access to the

Construction Products Research test facility 1n violation of NRC

requirements.

C. 10 CFR 21.41 requires that each individual, corporation, partnership or

other entity subject to the regulations 1n Part 21 shall permit duly

authorized representatives of the Commission to Inspect its records,

premises, activities, and basic components as necessary to effectuate

the purposes of Part 21.

10 CFR 21.51(b) requires, 1n part, that each Individual, corporation,

partnership or other entity subject to the regulations 1n Part 21 must

afford the Commission, at all reasonable times, the opportunity to

inspect records pertaining to basic components.

Contrary to the above, on August 18 and 19, 1992, Five Star Products,

Inc., through H. Nash Babcock, Vice President of Five Star Products, and

Construction Products Research, Inc., through H. Nash Babcock, President

of Construction Products Research, denied NRC Inspectors access

necessary to conduct an Inspection of Five Star Products' contracted

laboratory test facility, Construction Products Research, for, and of

Construction Products Research records of test data associated with,
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safety-related grout and concrete mix products sold by Five Star

Products to nuclear power plants licensed under 10 CFR Part 50, pursuant

to purchase orders specifying compliance with Appendix B and 10 CFR Part

21. Mr. Babcock also refused to allow NRC inspectors reasonable access

to CPR laboratory personnel. By terminating the inspection, Mr. Babcock

also prevented NRC Inspectors from completing their examination of Five

Star records.

The NRC and Its licensees must be able to rely on licensee contractors and

officers of licensee contractors, including providers of safety-related basic

components such as Five Star Products, Inc., and suppliers of services

associated with basic components, such as Construction Products Research,

Inc., to comply with NRC requirements, Including the requirements to provide

accurate and complete Information in all material respects and the

requirements to permit Inspection of their records, premises, activities and

components. Five Star Products' and Hr. H. Nash Babcock's violations of

10 CFR 21.41, 21.51(b), and 50.5 demonstrate that Five Star Products and its

Vice President, Mr. Babcock, are unable or unwilling to comply with NRC

requirements to permit Inspections and to provide complete and accurate

Information to the NRC in all material respects. In addition, they did not

permit NRC licensees access to CPR's facilities 1n order to conduct necessary

audits. Construction Products Research's and Mr. Babcock's violation of 10

CFR 21.41, 21.51(b), and 50.5 demonstrate that Construction Products Research

and its President, Mr. Babcock, are unable or unwilling to comply with NRC
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requirements to permit inspections by the NRC or its licensees and to provide

complete and accurate information to the NRC in all material respects.

Consequently, I lack the requisite reasonable assurance that the NRC and NRC

licensees can rely on the statements or certifications of Five Star Products,

Inc., Construction Products Research, Inc., or Mr. H. Nash Babcock, that basic

components of Five Star Products, Inc. or associated services of Construction

Products Research, Inc. meet NRC requirements necessary to protect public

health and safety. Therefore, I find that the public health, safety, and

interest require that Five Star Products, Inc., Construction Products

Research, Inc. and Mr. Babcock (1) be prohibited from providing structures,

systems, and components subject to a procurement contract specifying

compliance with Appendix B, or basic components subject to a procurement

contract specifying compliance with 10 CFR Part 21, and (2) must respond to

this Order and take certain other actions if they desire to provide such

products to NRC licensees who specify that they must meet the requirements of

Appendix B, or 10 CFR Part 2l\

VI

Accordingly, pursuant to Sections 103, 161b, 1611, 161o, 182, and 186 of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, Section 206 of the Energy

This does not prohibit FSP from supplying commercial grade materials to
NRC licensees, or CPR from testing and certifying commercial grade materials
to NRC licensees, provided that no representations are made with regard to FSP
products being qualified for safety-related applications 1n nuclear power
plants based on compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, or that 10 CFR
Part 21 requirements have been met.
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Reorganization Act, as amended, and the Commission's regulations at 10 CFR

2.202, 10 CFR Parts 21 and 50, and 10 CFR 50.5, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, THAT:

1. Until Five Star Products, Inc., Construction Products Research, Inc., H.

Nash Babcock, and any concern which is owned, controlled, operated or

managed by H. Nash Babcock, satisfy the provisions of paragraph 2.,

below, they are prohibited from:

A. providing or supplying structures, systems, or components,

including grout and concrete, subject to a procurement contract

specifying compliance with Appendix B; and

B. providing or supplying basic components, including grout and t-

concrete, subject to a procurement contract specifying that the

contract is subject to the requirements of 10 CFR Part 21;

2.A. If Five Star Products, Inc., Construction Products Research Inc., or any

concern owned, controlled, operated or managed by H. Nash Babcock,

desires to lift the prohibition specified in paragraph 1, above, then

Five Star Products, Inc., Construction Products Research, Inc., H. Nash

Babcock or the concern owned, controlled, operated, or managed by H.

Nash Babcock, shall, at least 90 days prior to the date it desires to

have the prohibition lifted:

(1) Advise the NRC of that Intent In writing;

(2) Respond in writing under oath or affirmation specifically as

to each of the violations listed 1n Section IV, including: (a) an

admission or denial of the alleged violation, (b) the reasons for

the violation if admitted, and 1f denied, the reasons why, (c) the
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corrective steps that have been.taken and the results achieved^

(d) the corrective steps that,will be taken to avoid further * *

violations, and (e) the date-when full compliance will be achieved;

(3) Agree in writing, under,oath.or.affirmation, and.;in fact, to

permit the NRC, NRC licensees, and contractors performing QA

functions for such licensees, to inspect the records, premises,

basic components and activities of Five Star-Products, Inc., of'

Construction Products,Research, Inc.-, or of any concern owned, '

controlled, operated or managed by H. Nash Babcock that desires to

provide safety related products or basic-components, or to perform

tests to support claims that those products or components and those

testing services meet the standards of Appendix B and 10 CFR Part

21, and to signify in writing a willingness to do so in the future;

(4) Agree in writing under oath or affirmation to demonstrate and in

fact to demonstrate that those basic components and services

associated with basic: components meet the standards of Appendix B by

having tests performed by*an independent third party and having that

third party provide copies of the results of those tests directly to

the NRC; and

(5) The officers, managers, and supervisors of Five Star Products,

Inc. and Construction Products Research, Inc. provide statements*
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that they understand that the activities and records of the

organization are subject to NRC Inspection, that communications with

the NRC must be complete and accurate, and that any employee may

provide information to the NRC at any time without fear of

retribution; and

B. When all conditions of paragraph 2.A. above have been satisfied, and

the NRC has conducted Inspections of the QA program and Part 21

program of Five Star Products, Inc., Constructions Products

Research, Inc., and any concern owned, controlled, operated, or

managed by H. Nash Babcock, and any necessary corrective action has

been completed, the prohibition of paragraph 1, above, will be

lifted 1n writing.

The Director, Office of Enforcement, may, 1n writing, relax or rescind any of

the above conditions upon demonstration by Five Star Products, Inc.,

Construction Products Research, Inc., and Mr. H. Nash Babcock of good cause.

VII

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Five Star Products, Inc., Construction

Products Research, Inc., and H. Nash Babcock, or any other person adversely

affected by the Order, may submit an answer to this Order, and may request a

hearing on this Order, within 20 days of the date of this Order. The answer
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may consent to this Order. Unless the answer, consents to this Order, the

answer shall, in writing and under oath or affirmation, specifically admit or

deny each allegation or charge made in this Order and shall set: forth the

matters of fact and law on which Five Star Products, Inc., Construction

Products Research, Inc., and H. Nash Babcock, and any other person adversely

affected relies and the reasons as to why the Order should not have been

issued. Any answer or request.for, a hearing shall be submitted to the

Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory,Commission, Attn: Chief, Docketing and

Service Section, Washington, DC 20555. Copies also shall be sent to the

Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington DC 20555, to ti«e Assistant General Counsel for Hearings and

Enforcement and the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, both at

the same address. If a person other than Five Star Products, Inc.,

Construction Products Research, Inc., or H. Nash Babcock requests a hearing,

that person shall set forth with particularity the manner in which his or her

interest is adversely affected by this Order and shall address the criteria

set forth in 10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing is requested by Five Star Products, Inc., Construction Products

Research, Inc., H. Nash Babcock, or any other person whose interest 1s

adversely affected, the Commission will Issue an Order designating the time

and place of any hearing. If a hearing 1s held, the Issue to be considered at

such hearing shall be whether this Order should be sustained.
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In the absence of any request for hearing, the provisions specified In Section

VI above shall be effective and final 20 days from the date of this Order

without further order or proceedings.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

lames L. Miihoan
Jeputy Executive Director for
tadear Reactor Regulation,
Regional Operations and Research

Dated atjtockviile, Maryland
this |S"iday Of December 1995
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SYNOPSIS

On September 30, 1992. an investigation was initiated concerning an allegation
that Five Star Products. Inc. (Five Star), improperly tested and falsely
certified material that was purchased from them, by the nuclear power industry.
During an unannounced August 18 and 19. 1992, inspection conducted by the NRC
Vendor Inspection Branch (VIB). the NRC inspectors were denied access to Five
Star's certification testing laboratory (i.e.. Construction Products Research
(CPR)). Also, during the course of the inspection, a potentially false audit
report was provided to the inspectors for their review. This audit report of,
CPR was produced by Five Star's Quality Assurance (QA) Manager. On
September 1. 1992. as a result of the denial of access, a Federal search
warrant was obtained and executed on Five Star, with documents and other
physical and testimonial evidence taken.

The 01 investigation concludes that Five Star provided three inaccurate
product certifications to nuclear power plants, in that Five Star's laboratory
(CPR) did not possess the proper equipment to perform a specific test
referenced on the certifications. However, from the evidence developed, it
has not been substantiated that the creation of the inaccurate certifications
was deliberate. *

The 01 investigation also concludes that the President of CPR willfully denied
tne NRC inspectors access to the testing laboratory.

The 01 investigation further concludes that the Five Star QA Manager
deliberately generated an audit report of CPR. without conducting the audit,
and provided this report to the inspectors during the inspection.

In addition, during the course of the investigation, the president of CPR
caused a letter to be sent the NRC. in which he stated that one of the NRC
inspectors had been allowed to inspect the laboratory. That information is
refuted by the inspectors. It is therefore concluded that the letter was
submitted, knowingly containing false information.

Case No. 1-92-037R 1'
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December 28, 1995

Michael F. McBride, Esq.
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene & MacRae
1875 Connecticut Avenue, N.U.
Washington, O.C. 20009-5728

SUBJECT: ORDER - IA 95-058 FIVE STAR PRODUCT, INC., CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS
RESEARCH, INC., AND H. NASH BABCOCK

Dear Mr. McBride:

I have received your letters of December 27, 1995, 1n regard to the
Stipulation to resolve the matter and also Mr. William N. Babcock's position
regarding a hearing. I have executed the Stipulation and a signed copy 1s
enclosed along with a letter concerning Mr. William N. Babcock. I will
forward the Stipulation to the Federal Register.

I appreciate your cooperation in this matter.

Sincerely,

N
James Ueberman, Director
Office of Enforcement

Enclosure: As Stated

cc: J . Goldberg, OGC
SECY
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of

FIVE STAR PRODUCTS, INC.
and

CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS RESEARCH
Fairfield, Connecticut
and

H. NASH BABCOCK

No. IA 95-058

STIPULATION BETWEEN NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION AND FIVE STAR PRODUCTS, INC.,

CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS RESEARCH, INC., AND H. NASH BABCOCK

Representatives of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

("NRC") and Five Star Products, Inc., Construction Products

Research, Inc. ("the Companies"), and H. Nash Babcock have met

and have decided to resolve this matter as addressed in this

Stipulation as set out below.

STIPULATION

The NRC, the Companies, and H. Nash Babcock stipulate

to the following:

1. The Companies and H. Nash Babcock are free to sell

commercial-grade products to anyone in the nuclear industry, as

they now do. "Commercial-grade" is defined as in 10 C.F.R. Part

21 of the Commission's regulations. Five Star Products'

commercial-grade materials may be used in any safety-related

applications provided that NRC licensees properly dedicate the

materials for use as basic components and verify their

suitability for the applications. As of the date of the
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settlement, NRC has not evaluated the quality of Five-Star

Products' materials, nor has the NRC received reports that Five

Star Products' materials contain defects.

2. The NRC hereby relaxes and modifies paragraphs 1

and 2 of Section VI of the Order as follows:

"1. Until the Companies or H. Nash Babcock or any

concern which is owned, controlled, operated or managed by H.

Nash Babcock, satisfy the provisions of paragraph 2 below, they

are prohibited from:

A. providing or supplying structures, systems, or

components, including grout and concrete, subject to a

procurement contract specifying compliance with 10

C.F.R. Part 50 Appendix B; and

B. providing or supplying basic components, including

grout and concrete, subject to a procurement contract

specifying that the contract is subject to the

requirements of 10 CFR Part 21;

2.A. If the Companies, or any concern owned,

controlled, operated or managed by H. Nash Babcock, desire to

lift the prohibitions specified in paragraphs l.A and l.B, above,

then the Companies, H. Nash Babcock, or the concern owned,

controlled, operated, or managed by H. Nash Babcock, shall, at

least 90 days prior to the date it desires to have the

prohibition lifted:

(1) Advise the NRC of that intent in writing;

(2) Deleted.
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(3) Agree in writing, under oath or affirmation, and in

fact, to permit the NRC, NRC licensees, and contractors

performing QA functions for such licensees, to inspect the

records, premises, basic components and activities of the

Companies or of any concern owned, controlled, operated or

managed by H. Nash Babcock that desires to provide safety-related

products or basic components, or to perform tests to support "

claims that those products or components and those testing

services meet the standards of 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B and 10

CFR Part 21, and to signify in, writing a willingness to do so in

the future;

(4) Agree in writing under oath or affirmation to . .

demonstrate and in fact to demonstrate that those basic

components and services associated with basic components meet the

standards of 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B by having tests performed

by a mutually acceptable third party and having that third party

provide copies of the results of those tests directly to the NRC;

and

(5) The officers, managers, and supervisors of the

Companies provide statements that they understand, that the

activities and records of the organization are subject to NRC

inspection and that communications with the NRC must be complete

and accurate;

B. When all conditions of paragraph 2.A.,above have >

been satisfied, and the NRC has conducted inspections of the QA

program and Part 21 program of the Companies or of any concern

owned, controlled, operated, or managed by H. Nash Babcock, and
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any necessary corrective action has been completed, the

prohibitions of paragraphs l.A and l.B, above, will be lifted in

writing."

3. Except for the enforcement action reflected in the

above-relaxed Order and this Stipulation, the NRC will neither

impose, nor seek to impose, any sanction (other than as set forth

in the relaxed Order and Stipulation) on the Companies or their

officers and employees or H. Nash Babcock for the alleged

violations described in the NRC Order issued on December 1, 1995.

4. All matters involving the termination of employment

of Mr. Edward P. Holub are not covered by, or affected by, this

Stipulation, the Stipulation is without prejudice to the parties'

positions with respect to the Commission's "jurisdiction or lack

thereof over employment matters, and the NRC, the Companies, any

other related company, and H. Nash Babcock retain all rights in

any such case, matter, proceeding, or litigation now pending or

which may hereinafter be instituted.

5. In light of this Stipulation, the Companies and H.

Nash Babcock agree not to request a hearing on the matters

addressed in the Order issued on December 1, 1995 and relaxed as

described herein, despite their vigorous disagreement with some

of the allegations contained in the December l, 1995 Order.

6. The NRC/ the Companies, and H. Nash Babcock agree *

that the allegations in the Order have not been made, subject to

an evidentiary hearing, and that this Stipulation will obviate

the necessity for such a hearing, and they therefore agree that

those allegations shall not estop any party from taking a
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different position on such matters in any other case, litigation,

matter, or proceeding.

7. The Order as relaxed herein shall be effective upon

execution of this Stipulation. This Stipulation shall be

published in the Federal Register.

8. The persons signing below certify by their

signatures that they have authority to sign this Stipulation for

the entities appearing below their names.

es Lieberman
rector
ffice of Enforcement

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

Washington, D.c; . 20555-0001
(301) 415-2741

For the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission

Michael F. McBride
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene
& MacRae, L.L.P.
1875 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1200
Washington, D.C . 20009-5728
(202) 986-8000

Attorney for Five Star
Products. Inc.. Construction
Products Research. Inc..
and H. Nash Babcock

Dated: December 2J, 1995
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IA 94-011

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20S55-O001

MAY 1 0 1994

Dr. James Bau*r, Medical Director
Indiana Regional Cancer Center
877 Hospital Road
Indiana, Pennsylvania 15701

Dear Dr. Bauer:

Subject: Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC Licensed Activities
(Effective Immediately)

The enclosed Order is being issued to you based on the findings of
an NRC inspection conducted on November 11, 1993, at the Indiana
Regional Cancer Center (IRCC) facility in Indiana, Pennsylvania,
and specifically: (1) your performance, as the Radiation Safety
Officer and only authorized user, of activities with a strontium-90
source that were not authorized by NRC License No. 37-28179-01, (2)
your deliberate ' failure to provide complete and accurate
information to NRC inspectors on November 11, 1993, and (3) your
failure to cause a survey to be performed as required by 10 CFR
20.201 at the Indiana Regional Cancer Center in a November 16,
1992, event which resulted in a significant radiation exposure to
a patient and unnecessary radiation exposure to numerous members of
the public.

Should you have any questions on this matter, please contact Ms.
Patricia Santiago at (301) 504-3055.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC'a "Rules of Practice",
a copy of this letter and the enclosures will be placed in the
NRC's Public Document Room.

Sincerely,

Enclosure:
As stated

__ L. Thoopsor
Deputy Executive Director

for Nuclear Materials Safety,
Safeguards and Operations Support
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cc w/encl:
Public Document Room (PDR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Indiana Hospital
Miners Hospital

Douglas R. Colkitt, M.D.
President, Oncology Services Corporation
2171 Sandy Drive
State College, Pennsylvania 16801
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of ) ,
) ' •

James Bauer, M.D. ) . IA 94-011

ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN
NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES

(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

Dr. James Bauer, M.D. (Dr. Bauer) is listed as the Radiation Safety

Officer (RSO) and sole authorized user on NRC License No. 37-28179-

01 (license) issued to the Indiana Regional Cancer Center

(Licensee) located in Indiana, Pennsylvania. Byproduct License No.

37-28179-01 was issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or

Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 30 and 35, and authorizes the

Licensee to use a strontium-90 source for the treatment of

superficial eye conditions in accordance with the conditions

specified therein. The license, originally issued on April 25,

1988, was due to expire on April 30, 1993, but remained in effect,

pursuant to 10 CFR 30.37(b), based on a timely request for renewal

that was received by the NRC on April 5, 1993. By an Order

Modifying and Suspending License (Effective Immediately), issued

November 16, 1993, the license waa modified to prohibit Dr. Bauer

from engaging in activities under the license and to suspend the

Licensee's authority to receive and use licensed material.
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II

On November - 11, 1993, the NRC performed an inspection at the

Licensee's facility in Indiana, Pennsylvania. During the

inspection, the NRC found that Dr. Bauer had used the Licensee's

strontium-90 source to perform treatments of two patients for skin

lesions on several occasions between September and November 1993,

even though the license does not authorize the use of the

strontium-90 for any purpose other than the treatment of

superficial eye conditions. Since the use of the strontium-90

source for treatment of skin lesions not involving the eye is net

authorized by the license, a violation of the license occurred.*

Prior to identifying that violation during the inspection, the

inspectors asked Dr. Bauer, as the Radiation Safety Officer and

only authorized user listed on the license, about the treatment

modalities for jwhich the strontium-90 source was used. Dr. Bauer

stated that the source had been used for the treatment of

pterygium, an eye condition. When the inspectors asked Dr. Bauer

whether the source had ever been used for any other modality, he

again replied that the source had been used to treat pterygium.

The inspectors then requested records of the last six patients who

received treatment with the strontium-90 source. The records

provided to the inspectors reflected only eye treatments.

Subsequently, the inspectors porformed a review of the patient
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treatment log maintained by Dr. Bauer's secretary, as well as a

review of records of additional patient treatments. The inspectors

learned that the records initially provided were not for the last

six patients treated, and that the records of the last six patient

treatments included treatments for superficial lesions of the skin

using the strontium-90 source, including a treatment that occurred

on the day of the inspection before the inspection took place.

Dr. Bauer's failure to inform the inspectors that he had used the

strontium-90 source to treat lesions of the skin, when specifically

asked if the source was used for any purpose other than superficial

eye treatments, caused the Indiana Regional Cancer Center to

violate the requirements of 10 CFR 30.9, in that Dr. Bauer failed

to provide information that was complete and accurate in all

material respects to the NRC. In addition, in view of Bauer's use

of the strontium-90 source for treatment of skin lesions prior to

and on the day of the inspection, Dr.. Bauer's communications to the

inspector also constitute a violation of 10 CFR 30.10, in that Dr.

Bauer deliberately provided to the NRC information that he knew to

be incomplete or inaccurate in some material respect.

Previously, Dr. Bauer was involved in an incident in November 1992

at the Indiana Regional Cancer Center, as an authorized user and

the supervisor of a treatment with a High Dose Rate Remote

Afterloader (under Byproduct Materials License No. 37-28540-01

issued to Oncology Services Corporation), that resulted in a
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patient being exposed to significant levels • of radiation, and

numerous other members of the public being exposed to unnecessary

radiation. Dr. Bauer had failed to cause a survey to be performed

which was required by 10 CFR 20.201 and which could have prevented

the exposures.

Based on the above, the NRC issued a Demand for Information

(Demand) to Dr. Bauer on November 16, 1993. The Demand required

Dr. Bauer to state: (1) why the NRC should not issue an Order

prohibiting Dr. Bauer's involvement in all NRC licensed activities;

and (2) if such an Order should not be issued, why the NRC should

have confidence that Dr. Bauer would comply with all Commission

requirements. The Demand also required Dr. Bauer to state each

institution and location at which Dr. Bauer engages in licensed

activities.

In a letter dated January 5, 1994, Dr. Bauer, through his counsel,

responded to the Demand for Information. The response stated that

Dr. Bauer was a highly competent board certified radiation

oncologist and radiologist with in excess of thirty years of

experience in the safe use of radioactive materials; listed a

number of areas where the licensee was found to be in compliance

with NRC requirements and noted that there were no radiation safety

violations, no harm to any individuals, and no risk to the public

health and safety; stated that Dr. Bauer believed he was permitted

to use the strontium-90 source for superficial skin lesion
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treatments; stated that Dr. Bauer fully and truthfully responded to

all questions, and provided all requested information to the

inspectors during the November 11, 1993 inspection; noted that the

NRC had not attempted to levy any civil penalty for Dr. Bauer's

alleged "failure to do an adequate survey in November 1992", and

stated that the NRC has admitted that Dr. Bauer did not violate any

license condition in November 1992 by allegedly failing to do an

adequate survey; noted that the licensee's past performance has

been exemplary; stated that there is no basis for the NRC to

believe that Dr. Bauer will not comply with all Commission

requirements, noting that he has in the past and will at all times

in the future continue to use his best efforts to fully comply with

all Commission requirements; stated that there has never been any

finding that Dr. Bauer willfully or negligently violated any

federal regulations or that he improperly uses radioactive

material; and argued that to bar Dr. Bauer from any future licensed

activities would constitute a travesty of justice to Dr. Bauer, the

patients who rely on him, and society in general.

Ill

Based on the above, and after giving due consideration to his

response to the Demand for Information, it appears that Dr. Bauer

has engaged in deliberate misconduct that has caused the Licensee

to be in violation of 10 CFR 30.9; deliberately provided to NRC

inspectors information that he knew to be incomplete or inaccurate
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in some respect material to the NRC, in violation of 10 CFR 30.10;

and failed to conduct a required survey on November 16, 1992, which

resulted in unnecessary radiation exposure to members of the public

and a significant misadministration. The NRC must be able to rely

on the Licensee and its employees, especially its authorized users

and Radiation Safety Officer, to comply with all NRC requirements,

including the requirement to provide information to the NRC that is

complete and accurate in all material respects. Dr. Bauer's action

in causing the Indiana Regional Cancer Center to violate 10 CFR

30.9 and his violation of 10 CFR 30.10 through deliberate

misrepresentations to the NRC, as well as his failure to perform

the required survey noted above, have raised serious doubt as to

whether he can be relied upon to comply with NRC requirements and

to provide complete and accurate information to the NRC.

Dr. Bauer is the sole authorized user and the Radiation Safety

Officer on NRC License No. 37-28179. As such, Dr. Bauer is

required to know the requirements of the License and adhere to

them. Dr. Bauer is not permitted to select those requirements that

he will follow.

Consequently, I lack the requisite reasonable assurance that,

licensed activities can be conducted in compliance with the

Commission's requirements and that the health and safety of the

public will be protected, if Dr. Bauer were permitted at this time

to be named in any capacity on an NRC license or were permitted to
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otherwise perform licensed activities. Therefore, the public

health, safety and interest require that Dr. Bauer be prohibited

from being named on an NRC license in any capacity and from

otherwise performing licensed activities for a period of five years

from the date of this Order. For an additional two years, the

public health, safety, and interest require that Dr. Bauer be

required to notify the NRC of any involvement in licensed

activities to assure that the NRC can monitor the status of Dr.

Bauer's compliance with the commission's regulatory requirements.

Furthermore, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202, I find that the significance

of the violations and Dr. Bauer's conduct described above is such

that the public health, safety and interest require that this Order

be immediately effective.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 81, 161b, 1611, 182 and 186 of

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's

regulations in 10 CFR 2.202 and 10 CFR 30.10, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED,

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, THAT:

A. Dr. James Bauer, M.D., is prohibited for five (5) years

from the date of this Order from being named on an NRC

license in any capacity or from otherwise performing NRC-

licensed activities.
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B. For an additional two year period following the five year

prohibition in Paragraph IV.A. above, Dr. Bauer shall, within

20 days of his acceptance of an employment offer involving

NRC-licensed activities or becoming involved in NRC-licensed

activities, provide notice to the Director, Office of

Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,

D.C. 20555, of the name, address, and telephone number of the

employer or the licensed entity where the licensed activities

are or will be conducted.

The Director, Office of Enforcement, may, in writing, relax or

rescind any of the above conditions upon demonstration by Dr. Bauer

of good cause.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Dr. Bauer must, and any other

person adversely affected by this Order may, submit an answer to

this Order, and may request a hearing on this Order, within 20 days

of the date of this Order. The answer may consent to this order.

Unless the answer consents to this Order, the answer shall, in

writing and under oath or affirmation, specifically admit or deny

each allegation or charge made in this Order and shall set forth

the matters of fact and law on which Dr. Bauer or other person

adversely affected relies and the reasons as to why the Order

should not have been issued. Any answer or request for a hearing
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shall be submitted to the Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Attn: Chief, Docketing and Service Section, Washington,

DC 20555. Copies also shall be sent to the Director, Office of

Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC

20555, to the Assistant General Counsel for Hearings and

Enforcement at the same address, to the Regional Administrator, NRC

Region I, 475 Allendale Road, King of Prussia, PA 19406 and to Dr.

Bauer if the answer or hearing request is by a person other than

Dr. Bauer. If a person other than Dr. Bauer requests a hearing,

that person shall set forth with particularity the manner in which

his or her interest is adversely affected by this Order and shall

address the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing is requested by Dr. Bauer or a person whose interest

is adversely affected, the Commission will issue an Order

designating the time and place of any hearing. If a hearing is

held, the issue to be considered at such hearing shall be whether

this Order should be sustained.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(c)(2)(i), Dr. Bauer, or any other person

adversely affected by this Order, may, in addition to demanding a

hearing, at the time the answer is filed or sooner, move the

presiding officer to set aside the immediate effectiveness of the

Order on the ground that the Order, including the need for

immediate effectiveness, is not based on adequate evidence but on

mere suspicion, unfounded allegations, or error.
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In the absence of any request for hearing, the provisions specified

in Section IV above shall be final 20 days from the date of this

Order without further order or proceedings. AN ANSWER OR A REQUEST

FOR HEARING SHALL NOT STAY THE IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS

ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Hugh]L. Thompson,
Depaxy Executive Director

for Nuclear Materials Safety,
Safeguards and Operations Support

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this ICS^day of May 1994
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

G. Paul Bollwerk, III, chairman
Dr. Charles N. Kelber

Dr. Peter S. Lam

LBP-95-21

In the Matter of

DR. JAMES E. BAUER

(Order Prohibiting
Involvement in NRC-Licensed
Activities)

Docket No. IA-94-011

ASLBP No. 94-696-05-EA

November 13, 1995

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Approving Settlement Agreement

and Dismissing Proceeding)

By immediately effective order dated May 10, 1994, the

NRC staff (1) prohibited Dr. James E. Bauer from being named

on an NRC license in any capacity and from otherwise

performing licensed activities for a period of five years

from the date of the order; and (2) required for two years

thereafter that Dr. Bauer notify the NRC of any involvement

in licensed activities to assure that the NRC can monitor

the status of Dr. Bauer's compliance with the Commission's

regulatory requirements. SMM. 59 Fed. Reg. 25,673 (1994).

This proceeding was convened at the request of Dr. Bauer to

contest the validity of the staff's order. See 59 Fed. Reg.

30,376 (1994). Now, by joint motion dated November 2, 1995,

Dr. Bauer and the staff request that we approve a settlement

agreement they have provided and dismiss this proceeding.

9505601
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Among other things, the settlement agreement reduces to

three years the prohibition on Dr. Bauer's involvement in

licensed activities. It also outlines the staff's agreement

not to take any additional enforcement action against Dr.

Bauer based on either the facts set forth in the May 10,

1994 order or the facts and assertions revealed by a related

staff investigation (No. 1-93-065R). Additionally, it

provides that the settlement should not be considered as

either an admission regarding or a resolution of any of the

natters that formed the basis for the Hay 1994 staff

enforcement order.

Pursuant to section 81 and subsections (b) and (o) of

section 161 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 42 U.S.C.

§§ 2111, 2201(b), 2201(0), and 10 C.F.R. § 2.203, we have

reviewed the parties' settlement accord to determine whether

approval of the agreement and termination of this proceeding

is in the public interest. Based on that review, and

according due weight to the position of the staff, we have

concluded that both actions are consonant with the public

interest. Accordingly, we grant the parties' joint motion
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to approve the settlement ?gre«ment and dismiss this

proceeding.

For the foregoing reasons, it is this thirteenth day of

November 1995, ORDERED, that:

1. The November 2, 1995 joint motion.of the parties is

granted and we approve their November 3, 1995 "Settlement

Agreement," which is attached to and incorporated by

reference in this memorandum and order.1

1 The settlement agreement attached to the parties'
November 2, 1995 notion was dated November 1, 1995. This
document was a facsimile copy that did not have the original
signatures of Dr. Bauer and his counsel. By letter dated
November 7, 1995, staff counsel provided the settlement
agreement with the original signatures of Dr. Bauer and his
counsel. This document, which is dated November 3, 1995, is
attached to this memorandum and order.
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2. This proceeding is dismissed.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY
AND LICENSING BOARD2

k Ml
G. Paul Bollwerk, III, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

N. Kelber)
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Peter S. Lam
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Rockville, Maryland

November 13, 1995

2 Copies of this memorandum and order are being sent
this date to counsel for Dr. Bauer by facsimile transmission
and to staff counsel (without the accompanying attachment)
by E-mail transmission through the agency's wide area
network system.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

)
)

)
)

Docket

ASLBP

No.

No.

IA-94-011

94-696-05-EA

In the Matter of

DR. JAMES E. BAUER

(Order Prohibiting Involvement
in NRC-Licensed Activities)

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

On May 10. 1994, the staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Staff) issued an

"Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC Licensed Activities (Effective Immediately)" (Staffs

Order) to Dr. James E. Bauer. 59 Fed. Reg. 25673 (May 17, 1994). On May 26, 1994,

Dr. Bauer answered the Staffs Order, denying the violations alleged in the Staffs Order and

requesting a hearing. "Answer and Request for Hearing of James E. Bauer, M.D. M.Div. to

May 10. 1994 Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities (Effective

Immediately)."

The parties to the above-captioned proceeding, the Staff and James E. Bauer, M.D.,

agree that it is in the public interest to terminate the above-captioned proceeding, without further

litigation and agree to the following terms and conditions:

1. Dr. Bauer agrees to withdraw his request for a hearing, dated May 26, 1994.

2. Dr. Bauer further agrees to retrain from engaging in, and is hereby prohibited

from engaging in, any NRC-licensed activities for a period of three years from the date of the

Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities, i.e., from May 10, 1994 through
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May 10, 1997. Such prohibition includes ar.y and all activities that are conducted pursuant to

a specific or general license issued by the NRC, including, but not limited to, those activities

of Agreement State licensees conducted pursuant to the authority granted by

10 C.F.R. § 150.20.

3. For a period of two years following the above-specified three year period, i.e.,

from May 10, 1997 through May 10, 1999 in the event that Dr. Bauer becomes involved with

NRC-licensed activities, Dr. Bauer agrees to provide, within 20 days of his acceptance of any

employment offer involving NRC-licensed activities or any time he otherwise becomes involved

in NRC-licensed activities, written notice to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory' Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555 of the name, address, and telephone number

of the employer or the licensed entity where the licensed activities are or will be conducted and

a detailed description of his duties and activities in which he is or will be involved.

4. In consideration of Dr. Bauer's agreement to the conditions of paragraphs 2 and 3

of this Settlement Agreement, the Staff agrees not to take any further enforcement action against

Dr. Bauer based on a) the same facts outlined in the Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC

Licensed Activities (Effective Immediately), dated May 10, 1994 and b) any other facts or

assertions revealed as a result of the NRC's Office of Investigation's investigation

(No. 1-93-065R) relating to Dr. Bauer's activities. In the event that Dr. Bauer fails to comply

with the conditions set forth in either paragraph 2 or 3 of this Settlement Agreement, the Staff

expressly reserves the right to take whatever action necessary and appropriate to enforce the

terms of this Settlement Agreement.
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5. The Staff and Dr. Bauer understand and agree that this Settlement Agreement is

limited to the. issues in and the parties to the above-captioned proceeding.

6. The Staff and Dr. Bauer agree that this Settlement Agreement does not constitute

and should not be construed to constitute any admission or admissions in any regard by

Dr. Bauer regarding any matters set forth by the NRC in the Order Prohibiting Involvement in

NRC-Licensed Activities.

7. The Staff and Dr. Bauer also agree that the matters upon which the Order is based

have not been resolved as a result of this Settlement Agreement. This Settlement Agreement

shall not be relied upon by any person or other entity as proof or evidence of any of the matters

set forth in the Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities.
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8. The Staff and Dr. Bauer shall jointly move the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

for an order "approving this Settlement Agreement and terminating the above-captioned

proceeding.

FOR JAMES E. BAUER, M.D.:

Marcy L. Coikitt
Counsel for James E. Bauer, M.D.

it— —
'James E. Bauer, M.D.

Dated Rockville. Maryland
this 3 day of November, 1995

FOR THE NRC STAFF:

Marian L. Zot;
Counsel for NRC Staff
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20655-0001

IA 94-020

Mr. Paul A. Bauman
(HOME ADDRESS DELETED , '
UNDER 10 CFR 2.790)

Dear Mr. Bauman

SUBJECT: ORDER REQUIRING- NOTIFICATION TO -NRC PRIOR TO INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-
LICENSED ACTIVITIES (EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

The enclosed Order Requiring Notification of Involvement in NRC-Licensed
Activities (Effective Immediately) is being issued as a consequence of your
actions while employed by the American Inspection Company, Inc., (AMSPEC)
between late 1989 and March 1, 1992. The NRC Office of Investigations (01)
conducted an investigation and concluded that you deliberately: (1) falsified
employee training records of numerous radiography employees of AMSPEC; (2)"
failed to train numerous radiography employees of AMSPEC; (3) provided
examinees with answers to examination questions and personally aided and
assisted employees in order to achieve required test scores; (4) provided
false Information to the Commission regarding the qualification of AMSPEC
employees in an NRC license amendment application; (5) falsified records of
'quarterly personnel radiation safety audits; and (6) submitted false
information regarding the training and qualification of two Individuals to the
Commission in an application for an NRC license renewal. As detailed in the
enclosed Order, your actions caused AMSPEC to be in violation of 10 CFR 30.9,
34.11, and 34.31 of the Commission's requirements.

Your assistance to the United States Attorney in his development of cases
against others 1s appreciated. As a result, we are not prohibiting you from
working in NRC-licensed activities. However, we believe that 1t Is
appropriate that the NRC be notified when you become Involved 1n NRC licensed
activities. Therefore, the enclosed order 1s being Issued to you. Failure to
comply *ith the provisions of this Order may result in civil or criminal
sanctions.

Questions concerning this Order should be addressed to Mr. James Lieberman,
Director, Office of Enforcement, who may be reached at (301) 504-2741.
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Paul A. Bauman 2

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and the enclosure will be placed In the NRC's Public Document
Room.

Enclosures:
1. Order
2. Synopsis

(Raines Ueberman, Director
^'-'Office of Enforcement
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of )
) • • IA 94-020

Paul A. Bauman )
)

ORDER REQUIRING NOTIFICATION PRIOR TO
INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES

(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

I

Paul A. Bauman has been employed In the field of industrial radiography since

approximately 1981. In April 1987, Mr. Bauman was hired by the American

Inspection Company, Inc., (Licensee or AMSPEC). AMSPEC held Materials license

No. 12-24801-01 (License) issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or

Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 30 and 34. This license authorized the

conduct of industrial radiography activities in accordance with specified

conditions. On April 30, 1992, the License was suspended as a result of

significant safety violations and related safety concerns. Mr. Bauman was a

Vice President and Radiation Protection Officer of AMSPEC when a majority of

the violations discussed below occurred.

II

Between August 22, 1991 and November 12, 1992, the NRC Office of

Investigations conducted an Investigation of licensed activities at AMSPEC.

Ouring the course of this Investigation, the License was suspended because a

significant number of safety violations were uncovered. In addition, the

Investigation revealed that Mr. Bauman, In his capacity as a Vice President

and Radiation Protection Officer of AMSPEC, deliberately: (1) falsified

employee training records of numerous radiography employees of AMSPEC; (2)

failed to train and certify numerous radiography employees of AMSPEC; (3)
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provided examinees answers to examination questions and personally aided and

assisted employees in order to achieve required test scores; (4) provided,

with co-conspirator Daniel McCool, false information to the Commission

regarding the qualification of AMSPEC employees in an NRC license amendment

application; (5) falsified records of quarterly personnel radiation safety

audits; and (6) submitted false Information regarding the training and

qualification, of two individuals to the Commission in an application for an

NRC license renewal.

10 CFR 34.31(a) provides that a licensee shall not permit any individual to

act as a radiographer until such individual: (1) has been Instructed in the

subjects outlined in Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 34; (2) has received copies of

and Instruction in NRC regulations contained in 10 CFR Part 34 and in the

applicable sections of 10 CFR Parts 19 and 20, NRC license(s) under which the

radiographer will perform radiography, and the licensee's operating and

emergency procedures; (3) has demonstrated competence to use the licensee's

radiographic exposure devices, sealed sources, related handling tools, and

survey Instruments; and (4) has demonstrated understanding of the Instructions

in this paragraph by successful completion of a written test and field

examination on tht subjects covtrtd. AMSPEC submitted a Radiation Safety

Manual as a part of Its license application dated September 20, 1986. A part

of this manual prescribes tht licensee's employee training program to satisfy

the requirements of Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 34. This manual was

Incorporated as a part of Uctnst Condition 17 of tht AMSPEC license. .In

addition, 10 CFR 34.11(d)(l) rtquirts, In part, that an applicant have an

inspection program that Includes the observation of the performance of each

radiographer and radiographer's assistant during an actual radiograph1c
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operation at intervals not to exceed three months. AMSPEC had an approved

audit program that was incorporated as part of License Condition 17 to meet

the requirements of 10 CFR 34.11(d)(l). 10 CFR 30.9(a) requires, in part,

that information provided to the Commission by a licensee, or information

required by the Commission's regulations to be maintained by the licensee,

shall be complete and accurate in all material respects. 10 CFR 30.10(a)

requires, in part, that any licensee or any employee of a licensee may not:

(1) engage in deliberate misconduct that causes a licensee to be in violation

of any rule, regulation, order, or term of any license, issued by the .

Commission, or (2) deliberately submit to the NRC information that the person

submitting the Information knows to be incomplete or Inaccurate in some

respect material to the NRC.

Between late 1989 and March 1, 1992, Mr. Bauman deliberately caused AMSPEC to :

violate 10 CFR 34.31 by falling to train and certify numerous radiography

employees of AMSPEC as required and caused ASMPEC to violate 10 CFR 30.9 by

deliberately falsifying training records to show that numerous empToyees of

AMSPEC stationed at the Hiss facility on St. Croix were properly trained in

radiation safety. During 1990 and 1991, Mr. Bauman violated License Condition

17 by providing unauthorized and Improper aid to AMSPEC employees taking

radiation saftty examinations 1n that Mr. Bauman: (1) allowed the use of

reference material during closed-book examinations; (2) permitted examinees to

complete examinations In an untimed, unmonitored setting; and (3) directly

provided the examinees with answers to test questions. In June of 1990, Mr.

Bauman caused AMSPEC to violate 10 CFR 30.9 by preparing an NRC license

amendment letter to the NRC that deliberately contained false Information

regarding the qualification of three AMSPEC employees. In July and August of
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1991, Mr. Bauman caused AMSPEC to violate 10 CFR 30.9 and 10 CFR 34.11 by

deliberately falsifying records of quarterly personnel radiation safety

audits. In November of 1991, Mr. Bauman caused AMSPEC to violate 10 CFR 30.9

by conspiring with and directing his secretary to physically write answers on"

a required radiation safety test by annotating on the test the name of an

AMSPEC employee and placing it In that employee's' radiation safety records.

Mr. Bauman violated 10 CFR 30.10 by deliberately submitting false information"

regarding the training and'qualification of two individuals to the Commission

in a December 20, 1991 application for an NRC license renewal.*

* * *

On December 17, 1992, Mr. Bauman pled guilty to two felony counts. The first

count involved conspiracy to violate 42 U.S.C. 2273 (section 223 of the Atomic

Energy Act). The second count consisted of deliberately providing false

information to the NRC in violation of 42 U.S.C. 2273 and 42 U.S.C. 2201b

(section 161b of the Atomic Energy Act) and 10 CFR 30.9 and 10 CFR 30.10(a)(2)

of the Commission's regulations. • . - - * -

III

The NRC must be able to rely on the Licensee and Its employees to comply with

NRC requirements, Including the requirement to provide information and •

maintain records that art complete and accurate in all material respects. As

a Vice President and Radiation Protection Officer (RPO) of AMSPEC, Mr. Bauman

was responsible for ensuring that the Commission's regulations and License

conditions were met and that records which were required to demonstrate

compliance with the Commission's regulations and License conditions were true

and accurate 1n all material aspects. Mr. Bauman'"s deliberate actions in
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causing the Licensee to violate 10 CFR 30.9, 34.11, and 34.31 and License

Condition 17, and his deliberate misrepresentations to the NRC, are

unacceptable and raise a question as to whether he can be relied on at this

time to comply with NRC requirements and to provide complete and accurate

information to the NRC.

Consequently, the NRC needs the capability to monitor his performance of

licensed activities in order to be able to maintain the requisite reasonable

assurance that licensed activities can be conducted in compliance with the

Commission's requirements and that the health and safety of the public will be

protected if Mr. Bauman is employed in NRC-licensed activities. Therefore,

the public health, safety and interest require that for a period of three

years from the date of this Order, Mr. Bauman shall notify the NRC of his

employment by any person or entity engaged in NRC-licensed activities to

ensure that the NRC can monitor the status of Mr. Bauman's compliance with the

Commission's requirements and his understanding of his commitment to

compliance. Furthermore, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202, I find that the

significance of the conduct described above 1s such that the public health,

safety and Interest require that this order be effective Immediately.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 81, 161b, 1611, 182 and 186 of the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's regulations In 10 CFR

2.202, 10 CFR 30.10, and 10 CFR 150.20, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, EFFECTIVE

IMMEDIATELY, THAT:
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For a period of three years from the date of the Order, Paul A. Bauman

shall: Within 20 days of his acceptance of each employment offer

involving NRC-licensed activities or his becoming involved in NRC-

licensed activities, provide notice to the Director, Office of

Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, O.C.

20555, of the name, address, and telephone number of the employer or the

entity where he is, or will be, Involved in the NRC-licensed activities.

NRC-licensed activities are those activities which are conducted

pursuant to a specific or general license issued by the NRC, including,

but not limited to, those activities of Agreement State licensees

conducted pursuant to the authority granted by 10 CFR 150.20. In the

first notification Mr. Bauman shall include a statement of his

commitment to compliance with regulatory requirements and the basis why

the Commission should have confidence that he will now comply with

applicable NRC requirements.

The 01rector, Office of Enforcement, may, 1n writing, relax or rescind any of

the above conditions upon demonstration by Mr. Bauman of good cause.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Paul A. Bauman must, and any other person

adversely affected by this Order nay, submit an answer to this Order, and may

request a hearing on this Order, within 20 days of the date of this Order.

The answer may consent to this Order. Unless the answer consents to this

Order, the answer shall, 1n writing and under oath or affirmation,

specifically admit or deny each allegation or charge made in this Order and
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shall set forth the matters,of fact and law on which Mr. Bauman or any other

person adversely affected relies and,the reasons as to why the Order should

not have been issued. Any answer or request for a. hearing shall be submitted

to the Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Attn: Chief, Ooclceting

and Service Section, Washington, DC 20555. Copies also shall be sent to the

Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, DC 20555, to the Assistant General Counsel for Hearings and

Enforcement at the same address, to the Regional Administrator, NRC Region II,

101 Marietta Street, N. W., Suite 2900, Atlanta, Georgia 30323, and to .

Paul A. Bauman if the answer or hearing request is by a person other than

Paul A. Bauman. If a person other than Paul A. Bauman requests a hearing,-

that person shall set forth with particularity the manner in which his or her

Interest 1s adversely affected by this Order and shall address the criteria

set forth in 10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing is requested by Paul A. Bauman or another person whose Interest

is adversely affected, the Commission will issue an Order designating the time

and place of any hearing. If a hearing 1s held, the Issue to be considered at

such hearing shall be whether this Order should be sustained.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(c)(2)(1), Paul A. Bauman, or any other person

adversely afftcttd by this Order, may, in addition to demanding a hearing, at

the tint the answer Is filed or sooner, move the presiding officer to set

aside the immediate tfftctiventss of the Order on the ground that the Order,

Including tht nted for Immediate effectiveness, is not based on adequate

evidence but on mere suspicion, unfounded allegations, or error.
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In the absence of any request for hearing, the provisions specified In

Section IV above shall be final 20 days from the date of this Order without'

further order or proceedings. AN ANSWER OR A REQUEST FOR HEARING SHALL NOT

STAY THE IMMEOIATE EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Lieberman, Director
Office of Enforcement

Dated at Rockviile, Maryland
t h i J ^ of August 1994
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SYNOPSIS

on August 22, 1991, the Regional Administrator, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC), Region II, requested an
investigation .to determine whether officials, managers, and/or
employees of The American Inspection Company, Inc. (AMSPEC), the
licensee, had intentionally violated regulatory and license
condition requirements set forth in 10 CFR Parts 20, 30, and 34
and the NRC license of January 15, 1987, respectively. According
to reported allegations, licensee management officials had
permitted unqualified technicians to perform radiography
operations at the Hess Oil Virgin Islands Company (HOVIC)
facility, St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, which.had contracted
with AMSPEC for nondestructive examination service's
Additionally, license* officials allegedly: (1) discriminated
(involuntary termination) against technicians for reporting,
radiation health and safety concerns, (2) falsified radiation'
safety training documents, (3) provided false and misleading
information to the NRC, and (4) used source material in a manner
not authorized by the license (irradiation of mice).

The Office of Investigations (OX) reviewed the circumstances' of
the alleged regulatory and license condition violations during
which other improprieties by the licensee were identified. The
investigation by 01 did not substantiate that licensee management
officials had terminated radiography technicians for reporting
radiation health and safety concerns. It was concluded, however,
that these licensee officials at the HOVIC facility appeared
insensitive to employe* concerns of all topics, including
radiation safety, and they were perceived by technicians as
acting with apparent disregard concerning this issue. The
investigation further determined that licensee officials
deliberately provided fals* and misleading radiation safety-
related information to NRC representatives which was pertinent to
the regulatory process. Th* investigation substantiated that the
licensee, through actions of son* radiation protection officers
(RPOs), deliberately falsified radiation safety training records,
inserted fals* records in technician files to give the impression
required training was accomplished, and th*y also conspired to
conceal these training deficiencies and improprieties from the
NRC. Th* investigation surfaced and substantiated the allegation
that license* officials and RPOo deliberately falsified required
personnel radiation saf*ty audits and accompanying reports and
they also created audit reports to make complete the radiation
safety files of soae technician!).

The investigation also disclosed and confined numerous instances
of radiographers1 assistants performing radiography without
supervision and th* deliberate falsification of source
utilization logs to give th* appearance that required supervision
vas present, all with th* apparent knowledge and concurrence of
licensee management officials. It was also determined during the
investigation that licensee training officials (RPOs) frequently

case NO. 2-91-010R l
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failad to provida tha Oparation and Emergency Procedures (OSEP)
Manual to nav aaployaas prior to aourca utilization. Tha
invaatigation also datarainad that isat. licensee RPOs wara not
trained, examined, and cartifiad according to Radiation Safety*
Program requirements and AM5PEC official*, including tha
radiation aafaty officer (RSO) and several RPOa, were aware of
some of these violations and failed to correct them. Further, on
at least, one occasion, tha RSO and an RFO conspired to concoct a
plausible explanation for the NRC as to why RPO
examination/certification requirements were violated.

The investigation substantiated the allegation that radioactive
source material was utilized improperly when an AMSPEC night
shift supervisor, in tha presence of technicians, radiographed a
mouse during two to three consecutive source exposures at the
KOVIC facility. Tha 01 investigation, and a previous HRC
inspection at the St."Croix location, also revealed instances in
which AMSPEC technicians failed to observe required surveying and
posting activities during radiography operations, actions which
demonstrated either an apparent disregard for regulations and/or"
radiation safety training deficiencies. Finally, the
investigation disclosed that the JBSO and other licensee
management officials deliberately failad to perform required
radiation safety review," eValU&Cldn, And overaight functions'and
responsibilities during the past 3 years.

case Ho. 2-91-010R
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UNITED STATI3
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O.C. 80688 0001

November i5, 1994

IA 94-032

Michael J. Berna
[ADDRESS DELETED
UNDER 10 CFR 2.790]

SUBJECT: ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 030-04325-92001)
(NRC INVESTIGATION REPORT NO. 3-92-035R)

Dear Mr. Berna:

The enclosed Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities
(Effective Immediately) (Order) is being issued as a consequence of your
actions while employed as the Radiation Safety Officer at the Amoco Refinery,
Whiting, Indiana, in 1992. This Order prohibits your involvement in
NRC-licensed activities for a period of three years from the date of this"
Order.

Pursuant to section 223 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, any
person who willfully violates, attempts to violate, or conspires to violate,
any provision of this Order shall be subject to criminal prosecution as set
forth in that section.

Questions concerning this Order may be addressed to Mr. James Lieberman,
Director, Office of Enforcement, who can be reached at (301) 504-2741.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and the enclosure with your home address removed will be placed in
the NRC's Public Document Room.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Hugh/L. Thompson,
Oepoty Executive/firegfcy/for
Nuclear Materials Safety, Safeguards
and-Operations Support

Enclosures:
1. Order Prohibiting. Involvement

In NRC Licensed Activities
2. Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalties to Amoco
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UNITED STATES . •
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 5, • '

In the Matter of ) IA 94-032

MICHAEL J. BERNA )

ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT
IN NRC LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

I

Amoco Oil Company (Amoco or Licensee) was the holder of Byproduct Material

License No. 13-00155-10 issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or

Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 30 and 34. The license authorized the

use of byproduct material (iridium-192 and cobalt-60) for industrial

radiography in devices approved by the NRC or an Agreement State. The

facility where licensed materials were authorized for use and storage was,'

located at 2815 Indianapolis Boulevard, Whiting, Indiana. The use of licensed

material was authorized at temporary job sites anywhere in the United States ,

where the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission maintains jurisdiction

for regulating the use of licensed material. The License was originally

issued on February 4, 1958, and was terminated on October 19, 1993.

Mr. Michael J. Berna performed duties as the Licensee's Radiation Safety

Officer (RSO) from March 1990 until he was relieved of those duties on

October 16, 1992.

II

On July 27, 1992, the NRC Region III office received Information that

Mr. Berna had not conducted field audits of radiographers and radiographer's

assistants as required by license conditions and that Mr'. Berha fabricated -

reports for the audits that he did not perform by documenting that the audits
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had been performed. The NRC conducted an inspection at the Licensee's

Whiting, Indiana, refinery from September 15 to October 9, 1992. The NRC

Office of Investigations (01) subsequently conducted an investigation. The

Licensee conducted an investigation contemporaneously with the NRC inspection

and investigation. Deliberate violations of NRC requirements were identified

as a result of the NRC inspection and the investigation.

Condition 18.A of License No. 13-00155-10 incorporates the statements,

representations, and procedures contained in the license application dated

March 28, 1990. Item 10.3 of that application required, in part, that

practicing radiographers and radiographer's assistants are to be audited at

intervals not to exceed 3 months to meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 34

and the Licensee's Operating and Emergency Procedures, and that the audits

should be unannounced insofar as possible. Item 10.5 of that application

required, in part, that certain records he generated and maintained, including

a record of quarterly audits of radiographers and radiographer's assistants.

Mr. Berna admitted to the NRC in a sworn, transcribed Interview on October 7,

1992, that he knowingly failed to perform the required audits and that he

deliberately falsified records to show that audits had been performed on at

least ten occasions (February 6, 10, 12, and 29, April 11, 22, 24, and 29,

May 12, and September 1, 1992).

In addition, during the September 15, 1992, Inspection the NRC inspector asked

Mr. Berna 1f the field audits of radiographers and radiographer's assistants

were unannounced. Mr. Berna told the NRC Inspector that he did not give any

advance notification to radiography personnel. However, the testimony of
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eight radiographers or radiographer's assistants indicated that Mr. Berna

always informed them when he would be performing an audit.

Testimony provided by an Assistant Radiation Safety Officer (ARSO) on

November 5, 1992, indicated that at the request of Mr. Berna on or about

September 15, 1992, the ARSO falsified at least two records of audits of

radiographers and radiographer's assistants for May 1992. Also, testimony

provided to 01 by another ARSO on December 17, 1992, indicated that at the

request of Mr. Berna during August 1991, this ARSO falsified at least two

records of audits of radiographers and radiographer's assistants.

These actions are contrary to the audit requirements and the records

generation and maintenance requirements of the License, and a violation of

10 CFR 30.9(a), "Completeness and Accuracy of Information," and

10 CFR 30.10{a)(l) and (2), "Deliberate Misconduct," of the Commission's

regulations.

The Licensee conducted an Internal Investigation and based on the results of

Its Investigation the Licensee suspended Mr. Berna's employment for one month

without pay. On December 1, 1992, a Confirmatory Order Modifying License

(Effective Immediately) was Issued to the.Licensee, which confirmed, among

other things, that the Licensee would prohibit Mr. Berna from participating in

any NRC licensed activities, Including the position of RSO.
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III

Based on the above, it appears that Mr. Berna engaged in deliberate misconduct

from August 1991 through approximately September 15, 1992, by failing to

conduct field audits of radiographers and radiographer's assistants at the

interval specified in the NRC Byproduct Material License, and by creating

false records for audits which he did not conduct, thus making the record

appear as though a field audit was performed at the specified interval. Mr.

Berna also engaged in deliberate misconduct when he requested two ARSOs to

falsify field audit records. Mr. Berna engaged in additional misconduct when

he told an NRC inspector that field audits of radiographers or radiographer's

assistants were unannounced. Mr. Berna's actions caused the Licensee to be in

violation of the Amoco License, as well as 10 CFR 30.9, and constituted

violations of 10 CFR 30.10 of the Commission's regulations. As the Licensee's

RSO, Mr. Berna supervised the radiation safety program associated with NRC

Byproduct Material License No. 13-00155-10 and was responsible for ensuring

that the Commission's regulations and license conditions were met.

Consequently, I lack the requisite reasonable assurance that licensed

activities can be conducted in compliance with the Commission's requirements

and that the health and safety of the public will be protected if Mr. Ber-a

were permitted at this time to be involved In NRC-licensed activities.

Therefore, the public health, safety and Interest require that Mr. Berna be

prohibited from any Involvement 1n NRC-I1censed activities for a period of

three years from the date of this Order. Additionally, Mr. Berna is required

to notify the NRC of his first employment 1n NRC-I1censed activities licensed

by the NRC following the prohibition period. Furthermore,.pursuant to 10 CFR
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2.202, I find that the significance of Mr. Berna's conduct described above is

such that the public health, safety and interest require that this Order be

immediately effective. A longer period was not imposed because of the

Issuance of the December 1, 1992 Confirmatory Order Modifying License

(Effective Immediately).

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 81, 16]b, 161i, 161o, 182 and 186 of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's regulations 1n

10 CFR 2.202, 10 CFR Part 30, and 10 CFR Part 34, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED,

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, THAT:

A. Michael J. Berna Is prohibited for three years from the date of this

Order from engaging in NRC-licensed activities. NRC-licensed activities

are those activities that are conducted pursuant to a specific or

general license issued by the NRC, Including, but not limited to, those

activities of Agreement State licensees conducted pursuant to the

authority granted by 10 CFR 150.20.

8. The first time Mr. Berna Is employed in NRC-licensed activities

following the three-year prohibition, he shall, within 20 days of his

acceptance of the employment offer involving NRC-licensed activities,

notify the Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Washington, DC 20555, and the Regional Administrator, NRC

Region III. The notice shall Include the name, address, and telephone

number of the employer or the entity where he is, or will be, Involved
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in the NRC-licensed activities. In the first notification, Mr. Berna

shall include a statement of his commitment to compliance with

regulatory requirements and the basis why the Commission should have

confidence that he will now comply with applicable NRC requirements.

The Director, Office of Enforcement, may, in writing, relax or rescind any of

the above conditions upon demonstration by Mr.,Berna of good cause.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Mr. Berna must, and any other person

adversely affected by this Order may, submit an answer to this Order, and may

request a hearing within 20 days of the date of this Order. The answer may

consent to this Order. .Unless the answer consents to this Order, the answer

(Shall, in writing and under oath or affirmation, specifically admit or deny

each allegation or charge made in this Order and shall set forth the matters

of fact and law on which Mr. Berna or other person adversely affected relies

and the reasons as to why the Order should not have been Issued. Any answer

or request for a hearing shall be submitted to the Secretary, U. S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Chief, Docketing and Service Section,

Washington, OC 2055S. Copies also shall be sent to the Director, Office of

Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, OC 20555; to

the Assistant General Counsel for Hearings and Enforcement at the same

address; to the Regional Administrator, Region III, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, 801 Warrenville Road, Lisle, Illinois 60532-4351; and to

Mr. Berna, if the answer or hearing request 1s by a person other than

Mr. Berna. If a person other than Mr. Berna requests a hearing, that person
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shall set forth with particularity the manner in which his or her interest is

adversely affected by this Order and shall address the criteria set forth in

10 CFR 2.714(d). •

If a hearing is requested by Mr. Berna or a person whose interest is adversely

affected, the Commission will issue an Order designating the time and place of

any hearing. If a hearing is held, the issue to be considered at such hearing

shall be whether this Order should be sustained.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(c)(2)(i), Mr. Berna, or any other person adversely

affected by this Order, may, 'in addition to demanding a hearing, at the time

the answer is filed or sooner, move the presiding officer to set aside the

immediate effectiveness of the Order on the ground that the Order, including

the need for immediate effectiveness, is not based on adequate evidence but on

mere suspicion, unfounded allegations, or error.

In the absence of any request for a hearing, the provisions specified in

Section IV above shall be final 20 days from the date of this Order without

further order or proceedings. AN ANSWER OR A REQUEST FOR HEARING SHALL NOT

STAY THE IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS ORDER. "

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Mugh/L. Thompson.
Defeuty Executively! rector for
Nuclear Material surety, Safeguards

and Operations Support

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
^ of November 1994
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20685-0001

8 ISS4.

Docket No. 030-02551
License No. 29-12417-01
IA 94-023

Jerome E. Bodian, H.0.
[HOME ADDRESS DELETED
UNDER 2.790]

Dear Dr. Bodian:

SUBJECT: CONFIRMATORY ORDER (EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

On June 24, 1993, the NRC sent you a Demand for Information (OFI) based on
several apparent violations of NRC requirements Including (1) administration
of doses to patients without first checking the dose 1n a dose calibrator, and
(2) making false statements to the NRC during an NRC Inspection at your
facility on April 6, 1992, and subsequent telephone conversation on Apr1T 7,
1992 with NRC staff. The DFI required, in part, that you provide the reasons
why, 1n light of the apparent violations described therein, the NRC should not
Issue an Order that precludes you from any Involvement 1n NRC licensed
activities 1n the future.

In your sworn response dated July 20, 1993, to the DFI, you: (1) stated that
on Infrequent occasions, a precaiibrated dose of radioiodine was administered
without prior use of a dose calibrator; (2) reiterated a previous request that
your license be terminated; and (3) pointed out that you nave never used the
Englewood Hospital's license on a personal basis and any administration of
radiopharmaceuticais to your patients at the Englewood Hospital was done under
the supervision of the hospital radiology department.

Based on a NRC Office of Investigation report Issued on July 26, 1993, the NRC
Staff has determined that you deliberately failed to measure doses before
administration to patients, and deliborately provided Inaccurate Information
to the NRC during the April 6, 1992 Inspection and the April 7, 1992 telephone
conversation. A copy of the synopsis of the Investigation 1s enclosed.

Although the NRC Issued antndntnt No. 07 on September 27, 1993, terminating
your license, In telephone conversations between Dr. Ronald R. Bellamy of the
NRC Region I offlet and yourself on July 18, 19, and 20, 1994, you agreed to
the Issuance of an Order that would confirm that you would not participate 1n
activities licensed by tht NRC at any facility for a period of five years, and
would notify the NRC tht first tint (if any) you engage 1n licensed activities
after the five year prohibition txpiros. The enclosed Confirmatory Order
(Effective Immediately) confirms theso commitments.

Question concerning tht Ordtr may bt addressed to Ms. Patricia Santiago,
Assistant Director for Materials, Office of Enforcement, at telephone number
(301) 504-3055.
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Jerome E. Bodian, M.O. 2

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter, its enclosures, and your response will be placed 1n the NRC's
Public Document Room.

Sincerely,

Hugh/u. Thompson,
Oepity Executive Director/for

Nucflear Materials S*f«y, Safeguards,
and Operations Support

Enclosures:
1. Confirmatory Order (Effective Immediately)
2. 01 Report Synopsis

cc w/encls:
Public Document Rooa (POR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
State of New Jersey
Englewood Hospital
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On Hay 22, 1992, the Office of Investigations (01), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC), Field Office Region I, initiated an investigation to
determine if the licensee intentionally violated NRC regulations by providing
inaccurate and/or false information to NRC staff during an April 6, 1992,
inspection, and April 7, 1992, telephone conversation. Specifically, the
information concerned the licensee having doses of iodine-131 (1-131) assayed
by a technologist at Englewood Hospital (EH) prior to the administration of
the 1-131 to patients.

Based on the evidence, 01 concludes that the licensee deliberately failed to
measure the activity of each radiopharmaceutical dose before medical use. In
addition, the licensee deliberately provided Inaccurate and/or false
information to NRC staff during the April 6,' 1992, Inspection and April 7,
1992, telephone conversation.

01 also concludes that the licensee deliberately failed to conduct annual
survey meter calibrations.

There 1s insufficient evidence to conclude that the licensee deliberately
failed to possess a dose calibrator for the measurement of patient doses. -
There 1s also insufficient evidence to conclude that the licensee deliberately
failed to possess appropriate radiation detection and radiation measurement
survey instrumentation.

Case No. 1-92-020R
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of )
) Docket No. 030-02551

JEROME E. BODIAK M.D. ) License No. 29-12417-01

Englewood, New Jersey ) IA 94-023

CONFIRMATORY ORDER (EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

I

Jerome E. Bodian (Licensee or Or. Bodian) was the holder of NRC License No.

29-12417-01 (License) issued oy the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or

Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 30 and 35 on September 11, 1967 and last

renewed in its entirety on August 20, 1990. The License authorized the

Licensee to possess and use iodine-131 as iodide for uptake studies, thyroid

imaging, and the treatment of hypothyroidism and cardiac disfunction. The

License was due to expire on August 30, 1995; however on January 25, 1993, the

Licensee requested that the License be terminated. The NRC granted this

request for termination, and Amendment No. 07 was issued to the Licensee on

September 27, 1993, terminating the License.

II

On April 6, 1992, an NRC inspection was conducted at the Licensee's facility

in Englewood, New Jersey. During the inspection, the NRC identified several

violations of NRC requirements, Including the failure to possess and use a

dose calibrator to assay therapeutic doses of 1od1ne-l3l prior to

administration to patients. Also during the Inspection, Dr. Bodian told the

inspector that he took doses of iodine-131 to Englewood Hospital for

calibration. During a telephone conversation with Region I staff on

April 7, 1992, Dr. Bodian stated that. (1) although he did not possess a dose
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calibrator, he had a technologist at Engiewood Hospital perform the dose

measurements for almost all patients he had treated; (2) all measurements of

doses were within + 10 percent of the prescribed dose; and (3) the results of

these measurements were recorded in the patient charts.

Shortly after the Inspection, the NRC Issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to

the Licensee on April 9, 1992, which confirmed, 1n part, the Licensee's

agreement to terminate patient treatments with any rad1opharmaceut1ca1

authorized by the NRC until such time as the Licensee established, and '

subaitted to the NRC for approval, a program that Included all of the required

equipment and procedures required by 10 CFR Part 35. Such a program was not

established and patient treatment has not resumed. The NRC Office of

Investigations Initiated an Investigation on May 22, 1992. Or. Bodian

requested, 1n a letter dated January 25, 1993, that the License be terminated.

In view of Dr. Bodian's willful failure to adhere to NRC requirements, as well

as the apparently willful failure to provide complete and accurate Information

to the NRC, thereby endangering patients to whoa the doses were administered,

the NRC needed certain Information to determine whether there existed

reasonable assurance that Or. Bodian's activities conducted under other NRC

licenses would be performed safely and 1n accordance with requirements.

Accordingly, a Demand for Information (OFI) was Issued to Or. Bod1an on June

24, 1993, that requested him to list all NRC licenses on which he was then

listed as an authorized user, and to explain why the NRC should not Issue an

order to preclude him from any Involvement 1n licensed activities 1n the

future.
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On July 20, 1993, Dr. BodIan responded to the Demand for Information stating

that (1) on Infrequent occasions a precaiibrated dose of radioiodine was

administered without prior use of dose calibrator; (2) a request for

termination of his license (No. 29-12417-01) was made on January 25, 1993; and

(3) his listing (as an authorized user) on the Englewood Hospital license (No.

29-08519-01) was a carry over from years ago, and that any administration of

rad1opharmaceut1cals to his patients at Englewood Hospital was done under the

supervision of the hospital radiology department.

The NRC 01 report Issued July 26, 1993 determined that notwithstanding Dr.

Bodian's statements to the NRC, the doses, with a few exceptions, were net

assayed with a dose calibrator prior to administration, even though Dr. Bod1an

was aware that such assays were required. This finding 1s based on the fact

that although the Licensee's records Indicate that 30 1od1ne-l3l doses were

provided to patients between January 1990 and April 1992, the NRC has found

that most doses were not assayed for the Licensee 1n the Hospital's dose

calibrator during that tiM. This willful failure to adhere to this

requirement, as well as the willful false statements to the NRC during the

Inspection on April 6. 1992 and the April 7, 1992 telephone conversation,

constitute violations of 10 CFR 35.53, 10 CFR 30.9, and 10 CFR 30.10.

Ill

Based on the above, It appears that Dr. Bod1in, the Licensee, engaged 1n

deliberate Misconduct that constitutes a violation of 10 CFR 30.10(a)(l) and

that has caused the Licensee to be 1n violation of 10 CFR 35.53. It further
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appears that Dr. Bod1 an deliberately provided to NRC Inspectors Information

that he knew to be Incomplete or Inaccurate 1n some respect material to the

NRC, in violation of 10 CFR 30.09 and 10 CFR 30.10(a)(2). Dr. Bodian has

demonstrated an unwillingness to comply with Commission requirements. NRC

must be able to rely on U s licensees to comply with NRC requirements,

Including the requirement to provide complete and accurate Information.

Willful violations are of particular concern to the Commission because they

undermine the Commission's reasonable assurance that licensed activities will

be conducted 1n accordance with NRC requirements. Or. Bodian's actions have

raised serious doubt as to whether he can be relied upon to comply with NRC

requirements and to provide complete and accurate Information to the NRC.'

Consequently, protection of the public health, safety and Interest require

that Dr. Bodian be prohibited from engaging 1riNRC-licensed activities for a

period of 5 years and to notify the NRC prior to resumption of any NRC-

11censed activities at any facility after termination of the five year

prohibition. •

In telephone conversations on July 18, 19, and 20, 1994/ with Dr. Ronald R.

Bellamy of the NRC Region I office, Or. Bodian agreed not to be Involved In

any NRC-11censed activities for a period of five years, and to notify the NRC

prior to resumption of any licensed Activities at any facility after that five

year prohibition. I find that the Or. Bodian's commitments as set forth in

that conversation are acceptable and necessary and conclude that with these

commitments the protection of the public health and safety1S reasonably

assured. In view of the foregoing, I have determined that the public health

and safety require that the Or. Bodian's commitments 1n the telephone
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conversations of July 18, 19, and 20, 1994 be confirmed by this Order. Or.

Bodian has agreed to this action. Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202, I have also

determined that the significance of the violations described above 1s such

that the public health and safety require that this Order be Immediately

effective.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 81, 161b, 1611, 161o, 182 and 186 of the

Atonic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's regulations 1n 10

CFR 2.202 and 10 CFR Parts 30 and 35, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:

1. For a period of five years from the date of this Confirmatory Order,

Jerome E. Bodian, M.D., shall not engage 1n any NRC-11censed activities.

NRC-11censed activities are those activities which are conducted

pursuant to a specific or general license Issued by the NRC, Including,

but not Halted to, those activities of Agreement State licensees

conducted pursuant to the authority granted by 10 CFR 150.20.

2. When, for the first time, Or. Bodian Is employed In NRC-Hcensed

activities following tht five year prohibition, he shall notify the

Regional Administrator, NRC Region I, 475 Alltndale Road, King of

Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406, within 20 days prior to engaging In NRC-

licensed activities, Including activities under an Agreement State

license when activities under that license are conducted 1n areas of NRC
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jurisdiction pursuant to 10 CFR 150.20. The notice shall Include the

name, address, and telephone number of the NRC or Agreement State

licensee and the location where licensed activities will be performed.

The Director, Office of Enforcement, may, 1n writing* relax or rescind any of

the above conditions upon a showing by Dr. Bod1 an of good cau«.

Any person adversely affected by this Confirmatory Order (Effective

Immediately), other than Dr. Bodian, may request a hearing within 20 days of

U s Issuance. Any request for a hearing shall be submitted to the Secretary,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Chief, Docketing and Service

Section, Washington, D.C. 20S55. Copies also shall be sent to the Director,

Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C.

20555, to the Assistant General Counsti for Hearings and Enforcement at the

same address, to the Regional Administrator, NRC Region I, 475 Ailendale Road,

King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 1940S, and to Dr. Bodian. If such a person

requests a hearing, that person shall set forth with particularity the manner

in which his or her Intfrtst Is adversely affected by this Order and shall

address tht criteria stt forth In 10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing 1s requested by a person whose Interest 1s adversely affected,

the Commission will Issue an Ordtr designating tht tint and place of any
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hearing. If a hearing is held, the issue to be considered at such hearing

shall be whether this Confirmatory Order (Effective Immediately) should be

sustained.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(c)(2)(i), any person adversely affected by this

Order, other than Or. Bodian, may, in addition to demanding a hearing, at the

time the answer 1s filed or sooner, move the presiding officer to set aside

the Immediate effectiveness of the Order on the ground that the Order,

including the need for Immediate effectiveness is not based on adequate'

evidence but on mere suspicion, unfounded allegations, or error.

In the absence of any request for hearing, the provisions specified 1n Section

IV above shall be final 20 days froa the date of this Order without further

order or proceedings. AN ANSWER OR REQUEST FOR A HEARING SHALL NOT STAY THE

IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Hugh L Thompson,
Oepoty Execut1vrDiPtcxor for

Nuclear Materialssnfety, Safeguards,
and Operations Support

Dated at Rockviiit, Maryland
h i g f W day of Stpttater 1994
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20666-0001

****** February 23, 1996

IA 96-009

Mr. Eugene Bolton
[HOME ADDRESS DELETED
UNDER 2.790]

SUBJECT: ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

Dear Mr. Bolton:

The enclosed Order is being issued as a result of an NRC investigation by the
Office of Investigations (01) which in part, concluded the following: 1) you
knowingly maintained and substituted a cold urine sample at the time you were
required to submit to a Fitness-For-Duty (FFD) test, and that you knew your
actions were in violation of procedures when you submitted the surrogate
sample; and 2) you admitted to being successful in providing surrogate samples
in the past.

Subsequent to the 01 investigation, on October 6, 1995, a Demand for
Information (DFI) was Issued to you based on the 01 findings. A copy of the
synopsis of the investigation was enclosed. The DFI requested that you:
(1) identify whether you currently are employed by a company subject to NRC
regulation, and if so, describe in what capacity; and (2) describe why the NRC
should have confidence that you will meet NRC requirements to provide complete
and accurate information to the NRC and its licensees in the future. As of
this date you have not responded.

The DFI further stated that if no answer was filed, the Commission may
Institute a proceeding pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202 or take some other actions as
may be necessary to insure compliance with regulatory requirements and that If
you did not respond as specified, the NRC would proceed on the basis of
available Information. Therefore, the NRC has determined, based on the
available Information and to Insure compliance with regulatory requirements,
that the enclosed Immediately Effective Order prohibiting your Involvement In
NRC-11censed activities 1s appropriate. The Order states the following: you
are prohibited for five years from March 9, 1993, the. date your unescorted
access was terminated by New York Power Authority (NYPA), from seeking
unescorted access to facilities licensed by the NRC.

Pursuant to Section 223 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, any
person who willfully violates, or attempts to violate; or conspires to
violate, any provision of this Order shall be subject to criminal prosecution
as set forth in that section.
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A copy of this letter and its enclosures are being sent to Mr. Leslie H. Hill,
Jr., Site Executive Officer, NYPA, Indian Point 3. The NYPA is not required
to provide a response to the Order, but may do so if it desires within 30 days
under oath or affirmation.

Questions concerning this Order should be addressed to Mr. James Lieberman,
Director, Office of Enforcement, who can be reached at (301) 415-2741.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter, its enclosures, and your response will be placed in the NRC
Public Document Room (PDR).

Sincerely,

/Barnes L. Milhoan
(̂ Deputy Executive Director for

Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
Regional Operations and Research

Docket No. 50-286
License No. DPR-64

Enclosure:
Immediately Effective Order
cc w/encls:
L. Hill, Site Executive Officer
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of )
> IA 96-009

Mr. Eugene Boiton )
)

ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN
NRC-LICENSEO ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

I

Eugene Boiton (Mr. Boiton) was employed as a Senior Nuclear Production

Technician at the New York Power Authority (NYPA) (Licensee). Licensee is the

holder of License No. DPR-64 issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC

or Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50. The license authorizes the

operation of Indian Point 3 (facility) in accordance with the conditions

specified therein. The facility Is located on the Licensee's site 1n

Buchanan, New York.

II

On March 10, 1993, the NRC, Region I, received information from NYPA that

Mr. Bolton had attempted to substitute a "cold" [surrogate] urine sample

during random Fitness-for-Duty (FFO) testing required by NRC regulations, that

a subsequent witnessed sample provided by Mr. Bolton had tested positive for

marijuana, that Hr. Bolton had been referred to the Employee Assistance

Program, and his authorization for access to the Indian Point 3 facility had

been suspended. In response to this information, NRC initiated an

investigation by the Office of Investigations (01) of this matter. The

investigation established that:
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1. When called for a FFD test on March 9, 1993, Mr. Boiton knowingly

submitted a surrogate urine sample which he had collected on a

previous date and maintained for that purpose.

2. Mr. Boiton admitted that he provided surrogate urine samples in

the past when selected for FFD testing in order to avoid detection

of the presence of illegal substances.

On October 6, 1995, a Demand for Information (DFI) was issued to Mr. Boiton

based on the findings of the 01 Investigation. The DFI Indicated that

Mr. Bolton had engaged in deliberate misconduct in violation of 10 CFR

50.5(a)(2), in that he provided to the facility licensee information which he

knew to be inaccurate in some respect material to the NRC. Mr. Bolton's

actions also constituted a violation of 10 CFR 5O.S(a)(l) in that he

deliberately provided a urine sample that he knew to be Inaccurate and which,

but for detection, would have caused the Licensee to be in violation of 10 CFR

SO.9, "Completeness and accuracy of Information."

The OFI requested that Mr. Boiton provide a response, within 30 days from the

date of the DPI, that would: (A) Identify whether he currently 1s employed by

any company subject to NRC regulation, and 1f so, describe 1n what capacity;

and (B) Describe why the NRC should have confidence that Hr. Boiton will meet

NRC requirements to provide complete and accurate Information to the NRC and

,1ts licensees 1n the future.
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The OFI further stated that, if Mr. Bolton did not respond as specified, the

NRC would proceed on the basis of available information and could take other

actions as necessary to ensure compliance with regulatory requirements.

Although a response to the DFI was due on November 6, 199S, as of the date of

this Order, Mr. Bolton has not responded.

Ill

Based on the above, it appears that Mr.. Bolton, an employee of the Licensee at

the time of the incident, engaged in deliberate misconduct in violation of

10 CFR S0.5(a)(2), in,that he submitted to the Licensee information which he

knew to be inaccurate in some respect material to the NRC, and 10 CFR

50.5(a)(l), in that he deliberately provided a urine sample that he knew to be

Inaccurate and which, but for detection, would have caused the facility

licensee to be in violation of 10 CFR 50.9.

The NRC must be able to rely on Its Licensees and their employees to comply

with NRC requirements, Including the requirement to provide Information and

maintain records that are complete and accurate In all material respects.

Mr. Bolton's actionsJn using Illegal drugs and attempting to circumvent FFD

requirements have raised serious doubt as to whether he can be relied upon to

comply with NRC requirements and to provide complete and accurate Information

to the NRC and U s Licensees. Although a DFI was Issued on October 6, 1995,

which provided Mr. Bolton an opportunity to describe why the NRC should have .
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confidence that he will meet NRC requirements to provide complete and accurate

information to the NRC and its Licensees in the future, Mr. Boiton has not

responded to the OFI.

Consequently, I lack the requisite reasonable assurance that: (1) Mr. Boiton

will conduct any NRC-11censed activities in compliance with the Commission's

requirements; and (2) that the health and safety of the public will be

protected with Mr. Bolton granted unescorted access to NRC- licensed

facilities at this time. Therefore, I find that the public health, safety,

and Interest require that Mr. Bolton be prohibited from seeking unescorted

access to NRC-11censed facilities for five years from the date of his

termination of unescorted access by NYPA on March 9, 1993. Furthermore,

pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202, I find that the significance of the misconduct

described above 1s such that the public health, safety, and interest require

that this Order be Immediately effective.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 103, 161b, 1611, 161o, 182, and 186 of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's regulations in

10 CFR 2.202 and 10 CFR 50.5, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY,

THAT:

Mr. Bolton Is prohibited for five years from the date of his termination

of unescorted access by NYPA on March 9, 1993, from seeking unescorted

access to facilities licensed by the NRC.
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The Director, OE, may, 1n writing, relax or rescind any of the above

conditions upon demonstration by,Mr. Boiton of good cause.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Mr. Bolton must, and any other person

adversely affected by this Order may, submit an answer to this Order, and may

request a hearing on this Order, within 20 days of the date of this Order.

Where good cause is shown, consideration will be given to extending the time

to request a hearing. A request for extension of time must be made in writing .

to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, D. C. 2055S, and Include a statement of good cause for the . ,

extension. The answer may consent to this Order. Unless the answer consents

to this Order, the answer shall, in writing and under oath or affirmation,

specifically admit or deny each allegation or charge made in this Order and

shall set forth the matters of fact and law on which Mr. Bolton or other

person adversely affected relies and the reasons as to why the Order should

not have been Issued. Any answer or request, for a hearing shall be submitted

to the Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Attn: Chief, Docketing

and Service Section, Washington, DC 20555. Copies also shall be sent to the

Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, DC 20555, to the Assistant General Counsel for Hearings and

Enforcement at the same address, to the Regional Administrator, NRC Region I,

•475 Allendale Road, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406, and to Mr. Bolton If

the answer or hearing request 1s by a person other than Mr. Bolton. If a

person other than Mr. Bolton requests a hearing, that person shall set forth
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with particularity the manner In which his interest Is adversely affected by

this Order and shall address the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing is requested by Mr. Bolton or a person whose interest is

adversely affected, the Commission will issue an Order designating the time

and place of any hearing. If a hearing is held, the Issue to be considered at

such hearing shall be whether this Order should be sustained.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(c)(2)(i), Mr. Bolton, or any other person adversely

affected by this Order, may, in addition to demanding a hearing, at the time

the answer 1s filed or sooner, move the presiding officer to set aside the *

Immediate effectiveness of the Order on the ground that the Order, including

the need for Immediate effectiveness, 1s not based on adequate evidence but on

mere suspicion, unfounded allegations, or error.

In the absence of any request for hearing, or written approval of an extension

of time in which to request a hearing, the provisions specified in Section IV

above shall be final 20 days from the date of this Order without further order

or proceedings. AN ANSWER OR A REQUEST FOR HEARING SHALL NOT STAY THE

IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

sputy Executive Director for
tuciear Reactor Regulation,
Regional Operations, and Research

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
h i ^ r d d of February 1996
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O.C. 2089W001

fJUL H 1994

IA 94-015

Mr. John W. Boomer
ADDRESS DELETED

Dear Mr. Boomer:

SUBJECT: ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

The enclosed Order Prohibiting Involvement In NRC-L1censed Activities
(Effective Immediately) Is being Issued as a consequence of your deliberate
violation of 10 CFR 35.70(e) and 10 CFR 30.10 while President of Chesapeake
Imaging Center, Chesapeake, West Virginia. Based on an Investigation
conducted by the NRC's Office of Investigations (01), the NRC staff has
determined that you deliberately violated NRC requirements by falling to
conduct weekly surveys for removable contamination. After being advised by
your staff of the regulatory requirement and the fact that Instrumentation was
not available to perform the required survey, you failed to provide the
required Instrumentation and permitted licensed activities to continue. A
copy of the synopsis of the 01 Investigation was provided to you by letter
dated December 2, 1993, and again by letter dated February 28, 1994. An
enforcement conference by telephone was held with you on March 8, 1994. The
summary of this conference was sent to you on March 16, 1994.

Such conduct 1s unacceptable to the NRC. Therefore, after consultation with
the Commission, I have been authorized to Issue the enclosed Order Prohibiting
Involvement In NRC-Licensed Activities (Effective Immediately). Failure to
comply with the provisions of this Order may result 1n civil or criminal
sanctions.

Questions concerning this Order should be addressed to Mr. James Lieberman,
Director, Office of Enforcement, who can be reached at (301) 504-2741.
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In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter with your address deleted and the enclosure will be placed In the
NRC's Public Document Rooi.

Sincerely,

HughjL. Thompson,
Deputy Executive Dire&sr'for
Nuclear Materials Safety, Safeguards

and Operations Support

Enclosure: Order Prohibiting Involvement In NRC-Licensed Activities
(Effective Immediately)

cc w/enclosure
Public Document Rooa

State of West Virginia, Director
Department of Public Health

State of California, Director
Department of Public Health

All States

Chesapeake Iaaging Center, Inc.
11940 NacCorkle Avenue
Chesapeake, West Virginia 25315
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of ) IA 94-015

John W. Boomer )
ADDRESS DELETED )

)
ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES

(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

I

John U. Boomer has been a riuclear medicine technologist since 1972. On

February 11, 1993, Mr. Booaer, as the President of Chesapeake Imaging Center,

Inc. (CIC or Licensee) applied for an NRC license. On March 23, 1993

Materials License No. 47-25238-01 was Issued to CIC by the Nuclear Regulatory

Coaiission (NRC or Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 30 and 35. The

license authorized the possession and use of radiopharmaceuticais for nuclear

nedidne activities 1n accordance with the conditions specified therein. The

license was terminated this date.

n

On July 30, 1993, tht NRC conducted an Initial Inspection of CIC at U s

facility located In Chesapeake, Vest Virginia. As a result of the Inspection,

multiple violations of NRC requirement!} were Identified. One specific

violation Identified Involved tht failure to perform weekly surveys for

removable contamination In tht nuclear medicine department between Harch 24

and July 30, 1993. As a result of this Inspection, a Notice of Violation Is

being Issued contemporaneously with this Order.
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Between August 3 and September 30, 1993, an Investigation was conducted by the

NRC Office of Investigations (01) to determine if certain violations

Identified during the July 30, 1993, Inspection were the result of deliberate,

misconduct. Based on Investigative findings, the NRC staff concludes that

Mr. Boomer deliberately caused CIC to violate the requirement to perform the

weekly contamination surveys, after being advised by the CIC facility Manager

and CIC technical consultant that such surveys were required. Mr. Boomer was

aware of the NRC requirement to perform weekly contamination surveys, yet

deliberately failed to meet the requirecent In violation of 10 CFR 35.70(e)

and 10 CFR 30.10.

A transcribed telephone enforcement conference between the NRC staff and Mr.

Boomer was held on March 8, 1994. Mr. Boomer Indicated during the

enforcement conference that he had significant difficulties In obtaining the

funds from Investors and did not recognize the severity of the noncompilance

but rather focused on the needs of patients traveling miles to obtain the

studies. Mr. Boomer also stated during the enforcement conference that he did

accept responsibility for not obtaining the equipment In a more timely fashion

and for not notifying NRC and Indicated that he would exercise better judgment

In the future. From the discussions at the enforcement conference, the staff

believes an order to remove Mr. Boomer from Involvement 1n NRC-11censed

activities 1s warranted based on (1) the deliberate noncompHance with the

NRC's weekly survey requirement, (2) the fundamental lack of assurance that he

will In the future comply with Commission requirements, (3) his position as

President, (4) his approximate 20 years experience In NRC-11cehsed activities,
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and (5) his decision to continue operations although he knew he was not In

compliance with the weekly survey requirement.

III.

Based on the above, Mr. Boomer engaged In deliberate misconduct which caused

the licensee to be In violation of 10 CFR 35.70(e). The NRC nust be able to

rely on the Licensee and U s employees to comply with NRC requirements,

Including the requirement to perfom waekly contamination surveys.. Compliance

w1th the NRC requirement to perform weakly contamination surveys 1s necessary

to protect members of the public as well as Licensee employees from

unnecessary radiation exposure that could result from undetected radioactive

contamination. Performance of weekly contamination surveys Is an Important

safety requirement Intended to prevent radioactive contamination of patients,

employees and other members of the public. Mr. Boomer's deliberate actions 1n

causing the Licensee to violate these requirements have raised serious doubts

as to whether he can be relied on to ba Involved 1n NRC-11censed activities.

Consequently, I lack tht requisite reasonable assurance that licensed

activities can be conducted In compliance with the Commission's requirements

and that the health and safety of the public will be protected If Mr. Boomer

were permitted at this time to be Involved 1n NRC-licensed activities.

Therefore, the public health, safety and Interest require that Mr. Boomer be

prohibited from any Involvement In NRC-11censed activities for a period of

three years from the date of this Order, and If he Is currently Involved with

another licensee In NRC-11cenied activities, he must Immediately cease such
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activities, and Infora the NRC of the name, address and telephone number of

the eaployer, and provide a copy of this order to the employer. Ouring this

period Mr. Booner also shall be required to provide a copy of this Order to

any prospective employer who engages In NRC-11censed activities prior to the

time that Mr. Bower accepts eapioyaent with such prospective wploytr. The

purpose of this notice Is so that any prospective employer Is aware of Mr.

Boomer's prohibition froa engaging In NRC-licensed activities. Additionally,

Mr. Booaer Is required to notify the NRC of his first employment In

NRC-Iicensed activities following the prohibition period. Furthermorev
pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202, I find that the significance of Mr. Bower's conduct

described above Is such that the public health, safety and Interest require

that this Order be Inediately effective.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 81, 161b, 161c, 1611, 161o, 182 and 186 of

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's regulations 1n

10 CFR 2.202, 10 CFR 30.10, and 10 CFR 150.20, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, EFFECTIVE

IMMEDIATELY, THAT:

1. Mr. John H. BooMr 1s prohibited for three years from the date of this

Order from any Involvement In NRC-11censed activities. NRC-11censed

activities are those activities which are conducted pursuant to a

specific or general license Issued by the NRC, Including, but not

1lilted to, those activities of Agreement State licensees conducted

pursuant to the authority granted by 10 CFR 150.20.
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2. For a period of three years froi the date of this Order, Hr. John W.

Boomer shall provide a copy of this Order to any prospective employer

who engages 1n NRC-11censed activities (as defined 1n 1 above) prior to

his acceptance of employment with such prospective employer. The purpose

of this requirement 1s to ensura that tha eapioyer 1s aware of Hr.

Boomer's prohibition froei engaging 1n NRC-11censed activities.

3. The first t1ae Hr. Booawr 1s employed 1n NRC-11censed activities

following the three year prohibition, ha shall notify tha Regional

Adainistrator, NRC Region II, 101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900,

Atlanta, Georgia 30323, at least five days prior to tha perforaance-of

licensed activities or his being eapioyad to perfom NRC-11censed

activities (as described 1n 1 above). Tha notice shall Include the

name, address, and telephone nuafoer of tha NRC or Agreement State

licensee and the location where the licensed activities will be

performed.

4. If Hr. Booawr Is currently Involved 1n NRC-11censed activities at an

employer or entity, Hr. Booawr shall, In accordance with Paragraph 1

above, 1aawd1ate1y caast such activities and provide notice within 20

days of the date of this Order to tha 01rector; Office of Enforcement,

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Coapission, Washington, DC 20555 of tha nane,

address and telephone nuater of tha employer or entity where the

licensed activities are being conducted. Further, Hr. Booawr shall

provide a copy of this Order to his employer 1f his employer Is engaged

1n NRC-11censed activities.
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The Director, Office of Enforcement, may, 1n writing, relax or rescind any of

the above conditions upon a showing by Mr. Boomer of good cause.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Mr. Boomer oust, and any other person

adversely affected by this Order may, submit-an answer to this Order, and nay

request a hearing on this Order, within 20 days of tht date of this Order.

The answer may consent to this Order. Unless the answer consents to this

Order, the answer shall, In writing and under oath or affirmation,

specifically admit or deny each allegation or charge M d t In this Ordtr and

shall stt forth tht matters of fact and law on which Mr. Boomer or any other

person adversely affected relies and tht rtasons as to why tht Ordtr should

not havt been Issued. Any answer or request for a hearing shall be submitted

to tht Stcrttary, U.S. Nucitar Regulatory Commission, Attn: Chief, Docketing

and Service Section, Washington, DC 20S5S. Copies also shall be stnt to the

Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, DC 20555; to tht Assistant General Counsel for Hearings and

Enforcement at tht samt addrtss, to tht Regional Administrator, NRC Region II,

101 Marietta Street, N. W., Suite 2900, Atlanta, Georgia 30323, and to

Mr. Boomer If tht answtr or hearing request Is by a person other than

Mr. Boomer. If a person other than Mr. Boomer requests a hearing, that person

shall set forth with particularity tht manntr 1n which his or her Interest Is

adversely affected by this Ordtr and shall addrass tht criteria set forth In

10 CFR 2.714(d).
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If a hearing 1s requested by Mr. Boomer or a person whose Interest 1s

adversely affected, the Commission will Issue an Order designating the time

and place of any hearing. If a hearing 1s held, the Issue to be considered at

such hearing shall be whether this Order should be sustained.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(c)(2)(1), Mr. Booaer, or any other person adversely

affected by this Order, «ay, In addition to-demanding a hearing, at the time

the answer 1s filed or sooner, aove the presiding officer to set aside the

laaediate effectiveness of the Order on the ground that the Order, Including

the need for loaediate effectiveness, 1s not based on adequate evidence but on

•ere suspicion, unfounded allegations, or error.

In the absence of any request for hearing, the provisions specified In Section

IV above shall be final 20 days froa the date of this Order without further

Order or processing. AN ANSWER OR A REQUEST FOR HEARING SHALL NOT STAY THE

IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Hugi L. Thonpsop;
Deputy Executive Direc/or7 for
Nuclear Materials Safety, Safeguards and
Operations Support

Dated atjtocfcville, Maryland
t h i s / i ^ a y of July 1994
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20SS6-0001

IA 95-029 August 7, 1995

Steven Cody
[HOME ADDRESS DELETED
10 CFR 2.790(A)]

SUBJECT: ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES AND
REQUIRING CERTAIN NOTIFICATION TO NRC (EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)
(NRC Investigation Report No. 3-93-014R)

Dear Mr. Cody:

The enclosed Order (Enclosure 1) is being issued as a result of an
Investigation conducted by the NRC Office of Investigations (01) between
November 1993 and October 1994, which found that while you were employed as a
radiographer by Mid American Inspection Services, Inc. at a gas line project
near Kalkaska, Michigan, from October 1992 to April 1993, you deliberately
failed to supervise radiographer's assistants during radiographic operations
in violation of 10 CFR 30.10, "Deliberate misconduct" and 10 CFR 34.44,
"Supervision of radiographer's assistants." The violation is fully described
in the enclosed Order and represents the performance of NRC licensed
activities by a technically unqualified individual. Your actions also placed
Mid American Inspection Services in violation of 10 CFR 34.44. A Notice of
Violation (Enclosure 2) 1s also being issued to Mid American. The synopsis of
the 01 report was mailed to you on April 12, 1995, and on May 15, 1995, a
transcribed enforcement conference was held by telephone.

The Order prohibits your Involvement in NRC-licensed activities for one year
from the date of the Order. In deciding to Issue a one-year prohibition, the
NRC 1s mindful of the fact that you have not been working as a radiographer
since leaving Mid American in 1993. If you had been working as a
radiographer, the period of prohibition would have been considerably longer.
In addition, for three years after the one year prohibition period, the Order
also requires you to notify the NRC within 20 days of your employment or
Involvement 1n licensed activities. Pursuant to Section 223 of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended, any person who deliberately violates, attempts
to violate, or conspires to violate, any provision of this Order 1s subject to
criminal prosecution as set forth In that section.

You are required to respond to this Order and should follow the Instructions
specified 1n Section V of the Order when preparing your response. Questions
concerning this Order should be addressed to James Lieberman, Director, Office
of Enforcement, who can be reached at telephone number (301) 415-2741.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter with your address removed, and the enclosure will be placed in the
NRC Public Document Room (PDR). To the extent possible, your response should
not include any personal privacy Information or proprietary information so
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that it can be placed in the PDR without redaction. However, if you find it
necessary to Include such Information, you should clearly Indicate the
specific Information that you desire not be placed in the PDR, and provide the
legal basis to support your request for withholding the information from the
public.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Order are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Action of 1980, Public Law No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

APm<^
/James Lieberman, Director

^Office of Enforcement

Docket No. 030-31160
License No. 21-26060-01

Enclosures:
1. Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC

Licensed Activities and Requiring
Certain Notification to NRC

2. Notice of Violation to Mid American
Inspection Services, Inc.

cc w/Enciosure 1:
Mid American Inspection

Services, Inc.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of ) IA 95-029

STEVEN CODY )
)

ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN
NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(IMMEDIATELY EFFECTIVE)

I

From approximately January 1990, to April 24, 1993, Steven Cody was employed

as a radiographer by Mid American Inspection Services, Inc. (M1d American

Inspection or Licensee). Mid American Inspection holds Byproduct Material

License No. 21-26060-01 Issued by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC

or Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 30 and 34 on June 13, 1989. The

license authorizes the use of 1rtd1um-l92 In sealed sources for Industrial

radiography and depleted uranium as solid metal to shield exposure devices and

source changers. Licensed material 1s authorized for use at the facility

located at 1206 Effie Road, Gayiord, Michigan, and at job sites located

throughout the United States where, the NRC maintains jurisdiction. The

license was due to expire on August 31, 1994, but 1s under timely renewal.

II

During the period of approximately October 1992 to April 1993 the Licensee

performed Industrial radiography on a gas line project near Kalkaska,

Michigan. Mr. Steven Cody was a radiographer assigned to the project. As a

radiographer, Mr. Cody was responsible for compliance with the Commission's

regulations, Including the personal supervision of any radiographic operation

performed by radiographer's assistants working with him. 10 CFR 34.2 defines
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a radiographer's assistant as any Individual who under the personal

supervision of a radiographer, uses radiographic exposure devices, sealed

sources or related handling tools, or radiation survey Instruments 1n

radiography.

On Hay 13, 1993, the Licensee received Information that Indicated that Mr.

Cody routinely failed to supervise radiographer's assistants during

radiographic operations at the Kalkaska, Michigan, project. On May 14, 1993,

the Licensee notified the NRC Region III office of the potential violation.

The NRC Office of Investigations (01) Investigated the matter. Sworn

testimony of radiographer's assistants confirmed that Mr. Cody was not always

present when the assistant performed mdiographic operations. The testimony

Indicated that at times Mr. Cody left the work site leaving the radiographer's

assistant alone to conduct radiographic operations. Mr. Cody admitted to 01

in a sworn statement that he sometimes left the job site while an assistant

conducted radiographic operations. Mr. Cody stated to 01 and during the

enforcement conference that he would only leave the job site at the

assistant's suggestion that the remaining radiographic operations could be

performed without any assistance from Mr. Cody.

01 developed Information that Indicated that Mr. Cody was familiar with the

NRC requirement to have a radiographer present whenever a radiographer's

assistant performed radiographic operations.
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Mr. Cody's failure to supervise radiographer's assistants during radiography

operations 1s a violation of 10 CFR 34.44, "Supervision of radiographers'

assistants." .10 CFR 34.44 requires that whenever a radiographer's assistant

uses radiographic exposure devices, sealed sources or related source handling

tools, or conducts radiation surveys required by 10 CFR 34.43(b) to determine

that the sealed source has returned to the shielded position after an

exposure, he shall be under the personal supervision of a radiographer. The

personal supervision shall Include: (a) the radiographer's personal presence

at the site where the sealed sources are being used, (b) the ability of the

radiographer to give Immediate assistance if required, and (c) the

radiographer's watching the assistant's performance of the operations referred

to 1n this section.

Contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR 34.44, Mr. Cody was not personally

present on more than one occasion at the.site where sealed sources were used.

Therefore, he did not have the ability to give Immediate assistance 1f

required and he could not watch the assistant's performance of radiographic

operations.

Furthermore, 10 CFR 30.10 states that any licensee or any employee of a

licensee may not engage In deliberate misconduct that causes or, but for

detection, would have caused a licensee to be 1n violation of any rule,

regulation, or order, or any term, condition, or limitation of any license

Issued by the Commission. Deliberate misconduct means, In part, an

Intentional act or omission that the person knows: (1) would cause a licensee
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to be in violation of any rule, regulation or any term, condition, or

limitation of any license issued by the Commission; or constitutes a violation

of a procedure of a licensee.

Mr. Cody's failure to be present during radiographic operations conducted by a

radiographer's assistant 1s a violation of 10 CFR 34.44 and his violation of

that requirement 1s considered deliberate because Mr. Cody was fully aware of

the requirements of 10 CFR 34.44, yet he Intentionally elected to leave the

job site.

Ill

Based on the above, the NRC concludes that Steven Cody engaged in deliberate

misconduct that caused a violation of 10 CFR 34.44 when he failed to be

personally present whenever a radiographer's assistant under his supervision

performed radiographic operations. The NRC must be able to rely on Its

licensees and the employees of licensees, to comply with NRC requirements;

Including the requirement that radiographic operations cannot be conducted by

a radiographer's assistant unless a radiographer 1s present during such

operations. The deliberate violation of 10 CFR 34.44 by Mr. Cody, as

discussed above, has raised serious doubt as to whether he can be relied on to

comply with NRC requirements.

Consequently, I lack the requisite assurance that Steven Cody will conduct

licensed activities in compliance with the Commission's requirements or that

the health and safety of the public will be protected if Mr. Cody was
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permitted at this time to be Involved 1n NRC-Hcensed activities. Therefore,

the public health, safety and Interest require that for a period of one year

from the date ..of this Order, Steven Cody be prohibited from any Involvement in

NRC-11censed activities for either: (1) an NRC licensee, or (2) an Agreement

State licensee performing licensed activities 1n areas of NRC jurisdiction in

accordance with 10 CFR 150.20. In addition, for three years commencing after

the one year period of prohibition, Mr. Cody must notify the NRC of his

employment or Involvement in NRC-licensed activities to ensure that the NRC

can monitor the status of Mr. Cody's compliance with the Commission's

requirements and his understanding of his commitment to compliance.

Furthermore, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202, I find that the significance of

Mr. Cody's conduct Is such that the public health, safety, and Interest

require that this Order be Immediately effective.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 81, 161b, 1611, 161o, 182, and 186 of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's regulations in

10 CFR 2.202, 10 CFR 30.10, and 10 CFR 150.20, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, EFFECTIVE

IMMEDIATELY, THAT:

1. Stevtn Cody Is prohibited for one year from the date of this Order from

engaging 1n any NRC-11censed activities. NRC-licensed activities are

those activities that are conducted pursuant to a specific or general
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license Issued by the NRC, Including, but not limited to, those

activities of Agreement State licensees conducted pursuant to the

authority granted by 10 CFR 150.20.

2. For three years after the above one year period of prohibition has

expired Steven Cody shall, within 20 days of his acceptance of each

employment offer Involving NRC-11censed activities or his becoming

Involved in NRC-11censed activities, as defined in Paragraph IV.1 above,

provide notice to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, of the name, address,

and telephone number of the employer or the entity where he is, or will

be, involved in the NRC-licensed activities. In the first notification,

Steven Cody shall Include a statement of his commitment to compliance

with regulatory requirements and the basis why the Commission should

have confidence that he will now comply with applicable NRC

requirements.

The Director, Office of Enforcement, may, in writing, relax or rescind any of

the above conditions upon demonstration by Nr. Cody of good cause.

In accordance with 10 CKR 2.202, Steven Cody must, and any other person

adversely affected by this Order may, submit an answer to this Order, and may

request a hearing on this Order, within 20 days of the date of this Order.

When good cause 1s shown, consideration will be given to extending the time to
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request a hearing. A request for extension of time must be made in writing to

the Director, Office of Enforcement, and Include a statement of good cause for

the extension., The answer may consent to this Order. Unless the answer

consents to this Order, the answer shall, In writing and under oath or

affirmation, specifically admit or deny each allegation or charge made in this

Order and shall set forth the matters of fact and law on which Mr. Cody or

other person adversely affected relies and the reasons as to why the Order

should not have been Issued. Any answer or request for a hearing shall be

submitted to the Secretary, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Attn: Chief,

Docketing and Service Section, Washington D.C. 20555. Copies also shall be

sent to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Washington, D.C. 20055, to the Assistant General Counsel for

Hearings and Enforcement at the same address, and to the Regional

Administrator, NRC Region III, 801 Warrenviiie Road, Lisle, Illinois 60632-

4531 1f the answer or hearing request 1s by a person other than Hr. Cody. If

a person other than Hr. Cody requests a hearing, that person shall set forth

with particularity the manner 1n which his or her Interest is adversely

affected by the Order and shall address the criteria set forth in

10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing 1s requested by Mr. Cody or a person whose Interest 1s adversely

affected, tht Comission will Issue an Order designating the time and place of

any hearing. If a hearing 1s held, the Issue to be considered at such hearing

shall be whether this Order should be sustained.
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Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(c)(2)(1), Steven Cody, or any other person adversely

affected by this Order, may, in addition to demanding a hearing, at the time

the answer 1s filed or sooner, move the presiding officer to set aside the

Immediate effectiveness of the Order on the ground that the Order, Including

the need for Immediate effectiveness, 1s not based on adequate evidence but on

mere suspicion, unfounded allegations, or error.

In the absence of any request for hearing, or written approval of an extension

of time 1n which to request.a hearing, the provision specified 1n Section IV

above shall be final 20 days from the date of this Order without further order

or proceedings. If an extension of time for requesting a hearing has been

approved, the provisions specified In Part IV shall be final when-the

extension expires 1f a hearing request has not been received. AN ANSWER OR A

REQUEST FOR HEARIN6 SHALL NOT STAY THE IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

/James Lieberman, Director
Office of Enforcement

Dated at Rockvilie, Maryland
this 7th day of August 1995
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IA 93-001

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20GS8-0001

May 4, 1993

Mr. Richard J. Gard«cJci
(Address)

Dear Sir:

SUBJECT: ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN CERTAIN NEC-LICENSED
ACTIVITIES (EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

Th« enclosed Order is being issued because of your violations of
10 CFR 40.10 of the Coaaission's regulations as described in the
Order.

Failure to comply with the provisions of this Order may result in
civil or criminal sanctions.

Questions concerning this Order should be addressed to Mr. Janes
Lieberman, Director, Office of Enforcement, who can be reached at
(301) 504-2741.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice",
a copy of this letter and the enclosures will be placed in the
NRC's Public Document Room.

Sincerely,

Enclosurei As stated

cc: Allied-Signal, Inc.
All Agreement States
SECY

L. Thou
JejSuty Executive Director
iv Nucleaf Materials safety,

Safeguards and Operations
Support
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of )
) IA 93-001

Richard J. Gardecki )

ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN CERTAIN
NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

1

Richard J. Gardecki was recently employed by Allied-Signal, Inc.,

Metropolis, Illinois. Allied-Signal, Inc. (Licensee) holds

License No. SUB-526 issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(NRC or Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Part 40. The license

authorizes possession and conversion of uranium in accordance

with the conditions specified therein. Mr. Gardecki was employed

by the Licensee from about June 1991 through December 1992 in the

position of Assistant Health Physicist, with responsibilities

involving compliance with NRC requirements for radiation

protection. Under the Licensee's organization and qualifications

requirements, as specified in License Condition No. 9, an

Assistant Health Physicist is required to hold a bachelor's

degree. Failure to have a bachelor's degree holder in that

position constitutes a violation of License Condition No. 9.

II

on October 5-7, 1992, an inspection was conducted at the

Licensee's facility at Metropolis, Illinois, as a result of

concerns raised within the NRC staff as to the education and

experience of Richard J. Gardeeki. As a result of information
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developed in that inspection, an investigation was conducted in

November and December 1992 by the Office of Investigations (01).

The inspection and investigation revealed that Mr. Gardecki

intermittently took courses at the University of Delaware between

1962 and 1967 and in 1978, but did not accumulate sufficient

credits to earn a bachelor's degree. While employed at the

University of Delaware.between 1977 and 1981, Mr. Gardecki

prepared a transcript that falsely reflected sufficient hours of

credit at that University to entitle him to a Bachelor of Science

degree.

Mr. Gardecki subsequently used the false transcript to obtain

employment at the University of Nebraska in about 1983, at

Westinghouse Radiological Services Division in about 1985, at

Environmental Testing Inc., in 1988, and at the Licensee in about

June 1991. In each of these positions, Mr. Gardecki was involved

in activities licensed by the NRC or an Agreement state, pursuant

to an agreement with the NRC under section 274 of the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

In addition, Mr. Gardecki obtained employment as a Radiation

specialist at the NRC in 1987 by submitting a Standard Form 171

(SF171), Application for Federal Employment, which contained the

same false information regarding a bachelor's degree at the

University of Delaware. He was allowed to resign his NRC

employment following identification of the falsehood. Also,
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during the 01 investigation, he' admitted that he had provided

false information to the NRC regarding prior employment by

General Dynamics in Denver, Colorado.

Further, in a transcribed sworn statement on December 1, 1992,

Mr. Gardecki deliberately provided false information to 01

investigators when he .stated that he. graduated from the

University of Delaware in 1961. When asked about the University

records indicating that- he had not received a degree, Mr.

Gardacki fabricated a story about the University having mixed his

record with that of his brother. He also deliberately provided

false information as to the accuracy of a University of Delaware

transcript that he had submitted to the Licensee. In a

transcribed, sworn statement to 01 investigators on December 14,

1992, Mr. Gardecki admitted that he had provided false

information in his sworn statements previously given to 01

investigators oa December 1, 1992 cqncerning his academic record

and applications for employment.

Ill

Based on the above, Mr. Gardecki engaged in deliberate

misconduct, which through his employment (from about June 1991

through December 1992) in a position with educational

requirements that Mr. Gardecki did not meet, oaused the Licensee

to be in violation of the organization and qualifications
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requirements of License Condition No. 9. This is a violation of

10 CFR 40.10. Mr. Gardecki also deliberately provided to NRC

investigators information that he knew to be inaccurate and was

in some respects material to the NRC which also constitutes a

violation of 10 CFR 40.10. As an Assistant Health Physicist for

the Licensee, Mr. Gardecki was responsible for performance of

required surveys and keeping of required records, all of which

provide evidence of compliance with Commission requirements. The

NRC must be able to rely on the Licensee and its employees to

comply with NRC requirements, including the requirement to

provide information and maintain records that are complete and

accurate in all material respects. Mr. Gardecki'% deliberate

actions in causing this Licensee to be in violation of License

Condition No. 9, a violation of 10 CFR 40.10, and his violation

of 10 CFR 40.10 caused by his deliberate misrepresentations to

the NRC have raised serious doubt as to whether he can be relied

upon to comply with NRC requirements and to provide complete and

accurate information to the NRC or to an employer. Mr.

Gardecki's misconduct (repeated on several occasions over several

years with several employers) caused this Licensee to violate a

Commission requirement; and his false statements to Commission

officials demonstrate conduct that cannot and will not be

tolerated.

Consequently, I lack the requisite reasonable assurance that

licensed activities in NRC jurisdiction can be conducted in
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compliance with the Commission's requirements and that the health

and safety of the public will be protected, if Mr. Gardecki were

permitted at this time to be named as a Radiation Safety officer

(RSO) on an NRC license or permitted to supervise licensed

activities (i.e., being responsible in any respect for any

individual's performance of any licensed activities) for an NRC

licensee or an Agreement State licensee while conducting licensed

activities in NRC jurisdiction pursuant to 10 CFR 150.20.

Therefore, the public health, safety and interest require that

Mr. Gardecki be prohibited froa being named on an NRC license as

an RSO or from supervising licensed activities (i.e., being .

responsible in any respect for any individual's performance of

any licensed activities) for an NRC licensee or an Agreement

State licensee while conducting licensed activities in NRC

jurisdiction pursuant to 10 CFR 150.20 for a period of five years

from the date of this Order. In addition, for the same period,

Mr. Gardecki is required to give notice of the existence of this

Order to a prospective employer engaged in licensed activities,

described below (Section IV, paragraph 2), to assure that such

employer is aware of Mr. Gardecki's previous history. Mr.

Gardecki is also required to notify the NRC of his employment by

any person engaged in licensed activities, described below

(Section IV, paragraph 2), so that appropriate inspections can be

performed. Furthermore, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202, I find that

the significance of the conduct described above is such that the
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public health, safety and interest require that this Order be

immediately effective.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 61, 81, 103, 161b, I6ii, 182

and 186 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the

Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 2.202, 10 CFR 40.10, and 10

CFR 150.20, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, THAT:

1. Richard J. Gardecki is prohibited for five years

from the date of this Order from being named on an

NRC license as a Radiation Safety Officer or from

supervising licensed activities (i.e., being

responsible in any respect for any individual's

performance of any licensed activities) for an NRC

licensee or an agreement state licensee while

conducting licensed activities in NRC jurisdiction

pursuant to 10 CFR 150.20.

2. Should Richard J. Gardecki seek employment with any

person engaged in licensed activities during the five

year period from the date of this Order, Mr. Gardecki

shall provide a copy of this Order to such person at

the time Mr. Gardecki is soliciting or negotiating

employment so that the person is aware of the Order

prior to making an employment decision. For the
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purposes of this paragraph licensed activities.include

licensed activities of 1) an NRC licensee, 2) an

Agreement State licensee conducting licensed activities

in NRC jurisdiction pursuant to 10 CFR 150.20, and 3)

an Agreement State licensee involved in distribution of

products that are subject to NRC jurisdiction.

3. For a five-year period from the date of this Order,

Richard J. Gardecki shall provide notice to the

Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555, of the

name, address, and telephone number of the employer.,

within 72 hours of his acceptance of an employment

offer, involving licensed activities described in

paragraph 2, above.

The Director, Office of Enforcement, may, in writing, relax or

rescind any of the above conditions upon demonstration by Mr.

Gardecki of good cause.

in accordance with 10 CPR 2.202, Richard J. Gardecki must, and

any other person adversely affected by this Order may, submit an

answer to this Order, and may request a hearing on this order,

within 20 days of the date of this Order. The answer may consent

to this Order. Unless the answer consents to this order, the
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answer shal'l, in writing and under oath or affirmation,

specifically admit or deny each allegation or charge made in this

Order and shall set forth the matters of fact and law on which

Richard J. Gardecki or other person adversely affected relies and

the reasons as to why the Order should not have been issued. Any

answer or request for a hearing shall be submitted to the

Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Attn: Chief,

Docketing and Service Section, Washington, DC 20555. Copies also

shall be sent to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555, to the

Assistant General Counsel for Hearings and Enforcement at the-

sane address, to the Regional Administrator, NRC Region III, 799

Roosevelt Rd., Glen Ellyn, IL 60137, and to Richard J. Gardecki,

if the answer or hearing request is by a person other than

Richard J. Gardecki. If a person other than Richard J. Gardecki

requests a hearing, that person shall set forth with

particularity the manner in which his or her interest is

adversely affected by this Order and shall address the criteria

set forth in 10 CFR 2.7l4(d).

If a hearing is requested by Richard J. Gardecki or a person

whose interest is adversely affected, the commission will issue

an Order designating the tine and place of any hearing. If a

hearing is held, the issue to be considered at such hearing shall

be whether this Order should be sustained.
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Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(cj(2)(i), Richard J. GardecJci, or any

other person adversely affected by this Order, nay, in addition

to demanding a hearing, at the tine the answer is filed or

sooner, move the presiding officer to set aside the immediate

effectiveness of the Order on the ground that the Order,

including the need for immediate effectiveness, is not based on

adequate evidence but on mere suspicion, unfounded allegations,

or error.

In the absence of any request for hearing, the provisions

specified in Section IV above shall be final 20 days from the

date of this order without further order or proceedings. AM

ANSWER OR A REQUEST FOR HEARING SHALL NOT STAY THE IMMEDIATE

EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Thompi
^££y Executive fiirector
for Nuclear Materials Safety,
Safeguards and Operations Support

Dated at RocJcville, Maryland
this J -C3L day of May 1993
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O.C. 205SS-0001

*IA*55-028 August 3, 1995

Maria HolUngsworth
(HOME ADDRESS DELETED
UNDER 10 cfr 2.790)

SUBJECT: ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES AND
REQUIRING CERTAIN NOTIFICATION TO NRC (EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)
(01 REPORT NO. 4-95-001)

Dear Ms. HolUngsworth:

This 1s in reference to NRC Investigation 4-95-001 and to the enforcement
conference that was conducted by telephone with you on June 5, 1995. A list
of enforcement conference participants is enclosed. For the reasons described
in the enclosed Order, the NRC has determined that you should be prohibited
from any Involvement In NRC-licensed activities for a period of one year. The
Order also requires that you provide notification to NRC.of your involvement
1n NRC-licensed activities for a period of one year following the one year
prohibition period.

You will receive a separate communication from NRC regarding the disposition
of your December 4, 1994, application for a license.

Pursuant to section 223 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, any
person who willfully violates, attempts to violate, or conspires to violate,
any provision of this Order shall be subject to criminal prosecution as set
forth in that section.

Questions concerning this Order should be addressed to James Lieberman,
Director, Office of Enforcement, who can be reached at (301) 415-2741.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and Its enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room
(PDR).

Sincerely,

James Lieberman, Director
Office of Enforcement

Docket No. 030-31252
License No. 35-26996-01

Enclosures: As Stated
cc w/Enclosures: State of Oklahoma
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Natter of )

MARIA HOLLINGSUORTH ) Docket No. 030-31252
Tulsa, Oklahoma ) License No. 35-26996-01

. ) IA 95-028

ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES AND
REQUIRING CERTAIN NOTIFICATION TO NRC

(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

Maria Hoilingsworth 1s the owner and operator of Blackhawk Engineering, Inc.

(Licensee or Blackhawk) and served as the radiation safety officer with

respect to Its Nuclear Regulatory"Commission (NRC or Commission) license.

Blackhawk was Issued Byproduct Materials License No. 35-26996-01 by the NRC,

pursuant to 10 CFR Part 30, on August 22, 1989. The license authorized

Blackhawk to possess and utilize sealed sources of radioactive material

contained 1n moisture/density gauges in accordance with the conditions

specified therein. The license expired on August 31, 1994, and Blackhawk did

not submit a renewal application as provided in 10 CFR 30.37. On February 14,

1995, the NRC Issued an order requiring Blackhawk to cease use of, and

transfer, all NRC-11censed material 1n Its possession to a person authorized

to receive and possess such material (EA 95-018). Blackhawk complied with the

terns of the order and on May 17, 1995, the NRC Issued a Notice of Termination

of Blackhawk's NRC license.

II

The February 14, 1995 order was Issued to Blackhawk because: (1) Blackhawk

continued to ut i l i ze gauges containing NRC-11censed material after the NRC
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license had expired, and Ms. HoiHngsworth had specifically agreed not to

utilize this material, as confirmed by a Confirmatory Action Letter (CAL) from '

the NRC to BTackhawk on November 8, 1994; and (2) Ms. Hoilingsworth was not

truthful 1n statements made to NRC personnel regarding the continued use of

the gauges. Ms. Hollingsworth's actions were in violation of 10 CFR 30.10, a

regulation prohibiting deliberate misconduct by any licensee or employee of a

licensee. Deliberate misconduct includes an intentional act or omission that

a person knows would cause a licensee to be in violation of NRC requirements,

or deliberate submission to the NRC of material information that the person

submitting the Information knows to be incomplete or inaccurate. In brief,

Hs. HolUngsworth violated 10 CFR 30.10 because, as she admitted to NRC

Investigators: (1) she understood in November 1994 that she no longer was

authorized to use the gauges but did use the gauges until December 22, 1994,

to complete a construction job; and (2) she deliberately provided false

Information when she told an NRC Inspector on December 19, 1994 that she had

not used the gauges since 1992.

On June 5, 1995, the NRC conducted a telephonic enforcement conference with

Ms. HoiHngsworth to determine whether her deliberate misconduct warranted

enforcement action directly against her as an Individual. Ms. Hollingsworth

stated that prior to November 1994, she had responded to NRC Inquiries

regarding the renewal of Biackhawk's license and believed that she had taken

care of It. However, she admitted that, after being contacted by the regional

office in November 1994 and receiving a November 8, 1994 Confirmatory Action

Letter (CAL) from NRC, she made a conscious decision to continue using the

gauges, contrary to the terms of the CAL, to complete a construction job. Ms.
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Hollingsworth also stated that she did so without contacting the NRC for

further guidance or assistance because she believed that NRC would not have

allowed her to continue using licensed material. Ms. Hollingsworth stated

that she would comply with all NRC regulations in the future.

Ill

Hs. Hollingsworth admits both to deliberately violating NRC requirements by

using NRC-licensed material after being made aware of the expiration of

Blackhawk's license, and to deliberately making a false statement to an NRC

inspector. Given Ms. Hoilingsworth's position as owner and operator of

Blackhawk and her role as the radiation safety officer with respect to the NRC

license, the NRC considers her deliberate misconduct particularly significant.

NRC must be able to rely on licensee management to comply with NRC

requirements, especially the requirement to provide accurate Information to

the NRC. Despite her commitment to comply with NRC requirements in the

future, Ms. Hollingsworth's past deliberate misrepresentation to the NRC and

deliberate violation of other NRC requirements raise serious doubt as to

whether she can be relied upon to comply with NRC requirements in the future,

including the requirement to provide complete and accurate information to the

NRC.

Consequently, I lack the requisite reasonable assurance that licensed

activities would be conducted in compliance with the Commission's requirements

and that the health and safety of the public would be protected if Ms.

Hollingsworth were permitted at this time to be Involved in NRC-licensed
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activities. Therefore, the public health, safety and interest require that

Ms. HolUngsworth be prohibited from any involvement in NRC-licensed

activities for a period of one year. Additionally, Ms. Hollingsworth is

required to notify the NRC of her involvement in NRC-licensed activities for

one year following the one year prohibition period. Furthermore, pursuant to

10 CFR 2.202, I find that the significance of Maria Hollingsworth's conduct

described above is such that the public health, safety and interest require

that this Order be immediately effective.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 81, 161b, 161i, 161o, 182 and 186 of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's regulations in

10 CFR 2.202, 10 CFR 30.10, and 10 CFR 150.20, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, EFFECTIVE

IMMEDIATELY, THAT:

1. Maria Hollingsworth 1s prohibited from engaging in NRC-licensed

activities for a period of one year from the date of this Order. NRC-

licensed activities are those activities that are conducted pursuant to

a specific or general license Issued by the NRC, including, but not

limited to, those activities of Agreement State licensees conducted

pursuant to the authority granted by 10 CFR 150.20.

2. For a period of one year after the one year period of prohibition has

expired, Maria Hollingsworth shall, within 20 days of her acceptance of

each employment offer Involving NRC-licensed activities, or her becoming
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Involved in NRC-licensed activities as defined in Paragraph IV.1 above,

provide notice to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, of the name, address,

and telephone number of the employer or the entity where she 1s, or will

be, involved in NRC-11censed activities. In the first notification,.Ms.

HolUngsworth shall-Include a statement of her commitment to compliance

with NRC,requirements and the basis why the Commission should-have

confidence that she will now comply with applicable NRC requirements.

The Director, Office of Enforcement, may, in writing, relax or rescind any of

the above conditions upon demonstration by Ms. Hollingsworth of good cause.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Maria Hollingsworth must, and any other .

person adversely affected by this Order may, submit an answer to this Order,

and may request a hearing on this Order, within 20 days of the date of this

Order. Where good cause 1s shown, consideration will be given to extending

the time to request a hearing. A request for extension of time must be made

in writing to the Director, Office of Enforcement, and Include a statement of

good cause for the extension. The answer may consent to this Order. Unless

the answer consents to this Order, the answer shall, 1n writing and under oath

or affirmation, specifically admit or deny each allegation or charge made in

this Order and shall set forth the matters of fact and law on which Ms.

Hollingsworth or other person adversely affected relies and the reasons as to

why the Order should not have been Issued. Any answer or request for a
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hearing shall be submitted to the Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Attn: Chief, Docketing and Service Section, Washington, DC 20555.

Copies also shall be sent to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555; to the Assistant General Counsel

for Hearings and Enforcement at the same address; to the Regional

Administrator, NRC Region IV, 611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400, Arlington,

Texas 76011; and to Ms. HolUngsworth 1f the answer or hearing request 1s by a

person other than Ms. HoiHngsworth. If a person other than Ms. Hollingsworth

requests a hearing, that person shall set forth with particularity the manner

1n which his or her Interest 1s adversely affected by this Order and shall

address the criteria set forth 1n 10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing 1s requested by Ms. HolUngsworth or a person whose Interest 1s

adversely affected, the Commission will Issue an Order designating the time

and place of any hearing. If a hearing 1s held, the Issue to be considered at'

such hearing shall be whether this Order should be sustained.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(c)(2)(1), Maria Hoi11ngsworth, or any other person

adversely affected by this Order may, 1n addition to demanding a hearing, at

the time tht answer 1s filed or sooner, move the presiding officer to set

aside the Imtdiate effectiveness of the Order on the ground that the Order,

Including the need for Immediate effectiveness, 1s not based on adequate

evidence but on mere suspicion, unfounded allegations, or error.

In the absence of any request for hearing, or written approval of an extension

of time 1n which to request a hearing, the provisions specified in Section IV
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above shall be effective and final 20 days from the date of this Order without

further order or proceedings. If an extension of time for requesting a

hearing has been approved, the provisions specified in Part IV shall be final

when the extension expires if a hearing request has not been received. AN

ANSWER OR A REQUEST FOR A HEARING SHALL NOT STAY THE IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS

OF THIS ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

nes Lieberman, Director
Office of Enforcement

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this 3rd day of August 1995
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20885-0001

June 12, 1995

EA 94-240
IA 95-015
IA 95-016

Midwest Testing, Inc.
ATTN: Mr. William Kimbley, President

Ms. Joan Kimbley, General Manager and
Treasurer

2421 Production Drive
Indianapolis, Indiana 46241

SUBJECT: CONFIRMATORY ORDER AND NOTICE OF TERMINATION OF LICENSE
(01 INVESTIGATION REPORT NO. 3-93-022R)

Dear Mr. and Ms. Kimbley:

The Confirmatory Order (Order) to which you agreed on June 2, 1995, has been
executed. A signed copy of the Order 1s enclosed. In addition, your license
has been terminated as of the date of this letter in accordance with the Order
Suspending License dated August 26, 1994. Enclosed 1s a copy of Amendment 1
terminating License No. 030-24866-02. We consider this matter settled.

Under the terms of this Order, for a period of five years beginning June 2,
1995, you, as well as Midwest Testing, Inc. and any successor entity, are
prohibited from applying to the NRC for a license, and prohibited from
engaging 1n, or controlling, any NRC-licensed activity. Should you violate
the terms of the Order, you may be subject to civil and criminal sanctions
under Sections 233 and 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

Questions concerning this Order should be addressed to me at (301) 415-2741.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice", a copy of
this letter and Its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

Sincerely,

/ James Lieberman, Director
f /Office of Enforcement

Enclosures: As Stated

Docket No. 030-32827
License No. 13-24866-02
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of )
) Docket No. 030-32827

MIDWEST TESTING, INC. ) License No. 13-24866-02
Indianapolis, Indiana ) EA 94-240

MR. WILLIAM G. KIMBLEY ) IA 95-015

MS. JOAN KIMBLEY ) IA 95-016
)

CONFIRMATORY ORDER

I

Midwest Testing, Inc. (Licensee) 1s holder of NRC License No. 13-24866-02

(License) Issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or Commission)

pursuant to 10 CFR Part 30. The License authorized the Licensee to possess

and use cesium-137 and amer1cium-24l as sealed sources in moisture/density

gauges. The License was Issued on August 19, 1992, and 1s being terminated by

Amendment No. 1, which is being Issued on the date of this Order.

II

On July 27, 1993, a routine Inspection of licensed activities was conducted at

Midwest Testing, Inc. (Licensee) by NRC Region III. During the Inspection the

Inspector Identified that licensee management had allowed workers to operate

moisture density gauges without personnel monitoring devices (film badges) and

that required leak tests of the gauges had not been performed.

The NRC Office of Investigations (01) conducted an Investigation to determine

whether willful violations of NRC requirements had occurred. Based on the NRC

Inspection and 01 Investigation, it appears that Mr. William G. Kimbley, owner
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of Midwest Testing, deliberately violated NRC requirements by:

(1) allowing operators to use moisture density gauges without personnel

monitoring devices between December 24, 1991, and August 25, 1993, in

violation of Condition 18.A of License No. 13-24866-01 (expired on

March 31, 1992) and Condition 20.A of License No. 13-24866-02 (issued on

August 19, 1992);

(2) not performing leak tests of two moisture density gauges between

August 19, 1992, and July 31, 1993, in violation of Condition 13.A of

License No. 13-24866-02;

(3) not requesting a license amendment to name a new Radiation Protection

Officer, 1n violation of Condition 11 of License No. 13-24866-02, when

the Individual named on the License left Midwest Testing in

October 1993;

(4) storing licensed material at an unauthorized location since March 1994

In violation of Condition 10 of License No. 13-24866-02 and 10 CFR

30.34(c); and

(5) allowing moisturt density gauges to be used between April 1, 1992, and

August 19, 1992, with an expired license 1n violation of 10 CFR 30.3 and

10 CFR 30.36(c)(l)(1) and (111).
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In addition, it appears that Ms. Joan Kimbley, General Manager and Treasurer

of Midwest Testing, Inc., deliberately violated Items (1), (2), and (5) above.

These actions appear to have been a result of Midwest Testing, Inc. financial

constraints, inexperience of the General Manager and, in general, a lack of

appreciation on the part of the Owner and the General Manager of the

regulatory significance and consequences of the violations.

A Confirmatory Action Letter was issued to the Licensee on March 21, 1994,

confirming that the Licensee would secure its moisture density gauges in

locked storage until the Licensee: (1) designated a Radiation Protection

Officer, (2) obtained NRC approval via a license amendment for its designated

Radiation Protection Officer and Its current moisture density gauge storage

location, (3) demonstrated that all its moisture density gauges were

appropriately tested for leakage, and (4) demonstrated that personnel

radiation monitoring devices were provided for those persons designated to use

moisture density gauges. The Licensee did not use its moisture density gauges

after issuance of the Confirmatory Action Letter.

Subsequently, an Order Suspending License (Effective Immediately) was Issued

to the Licensee on August 26, 1994, for nonpayment of fees, which required:

(1) the Licensee to suspend NRC licensed activities and dispose of its

licensed material; and (2) NRC termination of License No. 13-24866-02

following disposal of the licensed material. The Licensee disposed of its

licensed material in December 1994. NRC Region III verified that the licensed

material was properly transferred to authorized recipients.
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III

A transcribed enforcement conference was conducted between the NRC and the

Licensee on March 15, 1995, to discuss the apparent violations, their causes

and safety significance. Mr. Kimbley stated during the enforcement

conference, "And the question about would we ever pursue an NRC license again,

the answer to that is no. If there is any way I can give you assurance of

that, I'll be glad to do that." Ms. Kimbley stated during the Enforcement

Conference, "Like we stated earlier, we don't intend to continue with any

licensed material in the future."

Further, in a telephone conversation on May 2, 1995, with Mr. Paul Pelke, NRC

Region III, Mr. and Ms. Kimbley agreed to the provisions and to the issuance

of this Order to resolve all matters pending between them. Specifically,

Mr. Kimbley agreed, for a period of five years from the date he signs this

Confirmatory Order, that Mr. Kimbley, Midwest Testing, Inc., or any successor

entity wherein Mr. Kimbley 1s an authorized user, radiation safety officer,

owner, an officer, or a controlling stockholder, will not apply to the NRC for

a new license, nor shall Mr. Kimbley, Midwest Testing, Inc., or a successor

entity, as described above, engage in licensed activities within the

jurisdiction of the NRC for that same period of time. Ms. Kimbley agreed, for

a period of five years froa the date she signs this Confirmatory Order, that

Ms. Kimbley, Midwest Testing, Inc., or any successor entity wherein

Ms. Kimbley Is an authorized user, radiation safety officer, owner, an

officer, or a controlling stockholder, will not apply to the NRC for a new

license, nor shall Ms. Kimbley, Midwest Testing, Inc., or a successor entity,
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as described above, engage in licensed activities within the jurisdiction of

the NRC for that same period of time.

I find that the Licensee's commitments as stated in the May 2, 1995

conversation with Paul Pelke, NRC Region III, are acceptable and necessary and

conclude that with these commitments the public health and safety are

reasonably assured. In view of the foregoing, I have determined that the

public health and safety require that the Licensee's commitments be confirmed

by this Order.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 81, 161b, 1611, and 186 of the Atomic Energy

Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 2.202, and

10 CFR Part 30, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that:

1. For a period of five years from the date Mr. William G. Kimbley signs

this Confirmatory Order, Mr. Kimbley, Midwest Testing, Inc., or any

successor entity wherein Mr. Kimbley 1s an authorized user, radiation

safety officer, owner, an officer, or a controlling stockholder, will

not apply to the NRC for a new license, nor shall Mr. Kimbley, Midwest

Testing, Inc., or a successor entity, as described above, engage in

licensed activities within the jurisdiction of the NRC for that same

period of time.
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2. For a period of five years from the date Ms. Joan Kimbiey signs this

Confirmatory Order, Ms. Kimbiey, Midwest Testing, Inc., or any successor

entity wherein Ms. Kimbiey is an authorized user, radiation safety

officer, owner, an officer, or a controlling stockholder, will not apply

to the NRC for a new license, nor shall Ms. Kimbiey, Midwest Testing,

Inc., or a successor entity, as described above, engage in licensed

activities within the jurisdiction of the NRC for that same period of

time.

3. Mr. Kimbiey, Ms. Kimbiey, Midwest Testing, Inc., or any successor

entity, as described above, waive the right to contest this Order in any

manner, Including requesting a hearing on this Order.

The Regional Administrator, NRC Region III, may relax or rescind, in writing,

any of the above conditions upon a showing by the Licensee, Mr. William G.

Kimbiey, or Ms. Joan Kimbiey of good cause.

Any person adversely affected by this Confirmatory Order, other than the

Licensee, Mr. William 6. Kimbiey, and Ms. Joan Kimbiey may request a hearing

within 20 days of Its Issuance. Any request for a hearing shall be submitted

to the Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Chief, Docketing

and Service Section, Washington, D.C. 20555. Copies also shall be sent to the

Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, D.C. 20555, to the Assistant General Counsel for Hearings and
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Enforcement at the same address, to the Regional Administrator, NRC

Region III, 801 Warrenvilie Road, Lisle, Illinois 60532, and to the Licensee.

If such a person requests a hearing, that person shall set forth with

particularity the manner in which his Interest is adversely affected by this

Order and shall address the criteria set forth 1n 10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing is requested by a person whose interest is adversely affected,

the Commission will Issue an Order designating the time and place of any

hearing. If a hearing is held, the issue to be considered at such hearing

shall be whether this Confirmatory Order should be sustained.

In the absence of any request for hearing, the provisions specified in

Section IV above shall be final 20 days from the date of this Order without

further order or proceedings.

This Order was consented to:

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATOR"!

Order Dated: (hu**<»-*-~ / Z /
Rockville, Magyland
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WAtHINQTOH, O.C. JMII 0001

AUG 2'6' 1994

IA 94-019

Mr. Larry S. Ladner
(HOME ADDRESS DELETED
UNDER 10 CFR 2.790)

SUBJECT: ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

The enclosed Order 1s being Issued because of-your violations of 10 CFR 30.10
of the Commission's regulations as described in the Order.

Based on an investigation conducted by the NRC's Office of Investigation, the
NRC Staff has determined that you deliberately failed to supervise
radiographers' assistants performing licensed activities, falsified a large
number of quarterly personnel audits and provided false Information to NRC
officials. A copy of the synopsis of the investigation is enclosed.

Failure to comply with the provisions of this Order may result 1n further
civil or criminal sanctions.

Questions concerning this Order should be addressed to Mr. James Lieberman,
Director, Office of Enforcement, who can be reached at (301) 504-2741.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and the enclosures will be placed in the NRC's Public Document
Room.

Sincerely,

Latvu

Enclosures:
1. Order
2. Synopsis

f Dames Lieberman, Director
/Office of Enforcement
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of ) IA 94-019

Larry S. Ladner )
)

ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN
NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

I

Larry S. Ladner has been employed as a radiographer in the field of industrial

radiography since approximately 1964. In October, 1989, Mr. Ladner was hired

by the American Inspection Company, Inc. (AMSPEC). AMSPEC held Materials

License No. 12-24801-01 issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or

Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 30 and 34. This license authorized the

conduct of Industrial radiography activities in accordance with certain

specified conditions. On April 30, 1992, the license was suspended as a

result of significant safety violations and related safety concerns.

Mr. Ladner worked as both a radiographer and a supervisor until his dismissal

by AMSPEC in the latter part of 1991.

II

Between August 22, 1991 and November 12, 1992, the NRC Office of

Investigations (01) conducted an Investigation of licensed activities of

AMSPEC. During tht courst of this Investigation, the AMSPEC license was

suspended whin a significant number of safety violations were Identified. In

addition, the Investigation revealed that Mr. Ladner, in his position as a

supervisor (1) deliberately allowed radiographers' assistants to work
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unsupervised on numerous occasions, (2) deliberately falsified in excess of

100 quarterly personnel audits, and (3) deliberately gave false information to

NRC officials regarding the unauthorized use of licensed material.

10 CFR 34.44 requires that a radiographer's assistant shall be under the

personal supervision of a radiographer whenever he uses radiographic exposure

devices, sealed sources or related source handling tools, or conducts

radiation surveys required by 10 CFR 34.43(b) to determine that the sealed

source has returned to the shielded position after an exposure. The personal

supervision shall include: (a) the radiographer's personal presence at the

site where the sealed sources are being used; (b) the ability of the

radiographer to give Immediate assistance if required; and (c) the

radiographer watching the assistant's performance of the operations referred

to In this section. In addition, 10 CFR 34.ll(d)(1) requires, In part, that

an applicant have an Inspection program that requires the observation of the

performance of each radiographer and radiographer's assistant during an actual

radiographic operation at Intervals not to exceed three months.

10 CFR 30.9(a) requires, 1n part, that Information provided to the Commission

by a licensee, and Information required by the Commission's regulations to be

maintained by tht Hcenstt, shall be complete and accurate in all material

respects.

While functioning as a radiation protection'officer, Nr. Ladner deliberately

caused a violation of 10 CFR 34.44 In December 1990 and February through Hay

1991 by allowing three radiographers' assistants to work Independently and

without personal supervision, during this same period, Mr.' Ladner also
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authorized others to use his name on check-out logs, in violation of 10 CFR

30.10. Moreover, Mr. Ladner's employer (AMSPEC) had an approved program that

required the observation of radiographers and radiographers' assistants at the

required interval as prescribed by 10 CFR 34.11(d); however, between September

1990 and November 1991, he deliberately disregarded the licensee's program in

excess of 100 times by falsifying records of audits that were never performed,

causing a violation of 10 CFR 30.9. During an NRC inspection conducted on

July 22-23, 1991, Mr. Ladner deliberately provided inaccurate information to

NRC inspectors when he claimed no knowledge of a reported unauthorized use of

licensed material, when in fact he was aware of such use.

On January 15, 1993, Mr. Ladner pled guilty to one felony count involving

deliberate violations of the Atomic Energy Act based on his violations of

these requirements.

Ill

Based on the above, Mr. Ladner engaged in deliberate misconduct which caused

AMSPEC to be in violation of 10 CFR 30.9 and 34.11(d). The NRC must be able

to rely on licensees and their employees to comply with NRC requirements,

including tht requirements to supervise radiographer's assistants performing

licensed activities and to Mintain and compile records that are complete and

accurate in all material respects. Mr. Ladner's deliberate actions in causing

AMSPEC to be in violation of NRC requirements (e.g. 30.9 and 34.11(d)), and

his deliberate submittai to AMSPEC of false audit records, which are

violations of 10 CFR 30.10, have raised serious doubt as to whether he can be

relied on to comply with NRC requirements and to provide complete and accurate
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information to the NRC. Mr. Ladner's deliberate misconduct, including his

deliberate false statements to Commission officials, cannot and will not be

tolerated.

Consequently, I lack the requisite reasonable assurance that licensed

activities can be conducted in compliance with the Commission's requirements

and that the health and safety of the public will be protected, if Mr. Ladner

were permitted at this time to supervise or perform licensed activities in any

area where the NRC maintains jurisdiction. Therefore, the public health,

safety and interest require that Mr. Ladner be prohibited from engaging in NRC

licensed activities (including supervising, training and auditing) for either

an NRC licensee or an Agreement State licensee in areas of NRC jurisdiction in

accordance with 10 CFR 150.20 for a period of three years from the date of

this Order. In addition, for a period of two years commencing after

completion of the three year period of prohibition, Mr. Ladner is required to

notify the NRC of his employment by any person or entity engaged in NRC-

licensed activities to ensure that the NRC can monitor the status of Mr.

Ladner's compliance with the Commission's requirements and his understanding

of his commitment to compliance. Furthermore, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202, I

find that the significance of tht conduct described above 1s such that the

public health, safety and interest require that this order be effective

immediately.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 81, 161b, 1611, 182 and 186 of the Atonic

Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's regulations in
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10 CFR 2.202, 10 CFR 30.10, and 10 CFR 150.20, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, EFFECTIVE

IMMEDIATELY, THAT:

1. Larry S. Ladner is prohibited for three years from the date of this

Order from engaging in NRC-licensed activities. NRC-Iicensed activities

are those activities which are conducted pursuant to a specific or

general license issued by the NRC, including, but not limited to, those

activities of Agreement State licensees conducted pursuant to the

authority granted by 10 CFR 150.20. During this time period, Mr. Ladner

must also provide a copy of this Order to prospective employers who

engage in NRC-licensed activities, at the time he accepts employment.

2. For a period of two years after the three-year period of prohibition has

expired, Larry S. Ladner shall within 20 days of his acceptance of an

employment offer Involving NRC-licensed activities or his becoming

involved in NRC-licensed activities, as defined in Paragraph IV.1 above,

provide notice to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, of the name, address,

and telephone number of the employer or the entity where he is, or will

be, involved In the NRC-11censed activities. In the first notification

Mr. Ladntr shall Include a statement of his commitment to compliance

with regulatory rtquirewtnts and the basis why the Commission should

have confidence that ht will now comply with applicable NRC

requirements.

The Director, Office of Enforcement, may 1n writing, relax or rescind any of

the above conditions upon demonstration by Mr. Ladner of good cause.
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V

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Larry S. Ladner must, and any other person

adversely affected by this Order may, submit an answer to this Order, and may

request a hearing on this Order, within 20 days of the date of this Order.

The answer may consent to this Order. Unless the answer consents to this

Order, the answer shall,, in writing and under oath or affirmation,

specifically admit or deny each allegation or charge made In this Order and

shall set forth the matters of fact and law on which Larry S. Ladner or any

other person adversely affected relies and the reasons as to why the Order

should not have been issued. Any answer or request for a hearing shall be

submitted to the Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Attn: Chief,

Docketing and Service Section, Washington, OC 20555. Copies also shall be

sent to the 01 rector, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Washington, OC 20555, to the Assistant General Counsel for

Hearings and Enforcement at the,same address, to the Regional Administrator,

NRC Region II, 101 Marietta Street, N. W., Suite 2900, Atlanta, Georgia

30323, and to Larry S. Ladntr if tht answer or hearing request 1s by a person

other than Larry S. Ladner. If a person other than Larry S. Ladner requests a

hearing, that person shall set forth with particularity the" manner 1n which

his or htr Inttrtst 1s advtrstly affected by this Order and shall address the

criteria set forth In 10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing is requtsttd by Larry S. Ladntr or anothtr ptrson whost Interest

Is adversely affected, tht Comission will Issue an Order designating tht time

and place of any hearing. If a hearing Is held, the Issue to bt considtred at

such hearing shall bt whether this Order should be sustained.
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Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(c)(2)(i), Larry S. Ladner, or any other person

adversely affected by this Order, may, in addition to demanding a hearing,,.at

the time the answer is filed or sooner, move the presiding officer to set

aside the immediate effectiveness of the Order on the ground that the Order,

including the need for Immediate effectiveness, 1s not based on adequate

evidence but on mere suspicion, unfounded allegations, or error.

In the absence of any request for hearing; the provisions specified in

Section IV above shall be final 20 days from the date of this Order without

further order or processing. AN ANSWER OR A REQUEST FOR HEARING SHALL NOT

STAY THE IHMEOIATE EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

L^w Lu
Cdames Lieberraan, Director

Office of Enforcement

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
d ^ of August 1994
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SYNOPSIS

on August 22, 1991, the R«gional Administrator, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC), Region II, requested an
investigation to determine whether officials, managers, and/or
employees of The American Inspection Company, Inc. (AMSPEC), the
licensee, had intentionally violated regulatory and license
condition requirements set forth in 10 CFR Parts 20, 30, and 34
and the NRC license of January 15, 1987, respectively. According
to reported allegations, licensee management officials had
permitted unqualified technicians to perform radiography
operations at the Hess oil Virgin Islands Company (HOVIC)
facility, St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, which had contracted
with AMSPEC for nondestructive examination services,
Additionally, licensee officials allegedly: (l) discriminated
(involuntary termination) against technicians for reporting
radiation health and safety concerns, (2) falsified radiation
safety training documents, (3) provided false and misleading '
information to the NRC, and (4) used source material in a manner
not authorized by the license (irradiation of mice).

The Office of Investigations (01) reviewed the circumstances of
the alleged regulatory and license condition violations during
which other improprieties by the licensee were identified. The
investigation by 01 did not substantiate that licensee management
officials had terminated radiography technicians for reporting
radiation health and safety concerns. It was concluded, however,
that these licensee officials at the HOVIC facility appeared
insensitive to employee concerns of all topics, including
radiation safety, and they were perceived by technicians as
acting with apparent disregard concerning this issue. The
investigation further determined that licensee officials
deliberately provided false and misleading radiation safety-
related information to NRC representatives which was pertinent to
the regulatory process. The investigation substantiated that the
licensee, through actions of some radiation protection officers
(RPOs), deliberately falsified radiation safety training records,
inserted false records in technician files to give the impression
required training was accomplished, and they also conspired to
conceal these training deficiencies and improprieties from the
NRC. The investigation surfaced and substantiated the allegation
that license* officials and RPOs deliberately falsified required
personnel radiation safety audits and accompanying reports and
they also created audit reports to make complete the radiation
safety files of some technicians.

The investigation also disclosed and confirmed numerous instances
of radiographers1 assistants performing radiography without
supervision and the deliberate falsification of source
utilization logs to give the appearance that required supervision
was present, all with the apparent knowledge and concurrence of
licensee management officials. It was also determined during the
investigation that licenses training officials (RPOs) frequently

Case No. 2-91-010R 1
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failed to provide the Operation and Emergency Procedures (O&EP)
Manual to new employees prior to source utilization. The
investigation also determined that some licensee RPOs were not
trained, examined, and certified according to Radiation Safety'
Program requirements and* AMSPEC officials, including the
radiation safety officer (RSO) and several RPOs, were aware of
some of these violations and failed to correct them. Further, on
at least one occasion, the RSO and an RPO conspired to concoct a
plausible explanation for the NRC as to why RPO
examination/certification requirements were violated.

The investigation substantiated the allegation that radioactive
source material was utilized improperly when an AMSPEC night
shift supervisor, in the presence of technicians, radiographed a
mouse during two to three consecutive source exposures at the
HOVIC facility. The QI investigation, and a previous. NRC
inspection at the St. Croix location, also revealed instances in
which AMSPEC technicians failed to observe required surveying and
posting activities during radiography operations, actions which
demonstrated either an apparent disregard for regulations and/or-
radiation safety training deficiencies. Finally, the
investigation disclosed that the JRSO and other licensee
management officials deliberately failed to perform required
radiation safety review,"~evalllaCi6h, and oversight functions -and
responsibilities during the past 3 years.

Case No. 2-91-01OR
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 206654001

m 2 Y 1994

IA 94-017

Daniel J. HcCool
(HOME AODRESS DELETED
UNDER 10 CFR 2.790)

SUBJECT: ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

The enclosed Order is being issued because of your violations of 10 CFR 30.10
of the Commission's regulations as described in the Order.

Based on an investigation conducted by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Office of Investigation, the NRC Staff has determined that you deliberately
conspired with other AMSPEC officials to deceive the Commission and provided
false testimony, under oath, to NRC officials. In addition, you deliberately
failed to train and certify employees in radiation safety as required by the
AMSPEC license conditions. A copy of the synopsis of the investigation 1s
enclosed.

Failure to comply with the provisions of this Order may result in further
civil or criminal sanctions.

Questions concerning this Order should be addressed to Mr. James Lieberman,
Director, Office of Enforcement, who can be reached at (301) 504-2741.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and the enclosures will be placed in the NRC's Public Document
Room.

James Lieberman, Director
)ffice of Enforcement

Enclosures:
1. Order
2. 01 Synopsis
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of ) IA 94-017
)

Daniel J. McCool )
)

ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN
NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

I

Daniel J. McCool has been employed as a radiographer in the field of

industrial radiography since approximately 1968. On approximately January 1,

1987, Mr. McCool initiated licensed activities at the American Inspection

Company, Inc., (AMSPEC), in his capacity as President. AMSPEC held Materials

License No. 12-24801-01 issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or

Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 30 and 34. The license authorized the

conduct of industrial radiography activities in accordance with specified

conditions. On April 30, 1992, the license was suspended as a result of

significant safety violations and related safety concerns. Mr. McCool was

President of AMSPEC at the time of license suspension.

II

Between August 22, 1991 and November 12, 1992, the NRC Office of

Investigations conducted an Investigation of licensed activities at AMSPEC.

During the course of this Investigation, the AMSPEC license was suspended when

a significant number of safety violations were Identified. In addition, the

Investigation revealed that Mr. McCool, in his capacity as President of

AMSPEC, conspired with other AHSPEC officials to deceive the Commission
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regarding training of employees and, in addition, deliberately provided false

sworn testimony to NRC officials.

AMSPEC submitted a Radiation Safety Manual as a part of its license

application dated September 20, 1986. A part of this manual refers to

employee training to satisfy the requirements of Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 34.

This manual was incorporated as a part of License Condition 17 of the AMSPEC

license. In addition, 10 CFR 30.9(a) requires, in part, that information

provided to the Commission by a licensee, and information required by the

Commission's regulations to be maintained by the licensee, shall be complete

and accurate in all material respects. 10 CFR 30.10(a) requires, in part,

that any licensee or any employee of a licensee may not: (1) engage in

deliberate misconduct that causes a licensee to be in violation of any rule,

regulation, or limitation of any license, issued by the Commission, or (2)

deliberately submit to the NRC information that the person submitting the

information knows to be Incomplete or inaccurate in some respect material to

the NRC.

From 1990 through April 1992, Mr. McCool deliberately violated License

Condition 17 by falling to train new Radiation Protection Officers (RPOs), and

by allowing others to administer the RPO qualification process, Including

exams and certification, although this was contrary to the Radiation Safety

Program established In tht Radiation Safety Manual. For over two years, from

late fall 1989 through April 1992, Mr. McCool failed to perform the radiation

safety audit function required by the Radiation Safety Program. In addition

to the above, Mr. McCool deliberately provided false information under oath to
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an investigator and an inspector on May 4, 1992, regarding training of an

individual in order to qualify that individual for work as an RPO.

On September 22, 1993, Mr. McCool pled guilty to two felony violations of the

Atomic Energy Act based on his violations of these requirements. The

violations to which Mr. McCool pled were: (1) conspiracy to violate the Atomic

Energy Act, and (2) providing false information to the NRC.

Ill

Based on the above, Mr. McCool engaged In deliberate misconduct which caused

the licensee to be in violation of the training requirements of License

Condition 17 and 10 CFR 30.9. The NRC must be able to rely on licensees and

their employees to comply with NRC requirements, Including the requirements to

train and certify employees in radiation safety and procedures and the

requirement to provide Information that 1s complete and accurate in all

material respects. Mr. McCool's actions in deliberately causing AMSPEC to be

in violation of NRC requirements regarding training and completeness and

accuracy of Information and his deliberate false statements to NRC officials

in violation of 10 CFR 30.10 have raised serious doubt as to whether he can be

relied on to comply with NRC requirements, Including the requirement to

provide complete and accurate Information to the NRC. Mr. McCool's deliberate

misconduct, Including his false statement to Commission officials, cannot and

will not be tolerated.

Consequently, I lack the requisite reasonable assurance that licensed

activities can be conducted in compliance with the Commission's requirements
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and that the health and safety of the public will be protected If Mr. HcCool

were permitted at this time to supervise or perform licensed activities in any

area where the NRC maintains jurisdiction. Therefore, the public health,

safety and Interest require that Mr. McCool be prohibited from engaging 1n

NRC-licensed activities (Including any supervising, training or auditing) for

either an NRC licensee or an Agreement State licensee performing licensed

activities in areas of NRC jurisdiction 1n accordance with 10 CFR 150.20 for a

period of five years from the date of this Order. In addition, for a period

of five years commencing after completion of the five year period of

prohibition, Mr. McCool 1s required to notify the NRC of his employment by any

person or entity engaged 1n NRC-licensed activities to ensure that the NRC can

monitor the status of Mr. McCool's compliance with the Commission's

requirements and his understanding of his commitment to compliance.

Furthermore, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202, I find that the significance of the

conduct described above 1s such that the public health, safety and Interest

require that this order be effective Immediately.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 81, 161b, 1611, 182 and 186 of the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as iMnded, and the Commission's regulations 1n

10 CFR 2.202, 10 CFR 30.10, and 10 CFR 150.20, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, EFFECTIVE

IMMEDIATELY, THAT:

1. Daniel J. McCool 1s prohibited for five years from the date of this

Order from engaging 1n NRC-11censed activities. NRC-11censed activities

are those activities that ar« conducted pursuant to a specific or
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general license issued by the NRC, including,, but not limited to, those

activities of Agreement State licensees conducted pursuant to the

authority granted by 10 CFR 150.20. During this time period, Mr. McCool

must also provide a copy of this Order to prospective employers who

engage in NRC-licensed activities, at the time he accepts employment.

2. For a period of five years after the five-year period of prohibition has

expired, Daniel J. McCool shall, within 20 days of his acceptance of

each employment offer Involving NRC-Hcensed activities or his becoming

involved in NRC-licensed activities, as defined in Paragraph IV.1 above,

provide notice to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, of the name, address,

and telephone number of the employer or the entity where he 1s, or will

be, Involved in the NRC-11censed activities. In the first notification

Mr. McCool shall Include a statement of his commitment to compliance

with regulatory requirements and the basis why the Commission should'

have confidence that he will now comply with applicable NRC

requirements.

The Director, Office of Enforcement, may in writing, relax or rescind any of

the abovt conditions upon demonstration by Mr. McCool of good cause.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Daniel J. McCool must, and any other person

adversely affected by this Order:may, submit an answer to this Order, and may

request a hearing on this Order, within 20 days of the date of this Order.
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The answer may consent to this Order. Unless the answer consents to this

Order, the answer shall, 1n writing and under oath or affirmation,

specifically admit or deny each allegation or charge made 1n this Order and

shall set "forth the matters of fact and law on which Daniel J. HcCool or any

other person adversely affected relies and the reasons as to why the Order

should not have been Issued. Any answer or request for a hearing shall be

submitted to the Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Attn: Chief,

Docketing and Service Section, Washington, DC 20555. Copies also shall be

sent to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Washington, DC 20555, to the Assistant General Counsel for '

Hearings and Enforcement at the same address, to the Regional Administrator,

NRC Region II, 101 Marietta Street, N. W., Suite 2900, Atlanta, Georgia

30323, and to Daniel J. HcCool if the answer or hearing request Is by a person *

other than Daniel J. HcCool. If a person other than Daniel J. McCool requests

a hearing, that person shall set forth with particularity the manner in which

his or her Interest 1s adversely affected by this Order and shall address the

criteria set forth In 10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing 1s requested by Daniel J. McCool or another person whose Interest

1s adversely affected, the Commission will Issue an Order designating the time

and place of any hearing. If a hearing 1s held, the Issue to be considered at

the hearing shall bt whether this Order should be sustained.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(c){2)(1), Daniel J. McCool or any other person

adversely affected by this Order, may, 1n addition to demanding a hearing, at,

the t1mt the answer 1s filed or sooner, move the presiding officer to set .

aside the Immediate effectiveness of the Order on the ground that the Order,
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including the need for immediate effectiveness, is not based on adequate

evidence but on mere suspicion, unfounded allegations, or error.

In the absence of any request for hearing, the provisions specified in Section.

IV above shall be final 20 days from the date of this Order without further

order or processing. AN ANSWER OR A REQUEST FOR HEARING SHALL NOT STAY THE

IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ames Lieberman, Director
Office of Enforcement

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
thiScJCT^day of August 1994
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SYNOPSIS

on August 22, 1991/ the Regional Administrator, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC), Region II, requested an
investigation to determine whether officials, managers, and/or
employees-of. The American Inspection Company, Inc. (AMSPEC), the
licensee, had intentionally violated regulatory and license .
condition requirements set forth in 10 CFR Parts 20, 30, and 34
and the NRC license of January 15, 1987, respectively. According
to reported allegations, licensee management officials had
permitted unqualified technicians to perform radiography
operations at the Hess Oil Virgin Islands Company (HOVIC)
facility, St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, which had contracted •'-
with AMSPEC for nondestructive examination services.
Additionally, licensee officials allegedly: (l) discriminated
(involuntary termination) against technicians for reporting
radiation health and safety concerns, (2) falsified radiation
safety training documents, (3) provided false and misleading
information to the NRC, and (4) used source material in a manner
not authorized by the license (irradiation of nice).

The Office of Investigations (01) reviewed the circumstances of
the alleged regulatory and license condition violations during
which other improprieties by the licensee were identified. The
investigation by 01 did not substantiate that licensee management
officials had terminated radiography technicians for reporting
radiation health and safety concerns. It was concluded, however,
that these licensee officials at the HOVIC facility appeared
insensitive to employee concerns of all topics, including
radiation safety, and they were perceived by technicians as
acting with apparent disregard concerning this issue. The
investigation further determined that licensee officials
deliberately provided false' and misleading radiation safety-
related information to NRC representatives which was pertinent to
the regulatory process. The investigation substantiated that the
licensee, through actions of some radiation protection officers
(RPOs), deliberately falsified radiation safety training records,
inserted false records in technician files to give the impression
required training was accomplished, and they also conspired to
conceal these training deficiencies and improprieties from the
NRC. The investigation surfaced and substantiated the allegation
that licensee officials and RPOs deliberately falsified required
personnel radiation safety audits and accompanying reports and
they also created audit reports to make complete the radiation
safety files of sons technicians.

The investigation also disclosed and confirmed numerous instances
of radiographers' assistants performing radiography without
supervision and the deliberate falsification of source
utilization logs to give the appearance that required supervision
was present, all with the apparent knowledge and concurrence of
licensee management officials.• It was also determined during the
investigation that licenses training officials (RPOs) frequently

Case No. 2-91-010R 1
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failed to provide the Operation and Emergency Procedures (O&EP)
Manual to new employees prior to source utilization. The
investigation also determined that some licensee RPOs were not
trained, examined, and certified according to Radiation Safety-
Program requirements and- AMSPEC officials, including the
radiation safety officer (RSO) and several RPOs, were aware of
some of these violations and failed to correct them. Further, on
at least one occasion, the RSO and an RPO conspired to concoct a
plausible explanation for the NRC as to why RPO
examination/certification requirements were violated.

The investigation substantiated the allegation that radioactive
source material was utilized improperly when an AMSPEC night
shift supervisor, in the presence of technicians, radiographed a
mouse during two to three consecutive source exposures at the
HOVIC facility. The 01 investigation, and a previous NRC
inspection at the St. Croix location, also revealed instances in
which AMSPEC technicians failed to observe required surveying and
posting activities during radiography operations, actions which
demonstrated either an apparent disregard for regulations and/or
radiation safety training deficiencies. Finally, the
investigation disclosed that the BSO and other licensee
management officials deliberately failed to perform required
radiation safety review, evaluation, and oversight functions and
responsibilities during the past 3 years.

Case No. 2-91-010R
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20655-0001

March 27, 1996

IA 96-018

Mr. Donald J. McDonald, Jr.
(HOME ADDRESS DELETED
UNDER 10 CFR 2.790)

SUBJECT: ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)
(NRC OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS REPORT NO. 3-95-007)

Dear Mr. McDonald:

The enclosed Order is being Issued as a result of an Investigation by the NRC
Office of Investigations (01) which concluded that you deliberately provided
Incomplete and Inaccurate Information on applications you made for access
authorization at Illinois Power Company's (licensee) Clinton Power Station. A
copy of the 01 Synopsis 1s enclosed. The Order prohibits your Involvement int
NRC-11censed activities, and your obtaining unescorted access to protected and
vital areas of facilities licensed by the NRC, for a period of three years
from the date of the Order. In addition, for your first acceptance of
employment in NRC-licensed activities after the three year period of
prohibition has expired, the Order requires you to notify the NRC of your
acceptance of such employment and requires you to certify that you will comply
with NRC requirements in engaging in such activities.

On March 22, 1994, you Indicated on your background screening questionnaire
for Clinton Power Station that you had not been arrested or convicted of a
criminal offense other than a driving while under the Influence (DWI)
conviction. However, unescorted access was not pursued further at the time.
You completed a second questionnaire on November 3, 1994, in which you listed
no criminal history. After submitting your fingerprint cards to the Federal
Bureau of Investigations, the licensee was Informed that you had a criminal
record of three convictions. Furthermore, 1t was learned that you had not
achieved the educational level that you claimed in your application. 10 CFR
50.5(a)(2), "Deliberate Misconduct," prohibits an employee of a licensee
contractor from del1barately submitting Information to the licensee that the
employee knows to be Incomplete or Inaccurate 1n some respect material to the
NRC. The Incomplete Information you deliberately provided regarding your
criminal history 1s a violation of 10 CFR 50.5(a)(2). Information concerning
criminal history and educational history 1s material to the determination the
licensee must make 1n granting or denying unescorted access pursuant to 10 CFR
73.56(b)(2).

Pursuant to section 223 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, any
person who willfully violates, attempts to violate, or conspires to violate,
any provision of this Order shall be subject to criminal prosecution as set
forth 1n that section. Violation of this Order may also subject the person to
civil monetary penalty.
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D. McDonald, Jr. 2 ,

During a telephone conversation with Paul Pelke, NRC Region III, on
February 15, 1996, you declined an opportunity to participate in a
predecisional enforcement conference on this matter. You are required to
respond to this Order and should follow the instructions specified in Section
V of the Order when preparing your response. Questions concerning this Order
should be addressed to James Lieberman, Director, Office of Enforcement, who
can be reached at (301) 415-2741. .

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room
(PDR).

Sincerely,

T . Milhoan
Jeputy Executive Director
ror Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
Regional Operations, and Research

Enclosures: As Stated

cc w/encl: The.National Board of Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Inspectors

Commercial Union Contract Inspection
Services

R. Horgenstern, Plant Manager,
Clinton Power Station
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of )
) IA 96-018

Donald J. McDonald, Jr. )
)

ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN
NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

Mr. Donald J. McDonald, Jr., was employed as an Authorized Nuclear In-service

Inspector for Factory Mutual Engineering, which 1s owned by Arkwright Mutual

Insurance Company, Inc., a contractor of the Illinois Power Company

(Licensee). Licensee 1s the holder of License No. NPF-62 Issued by the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50

on April 17, 1987. The license authorizes the operation of Clinton Power

Station (facility) in accordance with the conditions specified therein. The

facility 1s located on the Licensee's site in Clinton, Illinois.

II

Mr. McDonald first applied for unescorted access to the Clinton Power Station

by completing a background screening questionnaire on March 22, 1994. In

response to a question on the questionnaire as to whether he had ever been

convicted of a felony or misdemeanor, he listed one driving while under the

Influence conviction (DWI). However, unescorted access was not pursued

further at the time. Mr. McDonald completed a second background screening

questionnaire on November 3, 1994, 1n which he listed no criminal history in
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response to the.same question. Subsequently, the Licensee submitted

fingerprint cards to the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) and was

Informed that Mr. McDonald had a record of three convictions. Illinois Power

Company denied Mr. McDonald unescorted access to the Clinton Power Station.

The Investigation also determined that Mr. McDonald had falsified his

educational record.

The NRC Office of Investigations conducted a transcribed Interview of Mr.

McDonald on November 30, 1995. When asked by the NRC Investigator about the

failure to 11st the convictions on the background screening questionnaires,

Mr. McDonald admitted that he knowingly provided Inaccurate and Incomplete

Information.

Ill

Based on the above, Mr. McDonald engaged 1n deliberate misconduct on March 22,

1994, and November 3, 1994, 1n that he deliberately provided Incomplete and

Inaccurate Information on two different access authorization applications.

The Comrission's regulations.1n 10 CFR 50.5, 1n part, prohibit any employee of

a contractor of a licensee from deliberately submitting to the licensee

infomatitflrthat the Mployee knows to be Incomplete or Inaccurate 1n some

respect material to the NRC. Information concerning criminal history and

educational history 1s material to the determination the licensee must make 1n

granting or denying unescorted access to Its facility pursuant to 10 CFR

73.56(b)(2). Mr. McDonald's actions constituted a violation of 10 CFR

50.5(a).
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The NRC must be able to rely on the Licensee, its contractors, and contractor

employees to comply with NRC requirements, Including the requirement to

provide Information that 1s complete and accurate In all material respects.

Mr. McDonald's actions 1n deliberately providing Incomplete and Inaccurate

Information to the Licensee constituted deliberate violations of Commission

regulations and raised serious doubt as to whether he can be relied upon to

comply with NRC requirements and to provide complete and accurate Information

to the NRC 1n the future.

Consequently, I lack the requisite reasonable assurance that licensed

activities can be conducted in compliance with the Commission's requirements

and that the health and safety of the public will be protected 1f Mr. McDonald

were permitted at this time to be Involved in NRC-licensed activities or were

permitted unescorted access to protected or vital areas of NRC-11censed

facilities. Therefore, the public health, safety and Interest require that

Mr. McDonald be prohibited from any Involvement 1n NRC-11censed activities and

be prohibited from obtaining unescorted access for a period of three years

from the date of this Order and, 1f Mr. McDonald 1s currently Involved with an

employer 1n NRC-11censtd activities, he must Immediately cease such

activities, Infom the HRC of the name, address and telephone number of the

employer, and provide a copy of this Order to the employer. Additionally, for

his first acceptance of an employment offer Involving NRC-11censed activities

or the assumption of duties In an existing job Involving NRC-11censed

activities following tht three year period of prohibition, Mr. McDonald shall

provide notice to the NRC within 20 days of the acceptance of the name,

address, and telephone number of the employer or the entity where he 1s, or
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will be, Involved 1n the NRC-Hcensed activities, and certify that he will

comply with NRC regulatory requirements 1n such employment. Furthermore,

pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202, I find that the significance of Mr. McDonald's

conduct described above 1s such that the public health, safety and Interest

require that this Order be immediately effective.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 103, 161b, 1611, 182 and 186 of the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's regulations in

10 CFR 2.202, and 10 CFR 50.5, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY,

THAT:

1. (a) Mr. Donald J. McDonald, Jr., is prohibited from engaging in NRC-

licensed activities and from obtaining unescorted access to protected

and vital areas of facilities licensed by the NRC for a period of three

years from the date of this Order. For the purposes of this Order,

licensed activities Include the activities licensed or regulated by: (1)

NRC; (2) an Agreement State, limited to the licensee's conduct of

activities within NRC jurisdiction pursuant to 10 CFR 150.20; and (3) an

Agreement State where the licensee 1s Involved in the distribution of

products that are subject to NRC jurisdiction.

(b) If Mr. McDonald 1s currently Involved in NRC-11censed activities

with an employer, he shall immediately cease such activities, inform the
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NRC of the name, address and telephone number of the employer, and

provide a copy of this Order to the employer.

2. Following the three year period of prohibition, at the time of his first

acceptance of an employment offer Involving NRC licensed activities as

defined in Paragraph IV.1 above, or the first assumption of duties in an

existing job that Involve licensed activities, Hr. McDonald shall

provide notice to the NRC within 20 days of the acceptance or assumption

of duties of the name, address, and telephone number of the employer or

the entity where he 1s, or will be, Involved in the NRC-Iicensed

• activities. This notice (a) shall be provided to the Director, Office

of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C.

20555, and (b) shall certify Hr. McDonald's commitment to compliance

with regulatory requirements and provide the basis as to why the

Commission should have confidence that Mr. McDonald will now comply with

applicable NRC requirements.

The Director, OE, may, In writing, relax or rescind any of the above

conditions upon dtionstration by Mr. McDonald of good cause.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Mr. McDonald must, and any other person

adversely affected by this Order tnty, submit an answer to this Order, and may

request a hearing on this Order, within 20 days of the date of this Order.

Where good cause Is shown, consideration will be given to extending the time
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to request a hearing. A request for extension of time must be made in writing

to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S; Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, O.C. 20555, and include a statement of good cause for the

extension. The answer may consent to this Order. Unless the answer consents

to this Order, the answer shall, in writing and under oath or affirmation,

specifically admit or deny each allegation or charge made in this Order and

shall set forth the matters of fact and law on which Mr. McDonald or other

person adversely affected relies and the reasons as to why the Order should

not have been issued. Any answer or request for a hearing shall be submitted

to the Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Attn: Chief, Docketing

and Service Section, Washington, DC 20555. Copies also shall be sent to the

Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, DC 20555, to the Assistant General Counsel for Hearings and

Enforcement at the same address, to the Regional Administrator, NRC

Region III, 801 Warrenville Road, Lisle, IL 60532-4351, and to Mr. McDonald

if the answer or hearing request 1s by a person other than Mr. McDonald. If a

person other than Mr. McDonald requests a hearing, that person shall set forth

with particularity the manner in which his Interest 1s adversely affected by

this Order and shall address the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing 1s requested by Mr. McDonald or a person whose Interest 1s

adversely affected, the Commission will Issue an Order designating the time

and place of any hearing. If a hearing 1s held, the Issue to be considered at

such hearing shall be whether this Order should be sustained.
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Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(c)(2)(i), Mr. McDonald, or any other person adversely

affected by this Order, may, in addition to demanding a hearing, at the time

the answer is filed or sooner, move the presiding officer to set aside the

immediate effectiveness of the Order on the ground that the Order, including

the need for immediate effectiveness, is not based on adequate evidence but on

mere suspicion, unfounded allegations, or error.

In the absence of any request for hearing, or written approval of an extension

of time in which to request a hearing, the provisions specified in Section IV

above shall be final 20 days from the date of this Order without further order

or proceedings. If an extension of time for requesting a hearing has been

approved, the provisions specified in Section IV shall be final when the

extension expires if a hearing request has not been received. AN ANSWER OR A

REQUEST FOR HEARING SHALL NOT STAY THE IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

.. Milhoan
sputy Executive Director

for Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
Regional Operations, and Research

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this ̂ rftkdiy of March 1996
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O.C. 208M 0001

JW 2 8 1994

Docket No. 55-60117
License No. SOP-11160
IA 94-014 and EA 94-094

Mr. Stephen Mignotte
[HOME ADDRESS DELETED
UNDER 10 CFR 2.790]

Dear Mr. Mignotte:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN
10 CFR PART 55 LICENSED ACTIVITIES (EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has received a letter dated
December 23, 1993 from the New York Power Authority, Informing us that It no
longer has a need to maintain your operating license for the Indian Point
Unit 3 Nuclear Power Plant. He also received a letter dated January 3, 1994
(the letter Is actually dated January 3, 1993, but dut to tht content of tht
letter, 1t Is apparent that tht correct date Is January 3, 1994) from tht Ntw
York Power Authority containing Information concerning the circumstances
associated with your confirmed positive ttst for marijuana and cocaine during
a random drug test conducted at tht facility on November 23, 1993. The test
was conducted 1n accordance with fitness-for-duty requirements, tft plan to
place both of these letters 1n your 10 CFR Part 55 docket flit.

In accordance with 10 CFR 55.55(a), tht determination by your facility
licensee that you no longer need to maintain a license has caused your license
SOP-11160 to expire as of December 23, 1993. A Notice of Violation 1s bting
Issued to you for your faiiurt of tht chemical ttst, your performance of
licensed duties whilt under tht Influence of Illegal drugs, and your
submission of Inaccurate Information 1m tht form of a false urine sample.

The purpose of tht Commission's Fitntss-for-Duty requirements 1s to provide
reasonable assurance that nucitar power plant personnel work In an environment
that Is fret of drugs and alcohol and tht tfftcts of tht ust of thtst
substancts. Tht ust of Illegal drugs 1s a serious matttr that undermines the
special trust and confidence placed 1n you as a licensed operator. The
violations relating to tht chemical ttst failure were categorized as a
Severity Level H I problem In accordance with tht "Gtntral Statement of Policy
and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions", 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (Policy)
because tht ust of Illegal drugs by Iictnsed operators Is a significant
regulatory concern.

The violation relating to tht submission of a false urine sample Is of
significant concern to tht NRC because It Indicates a willingness on your part
to subvert the purpose of tht facility licensee's fitness-for-duty program by
deliberate violation of 10 CFR S5.53(k) and by deliberately providing
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Mr. Stiphtn Hignotte 2

Inaccurate and Incomplete 1nforaat1on to the 11cansee In violation of 10 CFR
50.5(a)(l) and (2). This violation was also categorized as a Severity Level
III violation In accordance with the Policy.

Because your license has expired, you are not required to respond to the
Notice of Violation at this tiM unless vou contest the violations. Should
you contest the violations, a response 1s required within 30 days of the date
of this letter addressing the specific basis for disputing the violation.
This response should be sent to the Regional Administrator, NRC Region I,
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory CoMission, 475 Aliendale Road, King of Prussia, PA
19406.

The purpose of this letter Is to u k t clear to you the consequences of your
violation of NRC requirements governing f1tness-for-duty as a licensed
operator, 1n accordance with 10 CFR Part 55. Although you resigned your
position at Indian Point 3 on November 23, 1993, the NRC remains concerned
about the circumstances surrounding your urine test. The temperature of the
first urine sample you provided was below the limits to be expected from a
fresh urine sample and that sample yielded a negative test result. Due to the
temperature of the sample, however, you were required to supply another -
sample, which was witnessed to ensure that It was a genuine sample, and this
sample yielded a positive test result. The temperature of the first sample
and the different results of the two samples taken close In time Indicate that
the first sample was not genuine and Is evidence that you supplied a surrogate
sample In an attempt to avoid detection for the use of Illegal drugs. This
attempt to subvert the testing process Is a violation of 10 CFR 55.53(k), as
well as 10 CFR 5O.S(a)(l) and (a)(2), and demonstrates an Intentional
disregard for the Important obligations of a licensed operator. In addition,
the positive test result constitutes a violation of the conditions of your
license prohibiting any use of Illegal drugs, by the terms of 10 CFR S5.53(J).
Therefore, an Order Is also being Issued prohibiting your Involvement 1n 10
CFR Part 55 licensed activities for a period of three years from the date of
the Order.

Failure to comply with the provisions of the enclosed Order may result In
elvil or criminal sanctions. Questions concerning this Order should be
addressed to James Lieberman, Director, Office of Enforcement, who can be
reached at (301) 504-2741.

If, after the time period specified In the Order, you reapply for an operating
license, you will need to satisfy not only the requirements of 10 CFR 55.31,
but also those of 10 CFR 2.201, by addressing the reasons for the violations
and the actions you hive taken to prevent recurrence In order to ensure your
ability and willingness to carry out the special trust and confidence placed
In you as a licensed operator and to abide by all f1tness-for-duty and other
license requirements and conditions.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," Part 2,
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, enforcement actions are placed In the
NRC Public Document Room ( P M ) . A copy of this letter with Its enclosures but
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Mr. SUphtn Mgnottt 3

with your addrtss reaoved will bt placed In the POR. The letters froa New
York Power Authority, dated December 23, 1993 and January 3, 1994, will not be
placed 1n the POR.

Sincerely,

I
lanes I. Miihoan
/Deputy Executive Director for
'Nuclear Reactor Regulation,

Regional Operations, and Research

Enclosures:
1. Order Prohibiting Involvement

1n 10 CFR Part 55 Licensed Activities
(Effective Iaediately)

2. Notice of Violation
3. December 23, 1993 letter froa NYPA
4. January 3, 1994 letter froa NYPA
cc w/encl:
Resident Manager, IP-3
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Hatter of )
) Docket No. 55-60117

STEPHEN MIGNOTTE ) License No. SOP-11160
Senior Reactor Operator ) IA 94-014

ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT
IN 10 CFR PART 55 LICENSED ACTIVITIES

(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

I

Stephen Hignottt (Mr. Hignottt) held Senior.Reactor Operator License No. SOP-

11160 (License) Issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Coaiission (NRC or

Coeaission) pursuant to 10 CFR Part 55. The license authorized Mr. Hignottt

to Manipulate, and to supervise the Manipulation of, the controls of the

nuclear power reactor at the New York Power Authority's (Facility Licensee)

Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant 1n Buchanan, New York. On NoveMber 23,

1993, Mr. Hignottt resigned his eMpioyient with the New York Power Authority,

which caused the License to expire. Additionally, the Facility Licensee, 1n a

letter dated Deceefter 23, 1993, Infontd the NRC that the New York Power

Authority no longer had a need to Maintain Mr. Mignotte's operating license

for the Indian Point Unit 3 Nuclear Power Plant.

II

The responsibilities associated with a Senior Reactor Operator license Issued

pursuant to 10 CFR Part 55 require that Individuals be fit for duty while

performing safety-related activities at the facility. The character of the

Individual, which Includes the Individual's trustworthiness, 1s a
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consideration In Issuing an operator license. £&& Section 182a of the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as aiended (42 U.S.C. § 2232a). In determining whether or

not an Individual seeking a license to be a reactor operator or senior reactor

operator has the necessary character and trustworthiness, the Commission takes

Into account any history of Illegal drug use by the applicant. Prior to Hay

26, 1987, each applicant for a reactor operator or senior reactor operator

license was required to certify that the applicant had no drug or narcotic

habit on the Certificate of Medical Examination, NRC Fora 396. Since that

tiM, the NRC has required an evaluation of the applicant prepared by a

physician as part of a license application. Sjt 10 CFR 5S.23(a).' This

evaluation 1s presented on a Certificate of Medical Examination, NRC Fora'396.

Sit 10 CFR 55.23. Aaong the factors to be considered by the certifying

physician art factors such as use of Illegal drugs or abuse of alcohol.

Fora 396; J U L J I U ANS1/ANS 3.4-1983, Section 5.2.2.

In accordance with 10 CFR Part 26, tht Facility Licensee established a prograa

to provide rtasonablt assuranct that nuclear power plant ptrsonnti art not

undtr tht Influence of any substance, legal or Illegal, which affects their

ability to safely and competently perform their duties, Including measures for

early detection of persons who art not fit to perform licensed activities. In

addition, licensed operators art rtquired by 10 CFR 55.53(j) to refrain from

use of Illegal drugs* Including marijuana and cocaint. Licensed operators are

also required by 10 CFR 55.53(k) to participate 1n 10 CFR Part 26 fitness-for-

duty programs established by tht Facility Uctnstts.
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III

On. November 23, 1993, Mr. Mignottt, while on duty as a Senior Reactor Operator

at the Indian Point 3 facility, was requested by the Facility Licensee to

provide a urine saapit to the nurse at tht plant after being randomly selected

as part of the routine fitness for duty chemical testing prograa required of

the Facility Licensee by the NRC pursuant to 10 CFR 26.24. After receiving a

staple from Mr. Hignotte, the nurst checked tht temperature of tht staple,

noticed that It felt "cool to tht touch", and found that tht teaperaturt was '

btlow specifications In 10 CFR Part 26, Appendix A, Section 2.4(g)(l4), for

acceptable urint saaplts. As a rtsult, Mr. Hignotte was requested to provide

a witnessed urint saapit to tht Facility Licensee In accordance with tht saat

section of tht Appendix. Mr. Mignottt provided a second saapit which was

subsequently determined, on November 30, 1993, to contain both marijuana and

cocaine abovt cutoff levels specified by tht Appendix. After tht witnessed

urine sample had been collected on Hovtabtr 23, 1993, Mr. Hignotte was

suspended from licensed duties and ht substqutntly resigned that same day.

These facts were provided to tht NRC by tht Facility Licensee, 1n Utters

dated December 23, 1993 and January 3, 1994, and were discussed 1n the report

of an NRC Inspection conducted January 12-13, 1994.

Tht results of the second, witnessed urint saapit Indicatt that Mr. Hignottt

used Illegal drugs, which 1s a violation of the conditions of his license

Imposed by 10 CFR SS.S3(j). Furthermore, his performance of licensed duties

while under tht Influence of Illegal drugs 1s also a violation of the

conditions of his license laposed by 10 CFR 5S.S3(j). Based on tht
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temperature of tht first urine sample provided by Mr. Mignotte and tht fact

that tht first saiplt yielded negative results when tested for Illegal

substances while tht subsequent, witnessed sample yielded positive results, I

conclude that the first saapit was a surrogate false sample, submitted by Mr.

Hignottt 1n an atttapt to conceal Illegal drug use.

10 CFR 50.5(a)(2) prohibit* any employae of a licensee fro« deliberately

submitting to tht NRC, a licensee, or a licensee's contractor or

subcontractor, Information that tht ptrson submitting tht Information knows to

be Incomplete or Inaccuratt 1n some respect material to tht NRC. Tht urine

samples collected within tht context of a licensee's chemical testing program

pursuant to tht requirements of 10 CFR Part 26 represent Information material

to an access authorization and fitntss-for-duty decision; Therefore, Mr.

Mignotte's deliberately submitting Inaccuratt Information material to tht NRC

1n tht form of a false saapit, Is a violation of 10 CFR 50.5(a)(2). In

addition, Mr. Mignotte violated 10 CFR S0.5(a)(l) by deliberately providing to

the Facility Licensee a surrogate urine sample that he knew to be Inaccuratt

at tht t1mt ht submitted 1t and which, but for detection, would have caused

the Facility Licensee to be In violation of 10 CFR S0.9(a).

Mr. Hignotte's failure to comply with tht prohibition against Illegal drug use

and his attempts to circumvent the chemical testing program to avoid detection

of Illegal drug use while employed by the Facility Licensee are violations of

the conditions of Mr. Mignotte's license Imposed by 10 CFR 55.53(j) and (k),

and demonstrate an Intentional disregard for the Important obligations of a

licensed operator.
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IV

Based on the above, Mr. Mignotte, an employee of the New York Power Authority

at the time of the Incident, engaged In deliberate Misconduct In violation of

10 CFR 50.5(a)(l) and (2) by deliberately violating 10 CFR 55.53(k), In that

he submitted to the facility licensee Information which he knew to be

Inaccurate In S O M respect material to the NRC. Mr. Mignotte, a licensed

Senior Reactor Operator at the time of the event, also used Illegal substances

and performed licensed duties while under the Influence of Illegal substances

In violation of 10 CFR 55.53(j), and deliberately failed to participate In the

f1tness-for-duty program established by the'facility licensee In violation of

10 CFR 55.53(k).

The NRC must be able to rely on Its licensees and their employees, especially

NRC-11censed operators, to comply with NRC requirements, Including the

requirement to provide Information and maintain records that are complete and

accurate 1n all material respects. Mr. Mignotte's actions 1n using Illegal

drugs and attempting to circumvent fitness-for-duty requirements have raised

serious doubt as to whether he can be relied upon to comply with NRC

requirements applicable to licensed Individuals and to provide complete and

accurate Information to the NRC.

Consequently, I lack the requisite reasonable assurance that Mr. Mignotte will

conduct any 10 CFR Part 55 licensed activities 1n compliance with the

Coamission's requirements and that the health and safety of the public will be
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protected with Mr. Mignotte engaged 1n such licensed activities at this time.

Therefore, I find that tht public health, safety, and Interest require that

Mr. Mignotte bt prohibited froa involvarant In 10 CFR Part 55 licensed

activities for three years froa tht date of this Order. Furthermore, pursuant

to 10 CFR 2.202, I find that tht significance of tht aisconduct described

above Is such that tht public health, safety and Interest require that this

Order bt Itmdiattly tffecfivt.

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 103, 107, 161b, 1611, 161o, 182 and 186 of

tht Atoaic Energy Act of 1954, as aatndtd, and tht Coaaission's regulations In

10 CFR 2.202, 10 CFR 50.5, and 10 CFR 55.61, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, EFFECTIVE

IMMEDIATELY, THAT:

A. Mr. Mignottt Is prohibited for thrtt ytars froa tht datt of this

Ordtr froa tngaging In licensed optrator activities licensed by

tht NRC pursuant to 10 CFR Part 55.

B. For a ptriod of thrtt ytars froa tht datt of this Ordtr,

Mr. Mignottt shall provido a copy of this Ordtr to any prospective

tapioytr engaged In activities licensed by tht NRC pursuant to

10 CFR Part SO prior to his acctptahct of tapioyatnt with such

prospective taploytr so that tht tapioytr will havt notice of the

prohibition against Mr. Mignottt's Invoivtaent 1n licensed

optrator activitftt licensed pursuant to 10 CFR Part 55.
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C. For thraa yaars froa the date of this Order, Mr. Mignotte shall

provide notice to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S.

Nuclear Regulatory Comaission, Washington, DC 20555, of the name,

address, and telephone number of the employer, within 72 hours of

his acceptance of an employment offer, froa an employer who. 1s

engaged 1n activities licensed by the NRC pursuant to 10 CFR

Part 50.

The Director, Office of Enforcement may, In writing, relax or rescind any of '

the above conditions upon demonstration by Mr. Mignotte of good cause.

VI

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Mr. Mignotte must, and any other person

adversely affected by this Order may, submit an answer to this Order, and may

request a hearing within 20 days of tht datt of this Ordtr. Tht answer may

consent to this Ordtr. Unless tht answer consents to this Order, the answer

shall, In writing and under oath or affirmation, specifically admit or deny

each allegation or charge made 1n this Order and shall set forth the matters

of fact and law on which Mr. Hignottt or othtr person adversely affected,

relies and tht rtasons as to why tht Ordtr should not havt been Issued. Any

answer or request for a htaring shall bt submitted to the Secretary, U. S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Chitf, Docketing and Service Section,

Washington, DC 20555. Copies also shall be sent to the Director, Office of

Enforcement, U. S. Hudear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555; to the
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Assistant General Counsel for Hearings and Enforceoent at the sane address; to

the Regional Administrator, Region I, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Cosaission,

475 Aiiendale Road, King of Prussia, PA 19406; and to Mr. Hignotte, 1f the

answer or hearing request 1s by a person other than Mr. Hignotte. If a person

other than Mr. Nignotte requests a hearing, that person shall set forth with

particularity the tanner In which his Interest Is adversely affected by this

Order and shall address the criteria set forth In 10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing 1s requested by Mr. Nignotte or a person whose Interest Is

adversely affected, the Coeaission will Issue an Order designating the t1e»

and place of any hearing. If a hearing 1s held, the Issue to be considered at

such hearing shall be whether this Ordor should be sustained.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(c)(2)(1), Mr. Nignotte or any person adversely

affected by this Order, say* 1n addition to demanding a hearing, at the t1ae

that answer Is filed or sooner, e»vt the presiding officer to set aside the

1naed1ate effectiveness of the Order on the ground that the Order, Including

the need~for leaediate effectiveness, Is not based on adequate evidence but on

Here suspicion, unfounded allegations, or error.

In the absence of any request for a hearing, the provisions specified 1n

Section IV above shall be final 20 days froa the date of this Order without
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furthtr ordtr or procttdings. AN ANSWER OR A REQUEST FOR A HEARING SHALL NOT

STAY THE MEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COWISSION

L. Milhoan
iputy Extcutivt Dirtctor for

/Nucitar Rtactor Regulation,
Rtgionai Operations and Rtstarch

Oattd at RockvWt, Maryland
h i ^ f t ^ of Junt 1994
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Stephen Mgnotte Docket No. 55-60117
Senior Reactor Operator License No. SOP-11160

EA 94-094

In letters from the New York Power Authority dated December 23, 1993 and
January 3, 1994, and during an Inspection conducted by the NRC on January 12-
13. 1994, violations of NRC requirements were Identified. In accordance with
the "General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions,"
10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, the violations are listed below:

A. 10 CFR 55.53(J) prohibits the uso of Illegal drugs, Including marijuana
and cocaine, and prohibits the operato.r from performing activities
authorized by a license Issued under 10 CFR Part 55 while under the
Influence of marijuana or cocaino. "Under the Influence" Is defined In
10 CFR 55.53(j) to mean that the operator "exceeded, as evidenced by a
confirmed positive test, the lowor of the cutoff levels for drugs or
alcohol contained In 10 CFR Part 26, Appendix A, of this chapter, or as
established by the facility licensee."

10 CFR 55.53(k) requires each licensee at power reactors to participate
In the drug and alcohol testing programs established pursuant to 10 CFR
Part 26.

1. Contrary to the above, the license* violated 10 CFR 55.53(j) as
evidenced by the following examples:

a. the licensee used marijuana and cocaine, as evidenced by a
confirmed positive test for these drugs from a urine sample
submitted on November 23, 1993; and

b. the licensee performed licensed duties on November 23, 1993
Immediately before the submission of the urine sample which
Indicated that the licensee was under the Influence of
marijuana and cocaine while performing those duties. (01013)

2. Contrary to the above, the license* violated 10 CFR 55.53(k) 1n
that when he was selected for a random test on November 23, 1993,
he submitted a surrogate urine sample for testing. The low
temperature of this first sample and the fact that It tested
negative while an observed sample submitted soon afterward tested
positive for drugs Is evidence that the first sample was a
surrogate. (02023)

This 1s t Severity Level III problem (Supplement I).

B. 10 CFR 50.9(a) requires that Information required by license conditions
to be maintained by the 11cansto shall be complete and accurate In all
material respects.
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Hotict of Violation 2

10 CFR 50.5(a)(l) prohibits an enployee of a license* from engaging In
deliberate iisconduct that, but for detection, would have caused tht
licensee to bt In violation of any rule, regulation, or order, or any
ten, condition, or limitation of any license.

10 CFR 50.5(a)(2) prohibits any employee of a licensee from submitting
to a licensee Information that the employee submitting the Information
knows to be Inaccurate In some respect material to the NRC.

Contrary to the above, In violation of 10 CFR 50.5(a)(l), Stephen
Hignotte deliberately provided a surrogate urine sample to New York
Power Authority, a Commission licensee, is described In Violation A,
above, which, If New York Power Authority had not detected that the
sample was a surrogate sample, would have caused the licensee to be 1n
violation of 10 CFR 50.9(a). In addition, Mr. Mignotte's action
violated 10 CFR 5O.S(a)(2) because the Information to be derived from
that urine sample was material to the NRC In that It was required by 10
CFR Part 26. (02013)

This 1s a Severity Level III violation (Supplement VII).

Because your license has expired, you are not required to respond to thU
Notice of Violation at this time un1*« you contest th» violation. Should you
contest the Notice of Violation, a response Is required within 30 days of the
date of this Notice addressing tht specific basis for disputing the violation.
This response should bt sent to tht Regional Administrator, NRC Region I, 475
Aiiendalt Road, King of Prussia, PA 19406-1415.

Oated In Rockviiit, Maryland
t h 1 ^ £ * d of June 1994
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

* * * * *

December 22, 1995
IA 95-061

Mr. Gary Minnick
[HOME ADDRESS DELETED FROM
COPIES PURSUANT TO 10 CFR 2.790]

SUBJECT: ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES

Dear Mr. Minnick:

The enclosed Order is being issued because of your violation of 10 CFR 50.5 of
the Commission's regulations, as described in the Order. The Order prohibits
your involvement in NRC-licensed activities, including obtaining access at a
licensed facility, for a period of one year from the date of the Order. In
addition, for a period of one year after the one year prohibition period, the
Order also requires you to notify the NRC of accepting employment with any
employer that would involve work in NRC-licensed activities. Pursuant to
Section 223 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, any person who
willfully violates, attempts to violate, or conspires to violate any provision
of this Order is subject to criminal prosecution as set forth in that section.

Please note that you are required to respond to this Order, and should follow
the instructions specified in Section V of the Order when preparing your
response. Failure to comply with the provisions of this Order may result in
civil or criminal sanctions. Questions concerning this Order should be
addressed to Mr. James Lieberman, Director, Office of Enforcement, who may be
reached at (301) 415-2741.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter (with your address deleted) and the enclosure will be placed in
the NRC's Public Document Room.

Sincerely,

nes L. Milhoan
/Deputy Executive Directbr for
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional
Operations and Research

Enclosure: As stated

cc: See Next Page
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Gary Minnick

cc:
Arizona Public Service Company
ATTN: William L. Stewart

Executive Vice President, Nuclear
P.O. Box 53999
Phoenix, Arizona 85072-3999

Babcock & Wilcox Nuclear Technologies
3110 Odd Fellows Road
Lynchburg, Va. 24501
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of )

GARY A. MINNICK ) IA 95-061

ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES

I

On various dates in 1992 and 1993, Gary A. Minnick was employed by various

contractors to perform rigging and scaffolding work at nuclear power plants

licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or Commission), including

Palo Verde, Beaver Valley, and North Anna. In each case, Mr. Minnick was

granted temporary unescorted access to these power plants on the basis of

information he submitted on security questionnaires. 10 CFR 73.56 and 73.57

require, in part, that nuclear power plant licensees conduct access

authorization programs for individuals seeking unescorted access to protected

and vital areas with the objective of providing high assurance that

individuals granted unescorted access are trustworthy and reliable and do not

constitute an unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public. The

unescorted access authorization program must include a background

investigation, including criminal history, and the decision to grant

unescorted access authorization must be based upon the licensee's review and

evaluation of all pertinent information developed.

II

In order to be certified for unescorted access at Palo Verde, Beaver Valley,

and North Anna, Mr. Minnick was required to complete security questionnaires

which included a request that he list all prior criminal arrests or charges
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and provide the final disposition of each such arrest or charge. Mr. Minnick

completed a security questionnaire on September 21, 1992 to gain unescorted

access to North Anna, on January 7, 1993 and March 12, 1993 to gain unescorted

access to Beaver Valley, and on September 30, 1993 to gain unescorted access

to Palo Verde. In each case, Mr. Minnick was asked to list all arrests and

charges against him and the disposition of these arrests and charges, with the

exception of juvenile offenses and traffic citations not involving reckless

driving or alcohol.

Although Mr. Minnick listed one or two arrests on each of the forms he

completed, he omitted from each of these forms several arrests and charges *

against him that occurred between 1971 and 1988 and that were required to be

listed on the unescorted access authorization applications. Mr. Minnick also

omitted potentially significant and mateVial information associated with the

arrests that he did 11st. Specifically, he consistently failed to disclose

the fact that he was sentenced to one year in prison and served approximately

91 days after being convicted 1n 1988 of driving after being declared an

habitual offender, which 1s a felony offense. Although the arrests and

charges that Mr. Minnick listed varied from form to form, he failed to provide

a complete 11st of his arrests and charges that were required to be listed on

all of the Involved forms.

In August 1994, the NRC's Office of Investigations (01) began an investigation

to determine whether Mr. Minnick deliberately falsified and/or omitted

criminal history background Information relevant to the granting of unescorted

access. In a report Issued 1n April 1995, 01 concluded that Mr. Minnkk had
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deliberately falsified his criminal history background information which was

used, in part, as the basis for granting him unescorted access to four NRC-

11censed nuclear power plants. On October 6, 1995, the NRC conducted a

predecisional enforcement conference with Mr. Minnick in Rockville, Maryland,

to assist 1n determining whether civil enforcement action aaainst him was

warranted.

During the enforcement conference, Mr. Minnick admitted that he had omitted

arrest information from each of the forms, but denied that he did so

deliberately. He stated at various times during the conference that: (1) he

may have been rushed in completing the forms; (2) he believed that, by listing

some arrest Information, the remaining Information would be discovered by the

investigating agencies and that he believed a records check would be completed

before he was granted unescorted access; (3) he thought that the forms

required criminal background Information only for the previous 5 years; (4) he

completed the forms without the assistance of any records; (5) he didn't read

all of the details in the application; and (6) he thought that by writing

"habitual offender" everyone would know that this offense entailed a prison

sentence. The NRC has considered these statements but on balance finds them

not to be convincing because: 1) the questionnaires were clear in requesting

Information about all arrests; 2) Mr. Minnick has stated that he read and

understood the language of what he was reading; 3) on some of the forms, Mr.

Minnick listed arrests that went beyond the 5-year period he stated that he

believed was required; 4) Mr. Minnick exhibited a reasonably good recollection

of his arrest record 1n listing different arrests on the various forms that he

completed, and 5) Mr. Minnick consistently failed to reveal the fact that he
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was sentenced to a year 1n prison for one offense, instead indicating that he

had received other sanctions for that offense. During the enforcement

conference, Mr. Hinnick Indicated that he now clearly understands the .

Importance of reporting fully and accurately all information requested.

Ill

Based on the Information described above, the NRC concludes that Mr. Hinnick's

omissions were deliberate and were 1n violation of 10 CFR 50.5(a)(2), which

prohibits Individuals from deliberately providing Information to a licensee or

a contractor that the Individual knows is Inaccurate or incomplete in some *

respect material to the NRC. His omissions were material because, as

Indicated above, licensees are required to consider arrest information in

making unescorted access determinations.

\

The\NRC must be able to rely on licensees, contractors and their employees to

provide Information that 1s complete and accurate in all material respects.

This 1s essential with respect to access authorization programs at nuclear

power plants because temporary access determinations are made on the basis of

Information provided by Individuals prior to completion of background records

check and because the purpose of such programs 1s to assure the

trustworthiness and reliability of Individuals granted access. Mr. Hinnick's

deliberate omissions, which occurred on multiple occasions, raise serious

doubt as to whether he can be relied upon to comply with NRC requirements and

to provide complete and accurate Information to NRC licensees and their

contractors, and raise doubts about his trustworthiness and reliability.
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Consequently, I lack the requisite reasonable assurance that licensed

activities will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's requirements

if Mr. Minnick were permitted at this time to be involved in any NRC-licensed

activities. Therefore, the public health, safety and interest require that

Mr. Minnick be prohibited from involvement in licensed activities, including ,

obtaining unescorted access at a licensed facility, for a period of one (1)

year from the date of this Order and that for a period of one (1) year

following this prohibition period Mr. Minnick be required to inform the NRC if

he accepts employment with any employer that would involve work in NRC-

licensed activities.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to Sections 103, 161b, 1611, 182 and 186 of the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR

2.202, and 10 CFR 50.5, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, THAT:

A. For a one-year period from the date of this Order, Mr. Gary A. Minnick

1s prohibited from engaging in NRC-11censed activities, Including

obtaining unescorted access at a licensed facility. For the purpose of

this paragraph, NRC-11censed activities Include licensed activities of:

1) an NRC licensee; 2) an Agreement State licensee conducting licensed

activities 1n NRC jurisdiction pursuant to 10 CFR 150.20; and 3) an

Agreement State licensee Involved in distribution of products that are

subject to NRC jurisdiction.
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B. For a one-year period following the one-year prohibition under paragraph

A above, Mr. Minnick shall, within 20 days of his acceptance of each

employment offer Involving NRC-Hcensed activities or his becoming

involved in NRC-Hcensed activities as defined in Paragraph A above,

provide notice to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, if he accepts employment

with any employer that would involve work in NRC-licensed activities.

The notice shall Include the name, address, and telephone number of the

employer. In the first notification, Mr. Hinnick shall include a

statement of his commitment to compliance with regulatory requirements

and the basis why the Commission should have confidence that he will now

comply with NRC requirements.

The Director, Office of Enforcement, may, in writing, relax or rescind any of

the above conditions upon demonstration by Hr. Minnick of good cause.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Mr. Minnick must, and any other person

adversely affected by this Order may, submit an answer to this Order within 20

days of th« date of this Order. The answer may consent to the conditions of

this Order. The answer may also request a hearing on this Order. Where good'

cause is shown, consideration will be given to extending the time to request a
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hearing. A request for extension of time must be made in writing to the

Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, D.C. 20555 and include a statement of good cause for the

extension.

Unless the answer consents to this Order, the answer shall, in writing and

under oath or affirmation, specifically admit or deny each allegation or

charge made in this Order and shall set forth the matters of fact and law on

which Mr. Hinnick or other person adversely affected relies and the reasons as

to why the Order should not have been issued. Any answer or request for a

hearing shall be submitted to the Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis-

sion, Attn: Chief, Docketing and Service Section, Washington, DC 20555.

Copies also shall be sent to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555 and to the Assistant General

Counsel for Hearings and Enforcement at the same address, to the Regional

Administrator, NRC Region IV, Suite 400, 611 Ryan Plaza, Arlington, Texas

76011, and to Mr. Hinnick if the answer or hearing request is by a person

other than Mr. Minnick. If a person other than Mr. Minnick requests a

hearing, that person shall set forth with particularity the manner in which

his or her Interest 1s adversely affected by this Order and shall address the

criteria set forth 1n 10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing is requested by Mr. Minnick or a person whose interest is

adversely affected, the Commission will Issue an Order designating the time

and place of any hearing. If a hearing 1s held, the Issue to be considered at

such hearing shall be whether this Order should be sustained.
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In the absence of any request for hearing, or written approval of an extension

of time in which to request a hearing, the provisions specified in Section IV

above shall be final 20 days from the date of this Order without further order

or proceedings. If an extension of time for requesting a hearing has been

approved, the provisions specified in Section IV shall be final when the

extension expires if a hearing request has not been received.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ames L. Milhoan
/Deputy Executive Director for
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional

Operations and Research

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
thisc£)%day of December 1995
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20555-0001

APR 2 f 1994
IA 94-008 '

Mr. Sean G. Miller
[Home Address Deleted
Under 10 CFR 2.790]

Dear Mr. Miller:

SUBJECT: ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED
ACTIVITIES (EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)
(NRC Inspection Report No. 50-237/92033; 50-249/92033;
NRC Investigation Report No. 3-92-055R)

The enclosed Order is being issued as a consequence of events
which occurred during operation of the Dresden Nuclear Station
Unit 2 on September 18, 1992, and in violation of the Dresden.
Technical Specifications and Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC
or Commission) regulations. The NRC conducted an inspection and
an investigation of the event. The. investigation by the NRCs
Office of Investigations (01) concluded that on September 18,
1992, you deliberately violated or caused violations of NRC
requirements and the Dresden Technical Specifications. A copy of
the synopsis of the 01 report was forwarded to you by letter
dated November 4, 1993. You wera invited to participate in an
enforcement conference scheduled on this matter for November 17,
1993, but you declined.

On September 18, 1992, a rod mispositioning incident occurred
when a Nuclear station operator (NSO), a licensed operator, moved
a control rod out of sequence during your shift as the Qualified
Nuclear Engineer (QNE). You noticed the error, and the NSO
continued to move control rods in violation of station
procedures, at your direction and without the knowledge or
authorization of the Station Control Room Engineer (SCRE), after
which you informed the SCRE of the mispositioned rod.
Subsequently, you, the SCRE, the NSO and the two nuclear
engineers in training who were present during the incident agreed
not to tell anyone else about th« mispositioned rod incident. As
a result, neither the aispositioned rod nor the subsequent
deviation fro* the planned control rod pattern were documented in
the control room log, you falsified a Dresden Form 14-14C, and
CECo management was not informed of the incident.

Your actions in connection with a deliberate attempt to conceal
the September 18, 1992 event caused CECo to be in violation of 10
CFR 50.9, "Completeness and Accuracy of Information", and the
Dresden license conditions, including technical specifications,
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Mr. Sean a. Millar - 2 -

and constituted a violation of 10 CFR 50.5(a), "Deliberate
Misconduct". In addition, by directing the NSO to continue to
move control rods, you violated 10 CFR 55.3.

NRC does not have the requisite reasonable assurance that
licensed activities will be properly conducted in accordance with
regulatory requirements, including the requirement to provide
information that is complete and accurate in all material
respects, with you involved in licensed activities.
Consequently, after consultation with the Commission, I have been
authorized to issue the enclosed Order Prohibiting Involvement in
NRC-Licensed Activities (Effective immediately). Failure to
comply with the provisions of this Order may result in civil or
criminal sanctions.

Questions concerning the Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-
Licensed Activities (Effective Immediately) may be addressed to
James Lieberman, Director, Office of Enforcement. Mr. Lieberman
can be reached at telephone number (301) 504-2741.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice,"
a copy of this letter and the enclosure with your home address
removed will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

jSincerely,

A toes L. Milhoan
/ eputy Executive Director for

uclear Reactor Regulation,
Regional Operations and Research

Enclosure: Order Prohibiting Involvement
in NRC-Licensed Activities (Effective Immediately)

cc w/enclosure:
W. J. Wallace, Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer
L. 0. DelCeorge, Vice President, Nuclear Oversight

and Regulatory services
M. Lyster, Sits Vice president
G. Spedl, Station Manager
J. Shields, Regulatory Assurance Manager
D. Farrar, Nuclear Regulatory Services Manager
Richard Hubbard
J. W. McCaffrey, Chief Public Utilities Division
Robert Newaann, Office of Public counsel

state of Illinois Center
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of ) IA 94-008
Sean G. Miller ) ,
Coal City, Illinois )

ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN
NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

I '

Mr. Sean G. Miller was formerly oaployed by the Commonwealth

Edison Company (CECo) from June 18, 1990, until he resigned his

employment on December 2, 1992. He most recently held the

position of Qualified Nuclear Engineer (QNE) with

responsibilities involving compliance with NRC requirements for

the operation of a nuclear power plant. CECo holds Facility

Licenses DPR-19 and DPR-25 issued by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC or Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50. The

licenses authorize CECo to operate the Dresden Nuclear Station

Units 2 and 3 located near Morris, Illinois. The licenses were

issued by the NRC on December 22, 1969, and March 2, 1971,

respectively.

II

On November 24, 1992, CECo notified the NRC that CECo senior

managers had just become aware of an incident that had occurred

on September 18, 1992, when Unit 2 was operating at 75% power. A

Nuclear station operator (NSO), a licensed reactor operator, had

incorrectly moved control rod H-l while repositioning control

rods to change localized power levels within the reactor core,
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and the event was concealed from CECo management. Both CECo and

NRC initiated an investigation of the incident.

On September 18, 1992, the NSO, a licensed operator, erroneously

moved control rod H-l from Position 48 (fully withdrawn) to

Position 36. The NSO and two individuals in training to become

nuclear engineers were in the control room when Mr. Miller, the

QNE on duty and an unlicensed individual, recognized the NSO's

error. Mr. Miller informed the NSO of the error, the NSO

continued to move control rods at Mr. Miller's direction, without

the knowledge or approval of the station Control Room Engineer

(SCRE), and then Mr. Miller informed the SCRE of the event.

Later the SCRE spoke with Mr. Miller, the NSO and the two nuclear

engineers in training and they all agreed that they would not

discuss the incident with anyone else. As a result, neither the

mispositioned rod nor the subsequent deviation from the planned

control rod pattern were documented in the control room log,

Mr. Miller falsified a Fora 14-14C plant record, and CECO

management was not informed of the incident.

Dresden Technical Specification 6.2.A.1 stated that applicable

procedures recommended in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33,

Revision 2 dated February 1978, shall be established,

implemented, and maintained. Regulatory Guide 1.33, Appendix

A.l.c, included adainistrative procedures, general plant
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operating procedures, and procedures for startup, operation, and

shutdown of safety related systems.

Dresden Operating Abnormal Procedure (DOA) 300-12, "Mispositioned

Control Rod", Revision 2, November 1991, Section C.2, required,

in part, that if a control rod is moved more than one even notch

from its in-sequence position, then all control rod movement must

be discontinued. Section 0.2.a.(l) required, in part, that if a

single control rod is inserted more than one even notch from its

in-sequence position and reactor power is greater than 20%, and

if the mispositioning occurred within the last 10 minutes, then

the mispositioned control rod must be continuously inserted to

Position 00. Section D.6 required that an upper mangement

representative will conduct an evaluation into the cause of the

mispositioning and iapleaent immediate corrective actions prior

to the resumption of routine control rod movements.

These procedures were not followed. Specifically, the NSO failed

to insert the mispositioned control rod to Position 00, and

continued to aov« control rods solely at the direction of

Mr. Miller and without the performance of an evaluation and

corrective actions by an upper management representative.

Dresden Administrative Procedure (DAP) 14-14, "Control Rod

Sequences," Revision 0, dated November 1991, section P.l.e,

required that Fora 14-14C, "Special Instructions", must provide
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inatructions which should ba clearly stated and strictly adhered

to and required that the instructions be approved by the QNE (in

this case, Mr. Miller) and an operations shift supervisor.

However, on September 18, 1992, following the mispositioning of

control rod H-l, control rod arrays 8D2 and 5 were moved at

Mr. Miller's direction and without the completion of a Special

Instruction Form 14-14C clearly stating the sequence, and without

prior approval of Mr. Miller's instructions by an operations

shift supervisor. By directing the continued movement of control

rods without the approval of a licensed oparator, Mr. Millar, who

ia not a licenaed operator, violated 10 CFR 55.3. Furthermore,

after these rods had been moved, Mr. Miller knowingly completed a

Form 14-14C to indicate a different sequence of control rod

movements than that which actually occurred. The effect of this

inaccurate Form 14-14C waa to conceal the miapoaitioning of

control rod H-l and tha subsequent movement of control rods in

violation of plant procedures.

Based on tha NRC Office of Inveatigationa (01) inveatigation of

thia natter (01 Report No. 3-92-055R), I conclude that Mr.

Miller, along with certain other CECo employeea, deliberately

attempted to conceal the •iapoaitioned control rod event by

failing to document tha inoident as required by plant procedures.

By falaifying tha Font 14-14C, Mr. Millar deliberately put CECo
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In violation of Dresden Technical Specification 6.2.A.1, DAP 14-

14, Section F.l.e., and 10 CFR 50.9, "Completeness and Accuracy

of Information".

Ill

Based on the above, Mr. Miller, an employee of CECo at the time

of the event, engaged in deliberate misconduct which caused CECo

to be in violation of its license conditions and 10 CFR 50.9, and

which constitutes a violation of 10 CFR 50.5 and 10 CFR 55.3.

The NRC must be able to rely on its licensees and their employees

to comply with NRC requirements, including the requirement to

maintain records that are complete and accurate in all material

respects. Mr. Miller's action in causing CECo to violate its

license conditions and 10 CFR 50.9 have raised serious doubt as

to whether he can be relied upon to comply with NRC requirements,

including the requirements to maintain complete and accurate

records. Mr. Miller's deliberate misconduct that caused CECo to

violate Conission requirements cannot and will not be tolerated.

Consequently, I lack the requisite reasonable assurance that

licensed activities can be conducted in compliance with the

Commission's requirements and that the health and safety of the

public will be protected, if Mr. Miller were permitted at this

time to be engaged in the performance of NRC-licensed and
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regulated activities. Therefore, the public health, safety and

interest require that Mr. Miller be prohibited from being

involved in any NRC-licensed activities for three years from the

date of this Order. In addition, for the same period, Mr. Miller

is required to give notice of this Order to any prospective

employer engaged in NRC-licensed activities as described in

Section IV, Paragraph B, below, from whom he seeks employment in

non-licensed activities to ensure that such employer is aware of

Mr. Miller's previous history. For five years from the date of

this Order, Mr. Miller is also required to notify the NRC of his

employment by any person engaged in NRC-licensed activities, as

described in Section IV, Paragraph B, below, so that appropriate

inspections can be performed. Furthermore, pursuant to 10 CFR

2.202, I find that the significance of the conduct described

above is such that the public, health, safety and interest require

that this Order b« immediately effective.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 103, 161b, 1611, I6lo, 182 and

186 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the

Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 2.202 and 10 CFR 50.5, IT is

HEREBY ORDERED, EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, THAT:
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A. Mr. Miller is prohibited for three years from the date

of this Order from engaging in activities licensed by

the NRC*

B. Should Mr. Miller seek employment in non-licensed

activities with any person engaged in NRC-licensed

activities for three years from the date of this Order,

Mr. Miller shall provide a copy of this Order to such,

person at the time Mr. Miller is soliciting or

negotiating employment so that the person is aware of

the Order prior to making an employment decision. For

the purposes of this Order, licensed activities include

the activities of: (1) an NRC licensee; (2) an

Agreement State licensee conducting NRC-licensed

activities pursuant to 10 CFR 150.20; and (3) an

Agreement State licensee involved in the distribution

of products that are subject to NRC jurisdiction.

C. For three years from the date of this Order, Mr. Miller

shall provide notice to the Director, Office of

Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, DC 20555, of the name, address, and

telephone number of the employer, within 72 hours of

his acceptance of an employment offer involving non-

licensed activities for an employer engaged in NRC-

licensed activities described in Paragraph IV.B, above.
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0. After the three year prohibition has expired as

described in Paragraphs IV.A and B above, Mr. Miller

shall provide notice to the Director, Office of

Enforcement, for acceptance of any employment in NRC-

licensed activity for an additional two year period.

The Director, Office of Enforcement may, in writing, relax or

rescind any of the above conditions upon demonstration by Mr.

Miller of good cause.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Mr. Miller must, and any other

person adversely affected by this Order may, submit an answer to

this Order, and may request a hearing within 30 days of the date

of this Order. The answer may consent to this Order. Unless the

answer consents to this Order, the answer shall, in writing and

under oath or affirmation, specifically admit or deny each

allegation or charge made in this Order and shall set forth the

matters of fact and law on which Mr. Miller or other person

adversely affected relies and the reasons as to why the order

should not have been issued. Any answer or request for a hearing

shall be submitted to the Secretary, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

commission, ATTN: Chief, Docketing and Service Section,

Washington, DC 20555. Copies also shall be sent to the

Director, Office of Enforcement, U. s. Nuclear Regulatory
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Commission, Washington, DC 20555; to the Assistant General

Counsel for Hearings and Enforcement at the same address; to the

Regional Administrator, Region III, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

commission, 801 Warrenville Road, Lisle, Illinois 60532-4351; and

to Mr. Miller, if the answer or hearing request is by a person

other than Mr. Miller. If a person other than Mr. Miller

requests a hearing, that person shall set forth with

particularity the manner in which his interest is adversely

affected by this Order and shall address the criteria set forth

in 10 CFR 2.7i4(d).

If a hearing is requested by Mr. Miller or a person whose

interest is adversely affected, the Commission will issue an

Order designating the time and place of any hearing. If a

hearing is held, the issue to be considered at such hearing shall

be whether this Order should be sustained.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(c)(2)(i), Mr. Miller, or any person

adversely affected by this Order, may in addition to demanding a

hearing, at the tiae that answer is filed or sooner, move the

presiding officer to set aside the immediate effectiveness of the

Order on the ground that the Order, including the need for

immediate effectiveness, is not based on adequate evidence but on

mere suspicion, unfounded allegations, or error.
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In the absence of any request for a hearing, the provisions

specified in Section IV above shall be final 20 days froa the

date of this Order without further order or proceedings. AN

ANSWER OR A REQUEST FOR A HEARING SHALL NOT STAY THE IMMEDIATE

EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

)eputy Executive Director
for Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
Regional Operations and Research

Dated atRockville, Maryland
this oil **"day of April 1994
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REQULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O.C. 206SS-O001

WO 16 .99-1

IA 94-018

Richard E. Odegard
(HOME AODRESS DELETED
UNDER 10 CFR 2.790)

SUBJECT: ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

The enclosed Order is being issued because of your violations of. 10 CFR 30.10
of the Commission's regulations as described in the Order.

Based on an investigation conducted by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Office of Investigation, the NRC Staff has determined that you deliberately
conspired with other AMSPEC officials to deceive the Commission and provided
false testimony, under oath, to NRC officials. In addition, you deliberately
failed to train and certify employees in radiation safety as required by the
AMSPEC license conditions. A copy of the synopsis of the investigation 1s
enclosed.

Failure to comply with the provisions of this Order may result in further
civil -or criminal sanctions.

Questions concerning this Order should be addressed to Mr. James Lieberman,
Director, Office of Enforcement, who can be reached at (301) 504-2741.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and the enclosures will be placed in the NRC's Public Document
Room.

'James Lieberman, Director
Office of Enforcement

Enclosures:
1. Order
2. 01 Synopsis
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of ) IA 94-018

Richard E. Odegard )
)

ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN
NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

I

Richard E. Odegard has been employed as a radiographer in the field of

industrial radiography since approximately 1978. On approximately June 20,

1989, Mr. Odegard was hired by the American Inspection Company, Inc. (AMSPEC)..

AMSPEC held Materials License No. 12-24801-01 issued by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC or Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 30 and 34. This

license authorized the conduct of Industrial radiography activities In

accordance with specified conditions. On April 30, 1992, the license was

suspended as a result of significant safety violations and related safety

concerns. Mr. Odegard was a Vice-President of AMSPEC at the time of license

suspension.

II

Between August 22, 1991 and Koveaber 12, 1992, the NRC Office of

Investigations conduettd an Investigation of licensed activities at AMSPEC.

During the course of this Investigation, the AMSPEC license was suspended when

a significant nuaber of safety violations were Identified. In addition, the

Investigation revealed that Mr. Odegard, 1n his capacity as a Vice-president

and Area Manager for AMSPEC, conspired with other AMSPEC officials to deceive
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the Commission regarding training of employees and, in addition, deliberately

provided false sworn testimony to NRC officials.

AMSPEC submitted a Radiation Safety Manual as a part of its license

application dated September 20, 1986. A part of this manual refers to

employee training to satisfy the requirements of Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 34.

This manual was incorporated as a part of License Condition 17 of the AMSPEC

license. 10 CFR 30.9(a) requires, in part, that information provided to the

Commission by a licensee, and information required by the Commission's

regulations to be maintained by the licensee, shall be complete and accurate

in all material respects. 10 CFR 30.10(a) requires, in part, that any

licensee or any employee of a licensee may not: (1) engage in deliberate

misconduct that causes a licensee to be in violation of any rule, regulation,

or limitation of any license, Issued by the Commission, or (2) deliberately

submit to the NRC information that the person submitting the information knows

to be incomplete or Inaccurate in some respect material to the NRC.

Between late 1989 and March 1, 1992, Mr. Odegard deliberately created false

documents concerning tht training of AMSPEC employees (documents that were

required by tht C«n1ss1on's regulations to be maintained by AMSPEC), causing

a violation, of 10 CFR 30.9 by AMSPEC. During 1990 and 1991, Mr. Odegard

deliberately provided unauthorized and Improper aid to AMSPEC employees taking

radiation safety txaainations, a violation of License Condition 17. Between

late 1989 and tht end of 1991, Mr. Odtgard deliberately falsified records of

quarterly personnel radiation saftty audits, causing violations of 10 CFR 30.9

and 34.11(d). On April 13, 1993, Mr. Odtgard deliberately provided faist
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testimony under oath during the NRC investigation, a violation of

10 CFR 30.10.

On January 29, 1993, Mr. Odegard pled guilty to one felony count involving

deliberate violations of the Atomic Energy Act based on his violations of

these requirements.

Ill *d-

Based on the above, Mr. Odegard engaged in deliberate misconduct which caused

AMSPEC to be in violation of the training requirements of License Condition 17

and NRC regulations, including 10 CFR 30.9 and 34.11(d). The NRC must be able

to rely on licensees and their employees to comply with NRC requirements,

including the requirements to train and certify employees in radiation safety

and procedures and the requirement to provide information that 1s complete and

accurate in all material respects. Mr. Odegard's actions in deliberately

causing AMSPEC to be in violation of NRG requirements regarding training and

completeness and accuracy of Information and his deliberate misrepresentations

to NRC officials in violation of 10 CFR 30:10 have raised serious doubt as to

whether he can be relied on to comply with NRC requirements, specifically the

requirement to provide complete and accurate information to the NRC.

Mr. Odegard's deliberate misconduct, Including his false statement to

Commission officials, cannot and will not be tolerated.

Consequently, I lack tht requisite reasonable assurance that licensed

activities can be conducted in compliance with the Commission's requirements

and that the health and safety of tht public will be protected if Mr. Odegard
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were permitted at this time to. supervise or perform licensed activities in any

area where the NRC maintains jurisdiction. Therefore, the public health,

safety and interest require that Mr. Odegard be prohibited from engaging in

NRC licensed activities (including supervising, training or auditing) for

either an NRC licensee, or an Agreement State licensee performing licensed

activities in areas of NRC jurisdiction in accordance with 10 CFR 150.20 for a

period of five years from the date of this Order. In addition, for a period

of five years commencing after completion of the five-year period of

prohibition, Mr. Odegard is required to notify the NRC of his employment by

any person or entity engaged in NRC-licensed activities, to ensure that the

NRC can monitor the status of Mr. Odegard's compliance with the Commission's

requirements and his understanding of his commitment to compliance.

Furthermore, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202, I find that the significance of the

conduct described above is such that the public health, safety and interest

require that this order be effective Immediately.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 81, 161b, 1611, 182 and 186 of the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's regulations in

10 CFR 2.202, 10 CFR 30.10, and 10 CFR 150.20, it IS HEREBY ORDERED, EFFECTIVE

IMMEDIATELY, THAT:

1. Richard E. Odegard 1s prohibited for five years froi the date of this

Order from engaging 1n NRC-11censed activities. NRC-Hcensed activities

are those activities which are conducted pursuant to a specific or

general license Issued by the NRC, Including, but not limited to, those
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activities of Agreement State licensees conducted pursuant to the

authority granted by 10 CFR 150.20. During this time period,

Mr. Odegard must also provide a copy of this Order to prospective

employers who engage in NRC-1icensed activities, at the time he accepts

employment.

2. For a period of five years after the five-year period of prohibition has

expired, Richard E. O'degard shall, within 20 days of his acceptance of

an employment offer involving NRC-1icensed activities or his becoming

involved in NRC-1icensed activities, as defined in Paragraph IV.1 above,

provide notice to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, Washington, O.C. 20555, of the name, address,

and telephone number of the employer or the entity where he is, or will

be, Involved In the NRC-I1censed activities. In the first notification

Mr. Odegard shall Include a statement of his commitment to compliance

with regulatory requirements and the basis why the Commission should

have confidence that he will now comply with applicable NRC

requirements.

The Director, Office of Enforcement, may In writing, relax or rescind any of

the above conditions upon demonstration by Mr. Odegard of good cause.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Richard E. Odegard must, and any other person

adversely affected by this Order m y , submit an answer to this Order, and may

request a hearing on this Order, within 20 days of the date of this Order.
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The answer may consent to this Order. Unless the answer consents to this

Order, the answer shall, in writing and under oath or affirmation,

specifically.admit or deny each allegation or charge made in this Order and

shall set forth the matters of fact and law on which Richard E. Odegard or any

other person adversely affected relies and the reasons as to why the Order

should not have been issued. Any answer or request for a hearing shall be

submitted to the Secretary, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Chief,

Docketing and Service Section, Washington, O.C. 20555. Copies also shall be

sent to the Oirector, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Washington, D.C. 20S55, to the Assistant General Counsel for

Hearings and Enforcement at the same address, to the Regional Administrator,

NRC Region II, 101 Marietta Street, N. W., Suite 2900, Atlanta, Georgia

30323, and to Richard E. Odegard If the answer or hearing request is by a

person other than Richard E. Odegard. If a person other than Richard E.

Odegard requests a hearing, that person shall set forth with particularity the

manner in which his or her interest 1s adversely affected by this Order and

shall address the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing is requested by Richard £. Odegard or another person whose

interest 1s adversely affected, the Commission will Issue an Order designating

the time and place of any hearing. If a hearing 1s held, the Issue to be

considered at such hearing shall be whether this Order should be sustained.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(c)(2)(1), Richard E. Odegard or any other person

adversely affected by this Order, may, In addition to demanding a hearing, at

the time the answer 1s filed or soonor, move the presiding officer to set

aside the Immediate effectiveness of the Order on the ground that the Order,
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Including the need for immediate effectiveness, 1s not based on adequate

evidence but on mere suspicion, unfounded allegations, or error.

In the absence of any request for hearing, the provisions specified in

Section IV above shall be final 20 days from the date of this Order without

further order or processing. AN ANSWER OR A REQUEST FOR HEARING SHALL NOT

STAY THE IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

JbJL

Dated at Rockviiit, Maryland
i j t f S i of August 1994

Barnes Lieberman, Director
Office of Enforcement
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SYNOPSIS

on August 22, 1991, the Regional Administrator, U.S. nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC), Region II, requested an . , .., •:
investigation to determine whether officials, managers, and/or
employees of The American Inspection Company, Inc. (AMSPEC), the
licensee, had"intentionally violated regulatory and license
condition requirements set forth in 10 CFR Parts 20, 30, and 34
and the NRC license of January 15, 1987, respectively. According
to reported allegations, licensee management officials had
permitted unqualified technicians to perform radiography
operations at the Hess Oil Virgin Islands Company (HOVIC)
facility, St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, which had contracted
with AMSPEC for nondestructive examination services.-
Additionally, licensee officials allegedly: (1) discriminated
(involuntary termination)- against technicians for reporting
radiation health and safety concerns, (2) falsified radiation
safety training documents, (3) provided false and misleading
information to the NRC, and (4) used source material in a manner
not authorized by th* license (irradiation of mice).

The Office of Investigations (01) reviewed the circumstances' of
the alleged regulatory and license condition violations during
which other improprieties by the license* were identified. The
investigation by 01 did not substantiate that licensee management
officials had terminated radiography technicians for reporting
radiation health and safety concerns. It was concluded, however,
that these license* officials at the HOVIC facility appeared
insensitive to employe* concerns of all topics, including
radiation safety, and th*y war* p*rc*iv*d by technicians as
acting with apparent disregard concerning this issue. The
investigation further determined that lic*nse* officials
deliberately provided false end misleading radiation safety-
related information to NRC r*pr*s*ntativ*s which was pertinent to
the regulatory proc*ss. The investigation substantiated that the
licensee, through actions of son* radiation protection officers
(RPOs), deliberately falsified radiation safety training records,
inserted false records in technician files to give the impression
required training vat accomplished, and they also conspired to
conceal these training deficiencies and improprieties from the
NRC. The investigation surfaced and substantiated the allegation
that licensee officials and RFOo deliberately falsified required
personnel radiation safety audits and accompanying reports and
they also created audit reports to make complete the radiation
safety files of some techniciana.

The investigation alee disclosed and confirmed numerous instances
of radiographers* assistants performing radiography without
supervision and the deliberate falsification of source
utilization logs to give the appearance that required supervision
was present, all with the apparent knowledge end concurrence of
licensee management offieiels. It was also determined during the
investigation that licensee training officials (RPOs) frequently

Case Ho. 2-91-010R 1
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failed to provide the Operation and Emergency Procedures (o&EP)
Manual to new eaployees prior to source utilization. The
investigation also determined that some licensee RPOs were not
trained, examined, and certified according to Radiation Safety*
Program requirements anoTXHSPEC officials, including the
radiation safety officer (RSO) and several RPOs, were aware of
some of these violations and failed to correct them. Further, on
at least one occasion, the RSO and an RPO conspired to concoct a
plausible explanation for the NRC as to why RPO
examination/certification requirements were violated.

The investigation substantiated the allegation that radioactive
source material was utilized improperly when an AHSPEC night
shift supervisor, in the presence of technicians, radiographed a
mouse during two to three consecutive source exposures at the
KOVIC facility. The 01 investigation, and a previous NRC
inspection at the St. Croix location, also revealed instances in
which AMSPEC technicians failed to observe required surveying and
posting activities during radiography operations, actions which
demonstrated either an apparent disregard for regulations and/or
radiation safety training deficiencies. Finally, the
investigation disclosed that the RSO, and other licensee
management officials deliberately failed to perform required _
radiation safety reviewr"eValU&Ci6n, and oversight functions and
.responsibilities during the past 3 years.

Case No. 2-91-010R
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20666-0001

MAR 1 0 1994

IA 94-001

Mr, Hartsell S. Phillips

(Address deleted)

Dear Sir:

SUBJECT: ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED
ACTIVITIES (EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

The enclosed Order is being issued because of your violations of
10 CFR Part 30 of the Commission's regulations as described in
the Order.

Failure to comply with the provisions of this Order may result in
civil or criminal sanctions.

Questions concerning this Order should be addressed to Mr. James
Lieberman, Director, Office of Enforcement, who may be reached at
(301) 504-2741.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice,"
a copy of this letter and the enclosure will be placed in the
NRC's Public Document Room.

Sincerely,

•Yd
Hugh/ L. Thompson,
Deputy Executive g^fector for
Nuclear Materials Safety, Safeguards
and Operations Support

Enclosure: As stated

cc: Logan General Hospital
State of West Virginia
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of )
) IA 94-001

Hartsell S. Phillips )
ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT
IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

Hartsell S. Phillips is employed by Logan General Hospital,

Logan, West Virginia. Logan General Hospital (Licensee) holds

License No. 47-19919-01 issued by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC or Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 30 and

35. The license authorizes possession and use of byproduct

material in accordance with the conditions specified therein.

Mr. Phillips has been employed by the Licensee since

approximately June 1991 as the Chief Technologist, Radiation

Safety Officer (RSO), and Chairman of Radiation Safety Committee

with responsibilities involving compliance with NRC requirements

for radiation protection. Mr. Phillips was removed as Chairman

of the Radiation Safety Committee on January 1, 1994, and removed

as RSO on February 18, 1994. On February 22, 1994, the Licensee

informed the NRC that it had suspended, subject to termination,

Mr. Phillips on February 18, 1994, based on information the

Licensee had received through interviews with its staff and other

information developed by the Licensee.
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II

On December-7-8, 1993, an NRC Inspection was conducted at the

Licensee's facility In Logan, West Virginia. As a result of

Information developed during that inspection, an investigation by

the Office of Investigations (01) was initiated in January 1994.

Although this investigation is continuing, 01 interviews of

Licensee personnel and review of documents provided by 01 reveal

that nuclear medicine technologists under Mr. Phillips'

supervision and at his direction, and Mr. Phillips himself,

deliberately increased radiopharmaceutical dosages administered

to patients above the dosages prescribed by the authorized user

and set forth in the Licensee's procedures manual, and falsified

the dosage records of those patients by making them appear as if

the prescribed dosages had been administered. The 01 interviews

indicate that this practice of increasing dosages and of

falsifying records continued for an extended period of time. The

exact number of patients affected is not clear, but involved

numerous administrations.

In addition, Mr. Phillips falsified records and directed nuclear

medicine technologists under his supervision to falsify records

relating to: training of nuclear medicine technologists, required

by 10 CFR 19.12; daily dose calibrator constancy checks, required

by 10 CFR 35.50(b)(l); daily and weekly surveys in nuclear

medicine areas, required by 10 CFR 35.70(a), (b), and (e); and
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surveys related to the receipt and shipment of licensed material,

required by 10 CFR 20.205(d) and License Condition 16.

Specifically, these records indicated that the training, checks

and surveys had been performed when in fact they had not been

performed. The records falsification occurred for an extended

period of time and may have been as long as 15 months during 1992

and 1993, and involved the falsification of records for surveys

and training in nuclear medicine required during this period of

time. The investigation also revealed that Mr. Phillips

specifically instructed one nuclear medicine technologist to deny

having falsified records and advised others to be untruthful when

questioned by MRC inspectors.

Ill

Although the NRC investigation is continuing, based on the above,

Mr. Phillips engaged in deliberate misconduct, a violation of 10

CFR 30.10, which caused the Licensee to be in violation of a

number of NRC requirements including: (1) administration of

radiopharmaceutical doses that differed from the prescribed

doses, required by 10 CFR 35.25 and License Condition 16; (2)

failure to provide training to nuclear medicine technologists,

required by 10 CFR 19.12; (3) failure to perform the daily

constancy checks of the dose calibrator, required by

10 CFR 35.50(b)(l); (4) failure to perform the required daily and

weekly contamination and radiation surveys, required by
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10 CFR 35.70(a), (b), and (e); (5) failure to perform the

required surveys for radioactive material receipt, required by

10 CFR 20.205(d) and License Condition 16; and (6) failure to

maintain accurate and complete records involving NRC-licensed

activities (i.e., records of doso calibrator constancy checks

(10 CFR 35.50(e)}, radiation and contamination surveys

(10 CFR 35.70(a), (b), and (h), and 10 CFR 20.401(b) and (c)),

required by 10 CFR 30.9; Mr. Phillips also deliberately provided

NRC inspectors information he know to be inaccurate which was

material to the NRC, also in violation of 10 CFR 30.10, which

caused the Licensee to be in violation of 10 CFR 30.9.

As the RSO for the Licensee, Mr. Phillips was responsible,

pursuant to 10 CFR 35.21(a), for ensuring that radiation safety

activities were being performed in accordance with approved

procedures and regulatory requirements, including the

administration of radiopharmaceuticals, performance of required

surveys, and keeping of required records which evidence

compliance with Commission requirements. The NRC must be able to

rely on the Licensee and its employees to comply with NRC

requirements, including the requirement to provide information'

and maintain records that are complete and accurate in all

material respects. Mr. Phillips engaged in deliberate

misconduct, a violation of 10 CFR 30.10(a)(l), causing the

Licensee to be in violation of NRC requirements, as noted above,
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and submitted to th« NRC information he knew to b« incomplete or

inaccurate, a violation of 10 CFR 3O.io(a)(2).

Mr. Phillips' deliberate misconduct has raised serious doubt as

to whether he can be relied upon to comply with NRC requirements

and to provide complete and accurate information to the NRC. In

addition, Mr. Phillips' deliberate misconduct caused this

Licensee to violate numerous Commission requirements and his

deliberate false statements to Commission officials demonstrate

conduct that cannot, and will not, be tolerated.

Consequently, in light of the numerous violations caused by

Mr. Phillips' conduct, the length of time the noncoapliances

existed, and the deliberate nature of Mr. Phillips' actions, I

lack the requisite reasonable assurance that licensed activities

can be conducted in compliance with the Commission's requirements

and that the health and safety of the public would be protected

if Mr. Phillips were permitted at this time to be involved in any

NRC-licensed activities. Therefore, the public health, safety

and interest require, pending further action by the NRC, that Mr.

Phillips be prohibited from involvement in licensed activities.

Furthermore, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202, I find that the

significance of the conduct described above is such that the

public health, safety and interest require that this Order be

immediately effective.
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IV

Accordingly^ pursuant to Sections 81, 103, 161b, I61i, 182 and

186 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the

Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 2.202, 10 CFR 30.10, and

10 CFR 150.20, IT IS HEREBY, ORDERED, EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, THAT:

Pending further action by the NRC, Hartsell S. Phillips is

prohibited from participation in any respect in NRC-licensed

activities. For the purposes of this paragraph, NRC-licensed

activities include licensed activities of: 1) an NRC

licensee, 2) an Agreement State licensee conducting licensed

activities in NRC jurisdiction pursuant to 10 CFR 150.20,

and 3) an Agreement state licensee involved in distribution

of products that,are subject to NRC jurisdiction. .

The Director, Office of Enforcement, may, in writing, relax or

rescind any of the above conditions upon demonstration by Mr.

Phillips of good cause.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Hartsell S. Phillips must, and

any other person adversely affected by this Order may, submit an

answer to this Order, and may request a hearing on this Order,

within 20 days of the date of this Order. The answer may consent
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to this order. Unless the answer consents to this Order, the

answer shall, in writing and under oath or affirmation,

specifically admit or deny each allegation or charge made in this

Order and shall set forth the natters of fact and law on which

Hartsell S. Phillips or other person adversely affected relies

and the reasons why the Order should not have been issued. Any

answer or request for hearing shall be submitted to the

Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Attn: chief,

Docketing and Service Section, Washington, DC 20555. Copies also

shall be sent to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory commission, Washington, DC 20555, to the

Assistant General Counsel for Hearings and Enforcement at the

same address, to the Regional Administrator, NRC Region II, Suite

2900, 101 Marietta Street, NW, Atlanta, Georgia 30323, and to

Hartsell S. Phillips, if the answer or hearing request is by a

person other than Hartsell S. Phillips. If a person other than

Hartsell S. Phillips requests a hearing, that person shall set

forth with particularity the manner in which his or her interest

is adversely affected by this Order and shall address the

criteria set forth in 10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing is requested by Hartsell S. Phillips or a person

whose interest is adversely affected, the Commission will issue

an Order designating the time and place of any hearing. If a

hearing is held, the issue to be considered at such hearing shall

be whether this Order should be sustained.
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Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(c)(2)(i), Hartsell S. Phillips, or any

other person adversely affected by this Order, may, in addition

to demanding a hearing, at the same time the answer is filed or

sooner, move the presiding officer to set aside the immediate

effectiveness of the Order on the ground that the Order,

including the need for immediate effectiveness, is not based on

adequate evidence but on mere suspicion, unfounded allegations,

or error.

In the absence of any request for hearing, the provisions

specified in Section IV above shall be final 20 days from the

date of this Order without further order or proceedings. AM

ANSWER OR A REQUEST FOR HEARING SHALL NOT STAY THE IMMEDIATE

EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

'Hugh L.'
Deputy Executive Director for
Nuclear Materi*i«*/Safety, Safeguards,
and Operations Support

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this /o^day of March 1994
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September 19, 1995

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:
Peter B. Bloch, Chairman

Dr. Jerry R. Kline
Frederick J. Shon

In the matter of

HARTSELL D. PHILLIPS, JR.
West Virginia

Docket No. IA-94-001

Re:Allegation of Deliberate
Violations

ASLBP No. 94-694-05-EA

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Dismissal Pursuant to Agreement)

On September 14, 1995, the parties to the above-captioned

proceedings, Hartsell Phillips (Phillips) and the Staff of the

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Staff), informed

the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board ("Licensing Board") of

the following developments concerning this matter:

First, on June 5, 1995, Mr. Phillips pled guilty to a

one-count Superseding Information stating a violation of law,

related to the matters which are the subject of this

proceeding. A copy of the United States District Court's

Order of June 6, 1995, adjudging Mr. Phillips to be guilty and

convicting him of the count charged in the Information, is

attached. Sentencing of Mr. Phillips was conducted by the

453*605
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Court on August 22, 1995, in accordance with the Court's Order

of June 6, 1995.

Second, the parties have reiched an agreement in

settlement of this proceeding. Accordingly, we approve of the

stipulation in the agreement and provide the requested relief.

ORDER

For all the foregoing reasons and upon consideration of

the entire record in this matter, it is this 19th day of

September, 1995, ORDERED, that:

1. Hartsell D. Phillips, Jr. is permitted to withdraw

his request for hearing on the Staff's "Order Prohibiting

Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities (Effective

Immediately)," dated March 10, 1994, and he is dismissed as a

party in the proceeding pertaining to that Order;
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2. The attached Stipulation is adopted as an ordei

of this Board; and

3. ' The proceeding is dismissed with prejudice.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

'.Jerry R. Kline
Administrative Judge

"J. ShanFrederi£K"J.
Administrative ,-Judge

Peter B. Bloch
Chairman

Rockville, Maryland
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STIPULATIQN FOR SETTLEMENT OF PROCEEDING

THIS AGREEMENT is made by :nd between Hartsell Phillips

("Phillips") and the Staff of the United States Nuclear

Regulatory Commission C'NRC Staff" or "Staff"), to wit:

WHEREAS Logan General Hospital/ Logan, West Virginia

("Logan" or the "Licensee"), holds License No. 47-19919-01

issued by the NRC pursuant to 10 C.F.R. Parts 30 and 35, which

license authorizes possession and use of byproduct material in

accordance with the conditions specified therein; and

WHEREAS Phillips was employed by Logan, commencing in

January 1991, as Chief Technologist, Radiation Safety Officer

("RSO") and Chairman of the Radiation Safety Committee

{"RSC"), with responsibilities, inter alia, involving

compliance with NRC requirements for radiation protection,

until a date on which his employment was suspended by Logan in

or about February 19.94; and

WHEREAS on March 10, 1994, the NRC Staff' issued an "Order

Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities (Effective

Immediately)," 54 Fed. Reg. 13346 (March .21, 1994), bas.ed,

inter alia, upon a finding that Phillips had engaged in

deliberate misconduct in violation of 10 C.F.R. § 30.10, which

caused the Licensee to -be in violation of a number of NRC

regulatory requirements; and
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WHEREAS the Order prohibited Phillips, pending further

action by the NRC, from participation in any respect in NRC-

licensed'activities, to include licensed activities of (1) an

NRC licensee, (2) an Agreement State licensee conducting

licensed activities in NRC jurisdiction pursuant to 10 C.F.R.

§ 150.20, and (3) an Agreement State licensee involved in

distribution of products that are subject to NRC jurisdiction;

and

WHEREAS on March 30, 1994, Phillips filed a "Request for

Hearing and Answer of Hartsell D. Phillips" concerning the

Order, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.202, in response to which

adjudicatory proceedings have been convened and remain pending

before an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board ("Licensing

Board") at this time; and

WHEREAS the undersigned parties recognize that certain

advantages and benefits may be obtained by each of them

through settlement and compromise of the matters now pending

in litigation between them, including, without limitation, the

elimination of further litigation expenses, uncertainty and

delay, and other tangible and intangible benefits, which the

parties recognize and believe to be in the public interest;

and

WHEREAS, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.203, the Staff and

Phillips have stipulated and agreed to the following
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provisions for settlement of the above-captioned proceeding,

subject to the approval of the Licensing Board/ before the

taking of any testimony or trial or aijudication of any issue

of fact or law; and

WHEREAS Phillips is willing to waive his hearing and

appeal rights regarding this matter, in consideration of the

terms and provisions of this Stipulation and settlement

agreement; and

WHEREAS the terms and provisions of this Stipulation,

once approved by the Licensing Board, shall be incorporated by

reference into an order, as that term is used in subsections

(b) and {o) of section 161 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,

as amended (the "Act"), 42 U.S.C. § 2201, and shall be subject

to enforcement pursuant to the Commission's regulations and

Chapter 18 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2271 et seq.;

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS STIPULATED AND AGREED AS FOLLOWS:

1. Phillips agrees to refrain from engaging in, and is

hereby prchibited from engaging in, any NRC-licensed

activities up to and including March 9, 1999, five years from

the date of the NRC "Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-

Licensed Activities (Effective Immediately)," dated March 10,

1994. In addition to the definition of "NRC-licensed

activities" set forth above, said definition is understood to

include any and all activities that are conducted pursuant to
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a specific or general license issued by the NRC, including,

but not limited to, those activities of Agreement state

licensees conducted pursuant to "he authority granted by 10

C.F.R. § 150.20.

2. For a period of five years after the above-specified,

five-year period of prohibition has expired, i.e., from March

10, '1999 through March 9, 2004, Phillips shall, within 20 days

of his acceptance of each and any employment offer involving

NRC-licensed activities or his becoming involved in NRd-

iicensed activities, as defined above* provide written notice

to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, of the name,

addrsss, and telephone number of the employer or the entity

where he is, or will be, involved in the NRC-licensed

activities, and a detailed description of his duties and the

activities in which he is to be involved.

3. In the first notification provided pursuant to

Paragraph 2 above, Phillips shall include a statement of his

commitment to compliance with regulatory requirements and an

explanation of the basis why the Commission should have

confidence that he will comply with applicable NRC

requirements.

4. The parties agree that, as an integral part of this

Stipulation and upon execution hereof, and subject to the
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approval of this Stipulation by the Licensing Board,

(a) Phillips will withdraw his March 30, 1994 re'quest for

hearing "on the NRC Staff's Ordi-r of March 10, 1994, and (b)

the parties will file a joint request for dismissal of the

proceedings on that Order, with prejudice, it being understood

and agreed that the Staff will take no further enforcement or

other action against Phillips in connection with that Order.1

5. It is understood and agreed that nothing contained

in this Agreement shall be binding on, or preclude lawful

action by, any other Government agency or department,

including, without limitation, the United States Department of

Justice and/or the United States Attorney.

1 The parties recognize and agree that nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to
prohibit the NRC Staff from taking enforcement or other action (a) against Phillips for
violation of this Agreement, or (b) against persons other than Phillips in connection with or
related to any of the matters addressed in the Order of March 10, 1994, should the Staff
determine, in its sole discretion, that it is appropriate to do so.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we set our hand and seal this 14th

day of September, 1995.

FOR HARTSELL PHILLIPS: FOR THE NRC STAFF:

[signed]

Charles L. Woody
Counsel for Hartsell Phillips

[signed]

Sherwin E. Turk
Counsel for NRC Staff

[signed]

Hartsell D. Phillips, Jr.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of

KARTSELL S. PHILLIPS Docket No.(s) IA-94-001

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of the foregoing LB MEMO i ORDER (LBP-95-16)
have been served upon the following persons by U.S. M i l , first class, except
as otherwise noted and In accordance with the requirements of 20 CFR Sec. 2.712.

Adainistrative Judge
Peter B. Bioch, Chairman

Administrative Judge
Jerry R. Kline

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555 Washington, DC 20555

Administrative Judge Office of Commission Appellate
Frederick J. Shon Adjudication
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Washington, DC 20555
Washington, DC 20555

Sherwin E. Turk, Esq.
Office of the general Counsel
Mall Stop 0-15 B 18

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Charles L. Woody, Esq.
Spilman, Thomas t Battle
500 Virginia St., East, #1200 Union Ctr
Charleston, WV 25321

Dated at Rockville, Hd. this
19 day of September 1995

of the secretary of the Commission
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20M5-0001

APR 05 1994
IA 94-004

Mr. Douglas D. Preston
(Addrass deleted
Under 10 CFR 2.790)

Dear Mr. Preston:

SUBJECT: ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY) (NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 50-
331/93020)

The enclosed Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed.
Activities is being issued as a consequence of your deliberately
providing false information on applications you made for access
authorization at the Iowa Electric Light and Power Company's
(licensee) Duane Arnold Energy Center. On or about June 19, 19.90,
and on June 23, 1993, you indicated on your access authorization
applications that you had not been arrested or convicted of a
criminal offense other than ainor traffic violations. The licensee
subsequently learned that you had been arrested and convicted
several tiaes for criaes other than traffic violations and that you
were incarcerated for soae of those offenses. As a result of your
deliberate false stateaents, you were granted unescorted access to
the Duane Arnold facility in 1990 and again in 1993. A licensee
investigator interviewed you about the falsa information at which
tiae you indicated that you had lied on your applications in 1990
and 1993 and that you would lie again about your criainal record.
The deliberate false inforaation on your criainal history in your
June 23, 1993 application caused you to be personally in violation
of 10 CFR 50.5, "Deliberate Misconduct".

While you deliberately made the same false statements on your
access authorization application of June 19, 1990, that instance is
not being cited in the enclosed Order because it occurred prior to
September 16, 1991, the date that 10 CFR 50.5 became effective.

Failure to coaply with the provisions of the enclosed Order may
result in eivil or criainal sanctions.

Questions concerning the Order may be addressed to James Lieberman,
Director, Office of Enforcement. Mr. Lieberman can be reached at
telephone number (301) 504-2741.
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Mr. Douglas 0. Praston

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NEC's "Rules of Practice"
a copy of this letter and the enclosure with your home address
removed will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

Sincerely,

A-ct K-£M,i/w<fc*—.

r ames Lieberman, Director
'office of Enforcement

Enclosure:
order Prohibiting Involvement in

NRC-Licensed Activities (Effective Immediately)

cc w/enclosure:
L. Liu, Chairman of the Board and

Chief Executive Officer
D. Wilson, Plant Superintendent

Nuclear Licensing
K. Young, Manager, Nuclear Licensing
Resident Inspector, RIII
Stephen Brown, Iowa Department

of Commerce
Licensing Project Manager, NRR
Berry Construction Company
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In tha Mattar of )

MR. DOUGLAS D. PRESTON ) IA 94-004

ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN
NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

I

Mr. Douglas D. Preston was employed by tha Barry Construction

Company at tha Iowa Elactric Light and Powar Company's (IELPC or

Licansaa) Duana Arnold Enargy cantar whara ha was granted

unaseortad accass. IELPC holds Facility Licansa DPR-49, issuad by

tha Nuclaar Ragulatory Comaission (NRC or Commission) pursuant to

10 CFR Part 50 on Fabruary 22, 1974. Tha licans* authorizas IELPC

to oparata tha Duana Arnold Enargy Cantar located naar cadar

Rapids, Iowa, in accordance with tha conditions spacifiad tharain.

II

Mr. Praston first appliad for aoploymant with Barry construction

Coapany and was subsaquantly grantad unascortad accass to tha Duane

Arnold Enargy Cantar on or about Juna 19, 1990, basad in part on

th* raprasantations ha mada on his accass authorization

applications. On* of tha raprasantations was that ha had not been

arrastad and convicted for any criminal offansa other than minor

traffic violations. Tha Licensee submitted fingerprint cards to

tha Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) and subsequently was
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infona«d that Mr. Preston had a record of arrests, convictions, and

imprisonments prior to 1978. However, while waiting for the

results of the FBI fingerprint check, Mr. Preston's employment at

the Duane Arnold Energy Center was terminated for a lack of work.

Mr. Preston's deliberate false statements on his access

authorization application on or about June 19, 1990 were

essentially the same as his 1993 false statements (addressed

below), but are not being cited in this Order as a violation

because they were made before the effective date of 10 CFR 50.5.

On June 21, 1993, Mr. Preston again applied for a position at-the

Duane Arnold Energy Center and was hired on June 21, 1993 by the

Berry Construction Company as a laborer with responsibilities

involving NRC-licensed activities. On June 23, 1993, Mr. Preston

filled out an access authorization application and again denied

having a criminal history. The Licensee granted Mr. Preston

temporary unescorted access to the plant on or about July 15, 1993.

On or about August 13, 1993, the Licensee received the results of

a second FBI fingerprint check which again detailed Mr. Preston's

criminal history. Mr. Preston, when questioned by an IELPC

investigator on August 13, at first denied having a criminal

history and than admitted that he had lied about his criminal

history to gain employment in 1990 and again in 1993.. He further

stated that ha would lie again to gain employment in the future.

The Licensee then revoked Mr. Praston's unescorted access based on

the deliberately falsa information-regarding his criminal history
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on his access authorization application.

Based on the above, Mr. Preston engaged in deliberate misconduct on

or about June 23, 1993, by deliberately falsely stating on the

access authorization application that he had no criminal history

for crimes other than minor traffic offenses. The Commission's

regulations in 10 CFR 50.5, in part, prohibit any employee of a

contractor of a licensee from deliberately submitting to the

licensee information that the employee knows to be incomplete, or

inaccurate in some respect material to the NSC. Mr. Preston's

actions constitute a violation of 10 CFR 50.5(a). Information

concerning criminal history is material to the determination the

licensee must make to meet 10 CFR 73.56(b)(2).

Ill

The NRC must be able to rely on the Licensee, its contractors, and

the license* and contractor employees to comply with NRC

requirements, including the requirement to provide information that

is complete and accurate in all material respects. Mr. Preston's

actions in deliberately providing false information to the Licensee

constitute deliberate violations of Commission regulations and his

statement to the License* that he would do it again have raised

serious doubt as to whether he can be relied upon to comply with
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NRC requirements and to provide complete and accurate information

to the NRC in the future.

Consequently, I lack the requisite reasonable assurance that

nuclear safety activities within NRC jurisdiction can be conducted

in compliance with the Commission's requirements and that the

health and safety of the public would be protected if Mr. Preston

were permitted to be engaged in the performance of licensed

activities. Therefore, the public health, safety and interest'

require that Mr. Preston be prohibited from being involved in the

performance of activities, licensed by the NRC for a five year

period. In addition, Mr. Preston is required to notify the NRC,

for an additional five year period, of his acceptance of employment

in NRC-licensed activities so that appropriate inspections can be

performed. Furthermore, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202, I find that the

significance of the deliberate misconduct described above is such

that the public health, safety and interest require that this order

be immediately effective.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 103, 161b, 1611, 182 and 186 of

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's

regulations in 10 CFR 2.202 and 10 CFR 50.5, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED,

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, THAT :
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A. Mr. Douglas D. Preston is prohibited from engaging in

activities licensed by the NRC for five years from the

date of this Order. For the purposes of this Order,

licensed activities include the activities licensed or

regulated by: (l) NRC; (2) an Agreement State, limited

to the Licensee's conduct of activities within NRC

jurisdiction pursuant to 10 CFR 150.20; and (3) an

Agreement State where the licensee is involved in the

distribution of products that are subject to NRC-

jurisdiction.

B. After the five year prohibition has expired as described

in paragraph A above, Mr. Preston shall provide notice to

the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, for

acceptance of any employment in licensed activity for an

additional five year period.

The Regional Administrator, Region III, may, in writing, relax or

rescind any of the above conditions upon demonstration by

Mr. Preston of good cause.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Mr. Preston must, and any other

person adversely affected by this Order may, submit an answer to
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this Order, and may request a hearing within 30 days of the date of

this Order. The answer may consent to this Order. Unless the

answer consents to this Order, the answer shall, in writing and

under oath or affirmation, specifically admit or deny each

allegation or charge made in this Order and shall set forth the

matters of fact and law on which Mr. Preston or other person

adversely affected relies and the reasons as to why the Order

should not have been issued. Any answer or request for a hearing

shall be submitted to the Secretary, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, ATTN: Chief, Docketing and Service Section,

Washington, DC 20555. Copies also shall be sent to the Director,

Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, DC 20555, to the Assistant General Counsel for Hearings

and Enforcement at the same address, to the Regional Administrator,

Region III, U. s. Nuclear Regulatory commission, 801 Warrenville

Road, Lisle, Illinois 60532-4351, and to Mr. Preston, if the answer

or hearing request is by a person other than Mr. Preston. If a

person other than Mr. Preston requests a hearing, that person shall

set forth with particularity the manner in which his interest is

adversely affected by this Order and shall address the criteria set

forth in 10 C7R 2.714(d).

If a hearing is requested by Mr. Preston or a person whose interest

is adversely affected, the Commission will issue an Order

designating the time and place of any hearing. If a hearing is

held, the issue to be considerod at such hearing shall be whether
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this Order should be sustained.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(c)(2)(i), Mr. Preston, or any person

adversely affected by this Order, may in addition to demanding a

hearing, at the time that answer is filed or sooner, move the

presiding officer to set aside the immediate effectiveness of the

order on the ground that the Order, including the need for

immediate effectiveness, is not based on adequate evidence but on

mere suspicion, unfounded allegations, or error.

In the absence of any request for a hearing, the provisions

specified in Section IV above .shall be final 20 days from the date

of this Order without further order or proceedings. AN ANSWER OR

A REQUEST FOR A HEARING SHALL NOT STAY THE IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS

OF THIS ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

J # ^ * ^
f Janes Lieberaan, Director
^•Office of Enforcement

Dated at RocJcville, Maryland
this$tkjl*y of April 1994
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O.C. 206864001

March 3, 1995

Forrest L. Roudebush
(HOME ADDRESS DELETED
UNDER 10 CFR 2.790)

SUBJECT: ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES AND
REQUIRING CERTAIN NOTIFICATION TO NRC

Dear Mr. Roudebush:

The enclosed Order 1s being Issued as the result of an Investigation by the
NRC Office of Investigations (01) and a hearing before the NRC Atomic Safety
and Licensing Board (ASLB) which found that you were responsible for
deliberate violations of NRC requirements while you were the owner and
president of Piping Specialists Incorporated (PSI), also known as PSI
Inspection. The violations are fully described in the Order.

The Order prohibits your involvement 1n NRC-11censed activities for a period
of five years beginning October 17, 1991, the date of the Immediately
Effective Order that suspended the license of PSI. In addition, for a period
of five years after the five year prohibition period, the Order also requires
you to notify the NRC within 20 days of your employment or Involvement in
licensed activities. Pursuant to section 223 of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended, any person who willfully violates, attempts to violate, or
conspires to violate, any provision of this Order is subject to criminal
prosecution as set forth In that section.

You are required to respond to this Order and should follow the Instructions
specified in Section V of the Order when preparing your response. Questions
concerning this Order should be addressed to Ms. Patricia A. Santiago,
Assistant Director for Materials, Office of Enforcement, who can be reached at
(301) 415-3055.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice*, a copy of
this letter with your address removed, and the enclosures will be placed in
the NRC Public Document Room (PDR). To the extent possible, your response
should not Include any personal privacy or proprietary Information so that it
can be placed 1n the PDR without redaction. However, If you find it necessary
to Include such Information, you should clearly Indicate the specific
information that you desire not to be placed 1n the PDR, and provide the legal
basis to support your request for withholding the Information from the public.
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The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Order are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

Thompson.
p y Execut1ve/D1 re&pf for

Nuclear Materials Safety, Safeguards
and Operations Support

Docket No. 030-29626
License No. 24-24826-01

Enclosure:
Order Prohibiting Involvement

1n NRC Licensed Activities
and Requiring Certain Notification
to NRC
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Hatter of )
) IA 95-03

FORREST L. ROUOEBUSH )
Kansas City, Missouri ' )

ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
AND REQUIRING CERTAIN NOTIFICATION TO NRC

I

Mr. Forrest L. Roudebush has been, from its Inception, the owner and president

of Piping Specialists Incorporated (PSI or licensee), also known as PSI

Inspection, which was the holder of Byproduct Material License No. 24-24826-01

Issued by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or Commission) pursuant

to 10 CFR Parts 30 and 34 on March 6, 1987. The license authorized the use of

byproduct material (iridium-192 and cobalt-60) for industrial radiography in

devices approved by the NRC or an Agreement State. The facility where

licensed materials were authorized for storage was located at 1010 East 10th

Street, Kansas City, Missouri. The use of licensed materials was authorized

at temporary job sites anywhere in the United States that the NRC maintains

jurisdiction for regulating the use of licensed materials. On

October 17, 1991, the NRC staff issued an Order Suspending License (Effective

Immediately) to PSI. On April 22, 1992, the NRC staff Issued to PSI an Order

Modifying Order Suspending Licenst (Effective Immediately) and Order Revoking

License. Tlw revocation of the license was upheld by a decision of the NRC

Atonic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB), Piping Sp*c1*11st$, Inc. tnd Forrest

L. Roudebush, LBP 92-25, 36 NRC 156 (1992), which the Commission declined to

review, CLI-92-16, 36 NRC 351 (1992).
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II

NRC Region III Initiated an Inspection of the Licensee on September 4, 1991,

and on September 24, 1991, the NRC Office of Investigations (01) commenced an

Investigation based on Information received on August 29, 1991, that the PSI

radiation safety program was not being conducted In compliance with NRC rules,

regulations, and license conditions. The Inspection and Investigation focused

on the Licensee's compliance with NRC regulations, Including possible willful

violations Involving: (1) false statements to NRC Inspectors and

Investigators; (2) use of unauthorized and/or unqualified radiographer's

assistants while conducting radiography; (3) preparation of false, Inaccurate,

and Incomplete records; (4) failure to provide or use personnel dosimetry

devices while conducting radiography; and (S) failure to survey and post

radiation area boundaries to provide notice of radiation hazards to the public

while performing radiography.

The 01 Investigation was completed on February 21, 1992, and Identified the

following deliberate violations of NRC requirements attributable to Hr.

Roudebush:

A. In violation of 10 CFR 30.9, the PSI Radiation Safety Officer (RSO),

with tlM prior knowledge of Mr. Roudebush, deliberately provided

Incomplete and Inaccurate Information to NRC Inspectors during

Inspections conducted on March 21 and September 17-18, 1991.

Specifically, the RSO presented to the Inspectors the Licensee's

utilization log, records of pocket dosimeter readings, and records of
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surveys of radiographic exposure devices performed at the time of the

storage of the device at the end of the work day. Those records were

neither complete nor accurate because: (1) the records did not document

the Licensee's uses of the radiographic exposure devices which occurred

during periods when the Licensee's personnel dosimetry service was

Interrupted due to the nonpayment of service fees; and (2) the

information 1n the records had not been recorded dally as required, but

instead, had been fabricated en nasse shortly before tht Inspections.

Further, the RSO and Mr. Roudebush knew that the records were Inaccurate

and that the records had been fabricated by the RSO immediately before

the inspections.

B. In violation of 10 CFR 30.9, during an Interview with 01 on October 16,

1991, Mr. Roudebush, under oath, after defining a radiographer's

assistant as one who ". . . handles and operates the enclosure, handle

[sic] and operates the device, handles and operates the survey meter,

takes charge of that dosimeter", denied to an 01 Investigator that he

had performed work as a radiographer's assistant. This statement was

deliberately false because during the NRC Inspection conducted on

September 17-18, 1991, Kr. Roudebush acknowledged that he had attached

tht control cabit and guide tube to a radiographic exposure device and

had exposed and rttracttd tht sourct during radiographic operations.

Mr. Roudebush was not qualified as a radiographer or assistant

radiographer.
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The Investigation found other deliberate violations of NRC requirements, as

well as a number of violations that in the aggregate represented a breakdown

1n the management of the PSI radiation safety program. Those violations are

discussed in the October 17, 1991 Order Suspending License (Effective

Immediately), EA 91-136; and the April 22, 1992 Order Modifying Order

Suspending License (Effective Immediately) and Order Revoking License,

EA 92-054. Those orders discuss why the staff does not have reasonable

assurance that the licensee or Hr. Roudebush would comply with NRC

requirements 1n the future.

The ASLB conducted a hearing from April 28 to May 1, 1992 on the October 17,

1991 Order Suspending License (Effective Immediately) and the April 22, 1992

Order Modifying Order Suspending License (Effective Immediately) and Order

Revoking License.

The ASLB, in Its Final Initial Decision (Revoking License), LBP-92-25, 36 NRC

156 (1992), stated:

We conclude that there have been extensive failures on the part of

PSI and Hr. Roudtbush to comply with NRC regulations. The Board

finds that thf License* has failed to act as a reasonable manager

of Vktnstd activities; failed to detect and correct violations

caused by an eaployet; willfully attempted to conceal violations

from NRC Staff, and given untruthful Information to the Staff

during Its inspections and Investigations. Moreover, we find that
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Mr. Roudebush was untruthful 1n some aspects of his testimony both

during a formal Investigation and this Licensing Board. Id., at

186.

Pursuant to a plea agreement, on August 18, 1994, Hr. Roudebush pled guilty in

the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Missouri to one criminal

count of violating Title 42, United States Code, Sections 2273 and 2201(b) and

(1) (§§161b, 1611, and 223*of the Atomic Energy Act). Specifically, the

agreement describes the nature of the offense as the failure to provide

dosimetry devices to employees. As a result, on December 12, 1994, an amended

judgment was filed whereby Mr. Roudebush was sentenced to two years probation.

The terms of the probation, in part, provide that Mr. Roudebush shall not

apply for or obtain a license for radiography during the probation period.

Ill

Based on the above, the NRC concludes that Forrest L. Roudebush, the owner and

president of PSI, engaged 1n deliberate misconduct that caused the Licensee to

be 1n violation of 10 CFR 30.9, 30.10, and 34.33. Mr. Roudebush deliberately

provided information to NRC Inspectors and Investigators that he knew to be

Incomplete or fMccuratt In some material respect to the NRC, and Mr.

Roudebush was deliberately untruthful during portions of his testimony to the

ASL8, in violation of 10 CFR 30.9 and 30.10. Further, Mr. Roudebush

deliberately failed to provide dosimetry devices to his employees, 1n

violation of 10 CFR 34.33 and 30.10. The NRC must be able to rely on U s

licensees, Including their officers and employees, to comply with NRC
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requirements, Including the requirement to provide Information and to maintain

records that are complete and accurate in all respects material to the NRC.

The deliberate actions of Forrest L. Roudebush in causing the Licensee to

violate 10 CFR 30.9, 30.10, and 34.33, and his misrepresentations to the NRC

have raised serious doubt as to whether he can be relied on to comply with NRC

requirements and to provide complete and accurate Information to the NRC.

Consequently, I lack the requisite reasonable assurance that Forrest L.

Roudebush will conduct licensed activities in compliance with the Commission's,

requirements or that the health and safety of the public will be protected if

Forrest L. Roudebush were permitted at this time to be Involved 1n

NRC-11censed activities. Therefore, the public health, safety and Interest

require that, for a period of five years from October 17, 1991, the date that

the PSI license was suspended by Immediately Effective Order, Forrest

L. Roudebush be prohibited from any Involvement 1n NRC-11censed activities for

either: (1) an NRC licensee, or (2) an Agreement State licensee performing

licensed activities In areas of NRC jurisdiction in accordance with 10 CFR

150.20. In addition, for a period of five years commencing after completion

of the five year period of prohibition, Mr. Roudebush must notify the NRC of

his employMnt or invoivtMnt In NRC-11 censed activities to ensure that the

NRC can Monitor tht status of Mr. Roudebush*s compliance with the Commission's

requirements and his understanding of his cotmitMnt to compliance. If Mr.

Roudebush 1s currently Involved with another licensee in NRC-licensed

activities, Hr. Roudebush must Immediately cease such activities, and Inform

the NRC of the nans, address and telephone number of the employer, and provide

a copy of this ordtr to the employer.
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IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 81, 161b, 1611, 182 and 186 of the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's regulations 1n

10 CFR 2.202, 10 CFR 30.10, and 10 CFR 150.20, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT: ,

1. Forrest L. Roudebush 1s prohibited until October 17, 1996 from

engaging 1n any NRC-11censed activities. NRC-Iicensed activities

are those activities that are conducted pursuant to a specific or

general license Issued by the NRC, Including, but not limited to,

those activities of Agreement State licensees conducted pursuant

to the authority granted by 10 CFR 150.20.

2. For a period of five years, beginning October 17, 1996, after the

five-year period of prohibition has expired, Forrest L. Roudebush shall,

within 20 days of his acceptance of each employment offer Involving

NRC-11censed activities or his becoming Involved in NRC-11censed

activities, as defined In Paragraph IV.1 above, provide notice to the

Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, 0?C. 20555, of tht name, address, and telephone number of

tht aploytr or tht entity whera ht Is, or will be, Involved 1n the

NRC-11censed activities. In tho first such notification, Forrest L.

Roudebush shall Include a statement of his commitment to compliance with

regulatory requirements and tht basis why tht Commission should have

confidence that ht will now comply with applicable NRC requirements.
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3. If Forrest L. Roudebush 1s currently Involved with any NRC licensee or

Agreement State licensee engaging in NRC-licensed activities, then

Forrest L. Roudebush must, as of the effective date of this Order, cease

such activities and Inform the NRC of the name, address and telephone

number of the licensee, and provide a copy of this Order to the

licensee.

The Director, Office of Enforcement, may, in writing, relax or rescind any of

the above conditions upon demonstration by Mr. Roudebush of good cause.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Forrest L. Roudebush must, and any other

person adversely affected by this Order may, submit an answer to this Order,

and may request a hearing on this Order, within 20 days of the date of this

Order. The answer may consent to this Order. Unless the answer consents to

this Order, the answer shall, In writing and under oath or affirmation,

specifically admit or deny each allegation or charge made 1n this Order and

shall set forth the Batters of fact and law on which Mr. Roudebush or other

person adversely ifftcttd relies and the reasons as to why the Order should

not havt bttn Issued. Any answer or request for a hearing shall be submitted

to the Secrttiry, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com1ss1on, Attn: Chief, Docketing

and Service Section, Washington, DC 20555. Copies also shall be sent to the

Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, DC 20555, to the Assistant General Counsel for Hearings and

Enforcement at the S U M address, and to the Regional Administrator, NRC
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Region III, 801 Warrenviile Road, Lisle, Illinois 60532-4531 If the answer or

hearing request 1s by a person other than Hr. Roudebush. If a person other

than Mr. Roudebush requests a hearing, that person shall set forth with

particularity the manner In which his or her Interest 1s adversely affected by

this Order and shall address the criteria set forth In 10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing 1s requested by Hr. Roudebush or a person whose Interest 1s

adversely affected, the Commission will Issue an Order designating the time

and place of any hearing. If a hearing 1s held, the Issue to be considered at

such hearing shall be whether, on the basis of the matters described 1n: (1)

this Order; (2) EA 91-136; (3) EA 92-054; and (4) LBP-92-25, 36 NRC 156

(1992), this Order should be sustained.

In the absence of any request for hearing, the provisions specified 1n Section

IV above shall be final 20 days from the date of this Order without further

order or proceedings.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

HughA. Thomson.
Deputy ExccutivrDiraCor for
Nuclear Materials Safety, Safeguards

and Operations Support

Dated at Rpckviiit, Maryland
this ^^voQtjf of March 1995
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20SS5-0001 '

JUN 0 3 m "• '1

Docket No. 030-19747
License No. 52-21082-01 (expired)
IA 94-013

Guiilenoo Velasquez, M.D.
959 Americo Miranda
Reparto MetropolUano

(Rio Picdras) San Juan, PR 00921

Dear Dr. Velasquez:

SUBJECT: CONFIRMATORY ORDER
This 1s In reference to the Order to Transfer Byproduct Material to an '
Authorized Recipient (Effective Immediately) and Demand for Information Issued
by the NRC on July 21, 1993, your Answer to the Demand for Information dated
September 13, 1993, and a completed NRC Form 314 dated January 24 1994,
notifying the NRC of the transfer of all licensed material previously In your
possession to an authorized recipient.

In your sworn response to the Demand for Information, you stated that you did..
not Intend to perform any licensed activities either personally or on behalf
of anyone else 1n the future. In a telephone conversation between Mr. Charles
M. Hosey of the NRC Region II office and yourself on June 2, 1994, you agreed
to the Issuance of an order that would confirm that you would not participate
In activities licensed by the NRC for a period of three years and would
contain a requirement to notify the NRC the first time (1f any) you engage 1n
licensed activities thereafter. Based on these representations, we are
Issuing the enclosed Confirmatory Order.

In addition to the Confirmatory Order, we are enclosing Amendment 2 to your
license which formally terminates your license.

Questions concerning the Order may be addressed to Ms. Patricia Santiago,
Assistant Director for Materials, Office of Enforcement, at telephone number
(301) 504-3055.
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In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of
this Tetter, its enclosures, and your response will be placed in the NRC's
Public Document Room.

Sincerely,

'JanJanes Hebenun, Director
Office of Enforcement

Enclosures:
1. Confirmatory Order
2. License Aaendaent No. 2

cc w/encls:
Coononweaith of Puerto Rico
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of

GUILLERMO VELASQUEZ, M.D. ) Docket No. 030-19747
San Juan, Puerto Rico ) License No. 52-21082-01

) IA 94-013

CONFIRMATORY ORDER

I

Guillermo Velasquez, M.D. (Licensee) 1s the_holder of expired Byproduct

Materials License No. 52-21082-01 (license) Issued by the Nuclear Regulatory

Com1ss1on (NRC or Coaaission) pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 30 and 35 on

September 3, 1982. The license authorized the use of stront1um-90 for

ophthalmic radiotherapy 1n accordance with the conditions specified therein.

The license was renewed 1n its entirety on August 21, 1987, and expired on

August 31, 1992. The byproduct material remained 1n the possession of the

Licensee until 1t was transferred to an authorized recipient on January 7,

1994 pursuant to an NRC Order to Transfer Byproduct Material to an Authorized

Recipient (Effective Immediately) and Demand for Information Issued July 21,

1993.

II

The License* did not submit an application for renewal of the license prior to

U s expiration, as required by 10 CFR 30.37, nor did the Licensee notify the

Commission In writing, pursuant to 10 CFR 30.36, of a decision not to renew

the license. Therefore, on September 11, 1992, NRC Region II Issued a Notice

of Violation (Notice) to the License* for failure to request renewal prior to

expiration of the license or to file a notice of non-renewal or transfer of
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the byproduct material. The letter forwarding the Notice directed the

Licensee to place the strontium-90 in storage and to discontinue use of the

material until he obtained a new NRC license. In the alternative, the

Licensee was directed to transfer the Material to an authorized recipient if

adequate storage was not available, or to subait an NRC Fora 314 to the NRC if

the Licensee chose to dispose of the byproduct material. During a December 4,

1992 telephone conversation between a Region II Inspector and the Licensee,

the Licensee stated that tht sourct was locked 1n storage and that tht

Licensee had not used the sourct. Tht Licensee responded to tht Notice on

December 4, 1992, by requesting renewal of the lictnst. Because the Licensee

failed to provide tht appropriatt licensing ftt, no action was taken by tht

NRC to renew tht lictnst and tht Lictnstt was notified.

Tht NRC performed a routint Inspection of tht Licensee's facility In Rio

Piedras, Puerto R1co on February 24, 1993. One purpost of this Inspection was

to determine tht status of tht strontium-90 sourct. Tht inspection revealed

that tht Lictnstt had continued to ust tht Material (1) after expiration of

the license; (2) afttr receipt of tht NRC Ittttr and Notice dated September

11, 1992, which directed tht Lictnstt to piact tht Material In storagt and to

discontinue ust of tht mattrtal until a ntw lictnst was obtained; and (3)

afttr tht Otctabtr 4, 1992 ttltphont conversation with tht Region II Inspector

when tht Inspector txpiaintd that tht sourct could not bt used and tht

Licensee had stated tht sourct was 1n locked storagt and not being used.

In April and Hay 1993, tht NRC Offlet of Investigations conducted an

investigation of tht circuistancts surrounding tht Lictnstt's appartnt use of
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the source after the license had expired and after receiving notification from

the NRC to discontinue use of the material until a new license was obtained.

As a result of this Investigation, 1t was determined that on 20 occasions,

•between October 9, 1992, and February 19, 1993, the Licensee, with the full

understanding that use of the source was prohibited, deliberately used the

stront1um-90 source for patient ophthalmic radiotherapy, 1n violation of 10

CFR 30.3. In addition, the investigation confined that the Licensee

deliberately provided false Information to the NRC Inspector during the

December 4, 1992 telephone conversation and during the Inspection conducted at

the Licensee's facility on February 24, 1993. Specifically, the Licensee told

the NRC Inspector that the stront1iun90 source had not been used for

ophthalmic radiotherapy since receipt of the Notice which was Issued on

September 11, 1992, when In fact the Licensee had used the stront1um-90 source

at least 20 times between October 9, 1992 and February 19, 1993, which was as

recently as five days before the Inspection. This deliberate submission of

materially false Information constitutes violations of 10 CFR 30.9 and 30.10.

Ill

Based on the NRC Inspection and the subsequent Investigation, the NRC

determined that the Licensee, by continuing to use licensed material after

being notified of tht expiration of the license which authorized that use and

by deliberately providing false Information to an NRC Inspector, had

demonstrated an unwillingness to comply with Commission requirements. The

Commission must be able to rely on Mt licensees to provide complete and

accurate Information. Willful violations are of particular concern to the
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Coaaission because they undermine the Coanission's reasonable assurance that

licensed activities are being conducted In accordance with NRC requirements.

Therefore, on July 21, 1993, the NRC Issued an Order to the Licensee requiring

the transfer of the strontiua-90 source to an authorized recipient within 45

days of the date of the Order. The NRC also Issued a Demand for Information

with the Order requiring the Licensee to submit a written statement, under

oath or affirmation, stating why the NRC should have confidence that 1n the

future the Licensee would comply with NRC requirements or provide complete and

accurate Information to the NRC.

The Licensee responded to the Order In letters dated September 7 and 13, 1993,

and in telephone conversations with the NRC Region II staff on September 10

and 20, 1993. During these communications, the Licensee Indicated that he was

making a good faith effort to transfer the byproduct material to an authorized

recipient. Based on this good faith effort, the NRC by letter dated

October IS, 1993, extended the stront1um-90 transfer date to December 6, 1993.

On January 24, 1994, the Licensee submitted a completed NRC Form 314 notifying

the NRC that the stront1um-90 source had been transferred to an authorized

recipient and provided tht documentation required by the Order to demonstrate

that the source was ttsted for leakage prior to the transfer and that the

transfer had taken piact.

On September 13, 1993, tht Licensee responded to the Demand for Information

Indicating that he did not Intend to perform licensed activities or to use the

strontiua-90 source 1n his possession, or ont 1n anyont else's possession.

Further, 1n a telephone conversation on June 2, 1994, with Mr. Charles H.
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Hosey of the NRC Region II office, Or. Velasquez agreed to the provisions and

to the Issuance of this Confirmatory Order. I find that the Licensee's

connitinents as set forth 1n that conversation are acceptable and necessary and

conclude that with these coaaitaents the public health and safety are

reasonably assured. In view of the foregoing, I have determined that the

public health and safety require that the Licensee's coearitaents 1n the

telephone call of June 2, 1994 be confined-by this Order.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to Sections 81, 161b, 1611, 161o, 182 and 186 of the

Atoaic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the emission's regulations at

10 CFR 2.202 and 10 CFR Parts 30 and 35, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:

1. For a period of three years froa the date of this Confirmatory Order,

Guillenw Velasquez, N.D., shall not supervise or engage 1n any way in

NRC-Hcensed activities. NRC-Hcensed activities are those activities

which are conducted pursuant to a specific or general license Issued by

the NRC, Including, but not Halted to, those activities of Agreement

Statt licensees conducted pursuant to the authority granted by 10 CFR

150.20.

2. For a period of three years froa the date of this Order, Dr. Velasquez

shall provide a copy of this Order to any prospective eaployer who

engages In NRC-11censed activities (as defined In 1. above) prior to his

acceptance of eapioyaent with such prospective eaployer. The purpose of
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this requirement 1s to ensure that the enployer 1s aware of

Or. Velasquez' prohibition fron engaging in NRC-11censed activities.

3. The first tiM Guillen*) Velasquez, M.D., 1s employed in NRC licensed

activities following the three year prohibition, he shall notify the

Regional Administrator, NRC Region II, 101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite

2900, Atlanta, Georgia 30323, prior to engaging 1n NRC licensed

activities Including activities under an Agreeaent State license when

activities under that license aro conducted In areas of NRC jurisdiction

pursuant to 10 CFR 150.20. The notice shall Include the name, address,

and telephone number of the NRC or Agreeaent State licensee and the

location where licensed act1v1t1as will be performed.

The Regional Administrator, NRC Region II, may, 1n writing, relax or rescind

any of the above conditions upon a showing by the Licensee of good cause.

Any person adversely affected by this Confirmatory Order, other than the

Licensee, may request a hearing within 20 days of the date of U s Issuance.

Any request for a hearing shall be submitted to the Secretary, U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Chief, Docketing and Service Section, Washington,

O.C. 20SSS. Copies shall be sent to the Oirector, Office of Enforcement,

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comiission, Washington, D.C. 20555, to the Assistant

General Counsel for Hearings and Enforcement at same address, and to the

Regional Administrator, NRC Region II, 101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900,
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Atlanta, Georgia 30323 and to the Licensee. If such a person requests a

hearing, that person shall set forth with particularity the manner In which

his Interest Is adversely affected by this Order and shall address the

criteria set forth 1n 10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing 1s requested by a person whose Interest Is adversely affected,

the Com1ss1on will Issue an Order designating tht t1at and place of any

hearing. If a hearing Is held, the Issue to bt considered at such hearing

shall bt whtther this Confirmatory Order should bt sustained.

In the absence of any request for hearing, tht provisions specified 1n Section

V above shall bt final 20 days froa tht datt of this Ordtr without furthtr

order or proceedings.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

sfar ^ bWy
/vaats Litbtnun, Director

Cffict of Enforcement

J
Oated at Rockville, Maryland
this ,„< day of June 1994
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20555-0001

* * * * * * I M

APR 2 f 1994
Docket No. 55-30849
License No. SOP-30516-01
IA 94-006

Mr. David Tang Wee
[Home Address Deleted
Under 10 CFR 2.790]

Dear Mr. Tang Wee:

SUBJECT: ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED
ACTIVITIES (EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 50-237/92033; 50-249/92033;
NRC INVESTIGATION REPORT NO. 3-92-055R)

The enclosed Order is being issued as a consequence of events,
which occurred during operation of the Dresden Nuclear Station
Unit 2 on September 13, 1992 and in violation of Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC or Commission) regulations and of the
Dresden Technical Specifications. The NRC conducted an
inspection and an investigation of the event. The investigation
by the NRC's office of Investigations (01) concluded that on
September 18, 1992 you deliberately violated or caused violations
of NRC requirements and the Dresden Technical Specifications. A
copy of the synopsis of the OI report was forwarded to you by
letter dated November 4, 1993. An enforcement conference was
held with you on November 17, 1993.

On September 18, 1992, a rod mispositioning event occurred when a
Nuclear Station Operator (NSO) moved a control rod out of
sequence during your shift as the Station Control Room Engineer
(SCRE). The error was noticed by a Qualified Nuclear Engineer
(QNE). The NSO continued to move control rods in violation of
station procedures, at the QNE's direction and without your
knowledge or authorisation, after which the QNE informed you of
the mispositioned rod. Subsequently, you, the NSO, the QNE, and
the two nuclear engineers in training who were present during the
incident, agreed not to tell anyone else about the mispositioned
rod incident, hm a result, neither the mispositioned rod nor the
subsequent deviation froa the planned control rod pattern were
documented in the control rooa log, a Dresden Fora 14-14C was
falsified, and Commonwealth Edison Company (CECo) management was
not informed of the incident. The 01 investigation also
concluded, based on the testimony of three other individuals
involved in the September 18, 1992 incident, that you
deliberately provided inaccurate information to NRC investigators
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Mr. Davis Tang We* - 2 -

during your transcribed interview on December 1, 1992 when you
denied making a statement to the effect that the information
about the mispositioned control rod should not leave the control
room.

Your actions in connection with the attempt to conceal the
September 18, 1992 event caused CECo to be in violation of its
license conditions, including technical specifications and
administrative procedures, and constituted a violation of 10 CFR
50.5(a), "Deliberate Misconduct**. Furthermore, your provision of
inaccurate information which was material to NRC investigators
constituted a violation of 10 CFR 55.9, "Completeness and
Accuracy of Information11.

NRC does not have the requisite reasonable assurance that
licensed activities will be properly conducted in accordance with
regulatory requirements, including the requirement to provide
information that is complete and accurate in all material
respects, with you involved in licensed activities.
Consequently, after consultation with the Commission, I have -been
authorized to issue the enclosed Order Prohibiting Involvement in
NRC-Licensed Activities (Effective Immediately). Failure to
comply with the provisions of this Order may result in civil or
criminal sanctions.

Questions concerning the enclosed Order may be addressed to James
Lieberman, Director, Office of Enforcement. Mr. Lieberman can be
reached at telephone number (301) 504-2741.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice,"
a copy of this letter and the enclosure with your home address
removed will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

Sincerely,

L. Milhoan
puty Executive Director

Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
Regional Operations and Research

Enclosure:
order Prohibiting Involvement

in NRC-Licensed Activities
(Effective Immediately)

cc w/enclosure: See Next Page
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of ) Docket No. 55-30849
David Tang Wee ) License No. SOP-30516-oi
Tinley Park, Illinois ) IA 94-006

ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN
NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

Mr. David Tang Wee (Licensee) held Senior Reactor Operator's

License No. SOP-30516-01 (License), issued by the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC or Commission) on August 14, 1985.

Mr. Tang Wee was employed by Commonwealth Edison Company (CECo)

between June 22, 1981 until his employment was terminated by CECO

on December 2, 1992, an action which terminated license SOP-

30516-01. The Licensee most recently held the position of

Station Control Room Engineer (SCRE) with responsibilities

involving compliance with NRC requirements for the operation of a

nuclear power plant. CECo holds Facility Licenses DPR-19 and

DPR-25 issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or

Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50. These licenses authorize

CECo to operate the Dresden Nuclear Station Units 2 and 3 located

near Morris, Illinois.

II

On November 24, 1992, CECo notified the NRC that CECo senior

managers had just becoae aware of an incident that had occurred

on September 18, 1992 when Unit 2 was operating at 75% power. A

Nuclear Station operator (NSO), who was a licensed reactor
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operator, incorrectly positioned control rod H-i while

repositioning control rods to change localized power levels

within the reactor core, and the event was concealed from CECo

management. Both CECo and the NRC initiated investigations of

the incident.

On September 18, 1992, the NSO erroneously moved control rod H-i

from Position 48 (fully withdrawn) to Position 36. A Qualified

Nuclear Engineer (QNE) and two individuals in training to become

"qualified" nuclear engineers were in the control room when the

QNE recognized the NSO's error. The QNE informed the NSO of the

error. The NSO failed to insert the mispositioned rod to

Position 00 and continued to move other control rods at the

direction of the QNE. The QNE then informed Mr. Tang Wee, the

Station Control Rooa Engineer on duty, of the mispositioned rod.

Later, Mr. Tang Wee spoke with the NSO and the three nuclear

engineers and they all agreed that they would not discuss the

incident with anyone else. As a result, neither the

mispositioned rod nor the subsequent deviation from the planned

control rod pattern were documented in the control room log, a

Dresden Fora 14-14C was falsified, and CECo management was not

informed of the incident.

The NRC licenses individuals pursuant to 10 CFR Part 55,

'•Operators' Licenses," to manipulate the controls of an

utilization facility. The operator license requires the
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individual to observe all applicable rules, regulations and

orders of the Commission, including the operating procedures and

other conditions specified in the facility license.

Dresden Technical Specification 6.2.A.1 stated that applicable

procedures recommended in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33,

Revision 2 dated February 1978, shall be established;

implemented, and maintained. Regulatory Guide 1.33 Appendix

A.l.c included administrative procedures, general plant operating

procedures, and procedures for startup, operation, and shutdown

of safety related systems.

Dresden Operating Abnormal Procedure (DOA) 300-12, "Mispositioned

Control Rod,1* Revision 2, dated November 1991, section D

"Subsequent Operator Actions,1* step 2, required, in part, that if

a single control rod was inserted greater than one even notch

from its in-sequence position and reactor power was greater than

20%, then the mispositioned rod must be continuously inserted to

position 00. Section 0.5 required, in part, that the NSO record

any mispositioned control rod in the Unit log book.

Dresden Administrative Procedure, (DAP) 07-29, "Reactivity

Management Controls," Revision 0, section F.l.g required, in

part, that the station control room engineer (SCRE) communicate

to the NSO the requirements for procedural adherence.
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Drasdan Administrative Procadura, (DAP) 07-01, "Operations

Department Organization", Saction B.5.e., requires in part that

tha SCRE report any abnormal operating conditions to the Shift

Engineer.

These procedures were not followed. Specifically/ Mr. Tang Wee

did not communicate to the NSO requirements for procedural

adherence concerning the NSO's duty to record the mispositioning

incident in the unit control room log, and did not report the

mispositioning incident to the Shift Engineer. Instead, Mr. Tang

Wee agreed with the NSO, the QNE and two nuclear engineers in

training that they would not discuss the incident with anyone

else.

Based on the NRC office of Investigations (01) investigation of

this matter (01 Report No. 3-92-055R), I conclude that Mr. Tang

Wee, along with tha NSO, tha QNE and two nuclear engineers in

training, deliberately attempted to conceal tha mispositionad

control rod event by failing to document and report the incident

as required by plant procedures. In furtherance of this

agreement, Mr* Tang Wee deliberately caused CECo to be in

violation of Dresden Technical Specification 6.2.A.1; DAP 07-29,

Revision 0, Section F.l.g; and DAP 07-01, Section B.5.e, by

failing to comaunicate to tha NSO the requirement to record the

mispositioned rod event in the control room log and by failing to

report the event to the Shift Engineer.
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Further, in a transcribed sworn statement on December 1, 1992,

Mr. Tang We* stated that he did not have a reason to make, and

did not believe he made, a statement to the effect that

information about the mispositioned control rod should not leave

the control room. Based on the transcribed testimony of three

individuals who were present during the incident that Mr. Tang

Wee had made a statement to them to. the effect that information

about the mispositioned control rod should not leave the control

room, and that all five individuals had agreed not to discuss the

event with anyone else, I conclude that Mr. Tang Wee's testimony

to the contrary constituted the deliberate provision of

inaccurate information material to the NRC in violation of 10 CFR

55.9, "Completeness and Accuracy of Information."

Ill

Based on the above, Mr. Tang Wee, an employee of CECo at the tine

of the event, engaged in deliberate misconduct which caused CECo

to be in violation of its licenso conditions and which

constitutes a violation of 10 CFR 50.5. Further, Mr. Tang Wee, a

licensed senior reactor operator at the time of the event,

deliberately provided to NRC invostigators information which he

knew to be inaccurate in some reopect material to the NRC, in

violation of 10 CFR 55.9.
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The NRC oust be able to rely on its licensees and their

employees, especially NRC-licensed operators, to comply with NRC

requirements, including the requirement to provide information

and maintain records that are complete and accurate in all

material respects. Mr. Tang Wee's action in causing CECo to

violate its license conditions and his misrepresentations to the

NRC have raised serious doubt as to" whether he can be relied upon

to comply with NRC requirements applicable to licensed facilities

and licensed individuals and to provide complete and accurate

information to the NRC. Mr. Tang Wee's deliberate misconduct

that caused CECo to violate Commission requirements, and his

false statements to Commission officials, cannot and will not be

tolerated.

Consequently, I lack the requisite reasonable assurance that

licensed activities can be conducted in compliance with the

Commission's requirements and that the health and safety of the ,

public will be protected, if Mr. Tang Wee were permitted at this

time to be engaged in the performance of NRC-licensed and

regulated activities. Therefore, the public health, safety and

interest require that Mr. Tang Wee be prohibited from being

involved in any NRC-licansed activities for three years from the

date of this Order. In addition, for the same period,

Mr. Tang wee is required to give notice of this Order to any

prospective employer engaged in NRC-licensed activities as

described in Section IV, Paragraph B, below, from whom he seeks
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employment in non-licensed activities in order to ensure that

such employer is aware of Mr. Tang Wee's previous history. For

five years from the date of the Order, Mr. Tang Wee is also

required to notify the NRC of his employment by any person

engaged in licensed activities, as described in Section IV,

Paragraph B, below, so that appropriate inspections can be

performed. Furthermore, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202, I find that

the significance of the conduct described above is such that the

public health, safety and interest require that this Order be

immediately effective.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 103, 107, 161b, I6li, I6lo, 182

and 186 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the

Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 2.202, 10 CFR 50.5, and 10 CFR

55.61, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, THAT:

A. Mr. Tang Wee is prohibited for three years from the

date of this Order from engaging in activities licensed

by the NRC.

B. Should Mr. Tang Wee seek employment in non-licensed

activities with any person engaged in NRC-licensed

activities in the three years from the date of this

Order, Mr. Tang Wee shall provide a copy of this Order
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to such person at the time Mr. Tang Wee is soliciting

or negotiating employment so that the person is aware

of the Order prior to making an employment decision.

For the purposes of this Order, licensed activities

include the activities of: (1) an NRC licensee; (2) an

Agreement State licensee conducting licensed activities

in NRC jurisdiction pursuant to 10 CFR 150.20; and (3)

an Agreement State licensee involved in the

distribution of products that are subject to NRC

jurisdiction.

C. For three years from the date of this Order,

Mr. Tang Wee shall provide notice to the Director,

Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Washington, DC 20555, of the name,

address, and telephone number of the employer, within

72 hours of his acceptance of an employment offer

involving non-licensed activities from an employer

engaged in NRC-licensed activities, as described in

Paragraph IV.B, above.

D. After the three year prohibition has expired as

described in Paragraphs IV.A and B, above, Mr. Tang wee

shall provide notice to the Director, Office of

Enforcement, of acceptance of any employment in NRC-

licensed activity for an additional two year period.
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The Director, Office of Enforcement nay, in writing, relax or

rescind any of the above conditions upon demon'stration by Mr.

Tang Wee of good cause. .

In accordance with 10'CFR 2.202, Mr. Tang Wee must, and any other

person adversely affected by this Order may, submit an answer to

this Order, and may request a hearing within 30 days of the date

of this Order. The answer may consent to this Order. Unless the

answer consents to this Order, the answer shall, in writing and

under oath or affirmation, specifically admit or deny each

allegation or charge made in this Order and shall set forth the

matters of fact and law on which Mr. Tang Wee or other person

adversely affected relies and the reasons as to why the Order

should not have been issued. Any answer or request for a hearing

shall be submitted to the Secretary, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, ATTN: Chief, Docketing and Service Section,

Washington, DC 20555. Copies also shall be sent to the

Director, Office of Enforcement, U. s. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Washington, DC 20555; to the Assistant General

Counsel for Bearings and Enforcement at the same address; to the

Regional Adainistrator, Region III, U. s. Nuclear Regulatory

commission, 801 Warrenville Road, Lisle, Illinois 60532-4351; and

to Mr. Tang Wee, if the answer or hearing request is by a person

other than Mr. Tang Wee. If a person other than Mr. Tang wee
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requests a hearing, that person shall set forth with

particularity the manner in which his interest is adversely

affected by this Order and shall address the criteria set forth

in 10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing is requested by Mr. Tang Wee or a person whose

interest is adversely 'affected, the'commission will issue an

Order designating the time and place of any hearing. If a

hearing is held, the issue to be considered at such hearing shall

be whether this Order should be sustained.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(c)(2)(i), Mr. Tang Wee, or any person

adversely affected by this Order, may in addition to demanding a

hearing, at the time that answer is filed or sooner, move the

presiding officer to set aside the immediate effectiveness of the

order on the ground that the Order, including the need for

immediate effectiveness, is not based on adequate evidence but on

mere suspicion, unfounded allegations, or error.

In the absence of any request for a hearing, the provisions

specified in Section IV above shall be final 20 days from the

date of this Order without further order or proceedings. AN
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ANSWER OR A REQUEST FOR A HEARING SHALL NOT STAY THE IMMEDIATE

EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

.0
aaes L. Milhoan
Deputy Executive Director

for Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
Regional Operations and Research

Dated'at. Rockville, Maryland
this<*rrday of April 1994
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O.C. 206SS-0001

December 12, 1994

IA 94-035

Mr. Rex Allen Werts
(Address deleted
under 10 CFR 2.790)

SUBJECT: ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
AND UNESCORTED ACCESS (EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)
01 INVESTIGATION REPORT SYNOPSIS (2-93-052R)

Dear Mr. Werts:

The enclosed Order Prohibiting Involvement 1n NRC-L1censed Activities and
Unescorted Access (Effectively Immediately) 1s being Issued as a consequence
of the deliberate false statements you made on an application for access
authorization at the Carolina Power and Light Company's (Licensee) Brunswick
Nuclear Plant. On or about March 11, 1993, you used an alias on your access
authorization application and Indicated on the application that you had not
been arrested or convicted of any criminal offense. As a result of your
deliberate false statements, you were granted unescorted access to the
Brunswick Nuclear Plant on March 24, 1993. The Licensee subsequently learned
of your use of an alias and that you had been arrested and convicted several
times for crimes and were Incarcerated for some of those offenses. A licensee
supervisor Interviewed you about your application, at which time you admitted
that you had submitted false Information on your application.

10 CFR 50.5(a)(2), "Deliberate misconduct," prohibits an employee of an NRC
licensee or licensee contractor from deliberately submitting Information to
the licensee or licensee contractor that the employee knows to be Incomplete
or Inaccurate 1n some respect material to the NRC. 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C,
"General Statement of Policy and Procedures for NRC Enforcement Actions," in
particular Section VIII, "Enforcement Action Involving Individuals," provides
guidance and considerations for enforcement sanctions against Individuals who
deliberately violate NRC requirements.

The NRC Office of Investigations (01) conducted an Investigation (2-93-052R)
to determine whether you committed a willful violation 1n connection with your
making falst statements regarding your criminal background. The 01
Investigation concluded that you had deliberately provided false Information
concerning your criminal arrest and conviction record 1n order to gain
unescorted access to the site protected area. By letter dated September 14,
1994, the NRC attempted to provide you with a copy of the 01 Investigation
synopsis and afford you an opportunity for an enforcement conference prior to
making a final decision regarding escalated enforcement action 1n your case.
The letter has been returned by the post office as undeliverable and we have
been unable to locate you. A copy of the September 14, 1994, letter with the
01 synopsis attached Is enclosed (Enclosure 1). If attempts to deliver this
letter and the enclosed Order are not successful, 1t will not delay the
effective date of the enclosed Order nor the placement of this letter and
enclosed Order 1n the Public Document Room.
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The false Information you provided regarding your criminal history on the
March 11, 1993 access authorization application 1s a violation of 10 CFR 50.5,
"Deliberate misconduct." Such conduct 1s unacceptable to the NRC. Therefore,
after consultation with the Commission, I have been authorized to Issue the
enclosed Order Prohibiting Involvement 1n NRC-Ucensed Activities and
Unescorted Access (Effective Immediately). Pursuant to section 223 of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, any person who willfully violates,
attempts to violate, or conspires to violate, any provision of this Order
shall be subject to criminal prosecution as set forth in that section.

You are required to provide a response to this Order and should do so within
20 days. Questions concerning the Order may be addressed to James Ueberman,
Director, Office of Enforcement. Mr. Ueberman can be reached at telephone
number (301) 504-2741.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter with your home address removed, U s enclosures and any response
will be placed 1n the NRC's Public Document Room (PDR). To the extent
possible, your response should not Include any personal privacy, proprietary,
or safeguards Information so that it can be placed 1n the PDR without
redaction. However, 1f you find it necessary to Include such Information-, you
should clearly Indicate the specific Information that you desire not to be
placed 1n the PDR, and provide the legal basis to support your request for
withholding the Information from the public.

Sincerely,

/tames L. Hilhoan
Vjleputy Executive Director for

Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
Regional Operations and Research

Enclosures: 1. September 14, 1994 letter with 01 synopsis
2. Order Prohibiting Involvement 1n NRC-L1censed

Activities and Unescorted Access (Effective Immediately)

cc w/encis: (Set next pagt)
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of )

REX ALLEN WERTS ) IA 94-035
(Also Known As: )
MICHAEL ALLEN HUNTER) )

ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN
NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES AND UNESCORTED ACCESS

(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

I

Mr. Rex Allen Werts (Also Known As: Michael Allen Hunter) was employed by

Power Plant Maintenance, Inc., (PPM) a contractor of the Carolina Power and

Light Company (CP&L or Licensee), from March 24, 1993 until his unescorted

access was revoked on July 26, 1993. Licensee 1s the holder of License Nos.

DPR-62 and DPR-71 Issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or

Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50 on December 27, 1974 and November 12,

1976, respectively. The licenses authorize the operation of the Brunswick

Nuclear Plant in accordance with the conditions specified therein. The

facility 1s located on the Licensee's site in Southport, North Carolina.

II

On March 24, 1993, Hr. Herts was granted unescorted access to the Brunswick

Nuclear Plant, based 1n part on representations he made on an access

authorization application, dated March 11, 1993, which he submitted to Power

Plant Maintenance, Inc., (PPM), a contractor of the Licensee. In the

application, Mr. Werts falsely represented himself as Michael Allen Hunter and

stated that he had not been arrested or convicted of any criminal offense. In

addition, Mr. Werts failed to correct that Information after he was granted

unescorted access and continued to hold that status on the basis of his false
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identity. The Licensee submitted fingerprint cards completed by Mr. Werts to

the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and subsequently was informed that

Mr. Werts (alias Mr. Hunter) had a record of arrests, convictions, and

imprisonments prior to 1990.

Ill

Based on the above, Mr. Werts engaged in deliberate misconduct in violation of

10 CFR 50.5(a)(2) which prohibits any employee of a licensee or licensee

contractor from deliberately submitting to the licensee or licensee's

contractor information the employee knows to be Incomplete or inaccurate in

some respect material to the NRC. Information concerning an individual's

true identity and criminal history is material in that it 1s used by the

Licensee to make determinations relative to the grant or denial of access

authorization. If the Licensee had been given accurate Information regarding

Mr. Werts' criminal record, the Licensee would not have granted unescorted

access to Mr. Werts.

The NRC must be able to rely on the Licensee, Its contractors, and licensee

and contractor employees to comply with NRC requirements, Including the

requirement to- provide information that 1s complete and accurate in all

material respects. Mr. Werts' actions have raised serious concerns as to

whether ht can b« relied upon to comply with NRC requirements and to provide

complete and accurate Information to the NRC or to NRC licensees 1n the

future.

Consequently, I lack the requisite reasonable assurance that nuclear safety

activities can be conducted in compliance with the Commission's requirements
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and that the health and safety of the public would be protected if Mr. Werts

were permitted at this time to be involved in the performance of licensed

activities or were permitted unescorted access to protected or vital areas of

NRC-licensed facilities. Therefore, the public health, safety and interest

require that Mr. Werts be prohibited from being involved In the performance of

activities licensed by the NRC and be prohibited from obtaining unescorted

access for a period of three years from the-date of this Order. For a period

of five years from the date of this Order, Mr. Werts 1s required to inform the

NRC of his acceptance of employment with any employer whose operations he

knows or has reason to believe involve NRC-licensed activities. Furthermore,

pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202, I find that the significance of the deliberate '

misconduct described above Is such that the public health, safety and interest

require that this Order be immediately effective.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 103, 161b, 1611, 182 and 186 of the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's regulations in

10 CFR 2.202, 10 CFR SO.5, and 10 CFR 150.20, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, EFFECTIVE

IMMEDIATELY, THAT:

A. For a three-year period from the date of this Order, Mr. Rex Allen

Werts 1s prohibited from engaging in activities licensed by the

NRC and 1s prohibited from obtaining unescorted access to

protected and vital areas of facilities licensed by the NRC. For

the purposes of this Order, licensed activities Include the
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activities licensed or regulated by: (1) NRC; (2) an Agreement

State, limited to the Licensee's conduct of activities within NRC

jurisdiction pursuant to 10 CFR 150.20; and (3) an Agreement State

where the l.icensee is involved in the distribution of products

that are subject to NRC jurisdiction.

B. For a five-year period from the date of this Order, Mr. Herts is

required to provide notice to the Director, Office of Enforcement,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, of his

acceptance of employment with any employer whose operations he

knows or has reason to believe involve NRC-11censed activities.

The Director, Office of Enforcement, may, 1n writing, relax or rescind any of

the above conditions upon demonstration by Mr. Werts of good cause.

V

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Mr. Werts must, and any other person

adversely affected by this Order may, submit an answer to this Order, and may

request a hearing on this Order, within 20 days of the date of this Order.

The answer nay consent to this Order. Unless the answer consents to this

Order, the answer shall, In writing and under oath or affirmation,

specifically adait or deny each allegation or charge made 1n this Order and

shall set forth the matters of fact and law on which Mr. Werts or other person

adversely affected relies and the reasons as to why the Order should not have

been Issued. Any answer or request for a hearing shall be submitted to the
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Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Chief, Docketing and

Services Section, Washington, DC 20555. Copies also shall be sent to the

Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, DC 20555, to the Assistant General Counsel for Hearings and

Enforcement at the same address, to the Regional Administrator, Region II,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 101 Marietta St. N.W., Atlanta, Georgia

30323, and to Mr. Werts, If'the answer or hearing request 1s by a person other

than Hr. Werts. If a person other than Mr. Werts requests a hearing, that

person shall set forth with particularity the manner in which his Interest 1s

adversely affected by this Order and shall address the criteria set forth in

10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing 1s requested by Hr. Werts or a person whose Interest 1s adversely

affected, the Coim1ss1on will Issue an Order designating the time and place of

any hearing. If a hearing 1s held, the Issue to be considered at such hearing

shall be whether this Order should be sustained.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(c)(2)(1), Hr. Werts, or any other person adversely

affected by this Order, M y , In addition to demanding a hearing, at the time

the answer Is filed or sooner, move the presiding officer to set aside the

ImMdiatt effectiveness of the Order on the ground that the Order, Including

the need for laeediate effectiveness, 1s not based on adequate evidence but on

mere suspicion, unfounded allegations, or error.

In the absence of any request for a hearing, the provisions specified 1n

Section IV abovt shall be final 20 days from the date of this Order without
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further order or proceedings. AN ANSWER OR A REQUEST FOR A HEARING SHALL NOT

STAY THE IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Raines L. MUhoan
Deputy Executive Director for
Nuclear Reactor Regulation-,
Regional Operations and Research

Dated at/Rockville, Maryland
this p r ^ a a y of December 1994
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SYNOPSIS

On August 20, 1993, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) licensee,
Carolina Power and Light Company, submitted a Security Event Report to the NRC
regarding an event at the licensee's Brunswick Nuclear Plant (BNP). The event
described by the licensee Involved an employee of a contractor who was granted
unescorted access to the BNP vital and protected areas based on falsified
employment and background Information. This matter was referred to the NRC
Office of Investigations (01) Region II Field Office on September 1, 1993, for
evaluation.

Based on 01 review of the documentation and evidence obtained in this
Investigation, 1t is concluded that the subject deliberately falsified
personal Identification and background Information to deceive the contractor,
PPM, the licensee and the NRG 1n order to fraudulently obtain employment and
unescorted access at the BNP.

Case No. 2-93-052R
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINQTC M, D.C. 20555-0001

***** September 27, 1994

IA 94-024

Larry D. Wicks, President
Western Industrial X-Ray Inspection Company, Inc.
5354 Highway 89 North
Evanston, Wyoming 82931

SUBJECT: ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

The enclosed Order Prohibiting Involvement 1n NRC-L1censed Activities
(Effective Immediately) 1s being Issued because you engaged in deliberate
misconduct as defined in 10 CFR 30.10. As described in the Order in more
detail, the NRC has concluded that you deliberately failed to send'an
employee's thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) 1n for processing after you
learned of an Incident on July 31, 1993; that you deliberately failed to
perform an evaluation of this employee's radiation exposure after becoming
aware of the Incident; that you were not truthful in responding to NRC
Inspectors and investigators about this Incident; and that you deliberately
failed to ensure that properly calibrated alarm ratemeters were provided and
used by your radiography personnel. A copy of the synopsis of the 01 report
1s enclosed.

The Order prohibits your Involvement 1n NRC-licensed activities for a period
of five years from the date of the Order, except as necessary to maintain
licensed material in possession of WIX In safe storage or to transfer that
material to an authorized recipient. Other than this exception, you are
prohibited from any Involvement 1n managing, supervising, or performing
activities that are regulated by the NRC, Including conducting or supervising
radiography activities and acting as a Radiation Safety Officer for an NRC
licensee.

Failure to comply with the provisions of this Order may result in further
civil or criminal sanctions.

Questions concerning this Order should be addressed to Mr. James Lieberman,
Director, Office of Enforcement, who can be reached at (301) 504-2741.
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In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice", a copy of
this letter and the enclosures will be placed in the NRC's Public Document
Room.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

HugtuX. Thompson,
Deputy Executive *
Nuclear Materials Safely, Safeguards,

and Operations Support

Docket No. 030-32190
License No. 49-27356-01
IA 94-024

Enclosures:
1. Order
2. 01 synopsis

cc w/enclosures: State of Wyoming
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter -of )
) IA 94-024

LARRY D. WICKS )
)

ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN
NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

I

Larry D. Wicks is the President and Radiation Safety Officer for Western

Industrial X-Ray Inspection Company, Inc. (WIX), Evanston, Wyoming. WIX holds

License No. 49-27356-01 issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or

Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 30 and 34. The license authorizes the

licensee to possess sealed sources of iridium-192 in various radiography

devices for use in performing industrial radiography in accordance with the

conditions of the license. The license was suspended by NRC Order on June 16,

1994, and remains suspended while a hearing requested by the licensee is

pending.

II

The suspension of License No. 49-27356-01 was based on the results of NRC

staff Inspections and Office of Investigations (01) Investigations of WIX

conducted 1n April 1993 and 1n January and March 1994. These inspections and

Investigations Identified numerous violations of NRC's radiation safety

requirements, Including some violations that were found to have recurred after

being Identified in previous Inspections and some which were found to have

been committed deliberately by Mr. Wicks and other employees of WIX. These

violations were described in Inspection reports 030-32190/93-01 and
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030-32190/94-01 issued on May 12, 1994, and were the subject of an enforcement

conference held April 1, 1994 in Arlington, Texas, during which Mr. Wicks was

given the opportunity to provide additional Information concerning each

violation. In Investigation Report 4-93-017R, issued August 2, 1993, 01 found

three deliberate violations and in Report 4-93-049R, issued July 8, 1994, 01

found four deliberate violations.

Based on its review of all available information, the NRC concludes that Mr.

Wicks violated the provisions of 10 CFR 30.10, which prohibits individuals

from deliberately causing a licensee to violate NRC requirements and from

deliberately providing materially incomplete or inaccurate information to the

NRC or to a licensee of the NRC. Specifically, as discussed below in more

detail, the NRC concludes that: 1) Mr. Wicks deliberately failed to send an

employee's thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) in for immediate processing after

he learned of a radiography incident that occurred on July 31, 1993, a

violation of 10 CFR 34.33(d); 2) Mr. Wicks deliberately failed to perform an

evaluation of the same employee's radiation exposure after becoming aware of

the Incident, a violation of 10 CFR 20.201; 3) Mr. Wicks deliberately

provided inaccurate information to NRC Investigators about the July 31, 1993,

Incident and his follow-up to the Incident, a violation of 10 CFR 30.10; and

4) During March, April, and July of 1993 and January 1994, Mr. Wicks

deliberately failed to ensure that calibrated alarm ratemeters were provided

and used by WIX radiography personnel, a violation of 10 CFR 34.33(f)(4).

The first three violations above are directly related to the July 31, 1993,

radiography incident. That Incident, which was reported to Mr. Wicks on the
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date 1t occurred, by the two WIX employees who were Involved in it, involved a

radiation source in a radiographic exposure device not being properly returned

to its shielded position before the device was moved by one of the employees.

This resulted in the self-reading pocket dosimeter of one of the employees, a

radiographer's assistant, going off-scale, indicating that the radiographer's

assistant received a radiation exposure beyond the range of the pocket

dosimeter.1 When the pocket dosimeter of someone engaged in radiography 1s

discharged beyond its normal range, NRC regulations in 10 CFR Parts 34 and 20,

respectively, require: 1) that the licensee send the individual's TLD in for

Immediate processing to determine the Individual's radiation exposure; and 2)

that the licensee perform evaluations as necessary, whether or not a TLD

reading 1s available, to determine the individual's radiation exposure and to

ensure compliance with NRC exposure limits. In this case, the NRC concludes

that Mr. Wicks deliberately did neither and that he has not been truthful in

providing Information about this incident to NRC personnel and others.

When the NRC began its investigation of this Incident in January 1994, Mr.

Wicks had no record of the radiographer's assistant's exposure for the day or

month in question. Nr. Wicks stated during the Investigation and at the

enforcement conference that after learning of the Incident he sent all TLDs

worn by company personnel during the month of July 1993 1n one package to .

Landauer, Inc., the company that processes TLDs for WIX, and that he Included

a note requesting Immediate processing of the TLD worn by the radiographer's

assistant. However, a representative of Landauer, Inc., stated to NRC

Later reenactments of the Incident resulted in an estimate that the
radiographer's assistant received 6 rems, an exposure 1n excess of the NRC
occupational quarterly limit of 3 rems 1n effect at the time of the Incident.
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personnel that while it had received TLDs from WIX for other employees for the

month of July 1993, it had no record of receiving a TLD for the radiographer's

assistant for that month and no record of receiving a request from Mr. Wicks

for expedited processing of any TLDs sent in for that month. In fact,

exposure records for the month of July 1993 and quarterly records for the

months of July-September 1993 which were mailed by Landauer to WIX and

retained by WIX contain no Information regarding the radiographer's

assistant's exposure for the month of July 1993 (her exposure records for all

other months are available).2

Mr. Wicks told NRC Investigators that he had never provided an exposure

estimate to the radiographer's assistant because he had none to give her,

I.e., he did not have a report from Landauer. However, this 1s Inconsistent

with statements by: 1) the radiographer's assistant that she persisted 1n

trying to obtain from Mr. Wicks her exposure for the month of July and that

Mr. Wicks eventually ~ about three weeks after the Incident — told her she

had received 350 milHrem, 2) the radiographer Involved 1n the Incident that

Mr. Wicks had Informed him that "everything was OK" and that the

radiographer's assistant had received 600 m H H r e m for the quarter, and 3) the

assistant's husband, also a WIX employee, that Mr. Wicks had called his wife

two to three weeks after the Incident and had given her a number "which was

lower and we were happy."

2 Mr. Wicks claims that he was unaware of this fact until the NRC
questioned him in January 1994.
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Mr. Wicks contended during the enforcement conference that he had been misled

by the employees Involved in the Incident Into believing that the Incident was

not serious. While both employees admit to providing Mr. Wicks false accounts

of the Incident in an attempt to cover up their own mistakes, the

radiographer's assistant and her husband both told NRC Investigators that Mr.

Wicks was Informed when the reports were turned 1n on July 31, 1993, that the

reports were false and that Mr. Wicks was told that the radiographer Involved

1n the Incident had been asleep in the truck Instead of supervising the

radiographer's assistant (as required by NRC regulations). Mr. Wicks denied

having been told that the reports were false.

Mr. Wicks also told NRC personnel during the enforcement conference that he

did not realize that Landauer had not provided him a July 1993 exposure record

for the radiographer's assistant and had not called Landauer until the NRC

began Its Investigation in January 1994. The only explanation Mr. Wicks has

offered for not pursuing the question of the radiographer's assistant's July

1993 exposure 1s that he was very busy. However, the following events raise

significant questions about Mr. Wicks' credibility:

1. In August 1993, Mr. Wicks received Landauer's report for the month of

July 1993 which, as Indicated earlier, contained no monthly exposure

record for the radiographer's assistant. Despite, according to Mr.

Wicks, having requested Immediate processing of the assistant's badge

from Landauer, Mr. Wicks told the NRC Investigator that he didn't read

the monthly report.
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2. Mr. Wicks stated at the enforcement conference that he placed the

assistant on limited duty as soon as he was Informed of the Incident

pending the receipt of a report from Landauer and that she was limited

to working 1n the darkroom and "completely away from my shooting area"

from July 31, 1993, until she left WIX toward the end of September

1993.3 Mr. Wicks stated that having an employee 1n a restricted status

for nearly two months did not remind him of the fact that he had never

received a response to his request for Immediate processing of her July

1993 TLD.

3. On October 1, 1993, Mr. Wicks provided a summary of the radiographer's

assistant's radiation exposure history, including the period in question

(July 1993), to her new employer, an NRC licensee. In doing so, Mr.

Wicks relied not on Landauer records, even though records were available

for all months but July and September 1993, but by adding up dally

dosimeter records, which were blank for July 31, 1993. Despite making

these calculations for the radiographer's assistant, Mr. Wicks stated at

the enforcement conference that he was not reminded of the fact that he

had never received a response to his request for immediate processing of

her July 1993 TLD.

4. Later 1n October 1993, Mr. Wicks responded to a request from the NRC for

the radiation exposure reports of terminated employees, as required by

3 The NRC notes that the radiographer's assistant disputes Mr. Wicks'
account, stating that she was permitted to resume work Involving exposure to
radiation about three weeks after the Incident when Mr. Wicks called her and
told her that her exposure was 350 milHrems.
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10 CFR 20.408(b). In responding to this request, Mr. Wicks did not

provide a report for the radiographer's assistant despite having

provided one for her husband, whose termination date occurred five days

after hers. Mr. Wicks had not provided the NRC a termination report for

the radiographer's assistant when the NRC began its Investigation 1n

January 1994.

Moreover, Mr. Wicks is an experienced radiographer and has been trained on the

significance of overexposures. Considering that this appears to be the first

time that his firm had the potential for an overexposure warranting Immediate

processing of the assistant's badge and assuming that the badge was sent as he

states, then it is not credible that he would not have followed up on 1t. The

NRC also does not consider credible Mr. Wicks' statement that he sent the TLD

in for processing. According to Landauer, the Incidence of TLDs being lost 1n

delivery 1s very small. In this case, the loss of the radiographer's

assistant's TLD in the mail 1s not an Issue because Mr. Wicks has Indicated on

a number of occasions that he packaged all WIX TLDs together for shipment to

Landauer and Landauer received the package. Landiuer representatives hive

Informed the NRC staff that all TLDs art electronically scanned upon receipt,

and that Landauer employs the use of a data bass to verify that TLDs which are

scanned after processing match those which are scanned upon receipt. The

process 1s designed to alert Landauer to situations in which a TLD 1s lost

during processing. Landauer*s automated reporting system includes controls to

flag any TLD number which was scanned upon receipt and was not scannid again

after processing. Lost TLDs are noted on dosimitry reports provided to

Landauer customers.
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Based on U s review of the evidence gathered during Its investigation, as well

as the Information obtained during the enforcement conference, the NRC

concludes that Mr. Wicks did not send the radiographer's assistant's TLD in

for processing; that Mr. Wicks deliberately failed to conduct an evaluation of

this Individual's radiation exposure from the Incident; and that Mr. Wicks

deliberately provided false information regarding the Incident to the NRC and

false Information regarding the individual's radiation exposure history to

another licensee of the NRC.

In addition, with regard to the NRC's requirement that all radiography

personnel be equipped with alarm ratemeters that have been calibrated at

periods not to exceed one year, the NRC's investigations found that Mr. Wicks

repeatedly failed to ensure that this requirement was met. This violation was

first discovered and discussed with Mr. Wicks following an Inspection and

Investigation in April 1993. When the NRC conducted Its investigation

beginning 1n January 1994, this same violation was found to have occurred In

July 1993, two months after it was first discussed with Mr. Wicks, and again

1n January 1994 when Mr. Wicks could not produce current calibration records

for alarm ratemeters worn by either of two radiography personnel on

January 18, 1994. When questioned by NRC Investigators, Mr. Wicks provided

conflicting statements as to whether he had even supplied ratemeters to his

radiographers but he said he understood 1t was his responsibility to ensure

that alarm ratemeters were calibrated. Given the repetitive nature of this

violation and Mr. Wicks' knowledge of this requirement, the NRC concludes that

Mr. Wicks deliberately caused the licensee to violate this requirement.
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III

Based on the above, the NRC staff concludes that Larry D. Wicks, President and

Radiation Safety Office for WIX, has engaged in deliberate misconduct that has

caused the Licensee to be in violation of 10 CFR 34.33(d), 34.33(f)(4), and

20.201. It further appears that Mr. Wicks has deliberately provided to NRC

personnel and to another licensee of the NRC information that he knew to be

incomplete or inaccurate in some respect material to the NRC, 1n violation of

10 CFR 30.10. The NRC must be able to rely on the Licensee and its employees

to comply with NRC requirements, including the requirement to provide

information that is complete and accurate in all material respects.

Mr. Wicks' actions in causing the Licensee to be in deliberate violation of

radiation safety requirements and his misrepresentations to the NRC have

raised serious doubts as to whether he can be relied upon to comply with NRC

requirements and to provide complete and accurate information to the NRC. NRC

confidence in Mr. Wicks' conducting NRC-licensed activities safely and in

compliance with NRC requirements 1s further eroded by the fact that he was the

President of the company and the Radiation Safety Officer when he engaged In

deliberate misconduct. In both of these positions, particularly in his role

as the Radiation Safety Officer, Mr. Wicks 1s relied upon by the NRC to ensure

that all radiation safety requirements are met. Conduct of this nature cannot

and will not be tolerated by the NRC.

Consequently, I lack the requisite reasonable assurance that licensed

activities can be conducted in compliance with the Commission's requirements

and that the health and safety of the public will be protected, if Mr. Wicks
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were permitted at this time to engage in NRC-licensed activities. Therefore,

the public health, safety and interest require that Larry 0. Wicks be

prohibited from engaging in NRC-licensed activities (including any

supervising, training, or auditing) for either an NRC licensee or an Agreement

State licensee performing licensed activities in areas of NRC jurisdiction in

accordance with 10 CFR 150.20 for a period of five (5) years from the date of

this Order. Furthermore, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202, I find that the

significance of the violations and conduct described above is such that the

public health, safety and interest require that this Order be Immediately

effective.

IV

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 81, 161b, 1611, 182 and 186 of the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's regulations in

10 CFR 2.202 and 10 CFR 30.10, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY,

THAT:

1. Larry Dale Wicks 1s prohibited for five years from the date of this

Order from engaging in NRC-11censed activities, except as provided in

Item 3, below. NRC-licensed activities are those activities that are

conducted pursuant to a specific or general license Issued by the NRC,

Including but not limited to, those activities of Agreement State

licensees conducted pursuant to the authority by 10 CFR 150.20.
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2. The first time Mr. Wicks 1s employed in NRC-licensed activities

following the five-year prohibition, he shall notify the Director,

Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,

D. C. 20555 and the Regional Administrator, NRC Region IV, at least five

days prior to the performance of licensed activities (as described in 1

above). The notice shall Include the name, address, and telephone

number of the NRC or Agreement State, licensee and the location where the

licensed activities will be performed. The notice shall be accompanied

by a statement that Mr. Wicks 1s committed to compliance with regulatory

requirements and the basis why the Commission should have confidence

that he will now comply with applicable NRC requirements.

3. Mr. Wicks 1s permitted to conduct licensed activities only as necessary

to maintain licensed material 1n the possession of Western Industrial

X-Ray Inspection Company in safe storage and transfer the material to an

authorized recipient.

The Director, Office of Enforcement, may, in writing, relax or rescind any of

the above conditions upon demonstration by Mr. Wicks of good cause.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Mr. Wicks must, and any other person

adversely affected by this Order may, submit an answer to this Order, and may

request a hearing on this Order, within 20 days of the date of this Order. ,

The answer may consent to this Order. Unless the answer consents to this
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Order, the answer shall, in writing and under oath or affirmation,

specifically admit or deny each allegation or charge made in this Order and

shall set forth the matters of fact and law on which Mr. Wicks or other person

adversely affected relies and the reasons as to why the Order should not have

been Issued. Any answer or request for a hearing shall be submitted to the

Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Attn: Chief, Docketing and

Service Section, Washington, DC 20555. Copies also shall be sent to the

Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, DC 20555, to the Assistant General Counsel for Hearings and

Enforcement at the same address, to the Regional Administrator, NRC Region IV,

611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400, Arlington, Texas 76011, and to Mr. Wicks if

the answer or hearing request 1s by a person other than Mr. Wicks. If a

person other than Mr. Wicks requests a hearing, that person shall set forth

with particularity the manner 1n which his or her Interest 1s adversely

affected by this Order and shall address the criteria set forth 1n 10 CFR

2.714(d).

If a hearing 1s requested by Mr. Wicks or a person whose Interest 1s adversely

affected, the Commission will Issue an Order designating the time and place of

any hearing. If a hearing 1s held, the Issue to be considered at such hearing

shall be whether this Order should be sustained.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(c)(2)(1), Mr. Wicks, or any other person adversely

affected by this Order, may, 1n addition to demanding a hearing, at the time

the answer 1s filed or sooner, move the presiding officer to set aside the -

Immediate effectiveness of the Order on the ground that the Order, Including
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the need for Immediate effectiveness, is not based on adequate evidence but on

mere suspicion, unfounded allegations, or error.

In the absence of any request for hearing, the provisions specified in Section

IV above shall be final 20 days from the date of this Order without further

order or proceedings. AN ANSWER OR A REQUEST FOR HEARING SHALL NOT STAY THE

IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Hugh L. Thompsc
Deputy Executive DifecJoV for
Nuclear Materials Safety, Safeguards

and Operations Support

Dated at. Rockville, Maryland
h i ^ V ^ l of September 1994
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On January 27. 1994, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Region IV, Office of
Investigations. Initiated an Investigation to determine whether a radiographer
deliberately allowed a radiographer's assistant to work without supervision
and whether the licensee deliberately failed to evaluate a potential
overexposure Incident. During the conduct of the Investigation. 1t was
alleged a false report regarding the potential overexposure was deliberately
submitted to the licensee by the radiographer and the radiographer's
assistant. During the conduct of this Investigation, there were additional
allegations that the licensee had deliberately failed to provide calibrated
alarm ratemeters to radiographers and the licensee's radiographers had
deliberately failed to supervise radiographer's assistants.

Evidence developed during the Investigation substantiated the allegation that
a radiographer deliberately allowed.a radiographer's assistant to perform
radiographic operations without proper supervision, and the licensee
deliberately did not conduct an evaluation of a potential overexposure
Incident. Additionally, this Investigation determined that a radiographer and
a radiographer's assistant deliberately prepared and submitted false reports
about the potential overexposure incident to the licensee. This investigation
further determined that on January 18. 1994. the licensee deliberately failed
to provide calibrated alarm ratemeters to a radiographer and radiographer's
assistant. This Investigation determined that 1n a separate incident from
that previously addressed, there was Insufficient evidence to establish that
the licensee's radiographers had deliberately failed to supervise
radiographer's assistants while conducting radiographic operations.

Case No. 4-93-049R
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LBP-95-22

November 16, 1995

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:
Peter B. Bloch, Chairman

Dr. Jerry Kline
Dr. Charles Kelber

In the Matter of

WESTERN INDUSTRIAL X-RAY
INSPECTION CO., INC.

and

LARRY D. HICKS

Docket Nos. 30-32190-EA
30-32190-EA-2

ASLBP NOS. 94-699-09-EA
95-702-01-EA-2

FINAL INITIAL ORDER
(Approval of Settlement and Dismissal)

Western Industrial X-Ray Inspection Co., Inc. (WIX),

Larry D. Wicks, and the Staff of the United States Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (Staff) have reached an agreement in

settlement of these proceedings, the terms of which agree-

ment are sat forth in full in Attachment A, "Stipulation

for Settlement of Proceedings." Aftar studying this agree-

ment, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board had some ques-

tions concerning the appropriateness of the settlement.

Accordingly, it held a transcribed talaconfarance, on Novem-

ber 3, 1995, which resolved tha Board's questions.
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In the course of the teleconference, we became satis-

fied:

• WXX has an adequate reason for selecting Mr. Heath as

Radiation Safety Officer. Though he is not a trained

RSO, he has an engineering degree and radiography

background and will be required to take appropriate

training. Paragraph 5 of the Settlement Agreement

provides further assurance by requiring audits of

operations. The Staff is satisfied with this arrange-

ment. Tr. 17-19.

• Mr. John Phillips, who has a 1/3 financial interest in

the company and is the company lawyer and a local

municipal court judge, will take management responsi-

bility. Mr. Larry Wicks will be restricted to a role

in sales and business acquisition and as an advisor to

Mr. Phillips about commercial practices in the indus-

try. Mr. Wicks will not play any role in employee

evaluation. Tr. 20-25, 29-30, 30-32.

• Although Mr. Wicks may be reinstated in WIX after two

years upon application to the Staff, this process will

not be automatic and will entail Staff discretion. Tr.

25-29, 32-33, 34.
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1. ORDER

For all the foregoing reasons and upon consideration of

the entire record in this matter, it is this 15th day of

November, 1995, ORDERED, that:

1. The Western Industrial X-Ray Inspection Co., Inc.
(WIX) motions to withdraw its requests for hearing are
granted. The withdrawn requests for hearing relate to
(a) the Staff's Order to WIX of June 16, 1994 ("Order Sus-
pending License (Effective Immediately) and Demand for
Information," 59 Fed. Reg. 33027 (June 27, 1994) ("Suspen-
sion Order"), dated July 1, 1994, and (b) the Staff's Orders
to WIX of September 27, 1994 ("Order to Transfer Material
(Effective Immediately) and Order Revoking License" 59 Fed.
Reg. 50931 (October 6, 1994) ("Revocation Order"), dated
October 14, 1994.

2. WIX is dismissed as a party in the proceedings
pertaining to those Orders and to this proceeding.

3. The motion of Larry Wicks to withdraws his request
for hearing on the Staffs Order to Mr. Wicks of September
27, 1994 ("Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed
Activities (Effective Immediately)," 59 Fed. Reg. 50932
(October 6, 1994) ("Prohibition Order"), dated October 14,
1994, is granted.

4. Mr. Wicks is dismissed as a party in the proceeding
pertaining to that Order.
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5. The "Stipulation for Settlement of Proceedings,"
contained in Attachment A to this Memorandum and Order is
adopted as an Order of this Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

I
Dr. Jerry Kline
Administrative Judge

C' if
Dr. Charles Kelber
Administrative Judge

Peter- B. Bloch
Chairman

Rockville, Maryland
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11/2/95

Attachment A1

STIPULATION FOR SETTLEMENT OF PROCEEDINGS2

THIS AGREEMENT is made by and between Western

Industrial X-Ray Inspection Co., Inc. ("WIX" or the Li-

censee"), Larry D. Wicks ("Wicks") and the Staff of the

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC Staff" or

"Staff"), to wit:

WHEREAS WIX holds Byproduct Material License No.

49-27356-01 issued by the NRC pursuant to 10 C.F.R. Parts 30

and 34, which license authorizes WIX to possess sealed

sources of iridium-192 in various radiography devices for use

in performing industrial radiography activities in accordance

with the conditions specified therein, and is due to expire

on August 31, 1996; and

'The heading contained in the stipulation of the
parties has been omitted as redundant. Page numbers have been
changed for consistency with this document.-

2In the course of the Teleconference of November 3,
the Board admitted two exhibits. Tr. 16. On further
consideration, it is not necaasary that those exhibits be
admitted. This Attachment is sufficient. Accordingly, the two
Board exhibits shall not be admitted. This Order and its
attachment may be read in conjunction with the official
Transcript. No further exhibits are necessary.
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WHEREAS Wicks is and has been at all times

relevant hereto the principal shareholder, President, and

Radiation Safety Officer ("RSO") of WIX, with responsibili-

ties, inter alia, involving compliance with NRC requirements

for radiation protection; and

WHEREAS on June 16, 1994, the NRC Staff issued an

"Order Suspending License (Effective Immediately) and Demand

for Information," 59 Fed. Reg. 33027 (June 27, 1994) ("Sus-

pension Order*'), based, inter alia, upon a finding that WIX

had engaged in numerous violations of NRC radiation safety

regulatory requirements, including several violations which

were found to be of a recurring nature and/ or were committed

deliberately by Licensee employees, including WIX's President

and RSO, in violation of 10 C.F.R. S 30.10; and

WHEREAS the Suspension Order suspended License

No. 49-27356-01, pending further order, effective immedi-

ately, and also demanded information from the Licensee in

order to assist the NRC in determining whether the license

should be revoked and whether Wicks should be prohibited from

performing NRC-licensed activities; and

WHEREAS on September 27, 1994, the NRC Staff

issued (1) further Orders directed to WIX, "Order to Transfer

Material (Effective Immediately) and Order Revoking License"

59 Fed. Reg. 50931 (October 6, 1994} ("Revocation order");

and (2) an Order directed to Wicks, "Order Prohibiting

Involvement in NRC-Lic«nssd Activities (Effective Immedi-
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ately)," 59 Fed. Reg. 50932 (October 6, 1994) ("Prohibition

Order"), based, inter alia, upon a finding that the NRC

lacked adequate assurance that the public health and safety

would be protected if WIX retains possession of licensed

material, or if licensed activities are conducted by WIX

and/or its President and RSO in the future; and '

WHEREAS the Revocation Order required the Li-

censee, inter alia, to transfer all NRC-regulated material in

its possession to the manufacturer or other person authorized

to possess the material and revoked License No. 49-27356-01,

effective immediately; and

WHEREAS the Prohibition Order, inter alia,

prohibited Wicks from engaging in NRC-licensed activities

(including any supervising, training or auditing) for either

an NRC licensee or Agreement State licensee performing

licensed activities in areas of NRC jurisdiction in accor-

dance with 10 C.F.R. S 150.20 for a period of five (5) years

from the date of that Order; and

WHEREAS requests for hearing were filed by WIX

concerning the Suspension Order and Revocation Order on July

1 and October 14, 1994, respectively, and a request for

hearing was filed by Wicks concerning the Prohibition Order

on October 14, 1994, in response to which adjudicatory

proceedings have been convened and remain pending before an

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board ("Licensing Board") at this

time; and
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WHEREAS the undersigned parties recognize that

certain advantages and benefits may be obtained by each of

them through settlement and compromise of the. matters now

pending in litigation between them, including, without

limitation, the elimination of further litigation expenses,

uncertainty and delay, and other tangible and intangible

benefits, which the parties recognize and believe to be in

the public interest; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. S 2.203, the

Staff, WIX and Wicks have stipulated and agreed to the

following provisions for settlement of the above-captioned

proceedings, subject to the approval of the Licensing Board,

before the taking of any testimony or trial or adjudication

of any issue of fact or law; and

WHEREAS WIX and Wicks are willing to waive their

hearing and appeal rights regarding these matters, in consid-

eration of the terms and provisions of this stipulation and

settlement agreement; and

WHEREAS the terms and provisions of this Stipula-

tion, once approved by the Licensing Board, shall be incorpo-

rated by reference into an order, to be issued in accordance

with subsections b, I and o of section 161 of the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the "Act"), 42 U.S.c. § 2201,

and into License No. 49-27356-01, issued pursuant to section

81 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. S 2111, and shall be subject to
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enforcement pursuant to the Commission's regulations and

Chapter 18 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2271 et seq.;

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS STIPULATED AND AGREED AS

FOLLOWS:

1. Wicks agrees to refrain from engaging in, and

is hereby prohibited from engaging in, any NRC-licensed

activities up to and including June 15, 1999, five years from

the date of the NRC "Order Suspending License (Effective

Immediately)," dated June 16, 1994. For purposes of this

Stipulation and Agreement, the definition of "NRC-licensed

activities," as set forth above, is understood to include any

and all activities that are conducted pursuant to a specific

license issued by the NRC or general license conferred by NRC

regulations, including, but not limited to, those activities

of Agreement State licensees conducted pursuant to the

authority granted by 10 C.F.R. S 150.20, but does not include

marketing, other business activities or ownership of an

interest in WIX.

2. For a period of five years after the above-

specified five-year period of prohibition has expired, i.e.,

from June 16, 1999 through June 15, 2004, Wicks shall, within

20 days of his acceptance of each and any employment offer

involving NRC-licensad activities or his becoming involved in

NRC-licensed activities, as defined above, provide written

notice to the Regional Administrator, NRC Region IV, 611 Ryan

Plaza Drive, Suite 400/ Arlington, TX 76011, of the name,
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address, and telephone number of the employer or the entity

where he is, or will be, involved in the NRC-licensed activi-

ties, and a detailed description of his duties and the

activities in which he is to be involved.

3. In the first notification provided pursuant to

Paragraph 2 above, Wicks shall include a statement of his

commitment to compliance with NRC regulatory requirements and

an explanation of the basis why the Commission should have

confidence that he will comply with applicable NRC require-

ments .

4. Notwithstanding the above, it is understood

that Wicks may request reconsideration of the Prohibition

Order after WIX has conducted two (2) years of resumed NRC-

licensed activities, however, it is understood that the NRC

staff shall have the sole discretion to determine whether any

such reconsideration is warranted, with respect to which

determination Wicks hereby waives any right to or opportunity

for hearing or appeal before the NRC and/or a court of law.

5. It is hereby agreed by the parties that WIX

shall be allowed to resume its conduct of NRC-licensed

activities upon approval of this Stipulation and Agreement by

the Licensing Board, but it is expressly understood and

agreed that Wicks is prohibited from participation in the

conduct of any such activities in accordance with Paragraph 1

above. In furtherance of this understanding, wix and wicks

further agree that License No. 49-27356-01 shall be modified
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to include the following requirements, prior to any resump-

tion of NRC-licensed activities, which shall remain in effect

up..to and including June 15, 1999 or until such other time as

may be explicitly stated herein:

(a) WIX (1) shall retain Mr. Ray Heath, or

other person approved by the NRC staff to serve

as RSO or successor RSO until at least June 15,

1999, who shall at all times be responsible for

performing the duties of an RSO and shall be

responsible for maintenance of all NRC-required

records; (2) shall establish the minimum number

of hours to be devoted to RSO duties; and

(3) shall describe the responsibilities and

audits to be performed by the RSO under the

radiation safety program. WIX shall submit the

qualifications of any person it proposes to

serve as RSO, other than Mr. Heath, to the NRC

Staff for prior approval; the statement of qual-

ifications should demonstrate that the person

has not previously been employed by wix, that

he/she is likely to exercise independence from

Wicks, and that he/she meets the NRC's minimum

criteria established for an RSO.

(b) Prior to restart, Mr. Heath (if he is

selected by WIX to serve as RSO). must success-

fully complete an Industrial Radiography course
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of at least 40 hours duration. Within six

months of restart, Mr. Heath must successfully

complete a Radiography Radiation Safety Officer

training course of at least three days duration.

Courses selected by the licensee to satisfy this

condition must receive prior approval by NRC

Region IV.

(c) If Mr. Heath is selected to serve as

RSO, WIX shall name an Assistant Radiation

Safety Officer to the license. The designated

Assistant RSO must have at least five years

experience as an industrial radiographer. The

assistant RSO shall be readily available to

respond to incidents and emergencies and shall

be on call by means of a pager, telephone, or

radio at all times when radiographic operations

are scheduled or in progress.

(d) If Mr. Heath is selected to serve as

RSO, the RSO and Assistant RSO shall be identi-

fied by name on the license. An Assistant RSO

shall be carried on the license until Mr. Heath

has gained the appropriate practical radiography

training and experience, or a minimum of one

year.

(e) The RSO shall have full authority for

radiation protection and safety, entirely inde-
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pendent from any involvement or interference by

Wicks, with full authority to direct all aspects

of radiography operations including the author-

ity to shut down operations that are unsafe or

which violate the license or NRC requirements.

The RSO shall report to the person who is re-

tained pursuant to paragraph 5(g) below, and the

RSO shall have the authority to report any con-

cerns directly to the NRC. The RSO shall notify

the NRC immediately if Wicks participates or

becomes involved in any NRC-licensed activities,

or interferes with the RSO's independence in any

way.

(f) The RSO shall certify to the NRC staff

in advance of commencing NRC-licensed activities

that he/she understands (1) the terms of this

Stipulation and Agreement, the license require-

ments, and the Commission's regulations associ-

ated with radiography, (2) that he/she may be

held personally accountable for violations of

tha license or Commission requirements under 10

C.F.R. S 30.10 for deliberate misconduct,

(3) that he/she is responsible for making re-

ports required by NRC regulations, and (4) that

Wicks is prohibited from having any involvement

in NRC-licensed activities, and that the RSO is
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required to notify the NRC immediately if Wicks

participates or becomes involved in any NRC-

licensed activities, or interferes with the

RSO's independence in any way.

(g) WIX will retain the services of a per-

son, to be approved in advance by the NRC Staff,

to be responsible for management of those as-

pects of the company's business that could af-

fect the RSO or the conduct of radiation safety-

related activities, including the authority

(1) to hire and terminate the employment of the

RSO or other employees engaged in the conduct of

NRC-licensed activities, (2) to make and execute

salary and other financial decisions which may

affect such persons including the RSO, and/or

the safe conduct of NRC-licensed activities, and

(3) to have control over financial resources

(e.g., through the establishment of an escrow

account) sufficient to ensure the safe and pro-

per conduct of NRC-licensed activities. This

individual shall also notify the NRC immediately

if he/she determines that Hicks is or has been

involved in NRC-licensed activities.

(h) Neither Wicks nor any person related to,

or in privity with, him shall have any direct or

indirect involvement in or exercise control over
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NRC-licensed activities, including management,

supervision and financial control or participa-

tion in hiring and firing decisions which may

affect the RSO and/or the safe and proper con-

duct of NRC-licensed activities. In addition,

while Beverly Hicks (Hicks' wife) may continue

to serve as WIX' secretary, she shall not par-

ticipate in or have any involvement in NRC-li-

censed activities (including, without limita-

tion, such tasks as mailing and receiving film

badges or radiation exposure reports, handling

or distributing dosimeters, and any other tasks

related to radiation safety).

(I) HIX shall retain an outside independent

auditor (and any successor auditor), who is to

be approved in advance by the NRC Staff based

upon a review of the auditor's qualifications.

The auditor (and any approved successor) shall

submit an audit plan for NRC approval that de-

scribes the items to be audited and the method-

ology to be employed, including the number of

field inspections and the percentage of employ-

ees engaged in radiography who will be audited

in the field. The auditor is to provide copies

of all draft and final audit reports to the NRC

Staff at the same time that such reports are
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provided to WIX. WIX shall provide a written

response to the audit findings within 30 days

after receipt thereof, including a description

of any corrective actions taken or an explana-

tion of why such actions were not taken. The

auditor shall perform audits and examinations of

the radiation safety program and operations,

including the performance of field audits, as

follows: An independent program audit will be

performed at about three months, and no later

than six months, following the resumption by WIX

of NRC-licensed activities, with the results of

the audit submitted to NRC Region IV for review.

Following the initial audit, audits will be

performed every six months. One year after

restart, the NRC RIV Regional Administrator may

consider, at the request of the licensee, relief

in the audit requirements based on good cause

shown. Further, the timing and scope of such

audits shall not be disclosed to WIX or Wicks in

advance; and the auditor shall be informed in

advance that Wicks is prohibited from participa-

tion in any NRC-licensed activities.

(j) Any notification required to be made

pursuant to this Paragraph 5 shall be made in

writing to the Regional Administrator, NRC Re-
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gion IV, 611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400,

Arlington, TX 76011.

(k) The Regional Administrator, NRC Region

IV, may relax or rescind any of the conditions

set forth in this Stipulation and Agreement upon

a demonstration of good cause, however, it is

understood that the Regional Administrator shall

have the sole discretion to determine whether

any such reconsideration is warranted, with

respect to which determination WIX and Wicks

hereby waive any right to or opportunity for

hearing or appeal before the NRC and/or a court

of law.

6. The parties agree that, as an integral part of

this Stipulation and upon execution hereof, and subject to

the approval of this Stipulation by the Licensing Board,

(a) WIX and Wicks will withdraw their July 1 and October 14,

1994 requests for hearing on the Suspension Order, Revocation

Order and Prohibition Order, and (b) the parties will file a

joint request for dismissal of the proceedings on the Suspen-

sion Order, Revocation Order and Prohibition Order, with

prejudice, it being understood and agreed that this Stipula-

tion and Agreement resolves' all outstanding issues with

respect to those Orders, that WIX and Wicks hereby waive

their hearing and appeal rights regarding the matters which

are the subject of these Orders, and that the Staff will take
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no further enforcement or other action against wix or Wicks

in connection with those Orders, subject to the terms of this

Stipulation and Agreement.

7. WIX and Hicks hereby agree that a failure on

their part to comply with the terms of this Stipulation and

Agreement will constitute a material breach of this Agree-

ment, and that any such breach may result in the immediate

revocation or suspension of the license, effective immedi-

ately, if the NRC Staff, in its sole discretion, determines

such action to be appropriate, and may result in further

enforcement or other action as the NRC Staff may be deter-

mine, in its sole discretion, to be appropriate.

8. It is understood and agreed that nothing

contained in this Stipulation and Agreement shall relieve the

Licensee from complying with all applicable NRC regulations

and requirements. Further, it is understood and agreed that

nothing contained in this Agreement shall be deemed to

prohibit the NRC Staff from taking enforcement or other

action (a) against any entity or person for violation of this

Stipulation and Agreement, or (b) against persons other than

WIX or Wicks in connection with or related to any of the

matters addressed in the Suspension Order, Revocation Order

or Prohibition Order, should the Staff determine, in its sole

discretion, that it is appropriate to do so.

9. It is understood and agreed that this Stipula-

tion and Agreement is contingent upon prior approval by the
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Licensing Board and dismissal of the instant adjudicatory

proceedings.

10. This Stipulation and Agreement shall be

binding upon the heirs, legal representatives, successors and

assigns of the parties hereto.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we set our hand and seal this

2nd day of November, 1995.3

FOR WESTERN INDUSTRIAL X-RAY
INSPECTION CO., INC., and
LARRY D. WICKS:

FOR THE NRC STAFF:

Larry 0. Wicks, individually and
as President, Western Industrial
X-Ray Inspection Co., Inc.

Sherwin E. Turk
Counsel for NRC Staff

John C. Phillips
Counsel for Western Industrial

X-Ray inspection Co., Inc.
and Larry D. Wicks

3The signed original was filed with the Board.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of

LARRY D. WICKS

(EVANSTON, WYOMING)

Docket No.(s) IA-94-024

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of the foregoing FINAL INITIAL ORDER-LBP-95-22
have been served upon the following persons by U.S. Ball, first class, except
as otherwise noted and In accordance with the requirements of 20 CFR Sec. 2.712.

Office of Commission Appellate
Adjudication

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Administrative Judge
Jerry R. Kline
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

Mall Stop T-3 F 23
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Administrative Judge
Peter B. Bioch, Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Mall Stop T-3 F 23

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Administrative Judge
Charles N. Kelber
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

Nail Stop T-3 F 23
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Office of the General Counsel
Nail Stop 0-15 B 18

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

John C. Phillips, Esq.
Counsel for Larry D. Wicks
Phillips Law Offices
912 Nain Street
Evanston, WY 82931

Dated at Rockviiie, Hd. this
16 day of November 1995 VJ

Office o:r the secretary or tne commission
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515-0001

March 7, 1996

IA 95-037

Hung Yu, Ph.D.
[Home Address Deleted
10 CFR 2.790]

SUBJECT: RELAXATION OF ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED
ACTIVITIES (EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

Dear Dr. Yu:

This refers to our Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC-Licensed Activities
(Effective Immediately) issued on to you on September 18, 1995, which
prohibited you from participating in NRC-licensed activities, pending further
investigation and order by the NRC.

On February 22, 1996, the NRC issued to you a letter which stated that the NRC
would relax the September 18, 1995 order provided that you certify to the
Commission that you will become knowledgeable of and comply with all NRC
requirements, should you engage in NRC-Ticensed activities in the future. The
NRC received your certification dated February 27, 1996. (A copy of the NRC
letter and your certification are enclosed.)

Accordingly, pursuant to Section IV of the September 18, 1995 Order, and for
the reasons stated in the February 22, 1996 NRC letter to you, I find that
good cause 1s demonstrated to relax the Order and allow you to engage in
NRC-licensed activities, and I hereby relax the Order.

You are now on clear notice that similar failure to comply with NRC
requirements in the future may subject you to significant enforcement action.

If you have any questions, please me at (301) 415-2741.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," Part 2,
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, records or documents compiled for
enforcement purposes are placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR). A copy
of this letter will be placed in the PDR with your home address removed.

Sincerely,

s /James Lieberman, Director
/Off ice of Enforcement

Enclosures: As Stated.

cc: State of Washington Radiation Control Program
Madigan Army Medical Center
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20656-0001

June 27, 1995

IA 95-022

Marc W. Zuverink
[HOME ADDRESS DELETED
UNDER 10 CFR 2.790]

SUBJECT: ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES AND
REQUIRING CERTAIN NOTIFICATION TO NRC (01 REPORT NO. 3-94-061)

Dear Mr. Zuverink:

The enclosed Order is being issued as a result of an investigation by the NRC
Office of Investigations (01) which found that you stole NRC-licensed
material, hydrogen-3 (tritium), from the facility of Cammenga Associates,
Holland, Michigan, and that you gave the material to members of the public.
In doing so, you deliberately acquired, possessed, and transferred NRC-
licensed material without an NRC license and needlessly exposed members of the
public to radiation. The violation is fully described in the enclosed Order.

The Order prohibits your involvement in NRC-licensed activities for a period
of ten years from the date of the Order. In addition, for a period of five
years after the ten year prohibition period, the Order also requires you to
notify the NRC within 20 days of your employment or involvement in licensed
activities. Pursuant to Section 223 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended, any person who willfully violates, attempts to violate, or conspires
to violate, any provision of this Order 1s subject to criminal prosecution as
set forth in that section.

You are required to respond to this Order and should follow the instructions
specified 1n Section VI of the Order when preparing your response. Questions
concerning this Order should be addressed to James Lieberman, Director, Office
of Enforcement, who can be reached at telephone number (301) 415-2741.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter, with your address removed, and the enclosure will be placed in
the NRC Public Document Room (PDR). To the extent possible, your response
should not Include any personal privacy Information or proprietary Information
so that 1t can be placed 1n the PDR without redaction. However, if you find
it necessary to Include such Information, you should clearly Indicate the
specific Information that you desire not be placed in the PDR, and provide the
legal basis to support your request for withholding the Information from the
public.
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The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Order are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Action of 1980, Public Law No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

Hugh/L. Thompsons
Deputy Executive Dvfrecibr for
Nuclear Materials (Safety, Safeguards

and Operations Support

Docket No. 030-33009
License No. 21-26460-01

Enclosure:
Order Prohibiting Involvement in NRC

Licensed Activities

cc w/enclosure:
Edith A. Landman
Assistant U.S. Attorney

Michael P. McDonald
Attorney for Mr. Zuverink

Cammenga Associates, Inc.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of ) IA 95-022

MARC W. ZUVERINK )
Holland/ Michigan )

ORDER PROHIBITING INVOLVEMENT IN NRC-LICENSED ACTIVITIES AND
REQUIRING CERTAIN NOTIFICATION TO NRC

I

Cammenga Associates, Inc. (Cammenga or Licensee) holds Byproduct Material

License No. 21-26460-01 issued by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC

or Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Part 30 on September 27, 1993. The license

authorizes the use of byproduct material, hydrogen-3 (tritium), in sealed

vials for the production of tritium radioluminescent devices. The license is

due to expire on January 31, 1998. From July 29, 1994, to September 16, 1994,

Marc U. Zuverink was contracted to Cammenga through a temporary hiring

service.

II

The Licensee trained Mr. Zuverink as a radiation worker. The training

included a discussion of potential sanctions against employees who misused,

mishandled, or stole radioactive material. Mr. Zuverink's answers on a

comprehensive written exam given by the Licensee Indicate that he was aware of

potential civil and criminal penalties for employees who deliberately violate

federal regulations or license requirements governing the use of tritium. The

radiation safety training allowed Mr. Zuverink to enter the Licensee's

restricted area and to have access to licensed material as part of the process
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of manufacturing tritium illuminated compasses under contract to the United

States military.

Ill

On September 30, 1994, the Licensee undertook an inventory of NRC-licensed

material in its possession. Upon completion, the inventory determined that

1099 vials, containing a total of 49.11 curies of tritium, were missing. The

Licensee notified the NRC and the Ottawa County, Michigan, Sheriff's

Department. An inspection was conducted by NRC Region III personnel on

October 7 and 8, 1994, to evaluate the radiological consequences of the

missing material and to monitor the retrieval of the tritium sources.

Investigations were conducted by the NRC Office of Investigations (01), the

Ottawa County Sheriff's Department, and the Department of Defense Criminal

Investigation Service.

Mr. Zuverink admitted to the investigators that he took tritium vials and

completed compasses with tritium Inserts from the Licensee on more than one

occasion. The largest theft apparently took place on September 10, 1994, when

he took nine bags of vials from the Licensee, each bag containing 100 vials of

tritium, 50 «1111curies per vial. Mr. Zuverink stated that he gave the

tritium vials and compasses to various members of the public, including

approximately 100 vials (5,000 millicuries) to a teenage skateboarder whom he

did not know. Mr. Zuverink also admitted that he crushed a tritium vial on a

kitchen table at his home in the presence of another Individual. This action

:ontaminated the tabletop and caused the other individual to receive a minor
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tritium uptake (internal tritium contamination). Minor contamination of a

countertop and tables was also found 1n a restaurant where Mr. Zuverink had

given one or more vials to another member of the public. Mr. Zuverink was

able to arrange for the return of 548 tritium vials, leaving 551 vials

unaccounted for (401 vials at 50 millicuries, 57 vials at 25 m m 1 curies, and

93 vials at 5 millicuHes).

01 also found that Mr. Zuverink made false statements to an 01 Investigator

and an NRC Inspector during an Interview on October 7, 1994. During that

Interview, Mr. Zuverink stated that he never had any tritium vials at his

home, had given tritium vials to only two Individuals, and had stolen only one

compass. These statements were contradicted by Mr. Zuverink's sworn testimony

on October 17, 1994.

Mr. Zuverink's acquisition, possession and transfer of NRC-Iicensed material,

tritium, 1s a deliberate violation of 10 CFR 30.3, "Activities requiring

license." 10 CFR 30.3 requires that no person shall manufacture, produce,

transfer, receive, acquire, own, possess, or use byproduct material except as

authorized in a specific or general license. Mr. Zuverink was not authorized

1n a specific or general license to acquire, possess or transfer byproduct

material, Including tritium.

Pursuant to a plea arrangement dated February 3, 1995, Mr. Zuverink agreed to

plead guilty in the U. S. District Court for the Western District of Michigan

to one criminal count of violating 18 U.S.C. 641, a misdemeanor.

Specifically, the agreement describes the charge as stealing compasses,
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containing the radioactive substance tritium, which belonged to the United

States and which were manufactured under contract for the United States. As a

result,.on April 18, 1995, a judgment was entered whereby Mr. Zuverink was

sentenced to serve one year in federal custody, pay a fine of $500, make

restitution to Cammenga In the amount of $1,000, and pay a $25 special

assessment to the court.

IV

Based on the above, the NRC concludes that Marc W. Zuverink engaged in

deliberate misconduct that constituted a violation of 10 CFR 30.3 when he

stole and transferred NRC-11censed material. The NRC must be able to rely on

its licensees, and the employees of licensees and licensee contractors, to

comply with NRC requirements, Including the requirement that licensed material

cannot be acquired, possessed or distributed without a specific or general

license. The deliberate violation of 10 CFR 30.3 by Marc W. Zuverink, as

discussed above, has raised serious doubt as to whether he can be relied on to

comply with NRC requirements. * •

Consequently, I lack the requisite assurance that Marc W. Zuverink will

conduct licensed activities in compliance with the Commission's requirements

or that the health and safety of the public will be protected if Marc W.

Zuverink were permitted at this time to.be Involved In NRC-11censed

activities. Therefore, the public health, safety and Interest require that

for a period of ten years from the date of this Order, Marc W. Zuverink be

prohibited from any Involvement 1n NRC-11censed activities for either: (1) an
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NRC licensee, or (2) an Agreement State licensee performing licensed

activities in areas of NRC jurisdiction in accordance with 10 CFR 150.20. In

addition1, for- a period of five years commencing after the ten year period of

prohibition, Mr. Zuverink must notify the NRC of his employment or involvement

in NRC-licensed activities to ensure that the NRC can monitor the status of

Mr. Zuverink's compliance with the Commission's requirements and his

understanding of his commitment to compliance.

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 81, 161b, 1611, 182, and 186 of the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's regulations in

10 CFR 2.202, 10 CFR Part 30, and 10 CFR 150.20, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:

1. Marc W. Zuverink is prohibited for a period of ten years from the date

of this Order from engaging in NRC-licensed activities. NRC-11censed

activities are those activities that are conducted pursuant to a

specific or general license Issued by the NRC, Including, but not

limited to, thoss activities of Agreement State licensees conducted

pursuant to the authority granted by 10 CFR 150.20.

2. For a period of five years, after the above ten year period of

prohibition has expired, Marc W. Zuverink shall, within 20 days of his

acceptance of each employment offer Involving NRC-licensed activities or

his becoming Involved in NRC-11ctnsed activities, as defined in

Paragraph V.I above, provide notice to the Director, Office of
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Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555,

of the name, address, and telephone number of the employer or the entity

where he is, or will be, involved in the NRC-11censed activities. In

the first such notification, Marc W. Zuverink shall include a statement

of his commitment to compliance with regulatory requirements and the

basis as to why the Commission should have confidence that he will now

comply with applicable NRC requirements.

The Director, Office of Enforcement, may, 1n writing, relax or rescind any of

the above conditions upon demonstration by Mr. Zuverink of good cause.

VI

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Marc W. Zuverink must, and any other person

adversely affected by this Order may, submit an answer to this Order, and may

request a hearing on this Order, within 45 days of the date of this Order.

The answer may consent to this Order. Unless the answer consents to this

Order, the answer shall, 1n writing and under oath or affirmation,

specifically admit or deny each allegation or charge made in this Order and

shall set forth tfee natters of fact and law on which Mr. Zuverink or other

person adversely affected relies and the reasons as to why the Order should

not have been Issued. Any answer or request for a hearing shall be submitted

to the Secretary, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Attn: Chief, Docketing

and Service Section, Washington DC 20555. Copies also shall be sent to the

Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, DC 20055, and to the Regional Administrator, NRC Region III, 801
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Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555,

of the name, address, and telephone number of the employer or the entity

where he is, or will be, involved in the NRC-licensed activities. In

the first such notification, Hare W. Zuverink shall include a statement

of his commitment to compliance with regulatory requirements and the

basis as to why the Commission should have confidence that he will now

comply with applicable NRC requirements.

The Director, Office of Enforcement, may, in writing, relax or rescind any of

the above conditions upon demonstration by Mr. Zuverink of good cause.

VI

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, Marc W. Zuverink must, and any other person

adversely affected by this Order may, submit an answer to this Order, and may

request a hearing on this Order, within 45 days of the date of this Order.

The answer may consent to this Order. Unless the answer consents to this

Order, the answer shall, in writing and under oath or affirmation,

specifically admit or deny each allegation or charge made in this Order and

shall set forth the Batters of fact and law on which Mr. Zuverink or other

person adversely affected relies and the reasons as to why the Order should

not have been Issued. Any answer or request for a hearing shall be submitted

to the Secretary, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Attn: Chief, Docketing

and Service Section, Washington DC 20555. Copies also shall be sent to the

Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, DC 20055, and to the Regional Administrator, NRC Region III,
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801 Warrenville Road, Lisle, Illinois 60632-4531, if the answer or hearing

request is by a person other than Mr. Zuverink. If a person other than

Mr. Zuverink requests a hearing, that person shall set forth with

particularity the manner in which his or her interest is adversely affected by

the Order and shall address the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing is requested by Mr. Zuverink or a person whose interest is

adversely affected, the Commission will issue an Order designating the time

and place of any hearing. If a hearing is held, the issue to be considered at

such hearing shall be whether this Order should be sustained. Since Mr.

Zuverink is currently in Federal custody, if a hearing is requested, the

Commission will not act on the hearing request until Hr. Zuverink is released

from Federal custody. If Mr. Zuverink requests a hearing, the hearing request

will not be granted unless Hr. Zuverink: (1) notifies the Secretary, U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, at the address given above, within 20 days of

his release from Federal custody, that he has been released from Federal

custody; and (2) provides in the notice his then-current address where he can

be contacted and a statement that he continues to desire the hearing. A copy

of the notice shall also be sent to the Director, Office of Enforcement, and

the Assistant General Counsel for Hearings and Enforcement, at the address

given above.

In the absence of any request for hearing, the provisions specified in Section

V above shall be effective and final 45 days from the date of this Order

without further order or proceedings. In the event that Hr. Zuverink makes

the sole request for a hearing and fails to comply with the notification
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requirements above, the provisions specified in Section V above shall be

effective and final 20 days after he is released from Federal custody.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Hugn/L. Thompson/Jr.y
Deputy Executiv^Direc/or for
Nuclear Materials Surety, Safeguards

and Operations Support

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
^ ^ June 1995
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION IV

611 RYAN PLAZA DRIVE, SUITE 400
ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76011-8064

June 12, 1996

IA 96-030

Samuel L. Brooks
[Address withheld pursuant to

10 CFR 2.790]

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION '

Dear Mr. Brooks:

This refers to a routine, unannounced inspection, and subsequent investigation
conducted by NRC's Office of Investigations, at Community Hospital, Torrington
Wyoming (licensee) during the timeframe September 11, 1995 through
February 26, 1996. The findings of the inspection are documented in NRC
Inspection Report 030-20277/95-01, dated March 15, 1996, and were provided to
you by letter dated March 20, 1996. A transcribed predecisional enforcement »
conference was held with you on April 8, 1996, in Cheyenne, Wyoming, to
discuss the findings, the root causes of the apparent violations, and your
corrective actions to prevent recurrence.

Based on the information developed during the inspection and the
investigation, and the information that you provided during the predecisional
enforcement conference, the NRC has concluded that you engaged in deliberate
misconduct in violation of 10 CFR 30.10(a)(2), which caused the licensee to be
in violation of 10 CFR 30.9(a), when you deliberately made incorrect entries
in licensee dose administration records. Specifically, records made by you
indicated that two dosages of sodium Iodide 1-131 (1-131), which you
administered on September 6 and November 7, 1994, were exactly as prescribed
by the authorized users. However, the NRC subsequently determined that the
administered dosages were actually approximately 30 and 40 percent,
respectively, greater than that Indicated in the dose administration records.
Specifically, the manufacturer's labels on the 1-131 capsules indicated dose
levels that roughly corresponded to those ordered by the authorized users, but
for dates three to four days after you administered the doses. For the
reasons discussed below, the NRC has determined that you deliberately recorded
dosages in the dose administration records that you knew were not the doses
administered.

At the conference, your position was that you could not recall any of the
specific details, but that you did not engage in deliberate misconduct.
Moreover, you stated that you measured and averaged three readings on each
occasion. While you did not dispute that the dosages actually given the
patients were approximately 30 and 40 percent greater than indicated in the
dose administration records, you stated that there must have been human or
equipment error. However, the inspection and investigation reviewed the
possibility of equipment errors and discounted the possibility that the dose
calibrator malfunctioned in a manner that affected only measurements of 1-131
and resulted in values that were exactly as prescribed by the authorized user
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Notice of Violation - 2 -

on two separate occasions. Likewise, we note that any human errors, such as
dialing the incorrect setting on the dose calibrator, would have had to occur
in the same manner in both instances, to give you the exact dose prescribed by
the authorized user. Therefore, we did not find the circumstances described
by you to be plausible explanations.

The NRC also found evidence that the radiopharmaceutical manufacturer
routinely describes to persons ordering radiopharmaceuticals that the process
for making up standard doses cannot normally (as in these cases) provide the
exact dose a hospital requests for administration on a specific day. You
should have known that the radiopharmaceutical manufacturer could not provide
exact doses for administration on the dates you requested. Therefore, we
conclude that you were aware the doses you recorded were not based on the
doses you measured.

This violation is of significant regulatory concern because it was deliberate
and it delayed the licensee's identification and reporting of two
misadministrations. The violation is cited in the enclosed Notice of
Violation and the circumstances surrounding it are described in detail in the*
subject inspection report and the March 20, 1996, letter sent to you.

Therefore, after consultation with the Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear
Materials Safety, Safeguards, and Operations Support, and the Director, Office
of Enforcement, I am issuing the enclosed Notice of Violation (Notice) to you.
The Notice describes your deliberate misconduct pursuant to 10 CFR 30.10.

You should be aware that your actions caused Community Hospital to be in
violation of NRC requirements. Similar deliberate misconduct by you in the
future may result in more significant enforcement action against you such as
issuance of an order prohibiting your involvement in NRC-licensed activities,
pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202 and 10 CFR 30.10. A violation of 10 CFR 30.10 may
also lead to criminal prosecution. The NRC expects full compliance with all
applicable NRC requirements and deliberate violation of such requirements will
not be tolerated.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to the
Notice, including your proposed corrective actions, the NRC will determine
whether further NRC enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with
NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter, its enclosure, and your response will be placed 1n the NRC Public
Document Room (PDR). To the extent possible, your response should not Include
any personal privacy, proprietary, or safeguards information so that it can be
placed in the PDR without redaction. However, if you find it necessary to
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include such information, you should clearly indicate the specific information
that you desire not to be placed in the PDR, and provide the legal basis to
support your request for withholding the information from the public.

Questions concerning this letter and Notice of Violation should be addressed
to Gary Sanborn or Michael Vasquez at (817) 860-8121.

Sincerely,

Call an
Regional Administrator

Enclosure: Notice of Violation (IA 96-030)

cc w/Enclosure:
Mr. Charles Myers
Hospital Administrator

Community Hospital
2000 Campbell Drive
Torrington, Wyoming 82240
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Samuel L. Brooks ! IA 96-030

During an NRC inspection and investigation conducted on September 11 1995
through February 26, 1996, a violation of NRC requirements was identified. In
accordance with the "General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC
Enforcement Actions," NUREG-1600, the violation is listed below:

10 CFR 30.10(a)(2) states, in part, that any licensee or any employee of
a licensee may not deliberately submit to the NRC, a licensee, or a
licensee's contractor or subcontractor, information that the person
submitting the information knows to be incomplete or inaccurate in some
respect material to the NRC.

10 CFR 30.9(a) requires, in part, that information provided to the
Commission by a licensee, or information required by the Commission's
regulations to be maintained by the licensee, shall be complete and
accurate in all material respects.

Contrary to the above, on September 9 and November 11, 1994, Samuel L. *•
"Brooks, an employee of a licensee, deliberately submitted to a licensee
information that he knew to be incomplete or inaccurate in some respect
material to the NRC. Specifically, Mr. Brooks recorded on September 9,
1994, a measured dose of sodium iodide 1-131 of what he had administered
to a patient that was approximately 30 percent less that the dose that
he administered, and recorded on November 11, 1994, a measured dose of
sodium iodide 1-131 of what he had administered to a patient that was
approximately 40 percent less that the dose that he administered. This
is material because dose administration records are required to be
maintained by 10 CFR 35.32. (01013)

This is a Severity Level III violation (Supplement VI).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Samuel L. Brooks is hereby
required to submit a written statement or explanation to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555,
with a copy to the Regional Administrator, Region IV, 611 Ryan Plaza Drive,
Suite 400, Arlington, Texas 76011, within 30 days of the date of the letter
transmitting this Notice of Violation (Notice). This reply should be clearly
marked as a "Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for each
violation: (1) the reason for the violation, or, if contested, the basis for
disputing the violation, (2) the corrective steps that have been taken and the
results achieved, (3) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further
violations, and (4) the date when full compliance will be achieved. Your
response may reference or include previous docketed correspondence, if the
correspondence adequately addresses the required response. If an adequate
reply is not received within the time specified In this Notice, an order or a
Demand for Information may be issued as to why such other action as may be
proper should not be taken. Where good cause is shown, consideration will be
given to extending the response time.
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Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response
shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Because your response will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR), to
the extent possible, it should not include any personal privacy, proprietary,
or safeguards information so that it can be placed in the PDR without
redaction. However, if you find it necessary to include such information, you
should clearly indicate the specific information that you desire not to be
placed in the PDR, and provide the legal basis to support your request for
withholding the information from the public.

Dated at Arlington, Texas,
this 12th day of June 1996
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June 14. 1996

IA 96-031

Mr. Mark D. Diehl ,
[HOME ADDRESS DELETED
UNDER 10 CFR 2.790] ;

Dear Mr. Diehl:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND EXPIRATION OF LICENSE

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) received a letter dated May 28, 1996,
from the Florida Power and Light Company (FP&L) informing us that they no
longer have a need to maintain your operating license for the Turkey Point
Nuclear Plant, effective May 7, 1996. We also received a letter dated May 29,
1996, from FP&L containing information about your confirmed positive test for
marijuana. Copies of the referenced letters from FP&L are enclosed, and we
plan to place them both in your 10 CFR Part 55 docket file.

In accordance with 10 CFR 55.55(a). the determination by your facility that
you no longer need to maintain a license has caused your license, OP-21117, to
expire as of May 7, 1996. In addition, the following violation is being
issued on your docket:

10 era 55.53(j) prohibits the use of illegal drugs by licensed
operators.

Contrary to the above, the licensee, Mr. Mark D. Diehl, holder of NRC
License No. OP-21117, violated 10 CFR 55.53(j) in that the licensee used
an illegal drug (marijuana) as evidenced by a confirmed positive test
for marijuana resulting from a urine sample submitted on April 29, 1996.

This is a Severity Level III violation (Supplement I).

The purpose of the Commission's Fitness-for-Duty requirements is to provide
reasonable assurance that nuclear power plant personnel work in an environment
that is free of drugs and alcohol and the effects of the use of these
substances. The use of illegal drugs 1s a serious matter which undermines the
special trust and confidence placed in you as a licensed operator. This
violation is categorized as a Severity Level III violation in accordance with
the "General Statement of Policy and Procedures for NRC Enforcement Actions,"
NUREG-1600. because the use of Illegal drugs by licensed operators is a
significant regulatory concern. Because your license has expired, you are not
required to respond to the Notice of Violation at this time unless you contest
the violation. Should you contest the Notice of Violation, a response is
required within 30 days of the date of this letter addressing the specific

CERTIFIED MAIL NO. P 291 242 534
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M. Diehl 2

basis for disputing the violation. This response should be sent to the
Regional Administrator, NRC Region II, Suite 2900, 101 Marietta Street, N.W.,
Atlanta, 6A 30323 and marked, "Open by Addressee Only."

The purpose of this letter is to make clear to you the consequences of your
violation of NRC requirements governing fitness-for-duty as a licensed
operator, in accordance with 10 CFR Part 55. If you reapply for an operating
license, you will need to satisfy not only the requirements of 10 CFR 55.31,
but also those of 10 CFR 2.201. by addressing the reasons for the violation
and the actions you have taken to prevent recurrence in order to ensure your
ability and willingness to carry out the special trust and confidence placed
in you as a licensed operator and to abide by all fitness-for-duty and other
license requirements and conditions.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," Part 2,
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, enforcement actions are placed in the
NRC Public Document Room (PDR). A copy of this letter without its enclosures
and with your address removed will be placed in the PDR unless you provide a
sufficient basis to withdraw this violation within the 30 days specified above
for a response to this Notice of Violation. t

Should you have any questions concerning this action, please contact
Mr. Thomas Peebles of my staff. Mr. Peebles may be reached at either the
address listed above or telephone number (404) 331-5541.

Sincerely,

Original Signed by
Albert F. Gibson

Albert F. Gibson, Director
Division of Reactor Safety

Docket No. 55-21939
License No. OP- 21117

Enclosures: 1. Letter from FP&L, dated May 28, 1996
2. Letter from FP&L, dated May 29. 1996

CC W/encls rHOME ADDRESS DELETED!:
R. J. Hovey
Site Vice President
Turkey Point Nuclear Plant
P. 0. Box 029100
Miami, FL 33102

Part 55 Docket Fi le
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June 17, 1996

IA 96-32

Mr. Bryan Eccleston
[ADDRESS]

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND EXPIRATION OF LICENSE

Dear Mr. Eccleston: ;

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has received a letter, dated
Hay 16, 1996, from Stephen E. Quinn, Vice President informing us that the
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. (Con Edison) no longer has a
need to maintain your operating license for Indian Point Unit No. 2. We also
received a letter, dated May 31, 1996, from Mr. Quinn containing information
about your confirmed positive test for cocaine. (Copies of each letter are
enclosed.) We plan to place both of the letters from Con Edison in your 10
CFR Part 55 docket file.

In accordance with 10 CFR 55.55(a), the determination by your facility
licensee that you no longer need to maintain a license has caused your
License No. OP-11047 to expire as of May 16, 1996.

In addition, the following violation is being issued on your docket:

10 CFR 55.53(j) prohibits the use of illegal drugs by licensed
operators.

Contrary to the above, you violated 10 CFR 55.53(j), as evidenced
by confirmed positive tests for cocaine, an illegal drug,
resulting from urine samples you submitted on April 16, 1996, and
April 19, 1996.

This is a Severity Level III violation (Supplement I).

The purpose of the Commission's F1tness-for-Duty requirements is to provide
reasonable assurance that nuclear power plant personnel work in an environment
that 1s free of drugs and alcohol and the effects of the use of these
substances. .The use of Illegal drugs 1s a serious matter that undermines the
special trust and confidence placed in you as a licensed operator. This
violation 1s categorized as a Severity Level III violation in accordance with
the "General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions,"
NUREG-1600, because the use of cocaine by licensed operators is a significant

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUEST
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Mr. Bryan Eccleston 2

regulatory concern. Because your license has expired, you are not required to
respond to the Notice of Violation at this time unless you contest the
violation. Should you contest the Notice of Violation, a response is required
within 30 days of the date of this letter addressing the specific basis for
disputing the violation. This response should be sent to James T. Wiggins,
Director, Division of Reactor Safety, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Region I, 475 Allendale Road, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406, and marked,
"Open by Addressee Only."

The purpose of this letter is to make clear to you the consequences of your
violation of NRC requirements governing fitness for duty as a licensed
operator, in accordance with 10 CFR Part 55. If you reapply for an operating
license, you will need to satisfy not only the requirements of 10 CFR 55.31,
but also those of 10 CFR 2.201, by addressing the reasons for the violation
and the actions you have taken to prevent recurrence in order to ensure your
ability and willingness to carry out the special trust and confidence placed
in you as a licensed operator and to abide by all fitness-for-duty and other
license requirements and conditions.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," Part 2,
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, enforcement actions are placed in the
NRC. Public Document Room (PDR). A copy of this letter without its enclosures •
and with your address removed will be placed in the PDR unless you provide a
sufficient basis to withdraw this violation within the 30 days specified above
for a response to this Notice of Violation.

Should you have any questions concerning this action, please contact
Mr. Glenn W. Meyer of my staff. Mr. Meyer can be contacted at either the
address listed above, telephone number (610) 337-5211, or Internet address
GWM@NRC.GOV.

Sincerely,

Original signed by
A. Randolph Blough for

James T. Wiggins, Director
Division of Reactor Safety

Docket No: 55-61664
License No: OP-11047

Enclosures: As stated -

CERTIFIED MAIL
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vtM« BEOJ,, UNITED STATES

-" *~ NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

801 WARRENVILLE ROAD

USLE. ILUNOIS 60532-4351

February 2, 1996

IA 96-002

Michael S. Lawrence
[HOME ADDRESS DELETED
UNDER 10 CFR 2.790]

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND EXPIRATION OF LICENSE

Dear Mr. Lawrence:

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has received a letter, dated
January 8, 1996, from the Northern States Power Company (NSP), Informing us
that NSP no longer has a need to maintain your operating license for the
Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant. The January 8, 1996, letter along
with a letter from NSP dated December 14, 1995, Indicated that on November 6,
and December 12, 1995, you were tested under the NSP f1tness-for-duty program
resulting 1n confirmed positive tests for marijuana (copies of each letter aret
enclosed). We plan to place both letters from NSP in your 10 CFR Part 55
docket file.

In accordance with 10 CFR 55.55(a), the determination by NSP that you no
longer need to maintain a license has caused your license (License Number SOP-
31148) to expire as of January 8, 1996. In addition, the following violation
is being issued on your docket (Docket Number 055-31852):

10 CFR 55.53(j). provides, in part, that the licensee shall not use,
possess or sell any illegal drugs.

Contrary to the above, on Nbvember 6 and December 14, 1995, the
licensee, Michael S. Lawrence, was tested under the NSP fitness-for-duty
program resulting 1n confirmed positive tests for marijuana on each of
those dates. (01013)

This 1s a Severity Level III violation (Supplement I).

The purpose of the Commission's fitness-for-duty requirements is to provide
reasonable assurance that nuclear power plant personnel work in an environment
that 1s free of drugs and the effects of the use of such substances. The use
of Illegal drugs 1s a serious matter which undermines the special trust and
confidence placed 1n you as a licensed operator. This violation 1s
categorized at Severity Level III in accordance with the "General Statement of
Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," NUREG-1600, because the use
of Illegal drugs is a significant regulatory concern.

Because your license has expired, you are not required to respond to the
Notice of Violation at this time unless you contest the violation. Should you
contest the violation, a response is required within 30 days of the date of
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Michael S. Lawrence - 2 -

this letter addressing the specific basis for disputing the violation. This
response should be sent to the Regional Administrator, NRC Region III, 801
Warrenville Road, Lisle, Illinois 60532 and marked, "Open by Addressee Only."

The purpose of this letter is to make clear to you the consequences of your
violation of NRC requirements governing fitness-for-duty as a licensed
operator, in accordance with 10 CFR Part 55. If you reapply for an operating
license, you will need to satisfy not only the requirements of 10 CFR 55.31,
but also those of 10 CFR 2.201, by addressing the reasons for the violation
and the actions you have taken to prevent recurrence in order to ensure your
ability and willingness to carry out the special trust and confidence placed
in you as a licensed operator and to abide by all fitness-for-duty and other
license requirements and conditions. You are also reminded that in accordance
with 10 CFR 26.27(b)(2), you may not enter the protected area of any nuclear
power facility for a period of three years from January 8, 1996.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," Part 2,
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, enforcement actions are placed in the
NRC Public Document Room (PDR). A copy of this letter without its enclosures
and with your address removed will be placed in the PDR unless you provide a l

sufficient basis to withdraw this violation within the 30 days specified above
for a response to this Notice of Violation.

Should you have any questions concerning this action, please contact
Mr. Thomas Burdick at either the address listed above or telephone number
(708) 829-9707.

Sincerely,

soffrey Grant, Director
"Division of Reactor Safety

Docket No. 055-31852
License No. SOP-31148

Enclosures: As stated
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III
801 WARRENV1U-E ROAD

USLE, ILUNOIS 60532-4351

February 29, 1996

IA 96-010

Arthur C. Lennon
[HOME ADDRESS DELETED
UNDER 10 CFR 2.790]

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND EXPIRATION OF LICENSE

Dear Mr. Lennon: >

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has received a letter dated
February 9, 1996, from the Commonwealth Edison Company (ComEd), informing us
that ComEd no longer has a need to maintain your operating license for the
Dresden Generating Station. We also received a letter from ComEd dated
February 16, 1996, containing information about your confirmed positive test
for marijuana (copies of both letters are enclosed). We plan to place both of
the letters from ComEd in your 10 CFR Part 55 docket file.

In accordance with 10 CFR 55.55(a), the determination by the facility licensee1
that you no longer need to maintain a license has caused your license (License
No. SOP-31365) to expire as of February 9, 1996. In addition, the following
violation is being issued on your docket (Docket No. 055-32102):

10 CFR 55.55(j) provides, in part, that the licensee shall not use,
possess, or sell any illegal drugs.

Contrary to the above, on January 19, 1996, the licensee,
Arthur C. Lennon, was tested under the ComEd fitness-for-duty program
resulting in a confirmed positive test for marijuana. (01013)

This 1s a Severity Level III violation (Supplement I).

The purpose of the Commission's Fitness-for-Duty requirements is to provide
reasonable assurance that nuclear power plant personnel work in an environment
that is free of Illegal drugs and the effects of the use of such substances.
The use of Illegal drugs 1s a serious matter which undermines the special
trust and confidence placed in you as a licensed operator. This violation is
categorized at Severity Level III 1n accordance with the "General Statement of
Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," NUREG-1600, because the use
of illegal drugs by licensed operators 1s a significant regulatory concern.
Because your license has expired, you are not required to respond to the
Notice of Violation at this time unless you contest the violation. Should you
contest the Notice of Violation, a response 1s required within 30 days of the
date of this letter addressing the specific basis for disputing the violation.
•This response should be sent to the Regional Administrator, NRC Region III,
801 Warrenvilie Road, Lisle, Illinois 60532-4351 and marked, "Open by
Addressee Only."
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The purpose of this letter is to make clear to you the consequences of your
violation of NRC requirements governing fitness-for-duty as a licensed
operator, in accordance with 10 CFR Part 55. If you reapply for an operating
license, you will need to satisfy not only the requirements of 10 CFR 55.31,
but also those of 10 CFR 2.201, by addressing the reasons for the violation
and the actions you have taken to prevent recurrence in order to ensure your
ability and willingness to carry out the special trust and confidence placed
in you as a licensed operator and to abide by all fitness-for-duty and other
license requirements and conditions.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," Part 2,
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, enforcement actions are placed in the
NRC Public Document Room (PDR). A copy of this letter without its enclosures
and with your address removed will be placed in the PDR unless you provide a
sufficient basis to withdraw this violation within the 30 days specified above
for a response to this Notice of Violation.

Should you have any questions concerning this action, please contact.
Thomas Burdick of my staff. Mr. Burdick can be reached at.either the address
listed above or telephone number (708) 829-9707.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey Grant, Director
Division of Reactor Safety

//
Docket No. 055-32102
License No. SOP-31365

Enclosures: As Stated

cc w/o ends: J. C. Brons, Vice President,
Nuclear Support

J. S. Perry, Vice President,
BtfR Operations

T. Nauman, Station Manager Unit 1
M. Heffley, Station Manager Units 2 and 3
P. Holland, Regulatory Assurance
Supervisor

D. Farrar, Nuclear Regulatory
Services Manager

Richard Hubbard
Nathan Schloss, Economist
Office of the Attorney General
State Liaison Officer
Chairman, Illinois Commerce Commission
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION IV

611 RYAN PLAZA ORIVE, SUITE 400
ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76011-8064

March 7, 1996

IA 96-015

Frank A. Warriner
[HOME ADDRESS DELETED
PURSUANT TO 10 CFR 2.790]

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION
(NRC OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS REPORT 5-93-023)

Dear Mr. Warriner:

This refers to the predecisional enforcement conference conducted between you
and the NRC on November 2, 1995, in Phoenix, Arizona. As discussed in the
NRC's October 19, 1995 letter to you, the conference was conducted to assist
the NRC in determining whether enforcement action should be taken against you
for deliberately violating NRC requirements in December 1991 while employed by
Arizona Public Service Company (APS) as a maintenance supervisor at the Palo
Verde Nuclear Generating Station (Palo Verde).

An NRC investigation completed in May 1994 concluded that you deliberately
violated 10 CFR 50.7, Employee Protection, when you declined in December 1991
to hire a contract instrumentation and control (I&C) technician for an
upcoming Palo Verde, Unit 1 outage. The NRC's investigation was conducted
subsequent to a Department of Labor (DOL) Administrative Law Judge's (ALJ)
decision on May 10, 1993 that APS discriminated against the I&C technician and
subsequent to your admission to APS attorneys in August 1993 that you had not
been truthful about this matter and that you made the decision not to hire the
technician because you learned that the technician had raised concerns while
employed at Palo Verde and at anoLher nuclear facility. As a result of your
admission, APS immediately suspended you and subsequently terminated your
employment.

In May 1995, in a criminal action initiated by the U.S. Department of Justice,
you agreed to plead guilty to violating 42 U.S.C. 2273, which,makes it a
felony for any person to willfully violate NRC requirements issued under
42 U.S.C. 2201(b) or (i). Your plea agreement was accepted, and on August 7,
1995, you were sentenced to a 1-year probation, 75 hours of community service,
a $50 fine and additional court costs.

Your decision not to hire this contract employee was a flagrant violation of
requirements that are essential to protecting "whistlebiowers" against
retaliation, as well as maintaining an environment in which all individuals
feel free to raise concerns. As a unit maintenance supervisor, you were in a
position that conferred upon you trust and confidence in your ability to
effectively manage and promote the safe operation of the facility. In that
position, you were responsible for the professional treatment of all
individuals who bring forward safety concerns. Your actions did not adhere to
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Frank A. Warriner -2-

these standards, and did not provide an appropriate example for your peers or
for those individuals under your supervision.

At the November 2, 1995 prededsional enforcement conference with the NRC, you
admitted that you understood that what you were doing was wrong when you made
the decision not to hire the technician. You also indicated that you
understood the importance of individuals identifying concerns without fear of
retaliation and that your decision was not motivated by a desire to retaliate
against a "whistleblower" but by selfish reasons, i.e., your desire as a
supervisor to manage outage-related activities without interference.

In determining whether civil enforcement action should be taken against you,
the NRC considered the factors identified in Section VIII of the General
Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions (Enforcement
Policy), NUREG-1600, a copy of which was previously provided to you. We
conclude that there was no legitimate excuse for your actions; you admit to '
being trained and being aware of these requirements when you committed this
violation. However, we recognize that you have paid a significant penalty for
your actions, having lost your job after 13 years and having been convicted of
a felony which will remain on your record and may affect your future
employment opportunities. Furthermore, you appear to have an appreciation of
the significance of this regulatory requirement and the reasons for its t
existence. Were it not for your termination by the licensee, the felony
conviction, and the fact that you have been effectively removed from NRC-
licensed activities for nearly two and a half years, we would have considered
issuing an order banning you from licensed activities.

Therefore, the NRC has determined that this matter should be brought to a
conclusion with the issuance of a Notice of Violation to you to document your
deliberate violation of NRC requirements. In accordance with the Enforcement
Policy, this violation is categorized at Severity Level III. This action
carries with 1t no additional sanctions, i.e., the NRC 1s placing no
restrictions on your ability to seek employment in NRC-licensed activities in
the future. However, you should be aware that this letter and Notice of
Violation will be a matter of public record and will be published in NUREG-
0940, a public compilation of significant agency enforcement actions which is
made available to licensees of the NRC.

You are required to respond to this letter and the enclosed Notice and should
follow the Instructions specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your
response. In your response, you should document the specific actions taken
and any additional actions you plan to prevent recurrence.

Also enclosed with this letter, for your Information, is a copy of a Notice of
Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty issued to APS on this same
date for the violation that you caused.
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In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," enforcement
actions are placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR). Therefore, a copy ;
of this letter and the enclosed Notice of Violation with your address removed
will be placed in the PDR.

Sincerely, ' • • '

r A . J. Callan
Jo-/Regional Administrator

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Violation - IA 96-015 *
2. Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty - EA 93-159

cc w/Enclosure 1:
Arizona Public Service Company
ATTN: William L. Stewart

Executive Vice President, Nuclear
P.O. Box 53999 '
Phoenix, Arizona 85072-3999 '
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Mr. Frank A. Warriner IA 96-015

Based on an NRC investigation (5-93-023) completed in May 1994, a violation of
NRC requirements was identified. In accordance with the "General Statement of
Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy),
NUREG-1600, the violation is set forth below:

10 CFR 50.5 provides, in part, that any employee of a licensee may not
engage in deliberate misconduct that causes a licensee to be in
violation of any regulation issued by the Commission.

10 CFR 50.7, Employee Protection, prohibits discrimination by a
Commission licensee against any employee for engaging in certain
protected activities. Discrimination includes discharge and other
actions that relate to compensation, terms, conditions, and privileges
of employment. Protected activities are described in Section 210 (now
211) of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, and in
general are related to the administration or enforcement of a
requirement imposed under the Atomic Energy Act or Energy Reorganization
Act.

Contrary to the above, in December 1991, Frank A. Warriner, who was at 1

the time employed by Arizona Public Service Company (APS), a licensee of
the NRC, as a maintenance supervisor, deliberately discriminated against
a contract employee based on the employee's engaging in protected
activities. Specifically, in August 1993, Mr. Warriner admitted that he
declined to hire a contract instrumentation and control technician for a
Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1 outage in December 1991
because he had learned that the technician had raised concerns while
employed at Palo Verde and at another nuclear facility. Mr. Warriner's
actions caused APS to be in violation of 10 CFR 50.7. (01013)

This is a Severity Level III Violation (Supplement VII). (01013)

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Mr. Warriner is required to.submit
a written statement or explanation to the Director, Office of Enforcement,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission within 30 days of the date of this Notice
of Violation. This reply should be clearly marked as a "Reply to a Notice of
Violation" and should include for each alleged violation: (1) the reason for
the violation, or, if contested, the basis for disputing the violation, (2)
the corrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved, (3) the
corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further violations, and (4) the
date when full compliance will be achieved. Mr. Warriner's response may
reference or Include previous docketed correspondence, if the correspondence
adequately addresses the required response. If an adequate reply is not
received within the time specified in this Notice, an Order or a Demand for
Information may be issued to show cause why such other enforcement action as
may be proper should not be taken. Where good cause is shown, consideration
will be given to extending the response time.
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Urider the authority of Section 182 of the Act 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response
shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Because the response will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR), to
the extent possible, it should not include any personal privacy, proprietary,
or safeguards information so that it can be placed in the PDR without
redaction. If personal privacy or proprietary information that is not already
in the public record is necessary to provide an acceptable response, then
please provide a bracketed copy of the response that identifies the
information that should be protected and a redacted copy of the response that
deletes such information. If Mr. Warriner requests withholding of such
material, the request must specifically Identify the portions of the response
that is requested to be withheld and provide in detail the bases for the claim
of withholding (e.g., explain why the disclosure of information will create an
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy or provide the information required
by 10 CFR 2.790(b) to support a request for withholding confidential
commercial or financial information).

Dated at Arlington, Texas
this 7th day of March 1996
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